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RESEARCHING ELT THROUGH NARRATIVE INQUIRY
Yusuf DEMIR1
ABSTRACT
As a type of qualitative inquiry which examines individuals’ stories about their
lived experiences, narrative inquiry is both complementary to several research
methods and an alternative paradigm for social and educational research. Narrative
inquiry has also gained ground in language teaching and learning research in the
past few decades thanks to its capacity to help researchers understand the inner
worlds of language teachers and learners, and the nature of language teaching
and learning. This chapter, in the first place, provides an understanding of the
conceptual and theoretical frameworks behind the development of narrative
inquiry as a recognized methodology, and raises methodological challenges against
modernist viewpoints toward research, thereby making room for researching
narratively. The chapter proceeds with the use of narrative inquiry in educational
research, and more specifically, in ELT research. In what follows, alongside fieldspecific research motives, applicable ELT research topics and possibilities are also
highlighted, which include long-term trajectories of language learners and teachers
such as identity construction and development, changes in language learning and
teaching beliefs, effects of sojourning experiences and so forth. Further focus
centers on methodological dimensions including data collection tools and data
analysis patterns in narrative inquiry, and several concerns regarding the findings
of narrative research. Illustrative narrative inquiries of ELT are then provided in
order to demonstrate which specific research purposes are set and investigated in
different studies by using narrative inquiry, what kind of data can help to achieve
these purposes, and how these data can be analyzed. To conclude, considering
its methodological functionality and research merits, narrative inquiry can be
suggested as a well-respected type of inquiry to investigate complexities of meaning
behind the real experiences of language learners, pre- and in-service ELT teachers
and teacher trainers.
Keywords: Narrative inquiry, ELT research, educational research, narrative
analysis

1 Assistant professor, Necmettin Erbakan University, demir.ysf@hotmail.com
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Thinking and researching narratively: A historical and
theoretical background
Starting with some nail-biting questions to serve as food for thought,
what do or should we understand by the term narrative? Are we at first
glance captured by its literary value or its research-fitting nature? How can
we explain its recent appeal to social and educational researchers? Then, it
is apt in the first place to provide overarching definitions for the concept
of narrative.
Narratives (stories) in the human sciences should be defined
provisionally as discourses with a clear sequential order that connect events
in a meaningful way for a definite audience and thus offer insights about the
world and/or people’s experiences of it (Hinchman & Hinchman, 1997: 16).
Stories are not only the way in which we come to ascribe significance to
experiences … but also they are one of the primary means through which
we constitute our very selves … we become who we are through telling
stories about our lives and living the stories we tell (Andrews, 2000: 77-78).
… Narrative is first and foremost a prodigious variety of genres,
themselves distributed amongst different substances – as though any
material were fit to receive man’s stories. Able to be carried by articulated
language, spoken or written, fixed or moving images, gestures, and the
ordered mixture of all these substances; narrative is present in myth, legend,
fable, tale, novella, epic, history, tragedy, drama, comedy, mime, painting
… stained glass windows, cinema, comics, news item, conversation.
Moreover, under this almost infinite diversity of forms, narrative is present
in every age, in every place, in every society; it begins with the very history
of mankind and there nowhere is nor has been a people without narrative
… (Barthes, 1977: 79)
Today’s postmodernist viewpoint toward narratives, indeed, is nothing
but the reinventing of the wheel. This is because stories have already been
illustrating experiences and life trajectories of humans since ancient times.
As Elliott (2005: 3) mentions, “there is obviously a long literary tradition
of studying the art of narrative, which focuses on conventions of literary
style, and the development and use of different genres as well as examining
the creativity of individual narrators”. Extending back to much earlier than
the 1970s, this literary tradition and interest in narratives can be observed
in the hermeneutic studies of the holy scriptures (Czarniawska, 2004).
However, the theoretical analysis of narratives (narratology) only began
in the twentieth century that emerged in the field of literary theory. Since
then, there have been a series of schools of thought for literary theory which
centralized narratives as a major focus (Webster & Mertova, 2007).
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For the past three decades or so, there has been a remarkable interest in
narratives and narrative inquiry (Andrews, Squire & Tamboukouas, 2013) as
a terminological concept for the field of education research literature as well
as an efflorescent research methodology in its own right by lending itself to
use for a wide range of disciplines such as, alongside education, philosophy,
psychotherapy, psychology, anthropology, sociology, criminology, theology
and so on. This recently emergent narrative revolution (Lieblich, TuvalMashiach & Zilber, 1998) is conceived to be a corollary of the challenges
against a purely positivist paradigm for the studies in social and educational
field. While “traditional scientific theory adopts a rational and empirical
approach to achieve an objective description of the forces in the world”
(Mitchell & Egudo, 2003: 2), the shift from positivism to interpretation
in the behavioral and social sciences, Sandelowski (1991) admits, resulted
in a refreshed attention to human impulse to narrative knowing. So,
which attributes of narratives enabled them to be the objects of such a
paradigm shift? First and foremost, with their potential to make up for the
inadequacies of quantative instruments such as surveys, questionnaires,
tests etc. in capturing the complexity of meaning embedded within stories
and multiplicity of human perspectives, narratives lend themselves to
qualitative investigation by allowing for the acquisition of rich data within
stories. In addition, they serve to resolve complexities of meaning thanks
to the function of retelling events, and moreover, they record and shed
light on human experience through the construction and reconstruction
of individual stories (Webster & Mertova, 2007). Narratives, then, as the
instrument for studying lived experiences, highlight the centrality of
understanding the meaning of behaviour and experiences from the inner
perspectives of the individuals involved. Based on these virtues of narratives,
Elliott (2005: 6) collocates the common themes available in research which
attend to narratives in respondents’ accounts as follows:
1. An interest in people’s lived experiences and an appreciation of the
temporal nature of that experience,
2. A desire to empower research participants and allow them to
contribute to determining what are the most salient themes in an area of
research,
3. An interest in process and change over time,
4. An interest in the self and representations of the self,
5. An awareness that the researcher him- or herself is also a narrator.
Simply put, as depicted in the first theme presented above, narrative
inquiry, beyond the mode of knowing, is the study of lived experience. In
this respect, Connelly and Clandinin (1990) viewed narrative inquiry not
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only as a phenomenon but also as a methodology which can be identified
by the structured quality of experience to be studied and the pattern of
inquiry for its study. Accordingly, they assign narrative researchers the role
of describing these life experiences by collecting and telling stories, and
writing narratives of experience. Given the nature of narrative inquiry which
focalizes experience, Clandinin and Connelly (2000: 2) depended on John
Dewey’s two criteria of experience to develop a narrative view. Regarding the
first criterion, interaction, they viewed humans as “individuals who need to
be understood as such, but they cannot be understood only as individuals.
They are always in relation, always in a social context”. With respect to
the second criterion, continuity, they regarded experiences as something
growing out of other experiences, leading to further experiences. In this
sense, experiences and related understandings are in constant development,
forming the basis for research with narrative. Moen (2006) draws a
sociocultural theoretical framework for narratives and adds one more
building block to narrators’ experiences, which is context. He mentions that
there is an incontrovertible linkage between the individual’s stories and her
or his context. While individuals are telling their stories and experiences,
they do not move away from their context because their accounts are
accompanied by the social, institutional and cultural considerations.
Alongside experiential and sociocultural understandings of narratives, they
have been methodologically approached and analysed based on several
perspectives. For Mishler (1986), for example, analysis of spoken narratives
highlighted textual matters (internally connecting parts of the texts),
ideational matters (referential meaning of what is said), and interpersonal
matters (the role relationships between narrator and listener). Furthermore,
Polkinghorne (1988) distinguished between descriptive and explanatory
narrative research based on the purpose of this type of research. The former
is oriented toward rendering the narrative accounts used by individuals or
groups as their means for ordering and making temporal events meaningful,
with the criterion of accuracy of the researcher’s description with regard to
the operating narrative scheme. On the other hand, in explanatory narrative
research, the narrative researcher’s aim is to construct a narrative account
which accounts for why a situation or event has happened.

Narrative inquiry in educational research
Narrative inquiry is now turning into a well-respected method in
educational practice and research (Webster & Mertova, 2007). No doubt,
much of what we have heard, known or learnt regarding learning and
teaching, rightly or misleadingly, derives from the transfer of educational
experiences and story sharings through individual or group narratives,
in settings such as formal and informal classes, staffrooms, seminars,
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conferences and so on. This is, indeed, what lies beneath the use of
narrative inquiry as a research methodology in educational research. We
can mainly link this appeal to the capacity of narrative inquiry to resolve
the complexities inherent in the individiuals and institutions of education.
At this point, we can view the meaning elicited through narration as a
tool for sorting out an event having educational significance (Connelly &
Clandinin, 1995). “Narrative situates itself in practice” (Webster & Mertova,
2007: 21), and “the story is the very stuff of teaching” (Elbaz, 1991: 3). Hence,
within the context of education, the major focus of narrative inquiry is on
the teachers themselves (Caduri, 2013). From this perspective, narrative
inquiry is a challenge to positivist educational research which centers on
teaching processes and their outcomes, and aims to make generalizations
based on teachers’ demographic data. Narrative inquiry, as a method within
the qualitative research umbrella, is a rebel against such an understanding
of research. Instead, it projects an interpretive research practice which
considers teachers as storytelling organisms, and their stories as objects
of the study focusing on making sense of and interpreting phenomena in
terms of the meaning brought by teachers to the learning environment.
Through the narrative researching of teachers’ life stories, Caduri (2013:
40) states, we can learn about teachers’ personal practical knowledge (what
they know through their teaching experience); however, our concern here
should be “not to convey the teachers’ recollection of the past as it really
happened, but to understand why teachers act in a certain way”.
Then, how does narrative inquiry function in eliciting teachers’
practical knowledge? Why not resort only to quantitative instruments to
elicit practical knowledge? Teachers’ practical knowledge is very often
implicit, and that knowledge of a craft is not always an articulable one
(Polanyi, 1958). Although “teachers may not be able to say what they know,
they feel—emotionally, morally and aesthetically—their knowledge” (Xu
& Connelly, 2009: 223). By capturing the rich data embedded in teachers’
past practices and their justifications for their experiences which would
otherwise be difficult to elicit through quantatitive measures, narratives
make teachers’ tacit knowledge explicit.
With its human-centered nature and explanatory function, inquiring
narratively into different groups of teachers confound any stereotype of
teachers (Casey, 1995), as well as teacher educators, student teachers and
school children and other related groups, by shedding light on individual,
instructional and affective differences among these groups. A review of the
literature shows that while the teacher is the main focus of narrative inquiries
in educational research since they are replete with daily conversations of
teaching practices, narrative inquiry also aims to critically examine the
stories heard, read and told about student teachers and school children in
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the course of our work (Varaki, 2007). To illustrate, by inquiring narratively
into a preservice teacher’s journey through her year-long placement in an
inner-city school, Rushton (2004) describes the culture shock felt by her
and her sense of conflict when she interacted with her mentoring teachers
and students. In another example, using a narrative inquiry approach, Ye
and Edwards (2017) explore the identity formation of four Chinese students
with respect to study abroad, and portray the ways in which their selfidentity is shaped by and shapes their study abroad experiences. Given these
examples in addition to a plethora of others not cited here, narrative inquiry
is well suited to researching life stories, experiences, practices and journeys
of all those involved in education in relation to the elicitation of underlying
meanings, justifications, background influences and their consequences.

Narrative inquiry in ELT research: motives, topics and
possibilities
The recent popularity of narrative inquiry as an alternative or
supplementary approach to research in general education and social
sciences in the past few decades has spread to research on foreign language
learning and teaching and language teacher education as well as to applied
linguistics research on the discourse of narratives. While until recently,
applied linguists resorted to methodological sources from the social
sciences, they can now utilize a number of texts which illustrate and discuss
narrative inquiry applications in applied linguistics itself (Benson, 2014).
Benson (2014: 155) specifies four basic conceptions of narrative that serve
as mainstays for the practice of narrative inquiry in applied linguistics:
1. The canonical story: an account of experience consisting of an
abstract, orientation, complicating action, resolution, evaluation, and coda
(Labov, 1972),
2. Life histories and autobiographies, i.e. the ways through which people
make sense of their lives by engaging in storytelling,
3. Grand narratives (Lyotard, 1984) or the larger, culturewide ideologies
which mold the themes of particular narratives (Tannen, 2008),
4. Narratives-in-interaction or more fragmentary accounts of
experience in everyday talk, often called small stories (Bamberg &
Georgakopoulou, 2008).
While the application of these narrative mainstays can be observed in
different studies for investigating different research questions, it is important
to understand the methodological steps as to how narrative inquiry entered
into applied linguistics research. In this respect, the pioneering research
endeavors include methodologies such as ethnoghraphy, diary studies
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and longitudinal studies which allow for the investigation of participants’
language learning experiences. Social sciences research methods such as
life history methods have also been employed in research on language
learning histories (Benson, 2014). On top of that, the recent interest in
teachers’ lives and professional experiences in educational research has
expedited narrative investigation of language teachers and teaching. Other
contributing factors for the acceleration of narrative inquiry in applied
linguistics field include migration and multilingualism matters as an
inspiration for autobiographical work in contexts of migration, study abroad
and intercultural communication (Benson, 2014). More recent approaches
come from interactional sociolinguistics and discursive psychology, which
include the examination of narratives in short extracts of spoken interaction
to elaborate on issues of language learning and teaching (Benson, 2014).
Given the recent appeal of narrative inquiry in the field, it is apt to raise the
following compelling question: What pushes ELT researchers to think and
research narratively within the frontiers of language learning and teaching?
Barkhuizen, Benson and Chik (2013: 3) ask the following seminal
questions to shed light on the motives for researching ELT narratively.
1. Are you more convinced by a richly described individual case study
than you are by statistical analysis of experimental data collected from large
numbers of people?
2. Do you believe that we can best understand the social forces that
condition language teaching and learning behavior by understanding how
individuals interpret and respond to them?
3. Would you like research to tell us more about the meanings that
individuals attach to teaching and learning languages and the consequences
that teaching and learning have for their lives?
4. Would you like to hear more about the diversity of language teaching
and learning experiences through the words of teachers and learners
themselves?
Narrative inquiry of language learning and teaching and language
teacher education entails the scrutiny of teachers’ and learners’ stories
about their lived experiences. With such a perspective, learners expand
on their language learning trajectories while teachers often refer to their
classroom practices and professional growth. The content and value of
these student and teacher elicitations, in fact, lead us to collocate a wide
range of justifications for researching narratively in the field. To begin
with, narrative inquiry helps ELT researchers understand the inner mental
worlds of language teachers and learners, the nature of language teaching
and learning as social and educational activity, and “how language teachers
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and learners organize their experiences and identities and represent them
to themselves and to others” (Barkhuizen et al., 2013: 5). Also, researching
narratively allows for and encourages the study of language learning and
teaching in the context of life, with several educational matters such as
identity, culture, community, literacy and so on (Phillion & He, 2007).
They consider it essential to be informed about language learning and
teaching through a wide array of experientially-oriented studies since lifebased research provides rich insights about the lived experiences of these
individuals and indicates a transition from abstract research to inquiries
which develop in-depth understandings of the complexity of language
learning and teaching and its intertwinement in inter-connected social and
cultural contexts. The virtue of narrative inquiry, in this sense, also derives
from its functionality to help understand the assumptions held by the
students of other cultures by examining their stories (Bell, 2002). The other
unignorable virtue of narrative inquiry lies behind the need to promote
the knowledge base in language teacher education. Teacher educators
need to be cognisant of what language teachers’ need to know—an issue
which is under constant debate and pedagogical transformation—which
is affected by rapid changes in technology, society, learner and teacher
characteristics. Considering the inherent field-related challenges and how
the knowledge base is in a state of constant fluctuation, Knight (2009)
states, there is a need for teacher educators to examine their curriculum
and pedagogy, which can be made possible by narrative inquiry. In a
similar manner, “teachers’ knowledge is largely held tacitly in holistic, often
narrative, forms, suggesting that narratives of teaching will allow new ways
to understand the experience of L2 classrooms” (Elbaz, 1983; as cited in
Bell, 2002: 210). Moreover, according to Xu and Connelly (2009), knowing
the parameters of linguistics and the dynamics of language teaching is not
sufficient per se for an understanding of the practices of second language
teacher education. It is also essential to know what teachers already know
when teacher education begins so as to understand the sociocultural
narrative context which shapes teacher learning. Therefore, how teachers
know and experience their knowledge is worthy of narrative investigation
for understanding the process (Xu & Connelly, 2009).
Regarding which topics in the field have lent themselves for narrative
inquiry, a glance at the literature reveals a wide range of issues from language
teacher identity (Cheng, 2016; Liu & Xu, 2011; Kanno & Stuart, 2011) to
multilingualism (Rodriguez & Cho, 2011) from professional development
of pre-service, in-service and early career language teachers (RuohotieLyhty, 2013) to sojourning experiences (He, 2002). Benson (2011) specifies
other frequently addressed topics which include informal and out-of-class
learning, learner agency, learner beliefs, emotion, anxiety and motivation,
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serving as areas of inquiry which probably reflects the particular capacity
of narrative inquiry to provide access to what he referred to as language
learning careers, i.e. retrospective accounts of how learners’ language
learning process has been shaped and developed over time. The literature
also presents other topics concerning learner constructs and variables
which were addressed narratively, such as persistence, affect, age, individual
differences, learning strategies and autonomy. However, among the wide
range of topics that are suited to narrative inquiry, identity construct seems
to have attracted special interest. This might be linked to the capacity of
narrative inquiry to give access to individuals’ long-term lived experiences
and careers that develop and take place over long periods of time in multiple
contexts and settings (Barkhuizen et al., 2013), thereby reinforcing research
on teacher identity formation and development.
As a conclusion, narrative inquiry provides ample opportunities and
perspectives for researchers who aim especially at eliciting individual
language learning and teaching experiences, from multiple dimensions,
both inside and outside the classroom, by positioning individuals in
their own contexts. Since, in narrative inquiry, the primary context is
the teachers’ and learners’ lives (Barkhuizen et al., 2013), and it is related
“not only with studying individuals acting on L2 input and producing
L2 output, but also with studying how L2 learners are situated in specific
social, historical, and cultural contexts” (Norton & Toohey, 2001: 310). For
all the reasons mentioned, no doubt, narrative inquiry has the potential to
provide valuable in-depth research data which would otherwise be unlikely
to obtain through other research methods, making it “a natural tool for the
L2 researcher” (Bell, 2002: 211).

Mapping the methodology of narrative inquiry
As a form of qualitative research, narrative inquiry has much in common
with other qualitative approaches to research whereas there are some data
collection tools and analysis procedures specific to narrative inquiry. The
fresh eminence of narrative inquiry in language teaching field which has
gained ground only in the past few decades and the very recent recognition
of it as a methodological approach in the field in its own right make it
difficult for researchers to come up with a wide array of methodology books
with a special focus on the use of narrative inquiry in language teaching
research (although see De Fina & Georgakopoulou, 2015; Czarniawska,
2004; Elliott, 2005; Webster & Mertova, 2007) for general methodological
understanding of the use of narrative inquiry in social sciences and
educational research). In this sense, Barkhuizen et al’s (2013) manual of
narrative research methodology serves as an effective material for applied
linguistics researchers interested in researching narratively, and most of
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the methodological parameters of narrative inquiry for language learning
and teaching and language teacher education research are defined through
their work. It is also advisable to refer to Benson (2014) and Norton and
Early (2011) to gain further insights.

Narrative data collection
A bird’s eye view of data collection practices for narrative studies of
language learning and teaching and language teacher education reveals a
trend shift, if gradually, from reliance on one source of data to multiple
data sources. In this respect, interviews highlight as the oft-used source of
data to elicit participants’ oral accounts. However, the use of interviews in
narrative inquiry brings with it some drawbacks if used per se. Participants’
accounts elicited from interviews, despite their potential to effectively access
personal perspectives of language learning and teaching experiences, tend
to be problematic, if they are approached as sources of factual information
without paying attention to the social and interactional context from
which they are derived (Benson, 2014). Therefore, to fill this gap, using
more than one source of data in narrative inquiry is gaining an increasing
recognition. Accompanying sources of data, alongside interviews, often
include personal written narratives, reflection reports, learner diaries,
reflective teacher journals, weblogs, classroom observations, field notes
and so on. While some of the data sources can be viewed as oral narratives,
others such as teacher journals and learner diaries take the form of written
narratives. Barkhuizen et al. (2013: 33-34), as portrayed below, exemplifies
various contexts in which written narrative data are produced by different
participant groups in many different forms.
Different contexts in which written narratives are used (Barkhuizen et
al., 2013)
1. Language learners write about their learning experiences as participants
in a research project, and the learners themselves are the researchers. They
construct the written text, analyze it, and publish the fi ndings. This work is
thus clearly autobiographical. A typical example of written data produced in
these contexts is learner diaries.
2. Language learners write about their learning experiences as participants
in a research project, but in this case, they are not the (primary) researchers.
These biographical accounts of their learning are often the product of a course
activity or assignment, which are then analyzed by the researcher (usually
the instructor) for research purposes. The biographies can take the form of
language learning histories, journals, emails, and letters, and narrative frames.
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3. Pre-service and in-service language teachers, usually as part of coursework
requirements, write about their language learning experiences in the form of
learning diaries and journals. Again, it is their instructors or other researchers
who make use of the teachers’ written data for analysis and publication.

4. Teachers and teacher educators write about their practice for professional
development (as teachers or researchers). These studies use (auto)biographical
data generated by the researchers for their own research purposes.
5. Language teachers (pre-service and in-service) write about their teaching
practice for professional development, usually for a course activity or
assignment. The goal of the writing is explicitly for the professional
development of the teacher writers, and may take the form of reflective journals
or stories. They write about their own teaching experiences (past or present)
and typically relate these to the content of the course that they are taking.
However, the outcome of their refl ections are used by researchers (again,
usually their instructors) for further analysis as part of independent research
projects.
6. Language teachers (pre-service and in-service) write about their teaching for
a researcher. At the time of writing, teachers may or may not be participating in
formal professional development courses, but even if they are the writing they
produce is not specifi cally for their own professional development (although
they may benefit from doing the writing). Rather, it is solicited by a researcher
for their research purposes. The writing, usually in combination with other
forms of data (typically interviews), can take the form of diaries, reflective
reports and journals (e.g., Liu and Xu, 2011) and narrative frames (Barkhuizen
& Wette, 2008)

Apart from the growing popularity of using multiple sources of data as
a recent trend, Benson (2014) specifies other recent innovations in data
collection for narrative inquiry as outlined below:
Longitudinal study: There is also a tendency in narrative inquiry to rely
less on one-shot data collection practices and more on data collected over
long periods.
Narratives-in-Interaction: This concept indicates a tendency to dwell on
short stretches of narrative within the interview rather than on the interview
as a whole (Benson, 2014: 159). “This approach draws on studies of talk-ininteraction in naturally occurring conversation and, in applied linguistics,
sometimes uses short extracts from transcribed research interviews as data”.
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Narrative frames: Developed by Barkhuizen and Wette (2008) as an
instrument to help students and teachers structure their narratives as a
story, narrative frames consist of a number of incomplete and blank spaces
embedded in a whole coherent text. These frames “provide guidance and
support in terms of both the structure and content of what is to be written.
From the researcher’s perspective the frames ensure that the content will be
more or less what is expected (and required to address the research aims)
and that it will be delivered in narrative form” (Barkhuizen & Wette, 2008:
376). Narrative frames make it possible to collect and analyze large amounts
of data in a practical and manageable way. Below is a sample narrative frame
used in the study by Shelley, Murphy and White (2013).
1 Second language teaching and learning
I am a teacher of ….. The people I teach are….. My journey to this position
has been through…. People/events that I feel have been most significant on my
journey are….. In my teaching I try to……..
This is probably because……... In the future I’d like to..............
2 Transition from classroom to distance/blended teaching
When I first started in distance and/or blended teaching……. What I have
found most helpful has been………. I think that my practice as a teacher
has………... This is probably because…….. My relationship with the students
has…….. This is probably because……... Now that I teach in a distance/
blended learning programme I ……………..
3 Problem solving
I remember once in my distance/blended teaching I had a very difficult time
trying to…….... The main reason for this was that………… I tried to solve
this by………... It would have been very helpful if………. On the basis of this
experience, I feel I would like to……….... The aim of this action/activity would
be to………. A major constraint, though, might be that………..... What I have
learnt is………….

Multimodal narratives: As a growing trend in narrative inquiry,
multimodal narratives include additional text types as narrative, other
than oral and written accounts (Barkhuizen et al., 2013). These include
the use of visual materials such as photographs, drawings, graphic
novels etc. in order to stimulate the production of narratives and
enrich interview data. To illustrate, in his study which investigated the
relationship between emotions and beliefs in foreign language learning,
Aragão (2011) used visual representations of students as well as narrative
research documents, language learning journals, informal conversations,
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participant observations and a questionnaire in order to shed light on the
historical and situated interplay of beliefs and emotions. The following
exemplary image taken from the same study reflects the contrasting
emotions of a young pupil, feeling happy going to classes and feeling
afraid to speak English in the class.

Data analysis in narrative inquiry
Understanding data analysis in narrative research, in the first place,
requires distinguishing between two similar-looking concepts: narrative
analysis and analysis of narratives (Polkinghorne, 1995). While narrative
analysis “refers to research in which storytelling is used as a means of
analyzing data and presenting findings” (Barkhuizen et al., 2013: 3),
analysis of narratives are often subject to content or thematic analysis,
“in which narrative data is analyzed by coding and categorizing data
extracts and reorganizing them under thematic headings” (Benson, 2014:
161). From this point of view, being classified under qualitative research
umbrella, narrative studies adopt more or less the same approaches to
data analysis used in other types of qualitative research. Apart from
the traditional approaches to qualitative data analysis which also holds
for narrative inquiry, Barkhuizen et al. (2013) mention other analytical
approaches for narrative data such as small story analysis and positioning
analysis. While the former involves fine-tuned and detailed analysis of
narratives‐in-interaction by using methods affiliated with conversation
analysis, the latter requires interactive engagement of the storyteller in
the construction of the story. In addition, Benson (2014) brings forward
discourse analysis methods in an effort to unveil meanings in narrative
data, which investigate the content and meaning of experience through
the examination of the structure, language, or use of narratives in the
context of interaction.
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An outline of the issues concerning the findings in narrative
inquiry
It would not be legitimate to judge narrative inquiry by the same criteria
used in traditional methodologies. For, narrative studies go over individual
experiences and worldviews of complex and human-centred events whereas
traditional approaches are often in pursuit of scientific facts and processes
(Webster & Mertova, 2007). Narrative inquiry, with its interpretive and
unavoidably subjective nature, focuses on uncovering the meaning behind
individuals’ unique stories and experiences rather than on obtaining
generalizable results and replicable data patterns. Therefore, measures such
as reliability and validity do not seem to make much sense in narrative
inquiry. Instead, Barkhuizen et al. (2013) specify three issues related with
the quality and ethics of the analysis of narrative data: rigor, trustworthiness
and the need for a different viewpoint on generalizability. By rigor, they refer
to the degree to which the analysis is systematic with respect to data coverage
and the application of analytical procedures. In other words, this includes
the analysis of all the available data systematically. By trustworthiness,
they mean the complex question of the relationship between the findings
of narrative inquiry studies and the underlying realities they represent.
They handle trustworthiness criterion by trying to find answers to two
framing questions: what stories about language teaching and learning say
about the reality of language teaching and learning, and what happens
when researchers write about the stories of others. As to how to approach
generalizability in narrative inquiry, they view it as a matter of establishing
a pattern of shared experiences rather than the case of quantitative studies
which involve the construction of representative samples.

Illustrative narrative inquiries of ELT
(1) Paper title: Becoming a Teacher Educator: The Multiple BoundaryCrossing Experiences of Beginning Teacher Educators (Trent, 2013)
Published in: Journal of Teacher Education
Purpose: To investigate the identity construction experiences of one group of
beginning English language teacher educators in Hong Kong through narrative
inquiry.
Participants: Seven teacher educators
Data collected through: Three semi-structured interviews throughout the
year (in the first month of getting the position of full-time teacher educator,
at the end of the first semester, at the end of the first full academic year as a
teacher educator)
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Data analysis: Data analysis occurred in a recursive, iterative manner as I moved
between the data and the theoretical framework described above. As a first step,
“codes” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 56) were used to organize the data. Initially,
this involved searching for words, phrases, and ideas that occurred and reoccurred
in the data. The codes developed were mainly “folk categories” (Delamont, 1992,
p. 150) that reflected the “indigenous concepts” (Patton, 2002, p. 454) used by
participants (e.g., “schoolteacher,” “teacher educator,” “good teaching practices,”
“changing teaching,” “rewarding,” “frustration”).
Data reporting: in the form of themes (Establishing Boundaries and
Constructing Identities, Boundary Encounters: Being Positioned by Others,
“I Had to Make the Move”: Positioning Contested, “Now I Am a Teacher
Educator”: Boundaries Revisited, Looking Ahead: An Ongoing Trajectory of
Identity Construction)
Main finding: The challenges teacher educators faced at different stages of their
professional identity construction reflected the negotiation of past experiences,
future ideals, competency, agency, and marginalization.
(2) Paper title: Disavowed: The stories of two novice teachers (Scherff, 2008)
Published in: Teaching and Teacher Education
Purpose: This case study used narrative inquiry to explore two novice English
teachers’ experiences in the classroom and factors that caused them to leave the
profession.
Participants: Two novice English teachers
Data collected through: Transcripts of e-mails collected over a 17-month
period, individual audio-taped interviews.
Data analysis: Polyvocal analysis method was employed in exploring the
transcripts. Data analysis and interpretation occurred through several steps.
First, email and interview transcripts were read as a whole. Then, all voices
contributing to the data were identified and marked. Particular voices were
selected for inclusion (Luke and Toni) and a narrative was begun for each. The
total data set was revisited to refine and/or alter the narratives. Finally, member
checks occurred through participants reading and verifying both their e-mail and
interview transcripts.
Data reporting: Biographical data presented by the author: Like many
other schools struggling with more special education students than certified
staff to adequately teach them, Luke’s high school was simply overwhelmed.
Teachers were expected to accommodate too wide a range of disabilities in one
classroom. Moreover, Luke felt it was left up to him to determine how to teach
such students. Yet, even his accommodations did not go far enough to please
administrators and parents.
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Teacher narratives: My first day is Monday and I am a little overwhelmed. The
amount of documentation is like nothing I have ever seen. Our grades and lesson
plans are posted online for parents to view… everything requires documentation
and signatures—even tardies. This will be difficult to adjust to, but my principal
made a good point. She said that we are in the business of teaching and if this is
what the business requires right now—it is part of the package. My principal is
great! She has an amazing attitude, discipline is strict but it comes from genuine
concern for students and teachers. She believes in helping kids learn because
you care about the kids and it is an infectious attitude. I am concerned about
the beginning of the year… between my wedding and moving—I have nothing
prepared ahead of time. However, I feel that centering my goals as a teacher
around caring for children and educating them will help me to stay focused and
be successful. I think that is what will get me through this week. I care about kids,
I love teaching, and I believe in what I am doing.
Main finding: The most salient issue to emerge is that the plotlines of Luke
and Toni’s narratives were centered on professional, social, and/or emotional
disavowal. Their stories show that despite what we know about assisting,
protecting, supporting, and nurturing new teachers it often is not done.
(3) Paper title: Teacher Assessment Knowledge and Practice: A Narrative
Inquiry of a Chinese College EFL Teacher’s Experience (Xu & Liu, 2009)
Published in: TESOL Quarterly
Purpose: This article explores the knowledge and practice of teacher assessment
through a narrative inquiry into the experience of a Chinese college EFL teacher,
Betty, who was involved in an assessment reform program.
Participants: A college EFL teacher
Data collected through: Two formal semistructured interviews, personal
communications, the teacher’s personal records (teaching evaluation sheets,
teaching and assessment plans, assessment notes, student responses)
Data analysis & reporting: Narrative analysis
Betty was confronted with a dilemma. She felt guilty that she didn’t award
her students the grades she felt they deserved because of the pressure from her
colleague. At the same time, she seemed to have no alternative but to change
the grades because a hint from the course leader equalled an indirect order
and respect for her superior was highly valued. Betty later mentioned that she
was then very concerned about the possible consequences of not listening to
Jane and potential failures in future cooperation at the workplace. She was also
concerned about whether such imposed pressure from above might be felt by
other teachers as well.
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Main finding: This narrative inquiry into Betty’s experiences of assessment
reveals that teacher knowledge is not a static end product, but a highly
complex,dynamic, and ongoing process.
(4) Paper title: ‘This game is not easy to play’: a narrative inquiry into a novice
EFL teacher educator’s research and publishing experiences (Yuan, 2016)
Published in: Professional Development in Education
Purpose: Drawing on the approach of narrative inquiry, this study looks into
how a novice language teacher educator constructed and reconstructed his
professional identities through his research and publishing practice in the higher
education context in Hong Kong.
Participants: A novice EFL teacher educator
Data collected through: Three semi-structured interviews, personal
communications
Data analysis & reporting: Narrative analysis
Glen’s previous research experience thus lent support to his identity as a
language teacher educator who could integrate theory and practice in his
teacher education practice. Also, Glen attached importance to academic
writing and publishing as an important part of his professional work as a
language teacher educator-researcher:
Based on our research, we should write and publish something
practical and insightful, something that can combine theory and
practice and benefit frontline teachers. I think this is our job to be a
teacher educator. (Interview 1)
Main finding: The participant constantly tried to defend and develop his
identity as a ‘language teacher educator-researcher’, which was subjected to
various contextual obstacles including the institutional policy, the ‘publish-orperish’ culture and the potential bias against practice-oriented research and
peripheral research contexts.
(5) Paper title: English as a Foreign Language (EFL) Teaching Effectiveness
Revisited: A Narrative Inquiry into the English Proficiency of an International
Student in the U.S. (Wei & Smith, 2016)
Published in: Journal of Foreign Languages, Cultures and Civilizations
Purpose: Employing narrative inquiry, this research study investigates the
English-using experience of an international student from China in an American
graduate school, and presents how his inadequate English proficiency, especially
communicative competence, has affected his academic learning and nonacademic aspects of life.
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Participants: An international student studying in the United States
Data collected through: field notes, thick descriptions, interview transcripts,
personal communications (follow-up emails, on-line chatting, observations at
social gatherings, chance encounters, and informal conversations conducted
face-to-face or via telephone)
Data analysis & reporting: Narrative analysis
Stories Lived and Told
Since the first day at school in the U.S. when he participated in the Orientation,
Xue has begun to intensely realize how poor his listening comprehension is. In his
own words, “all I could do in the Orientation was guessing.” There were always a
couple of words in a sentence he could understand. It was simply through these
discrete words, together with the speaker’s gestures, handouts, and common
sense at times that he was scarcely able to grasp the gist of the Orientation.
His difficulty with listening comprehension persisted in the classes taken in the
graduate school, and he found that the degree of difficulty varied depending on
the instructors. When an instructor was from a nonEnglish-speaking country and
spoke English with an accent, he tended to have a bigger trouble understanding
him/her, because he was never exposed to an English variety different from British
or American English while learning English in China.
Main finding: The participant’s lack of communicative competence, profoundly
influenced by China’s EFL teaching, has prevented him from achieving a greater
academic success and adjustment into American life.
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ACADEMIC NOUNS IN DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
WRITTEN IN ENGLISH BY TURKISH, SPANISH AND
ENGLISH AUTHORS
M. Pınar BABANOĞLU1
ABSTRACT
Academic writing is one of the interests of English for Academic Purposes
(EAP), the inquiry that focuses on the uses of English within any academic setting.
Academic writing basically refers to writing in a particular style with a certain set
of rules and patterns for a particular purpose and aims is to express a central point
related to an argument structure with a formal, standard written language to inform
a certain audience group including a community of researchers, scholars, lecturers
and students. Aim of writing an academic text is to provide an authentic scientific
research to be published to realization and to become a scientific knowledge
in the data base. Academic writing has its own characteristics as it purposes to
transmit the authentic discoveries and to contribute new information. Therefore,
academic prose is more complex than more informal writing or conversation, i.e. it
has more longer words with more grammatical complexity including subordinate
clauses and passives as well as it uses more noun-based phrases than verb-based
phrases. Academic words referred to the word types which are frequently seen in
academic texts (Coxhead, 2000). This study investigates the use academic nouns
in Academic Keyword List (AKL) (Paquot, 2010) in doctoral dissertations (a
type of academic writing) of native English and non-native English (Turkish and
Spanish) academic authors. Methodology is based on the analysis of three corpora
as NACE (Native Academic Corpus of English), TACE (Turkish Academic Corpus
of English) and SACE (Spanish Academic Corpus of English) consisting of texts
of doctoral dissertations. Quantitative analysis depends on frequency calculations
and statistical comparisons among three corpora. Results show that both Turkish
and Spanish L1 authors used statistically less academic nouns than native English
speakers in their doctoral dissertations, yet Spanish authors underused academic
nouns when compared to both Native English and Turkish authors.
Keywords: English for Academic Purposes (EAP), Academic Writing, Nouns
in Academic Keyword List, Corpus Methodology
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INTRODUCTION
Recent research interests in investigation and teaching of academic
language highlight English for Academic Purposes (EAP) field for a
better understanding of academic texts for EFL learners, practitioners
and researchers. In general terms, academic writing refers to writing in a
particular style with a certain set of rules and patterns for a particular purpose.
Major aim is to express a central point related to an argument structure with
a formal, standard written language to inform a certain audience group
including a community of researchers, lecturers, students, etc. Academic
prose is more complex than more informal writing or conversation, e.g.
it has more longer words with more grammatical complexity including
subordinate clauses and passives as well as it uses more noun-based phrases
than verb-based phrases. Snow (2010) states that academic language uses
sophisticated words and complex grammar constructions in order to be
concise, precise and authoritative in terms of having a scientific technicality
that can problematic for reading comprehension and can cause a mental
block in learning for students who need help to acquire academic vocabulary
and how to process academic language. Therefore, developing an academic
vocabulary is helpful for users and practitioners of academic English. There
are three main academic vocabulary lists in the literature; General Service
List (GSL) (West, 1953), Academic Word List (AWL) (Coxhead, 2000) and
Academic Keyword List (AKL) (Paquot, 2010).
This study is a corpus-based research that investigates the use of
academic nouns in AKL by native and native English authors. Major aims
of the research are to examine the interlanguage process in L2 academic
writing, to highlight some learner specific features and also to see whether
there is L1 transfer in L2 academic writing. In order to achieve these goals,
following research questions are posed:
1.Is there a statistical difference in the frequency of nouns of academic
vocabulary between non-native and native English authors in their doctoral
dissertations in English?
2.Is there a statistical difference in the frequency of nouns of academic
vocabulary between Turkish and Spanish authors’ doctoral dissertations in
English?

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Academic Vocabulary
Emergence for developing a specialized vocabulary in English which
is peculiar to scientific language is seem to be inevitable to meet the
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needs of non-native speakers of English who have to read and to practice
the academic English. For a precise and accurate language, academic
texts also have more lexical density and a more varied and specialized
vocabulary. Academic vocabulary is defined by Paquot as ‘a set of lexical
items that are not core words but which are relatively frequent in academic
texts’ (2010, p.9). These words appear in a large extent of academic texts
in any disciplines. Technically, academic vocabulary term is used to refer
to words that are reasonably frequent in a wide range of academic genres
but are relatively rare in other kinds of texts (Coxhead & Nation, 2001).
Paquot (2010) points out that students in higher education settings need
to master three lists of vocabulary as a core vocabulary of high frequency
words (a, about, be, by, I, some, do, to, etc.), technical terms which are
domain-specific and differing to subject area (not frequent in other subfields) and academic vocabulary which consist of frequent academic words
in a range of academic texts such as academic journal articles, textbooks,
course books, lab manuals. In the literature, three basic academic
vocabulary lists has been compiled in differing contents. West’s (1953)
General Service List (GSL) consists of core gathered from five million
words corpus of written English including around 2000 word families.
Next well known academic vocabulary is Academic Word List (AWL)
by Coxhead (2000) gathered from 3.5 million words Academic Corpus
which includes academic texts from various academic fields as Arts,
Commerce, Law and Science with their sub-fields (education, history.. in
Arts and accounting, economics.. in Commerce, etc.). Academic corpus
consists of contemporary samples of major academic texts including
research articles, textbooks, book reviews, scientific letters, expert
writings, master’s thesis, doctoral dissertations, final year project theses,
and student writings. Paquot (2010) suggests a recent list for academic
words called Academic Keyword List (AKL) in which extraction of
academic words depends on combining frequency-based and functionbased criteria through data-driven corpus methodology. Paquot’s (2010)
AKL is quite different from Coxhead’s (2000) AKL since it contains high
frequency words such as aim, argue, because, compare, explain, namely,
result which have been shown to play an essential structuring role in
academic prose. In AKL, there are 930 potential academic words gathered
via ‘keyness’ method on the basis of certain criteria to identify potential of
academic key words. As the compilation of the AKL is based on a system
of combining potential academic words both in GSL (57%) and AWL
(40%), Paquot (2010) utilizes a web programme called Web Vocab Profile
to get the percentages of each list. There are five grammatical categories
in AKL including 355 nouns, 233 verbs, 180 adjectives, 87 adverbs and 75
others (prepositions, conjunctions, etc.).
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Significance of Nouns in Academic Texts
Formal written English uses nouns and nominal based structures (noun
phrases) more than verbs, for example, ‘judgement’ rather than ‘judge’,
‘development’ rather than ‘develop’ or ‘difference’ rather than ‘differ’ (Gillett,
2018; Gillett, et.al., 2008; Biber, 2006, 2010, Koutraki, 2015). Caplan (2015)
claims that nominalization, a verb clause (or any word) is turned to noun
phrase, is a common feature of academic writing and it reduces the finite
classes (subject + verb) which is a typical of academic style, as well as it
provides more dense style of writing with more content words and fewer
function words. For example:
(a)We analyzed the data and found that the number of patients has
increased. (everyday)
(b)The analysis of the data revealed an increase in the number of
patience (more academic)
(c)After John arrived in Japan, he started to learn the language.
(everyday)
(d)John’s language education started after his arrival in Japan. (more
academic)
(e) People who are creative need to be exposed to many different ideas.
(everyday)
(f) Creativity requires exposure to many different ideas. (more
academic) (Caplan, 2015)
In respect of nominalization, in (a), verbs analyze and increase sound
more academic when they are used as noun form in (b) as analysis and
increase. Similarly, in the next example, arrive turns to arrival in noun form
as well as a learn can be replaced education although it has a different root.
Not only verbs but also adjectives such as creative (e) can be used in noun
form as creativity (f) to gain more academic tone in an academic writing.
According to Biber et. al. (1999), %55 of lexical words in academic texts
are nouns, 20% are adjectives, 15% are verbs and 10% are adverbs (cited in
Gillett, 2018). In addition, the reason why nouns are frequent in academic
prose is, as Biber et.al. (1999, p. 66) underline that the focus in academic
texts is on transmission of information where nouns are crucial. That is, ‘it
would therefore seem sensible for EAP teaching to concentrate on nouns
and building nominal groups rather than verbs.’(Gillett, 2018).

Previous Studies
Corpus-based previous studies in academic vocabulary focused on EAP
are mostly domain-specific and investigated academic words primarily
using AWL as linguistic source. Chung & Nation (2003) studied and found
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considerable number of technical words both in GSL and AKL. Hyland &
Tse (2007) investigated 570 word families in AWL across a corpus of 3.3
million words from a wide range of academic disciplines and genres, they
concluded that AWL words covers only 10% of all words and the AWL
might not be a fundamental source of academic list for across disciplines.
Chen & Guang-chun (2007) studied academic vocabulary in the AWL
within a corpus of research articles in medical and found that the word
families in AWL are far from representing the academic discourse used
in medical research articles. Martinez et. al. (2009) examined academic
vocabulary across a corpus of research articles in agriculture using both
GSL and AWL and resulted that the words in the genre are highly restricted
list of words represented in AWL whereas frequently used words in the
corpus from GSL were identified. Li & Qian (2010) conducted a study on
financial corpus and reported 10.46% words from AWL vocabulary. Most
detailed investigation on interlanguage related academic vocabulary is
Paquot’s (2010) study which focused more on EFL learners’ use of academic
words and used learner corpus to investigate academic words in the AKL.

METHODOLOGY
In the study, three corpora have been utilized; two non-native corpora
in English and one native English speaker of English corpora. Turkish
Academic English (TACE) and Spanish Academic English (SACE) are
Native Academic English (NACE) containing doctoral dissertations written
in English (Ağçam, 2014). The sizes of three corpora are as follows:
Table 1. Sizes of three corpora

Corpora
TACE
SACE
NACE

Number of words in corpus
769.842
819.732
732.332

Methodology of learner corpus depends on Contrastive Interlanguage
Analysis (CIA) that involves comparing learner data with native speaker
data (L2 vs. L1) or comparing different types of non-native speaker or
learner data (L2 vs. L2) (Granger, 2002). Native speaker and non-native
speaker comparisons can highlight a range of features of non-nativeness in
learner writing and speech, i.e. not only errors, but also instances of under
and over representation of words, phrases and structures (Granger, 2002).
Also, these comparisons are intended to shed light on non-native features
of learner writing and speech through detailed comparisons of linguistic
features in native and non-native corpora. In this study, application of CIA
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in the study is as follows; In the first phase, frequency of 355 nouns in AKL
(appendix 1) were identified by concordancing method via sketchengine
software (Kilgariff, et.al.2004) and WordSmith ( Scott, 2008) in non-native
(L2) and native English (L1) corpora and then the frequencies of nouns in
each corpus were compared among three corpora separately. In the second
phase, the frequency of nouns in three corpora were compared each other
utilizing log-likelihood measurement (http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/tools.html)
as CIA principles stated above, namely, comparing TACE and SACE with
NACE(L2 vs. L1) and TACE vs. SACE (L2 vs. L2). By comparison of nonnative and native English corpora, it was intended to see possible statistical
differences, overuse/underuse between an L2 corpus and native English or
between two L2 corpus of academic texts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the light of the frequency analysis and log-likelihood measurement,
overall frequency result of nouns in three corpora is presented in Table 1. below:

Figure 1. Overall percentages of frequencies of academic nouns three
corpora
According to the total frequencies, respectively native English authors used
academic nouns at 9,1% of total corpus, then Turkish authors used 8,6%
academic nouns in their dissertations whereas Spanish authors’ nouns usage
in their dissertations with a 7,0% in total seems relatively less than them at
first sight. Despite of such a frequency difference among of three corpora,
comparison should be statistically measured via log-likelihood ratio which is
the best way to compare two corpora by calculating frequency of the observed
item within the number of the total word number of each corpus. Thus, the
application of log-likelihood among three corpora is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Statistical comparison of frequencies of academic nouns in three corpora

CIA Comparison
L2 vs. L1
L2 vs. L1
L2 vs. L2

Corpora
TACE vs. NACE
SACE vs. NACE
TACE vs. SACE

Log-likelihood value
-100.76*
-2074.43*
+1281.62*

*p < 0.05 (critical value: 3.84)
+ indicates overuse observed in the first corpus relative to the second corpus
- indicates underuse observed in the first corpus relative to the second corpus

Consequently, the frequency difference among corpora in Figure 1 above
is confirmed by log-likelihood values between each two corpora compared
in regard to CIA methodology. Turkish authors appear to be use statistically
less academic nouns when compared to native English authors (L2 vs. L1)
with a slight amount of statistical log-likelihood value (-100.76) whereas
Spanish authors use considerably less nouns than natives English (-2074.43)
which means non-native authors underused academic nouns in their PhD
dissertations written in English than native speakers’. On the other hand,
when two non-native English users’ academic noun frequencies compared
by log-likelihood (L2 vs.L2) each other, Turkish authors use significantly
more academic nouns (+1281.62) than Spanish authors in their dissertations.
Some of nouns were frequently used by authors differing to each group
as in Table 3 which shows the mostly used ten nouns in three groups:
Table 3. Frequent academic nouns in three corpora

NACE

TACE

SACE

Group*
Result*
Difference**
Effect
Level**
Analysis*
Number
Use***
Question**
Participant**

Participant**
Group*
Result*
Type
Level**
Analysis*
Difference**
Activity
Question**
Finding

Example
Group*
Case
Result*
Use***
Term
Form
Subject
Strategy
Analysis*

* frequent in three groups
** frequent in NACE and TACE
*** frequent in NACE and SACE
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Three academic nouns of AKL, group, result and analysis, are commonly
frequent in three corpora, in fact, analysis is already the most frequent
word among all other word types (other nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives)
in the list of AWL by Coxhead (2000). Other than these which are common
in all corpora, some of frequent nouns are common in corpora pairs, e.g.,
level, question, participant, difference are frequent academic nouns both in
NACE and TACE whereas only use is common in NACE and SACE. All in
all, Native English and Turkish PhD authors mostly use similar academic
nouns frequently in their doctoral dissertations.

CONCLUSION
In order to seek an explanation to questioning the degree of academic
vocabulary usage of non-native English speakers in terms of academic
writing, since written language is more complex than spoken language. For
instance, written texts are shorter and have longer, more complex words
and phrases. Also they have more nominalisations, more noun based
phrases, and more lexical variation and their lexically dense compared to
spoken language have relatively more lexical words than grammatical words
(http://www.uefap.com/writing/feature/complex.htm#att). Therefore, users
of academic English are the potential subjects by whom those features of
written academic language can be investigated within the light of EAP.
Written academic language uses nouns to a much greater extent than other
word classes (Biber, 2006, in Gillett, 2018), that is, EAP learners/practicioners
should focus on nouns and building nominal groups rather than verbs when
writing an academic text/prose.
Corpus methodology enables to examine the large amounts of data of
real life linguistic usage of native or non-native of a potential target language.
In the light of these assumptions, this corpus-based EAP investigation was
made to trying to explain some certain conditions of academic writing
criteria and how it is employed by native and non-native English authors in
their doctoral dissertations compiled relying on corpus methods. Results
provided answers to the research questions of the study that frequency
analysis and statistical comparison revealed a significant difference between
native and non-native English authors. Spanish authors used statistically
less academic nouns than native English and Turkish authors in their PhD
dissertations written in English. On the other hand, Turkish authors used
slightly less but statistically significant amount of academic nouns than
native English authors in their dissertations which is not a surprise as they
are non-native speakers of English and EFL learners as well at the same
time. Consequently, this native and non-native English difference can be
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attributed to learner-specific features (Granger, 2002)as two learner groups
showed a similar performance in the use of academic nouns against native
English group. However, Turkish authors use considerable more academic
nouns than Spanish authors which may due to cross-cultural linguistic
differences, and the exposition of L2 (English) instruction that Turkish
and Spanish authors received, and which is to be investigated in detail as
a further assumption. In EAP instructions and practices, the application
of useful corpus methodology techniques like concordancing to examine
potential of academic texts, academic structures within academic corpora
like British National Corpus or British Academic Writing in English
containing formal written English samples can be a driven as pedagogical
implication from the investigation. In addition, selection of vocabulary
to enhance an academic text (such as PhD dissertation, article), utilizing
academic word lists as AWL (Coxhead, 2000) and AWL (Paquot, 2010)
may be fruitful for EAP applications.
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Appendix 1
355 Nouns in AKL (Paquout, 2010, p.56)
ability, absence, account, achievement, act, action, activity, addition,
adoption, adult, advance, advantage, advice, age, aim, alternative, amount,
analogy, analysis, application, approach, argument, aspect, assertion,
assessment, assistance, association, assumption, attempt, attention, attitude,
author, awareness, balance, basis, behaviour, being, belief, benefit, bias,
birth, capacity, case, category, cause, centre, challenge, change, character,
characteristic, choice, circumstance, class, classification, code, colleague,
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combination, commitment, committee, communication, community,
comparison, complexity, compromise, concentration, concept, conception,
concern, conclusion, condition, conduct, conflict, consensus, consequence,
consideration, constraint, construction, content, contradiction, contrast,
contribution, control, convention, correlation, country, creation, crisis,
criterion, criticism, culture, damage, data, debate, decision, decline, defence,
definition, degree, demand, description, destruction, determination,
development, difference, difficulty, dilemma, dimension, disadvantage,
discovery, discrimination, discussion, distinction, diversity, division,
doctrine, effect, effectiveness, element, emphasis, environment, error,
essence, establishment, evaluation, event, evidence, evolution, examination,
example, exception, exclusion, existence, expansion, experience, experiment,
explanation, exposure, extent, extreme, fact, factor, failure, feature, female,
figure, finding, force, form, formation, function, future, gain, group,
growth, guidance, guideline, hypothesis, idea, identity, impact, implication,
importance, improvement, increase, indication, individual, influence,
information, insight, instance, institution, integration, interaction, interest,
interpretation, intervention, introduction, investigation, isolation, issue,
kind, knowledge, lack, learning, level, likelihood, limit, limitation, link,
list, literature, logic, loss, maintenance, majority, male, manipulation,
mankind, material, means, measure, medium, member, method, minority,
mode, model, motivation, movement, need, network, norm, notion,
number, observation, observer, occurrence, operation, opportunity, option,
organisation, outcome, output, parallel, parent, part, participant, past,
pattern, percentage, perception, period, person, personality, perspective,
phenomenon, point, policy, population, position, possibility, potential,
practice, presence, pressure, problem, procedure, process, production,
programme, progress, property, proportion, proposition, protection,
provision, publication, purpose, quality, question, range, rate, reader, reality,
reason, reasoning, recognition, reduction, reference, relation, relationship,
relevance, report, representative, reproduction, requirement, research,
resistance, resolution, resource, respect, restriction, result, review, rise, risk,
role, rule, sample, scale, scheme, scope, search, section, selection, sense,
separation, series, service, set, sex, shift, significance, similarity, situation,
skill, society, solution, source, space, spread, standard, statistics, stimulus,
strategy, stress, structure, subject, success, summary, support, survey,
system, target, task, team, technique, tendency, tension, term, theme,
theory, tolerance, topic, tradition, transition, trend, type, uncertainty,
understanding, unit, use, validity, value, variation, variety, version, view,
viewpoint, volume, whole, work, world
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RESEARCH OF MIXED METHOD : TEACHING FRENCH
AS A SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGE WITH ATHENTIC
MATERIALS
Senem Seda ŞAHENK ERKAN1
ABSTRACT
The aim of this research is to demonstrate the advantages and the disadvantages
of using the authentic materials in FSFL class. Mixed method used in this research.
150 Turkish students of French as a second foreign language (FSFL) assisted in
this study. The learners participated in quiz exam about the authentic materials
used in this class. In addition, 30 students participated to the interview with the
writer of this article. The results revealed that most FFL teachers hold positive
attitudes to utilizing authentic materials in language teaching. Some FSFL teachers
furthermore, emphasized on their regular use of the materials in their language
classes, which would positively reflect on learners’ language proficiency.
Keywords: French as a Second Foreign Language (FSFL); Authentic Materials;
Advantages; Disadvantages.

INTRUDCTION
In the 21st century, the era of globalization, digital media, unceasing
development, innovation and use of technology, as well as instant access to
never-ending amounts of information has brought about countless benefits
to society at large. Never before have communication, social connection
and engagement, individual and collective creativity, entertainment, access
to diversity, and even the “fostering of one’s individual identity and unique
social skills’ (p. 3) been as prevalent and accessible to so many as they are now
(O’Keeffe, Clarke-Pearson, and Council on Communications and Media,
2011).
Nowadays, education is taken into consideration the connection attaching
an individual’s forces and competencies with the society they live in. All in all,
contemporary society suggests more than augmented difference of people,
languages, and access to information and cultures with which people must
learn to interact (Ito et al. & Baumer et al., 2008). The American Council for
the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL, 2010) has also emphasized the
development of 21st century skills (i.e., creativity, innovation, critical thinking,
initiative, collaboration, communication, flexibility, leadership, etc.) in the
1 Marmara Üniversitesi, senemseda78@gmail.com
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foreign language (FL) field. In brief, the focus in language education in the
twenty-ﬁrst century is no longer on grammar, memorization and learning
from rote, but rather using language and cultural knowledge as a means to
communicate and connect to others around the globe. Today, knowledge
of another language is one of a number of skills which may help an
individual acquire meaningful employment, not a guarantee to a better job
or career advancement (Eaton, 2010). In this sense methods are envisaged
representations of language knowledge for pedagogical targets and are
part of a paradigm (a unit of theory, research and practice), which means
a predominant way of building up theories, doing research and achieving
classroom activities. In reality, Teaching Foreign Language (TFL) methods
have seemed as a result of the application of the new theoretical findings.
Methods are also conditioned by educational philosophy, approaches about
language nature and how it can be taught and learnt, and conceptions about
classroom interaction. All this pervaded by those values concerning society
and human relationships. When these aspects start to change it can be said
that a shift of model is taking place (Alcaraz 1990: 10-14, Sierra, 1995).
Authentic materials, such as newspapers or recordings from the radio,
are preferred so that apprentices can practice language in real situations
where possible. French Language Teaching researchers supported the use
of authentic materials on the grounds that they substitute real world for the
artificially created linguistic data. The learners would be showed language
as it is used in real life outside the classroom. Another argument in favor of
the use of authentic materials is their cultural content. The learners would
be exposed to the cultural force of the language that they are learning and
so comprehension and perceptions of the language would improve; as
Mishan (2005) argues “…there is substantial research evidence to support
the use in language learning of the linguistically rich, culturally faithful
and potentially emotive input supplied by authentic texts.” Authentic texts
assist the learner to understand the operational patterns of vocabulary.
According to McCarthy and Carter (1995), understanding the operation of
vocabulary: “…lies in an examination of relations between lexical items (a)
above sentence level; (b) across conversational turn boundaries; (c) within
the broad framework of discourse organization.”

Authentic Method In Foreign Language Teaching
Authentic materials are deemed to be the best choice to introduce the
target language to a group of young L2 learners. In addition, they are a
good choice for all L2 learners as they provide input from the target culture.
One of reasons that these materials work well for younger L2 learners is
that they are appropriate for the age and grade level of the students in the
present study. As Taylor (1994) states, “The classroom has it own reality
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and naturalness. Participants in the language classroom create their own
authenticity there as they do elsewhere” (Taylor 1994:5).
It would be beneficial to define the term ‘authenticity’ in order to specify
the definition of ‘authentic materials’. There are a variety of definitions of
this term as it relates to the foreign language classroom (Gilmore 2007;
Taylor 1994). Gilmore (2007) puts forth which defines authenticity as, “The
language produced by a real speaker/writer for a real audience, conveying
a real message.” A good way to approach authentic materials in the foreign
language classroom is to characterize them as items made for the native
speaker, in the target language, for the native speakers use in their target
culture. From this definition of authenticity a definition of authentic input
can be put forth as: the use of authentic materials from the target culture
which are offered in the target language, such as songs, stories, games and
play, which are reproduced from the target culture. Many other researchers
have also defined the term authentic assessment. For instance, Jon Mueller
(2003) described authentic assessment as “a form of assessment in which
students are asked to fulfill real-world tasks that indicate meaningful
application of essential knowledge and skills”.
Although there are various definitions of authentic materials, I am referring
here to materials that were not composed for language learning purposes.
Instead, they were constituted on some real-life goal for, generally, native
speakers. They contain both spoken and written language samples. Some
obvious examples comprise magazine ads, movie reviews, television shows,
conversations between native speakers, train schedules, nutrition labels, and
so on, most of which can be discovered in the internet (Polio, 2014).
Authentic assessment equals to, and mirrors, good classroom practices;
its conclusions can be benefited to advance instruction based on the
knowledge acquired regarding how learners develop. Authentic assessment
also underlines the importance of the teacher’s professional judgment
and commitment to enhance student learning. The use of self-assessment
promotes the learner’s direct involvement in learning and the integration
of cognitive abilities with affective learning (Hart, 1994; Kohonen, 1997;
O’Malley and Valdez Pierce, 1996).

Method
Research Model
Mixed method will use in this research. Mixed method research is a
methodology for directing research that covers collecting, analysing, and
integrating (or mixing) quantitative and qualitative research (and data) in a
single study or a longitudinal program of inquiry (Creswell, 2003).
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In the interpretation of the data obtained via the content analysis, generally
frequencies and percentages are used (Büyüköztürk et al., 2008). The aims
of quantifying qualitative data are increasing reliability, decreasing bias and
making comparisons between the categories (Yıldırım&Şimşek, 2006).

The Study Group
150 Turkish students in English teaching department studying French
as a second foreign language (FFSL) participated in this study. The learners
participated in quiz exam about the authentic materials used in this class.
In addition, some of them participated to the interview with the writer of
this article.

Data Collection Instruments
Explanatory design among the mixed methods is applied. Mixed method
is a research approach, popular in the social, behavioral, and health sciences,
in which the researchers collect, evaluate, and combine both quantitative
and qualitative data in a single study or in a sustained long‐term program
of inquiry to address their research questions (Creswell, 2013).
Quiz exam is based on the quantitative stage and it is convenient to
apply to quiz exam for measuring the achievements of students in the
subject of festival. Quiz exam is composed by 3 questions. First question is
about to completing with article definite in punctuations. Second question
is about to ask pertinent question. Third question is about to write a festival
invitation card.
The qualitative research data were collected by questionnaire and
semi-structured interviews. Interview method is commonly applied at
qualitative research method. Interview form is constituted in 4 questions.
First question is about if this study is funny or not. Second question is
about if this application is didactic or not. Third question is about the
positive characteristics of this study. Fourth question is about the negative
characteristics of this application.

Study Group
The population of quantitative research consists of all English teachers
educating in Marmara University between 2016-2017 and studying French
as a foreign language. 150 students in English teachers studying French as a
second foreign language who are applied to the quiz exam are included into
the research. At the qualitative research 32 English teachers studying French
as a second foreign language are interviewed. Personal characteristics of the
classroom teachers sampled are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographical Characteristics of the Participants (N:150)

Variables
Gender

Age

%

N

Female

65

97

Male

35

53

18-20

35

53

21-23

40

60

24 and 24+

25

37

As can be demonstrated above, 65 % (97) pupils were females and 35 % (53)
students were males. 35 % (53) students were 18-20 ages, 40 % (60) pupils
were 21-23 years old and 25 % (37) students were 24 ages and more.

Data Analysis
On the purpose of data collection, for teachers, semi-structured
interview form and quiz exam are developed by the researcher. Qualitative
data is analyzed via percentage and frequency measurements, qualitative
data is analyzed as its content and descriptive. Qualitative data were
analyzed via percentage and frequency measurements. Documents and
transcripts were reviewed together twice to identify units of data for
coding. The coded segments were inductively combined into themes
(Merriam, 1998). Moreover, preliminary themes derived during the data
collection and were utilized to inform the full data analysis (Merriam,
2009). Before the beginning of data analysis, firstly, one of the researchers
interpreted the content of recorded interviews verbatim and delivered
transcripts to another researcher who carried out content analysis.
The content analysis took several steps. The first step was to conduct
out codes. The primary researcher read through each Microsoft word
document, representing each participant, and wrote codes in form of
words. This gave the opportunity to summate and integrate what was
mentioned by participants. The second step indicated categorizing codes.
The process of categorization notified main and subthemes to be used in
the finding section. Then, direct quotation that represented the themes
and subthemes best were determined to be included in the paper. Two
fundamental strategies were employed to ensure validity and reliability
of the findings. First of all, in order to contribute to the validation of the
analysis, other three researchers have read the transcriptions in detail and
compared the analysis report to their inferences about the phenomenon.
Another strategy for enhancing the rigor of the study is “review by
inquiry participants” (Patton, 2002: 560). Within this scope, the draft of
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findings was sent to participants’ email addresses in order to ensure the
completeness and accuracy of the final report. Transcriptions were also
sent to several participants on their requests.
In the section of quantitative method, the quiz exam with 3 questions is
used in this research. This quiz is applicated for measuring the achievements
of students about the vocabulary of festival words and writing different
questions and also a invitation card to a festival. The results of the quiz are
calculated via percentage and frequency measurements.

Findings
The course was to last 6 weeks for a total of 36 hours teaching time, twice
a week for 3 hours per lesson, with the only criteria being that they had to
be able to read and understand English texts by the end of the course. Most
of the students were either advanced or upper intermediate level. The initial
approach was to use FFL vocabulary study about festivals that was tried was
for English teachers studying French as a second foreign language, but it was
soon discovered that the students were not very motivated and the material
not very stimulating. Materials downloaded from the Internet were then
adapted, with tasks being designed to use the different vocabulary skills.
The quantitative part of this study is composed on quiz exam. 150
students in the English teachers studying French as a second foreign
language are participated in this quiz exam. The results of students in quiz
exam are listed in Table 2:
Table 2. Results of students in quiz exam (Quantitative Part of this Study)

90 %-100 %

79%-89%

68%-78%

57%-67%

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

80

120

10

15

6

9

4

6

As can be seen in Table 2, 80 % (120) pupils were taken 90 %- 100 %,
10 % (15) students were obtained % 79-89%, 6 % (9) pupils were received
68%-78 % and 4 % (6) students were scored 57 % -67 % in the quiz exam
of this research.
The qualitative section of this research is constituted in semi-structured
interview forms. Interview forms were questioned 4 questions for pupils
educating in English teachers and studying French as a second foreign
language. 30 students were participated in this interview part. 21 (% 70)
students were females and 9 (% 30) were males. All conversations were
recorded. All answers of students were coded the informations were placed
and ranged in the table below.
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Table 3. Opinons of students about authentic materials in FFSL

Do you think this Do you think
study is funny?
this research is
educational?
Yes
No
The
_
photos of
foods are
very droll.
The
photos
motivate
me to
study
more.

Yes
I learned
new
words.
I learned
to write an
invitation
card for
a festival
party.

No
_

What are
the positive
aspects of this
research?

What are
the negative
aspects of this
study?

These lessons
were very
funny and
educational.

There are not
any negative
aspects of this
study.

I learned new
words.
I’m specialized
in writing an
invitation card
for a festival
party.

As can be demonstrated in Table 3, the interview forms were composed
on 4 questions. First question is “do you think this study is funny? Yes or
No Explain your ideas.” All students think this study is funny. For example,
one of them said the photos of foods are very droll. The other indicated
that the photos motivated me to study more. Second question is “do you
think this research is educational? Yes or No Explain your opinions.” All
pupils indicate that this research is educational. For example, one of them
said that I learned new words. The other student claimed that I learned to
write an invitation card for a festival party. Third question is “what are the
positive aspects of this study? ”. For example, one of them said that these
lessons were very funny and educational. The other student claimed that
I learned new words. The other pupil answered that I’m specialized in
writing an invitation card for a festival party. Fourth question is “What are
the negative aspects of this study?” All pupils declared that this study is any
negative characteristic.

Results
The results of this research are given below:
1) The results revealed that most FFSL teachers hold positive attitudes to
using authentic materials in language teaching.
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2) Some FFSL teachers furthermore, emphasized on their regular use
of the materials in their language classes, which would positively reflect on
learners’ language proficiency.
3) In the light of these findings, it can be stated that it will be pedagogically
useful to attach more importance to authentic assessment in curriculum
and educational programs of language teaching.
4) Moreover, whereas only the instructors’ attitude and opinions
have been taken into consideration in this study concerning authentic
assessment, it is believed that it is necessary to examine students’ ideas and
opinions about the issue as well.
5) Other aspects which proved positive when using authentic materials
were that they are highly motivating, giving a sense of achievement when
understood and encourage further reading.
5. DISCUSSION
The results of my study approved that the authentic materials are very
motivating for pupils. In this regard, Tomlinson (2012) stated that several
researchers argue that: “… authentic materials can maintain meaningful
exposure to language as it is actually utilized, motivate learners and help
them improve a range of communicative capacities and enhance positive
attitudes against the learning of a language” (p.161). Some of the researches
-about the application of authentic materials in French lesson- think that
these lessons were very motivating (Ataç, 2012, Chirimbu, 2013 and Adam
et al., 2010).
The results of my study approved that the authentic materials are very
educational (Beardo, 2006, Bacon & Finnemann, 1990, Gilmore, 2007 and
Day, 2004).
The consequences of my research justified that all authentic materials
have positive aspects but these authentic materials have not any negative
characteristics (Miller, 2003; Miller, 2005; Thanajaro, 2000).

Suggestions
The suggestions of this research are listed below:
1) It is recommended that more scientific researchers can be constituted
some researches about the utilization of authentic materials in different
lessons such as mathematics, sciences, biology, etc...
2) It is proposed that more scientific researchers can be developed some
studies about the utilization of authentic materials in different education
stages such as primary, secondary education.
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3) It is suggested that more scientific researchers can be developed
some studies about the utilization of authentic materials with the opinions
of teachers.
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“INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGIES AND MATERIAL
DEVELOPMENT” COURSE APPLICATIONS:
PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS’ OPINIONS ABOUT MATERIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Selma DENEME1
ABSTRACT
Instructional Technology and Material Development Course is a compulsory
semi-theoretical and semi-applied course given in the educational faculties. The
course is also compulsory in the pedagogical formation certificate programs.
The aim of this study is to investigate student opinions about the material
development activity that constitutes the applied part of the course. The study
was conducted with 50 teacher candidates enrolled in a pedagogical formation
certificate program at a state university. The required data were collected through
a material presentation form and a questionnaire. The collected data were
analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively and some suggestions to make the
course more functional and practical were recommended.
Keywords: Instructional technologies, material development, prospective
teachers

Finding ways to improve teaching is as old as human thought. Humanity
has always found new ways and means to explain complex points better.
Today’s rapidly developing technology has enabled many innovations
and developments in the education sector as well as many other areas.
Reflecting in the rapidly developing technology education and training
activities, the use of technology in instructional environments has also
become widespread as educational activities are carried out as a natural
result. Teaching technologies and materials are indispensable elements of
education (Kale, 2006, p.351).
Instructional technology has been described in many different ways
in the literature. Instructional technology is “the theory and practice of
designing, developing, using, managing and evaluating learning processes
and resources”. (Seels, B. B. & Richey, R. C., 1994). Instructional technologies
are defined as a systematic method that combines human and non-human
resources to achieve more effective teaching and to design, implement and
evaluate the teaching-learning process to achieve specific goals in the light of
scientific research on the learning and communication process (Presidential
Commission on Instructional Technologies (PCIT),1970). "Instructional
technology involves practical teaching methods that aim at learning
1
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effectively, whether involving the use of the media or not. The most
fundamental goal of the instructional technology field is to encourage and
facilitate the application of known and approved methods in the design
and presentation of education" (Gagne, 2013). A distinctive feature that
distinguishes instructional technology from other academic branches of
education is its focus on technology and its role in teaching and learning.
Teaching materials are used for different purposes within the classroom.
In some settings, they are used as supportive for the teacher and they can
substitute the teacher in some other settings (Şahin, 1999: 12). Teaching
materials make the education and training process enjoyable by creating
rich teaching environments in general terms (Gentry, 1991). Yalin and
Şimşek (in Alım, 2007: 246-47) summarize the importance and place of
educational materials in education as follows:
1-They provide multiple learning environments.
2- They help to meet the individual needs of the students.
3- They attract attention.
4. They make remembering easier.
5- They concrete abstract things.
6- They save time.
7- They provide safe observation.
8- They provide consistent content at different times.
9- They simplify the understanding by simplifying the content (Yalin,
2002: 82-90).
10- They make learning permanent.
11- They contribute to word development (Şimşek, 2002: 60).
The role and responsibility of teachers in raising the qualified human power
necessary for the development of countries is an indisputable fact. For this
reason, teachers need to be well trained in pre-service training and equipped
with the ability to use and teach developing technology. In this context, in
the process of restructuring educational faculties, the Council of Higher
Education in Turkey (COHE) has introduced a number of lessons from
1998 to 1999 on the technology, materials and support of teaching faculties
to curriculum. As a result of this regulation, “Instructional Technology and
Material Development” course has also taken place in the program. The course
requires that teachers and prospective teachers acquire the skills related to the
use of educational technology in order to support and facilitate classroom
activities and to apply these skills effectively in the classroom (Varank & Ergün,
2005, p. 383). Instructional Technologies and Material Development courses
are also taught as compulsory courses in “Pedagogical Formation certificate
programs” conducted by educational faculties.
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“Teaching Technologies and Material Development” Course
Activities
Content of “Instructional Technologies and Material Development”
course (hereinafter referred to as ITMD) is determined by the Council
of Higher Education in Turkey (COHE). The content of the course is the
features of various instructional technologies, their place and use in the
teaching process, the development of instructional materials (worksheets,
slides, videos, computer-based course material, etc.) through instructional
technologies and the evaluation of various qualitative materials (Alım,
2007: p 249).
The course aims to inform prospective teachers about the historical
development of technology and the theoretical terms of instructional
technologies and to enable them to design effective teaching materials
and evaluate materials through that learned information. Throughout the
course, they learn the historical development of instructional technologies,
learn the importance of instructional technologies, use teaching materials
effectively, develop appropriate materials for their achievements and
prepare technology-supported learning environments. In addition to these,
students learn concepts related to instructional technologies, learn the place
and importance of instructional technologies in teaching, develop and use
various teaching materials. In the course content, topics such as instructional
technology concepts, teaching aids, computer aided education, selection
and preparation of equipment and application activities are covered. Basic
computer skills are a prerequisite for Instructional Technology and Material
Development course.So, students who do not meet this requirement are
given a basic computer course at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels
before this stage (Alım, 2007: p.251).
The researcher of this study conducted the ITMD course in two steps:
After giving the theoretical information which is the first step of the course,
she started the application stage-material development.

Method
This descriptive study was carried out with 50 prospective teachers, 36 of
whom were female and 14 were male, who were trained in the pedagogical
formation certification program at Trakya University in the spring of 20172018. The average age of the participants was 22 and they were all studying
in the “Turkish Language and Education” department. The candidates took
the course from the researcher. Once the theoretical description of the
course was finished, the application stage “material development” began.
The findings of the research were presented in two sections: In the first
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part, examples from materials developed by prospective teachers were
presented. In the second part, after the material development activity, the
students’ views related to the activity were analyzed.
The required data were collected via a “Material Presentation Form”
and a questionnaire consisting of closed and open ended questions
prepared by the researcher. While the questionnaire was being prepared,
a few colleagues’ opinions were taken to ensure the validity of the
questionnaire. Prior to the implementation of the questionnaire designed,
a pilot study of the questionnaire was carried out on a small group and the
necessary corrections were made in the questionnaire. The data collected
were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. percentages to the
answers were calculated for quantitative data analysis.The answers to the
open-ended questions were analyzed qualitatively. For the analysis of the
open-ended questions, each participant who answered the questionnaire
was given a number (example: P1). Student opinions were determined
in the light of the research findings. By taking into account the proposal
of the teacher candidates some suggestions were recommended for the
betterment of the course.

Material Development Activity: Classroom Steps
The material development activity started after the theoretical part
of the ITMD course was processed. Examples of materials that had been
made in the previous years of the school were illustrated to shed light on
students’ material designs. In the materials to be developed, the points to be
considered and the way to be followed were explained. The students were
informed that individual work was necessary and that they would exhibit
their material at the end of the semester. They were given one week of time
to decide on the topic of the material, and after one week they were asked
to explain the topics they had decided. In the following stages, the lecturer
began to give individual guidance and assistance:
1. The investigator assessed the suitability of the topic of materials chosen
and approved the appropriate topics. She gave feedback, explaining
why inappropriate topics were not appropriate. She provided additional
time to students to set a new topic.
2. The objectives of the material to be developed were questioned, and it
was examined whether they could be used while teaching the subject,
knowledge and skill.
3. The appropriateness of the materials to student level was investigated
and revisions and necessary changes were made in inappropriate
materials.
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4. The equipment used while developing materials was examined
(texture, color, size, usability, color, etc.) and appropriate materials
were supported.
5. The first draft that emerged during the material development process
was examined and given the necessary feedback.The prospective
teachers were directed to the necessary corrections before finalizing
the material.
6. Detailed information about the developed materials was collected
through the “Material Presentation Form”. In this form, information
about the student, the name and the purpose of the material, the
equipment used, and information about the preparation of the material
were collected.
By applying the steps above, the prospective teachers developed a
material in their own chosen field, and exhibited their material in an
exhibition at the end of the semester. They submitted their material with
“Material Presentation Form” to the researcher.

Material Examples
In this section, some examples were presented from the materials that
the prospective teachers developed at the end of the semester.
Example 1: Figures for Visually Impaired Individuals
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The material aims at teaching numbers from 0 to 9 to visually impaired
individuals regardless of their age. At the same time, it aims to develop
the ability to learn and comprehend the numbers used by non-disabled
individuals in their daily lives.
Example 2: The Art Of Art

Speech Arts is the 9th grade Turkish Language and Literature lesson and
it is a subject we encounter in many texts.
This material was designed to make students learn it better, to make the
subject more permanent, and to make the lesson more enjoyable.
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Example 3: Sound Events Park

The designed material will be used in the 4th and 5th grade Turkish
lessons. The material will be used when describing the sound events. It is
designed to attract attention in the processing of sound events, to provide
visual, to make sense with the short subject expressions contained in
the material, and to increase permanence with interesting examples. It
is expected that students will gain knowledge of sound events and use
examples related to the topic.
Example 4: Ottoman Numbers Clock
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It is developed to teach individual Ottoman numbers in a simple way
in the “introduction to Ottoman” lesson. After the material is prepared,
basic information such as ‘asking the time’ and ‘writing the time shown at
the hour’ is displayed after the required amount of information is given.
It provides the continuity of the information because it can be repeatedly
used in the environment where the Ottoman course is given. II
Example 5: Table of Colors and Numbers

The material is composed of a submarine table and an additional table
with numbers and colors. The aim is to teach the numbers while teaching
the colors and to give the learners the ability to match items.
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Example 6: Types of Angles Indicator

It is designed to facilitate and increase the understanding of the subject
by ensuring that the students at primary school, 4th grade level have a
concrete representation of the types of angles included in the subjects of
mathematics course.
The material design examples by the prospective teachers emerged as
the application products of the course and were successfully presented at
the exhibition held in the faculty of education at the end of the program.
During the exhibition, the candidates had the chance to see a lot of materials,
which gave them a chance to compare their materials with other materials.

Student Opinions on Material Development Practices
In order to analyze the students’ views on the material development
activities, the topics focused on were whether the prospective teachers
found the activity useful or not and what skills they developed by the
activity. Their opinions about the presentation and storage of the prepared
material were also consulted. Finally, they were asked about their opinions
and suggestions on the applications and their answers were evaluated.
According to the results of the questionnaire, 70% of the participants
stated that they found the activity useful while 30% found it unnecessary
and useless. For both results, the detailed analyzes are as follows:
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Table 1. Positive opinions (70%)

Material development activity made us see different material
samples.
Developing materials developed our creativity.
The material I designed allowed me to embody abstract concepts.
We were offered the opportunity to practice the skills necessary to
prepare the appropriate materials for teaching a lesson.
The materials we prepared allowed us to apply the theoretical
knowledge we had learned.
The materials we prepared made the lessons enjoyable.
The material I prepared increased my confidence in material
design.

82%
68%
62%
60%
56%
54%
46%

Table 2. Negative opinions (30%)

I think the materials are designed to take notes only.

70%

I think that the labor, time and money spent to develop the
material is more than its benefits..

56%

I do not think that the material development activity has developed
any skills.

40%

Table 3. Opinions regarding presentation of the materials

I just want the teacher to see the material I designed.

48%

I would like to present my material in class.
I would like my material to be exhibited in a show.

38%
30%

Table 4. Opinions about the preservation of materials

I would like my material to be given to the schools that need it.

60%

I want to keep it myself.
I would like the course teacher to keep the material and show it as
an example to the students in the next semesters.
I am not interested in how my material is kept after I get my note.

52%
20%
8%

The responses of the participants to the open-ended questions were
analyzed as well and more detailed information about student opinions was
collected. With answers given to open-ended questions, the participants
expressed their thoughts more effectively and pointed out some details
about the activity. Students who reported a positive opinion about material
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development activity mostly focused on their being effective teaching tools
by offering permanent learning and motivating students. Participants
pointed out that they were motivated by the material development activity,
that both their minds and handcrafts improved, and that it was easier to
teach a topic with a material. See the opinions below:
P3: “I see material development as an effective teaching method. I did not
have difficulty in designing the material because I made a material that was
easy to use and easy to carry. I also tried to take advantage of the equipment
everyone could find at home”.
P7: “Material development activity is quite necessary in my opinion because
only theoretical knowledge is insufficient and practical knowledge is also
necessary”.
P13: “The material development activity has helped us improve our minds
as well as handicrafts”.
P22: “It has shown that there is a different way for the teacher to teach the
subject”.
P41: “The labor that I spend in making materials has motivated me to
increase my desire to become a teacher. I think that the material I use will
make the students understand the subject and increase the permanence of
learning “.
Participants who expressed negative opinions often talked about the
difficulty of material development, the labor, the time, and the cost. Some
participants stated that the activity was unnecessary and they would not
use such materials in the class when they started their profession. See the
answers below:
P5: “I do not think I will use these materials when I start my career. So I
can use technology more effectively and make lessons more fun without
developing materials. There is no need for the teacher to devote so much
time and labor to this “.
P9: “Obviously, I find material designing unnecessary for high school
students. Designing materials is challenging. I do not think a high school
teacher will easily design materials. The material should be made to primary
school students”.
P26: “I think that funds can be allocated to teacher candidates by schools
to design materials. In this way, I think candidates can learn better. They
usually have a design in mind but they cannot make it because they do not
have the financial means”.
Beside positive and negative opinions, participants made a number of
suggestions to make the event more meaningful and functional. Participants’
recommendations often focused on alternative environments and methods
in which materials could be developed.
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P9: “More and more different and useful materials can be developed”.
P15: “Due to the difficulty of carrying the materials, they must be designed
in a class in the school”.
P20:”The materials designed should be given to schools, students,
institutions or organizations in need”.
P21:”Since there are many classmates, we were hasty to prepare, develop and
present the material. This has adversely affected our process of utilizing the
material “.
P22: “I do not think I made costly, exhausting and useful materials. For this
reason, materials should be prepared in computer environment in today’s
conditions “.
P35: “It should be only a theoretical course and designing materials should
not be compulsory”.
P37: “We should have designed the material before the internship, and it
needed to be for our domain. We should have used our materials in the
schools we had internships and see how we would get feedback. Also the
material should not have been prepared with anxiety“.
P40: “I would like to use the material in real class”.
P43: “ Materials’ development is important in terms of our mental
development but too much time is being spent in the construction phase.
It would be better to design the materials in classroom environment rather
than designing them at home “.
P44: “Necessary equipment can be brought in by classmates. It may be
desirable to design small groups to develop suitable materials from randomly
selected materials. This activity can be made more fun by making it in the
class time “.
P47: “Due to insufficient time, we neither had opportunity to spend more
time with the instructor, nor did we have time to get feedback from the
instructor during designing”.
When the answers are examined, it is understood that the vast majority
(70%) of the participants find the material development activity necessary
and useful. They point out that the activity developed a lot of skills and
their creativity. They believe material development activity has made the
lesson fun. They also believe that the material they design increases their
confidence and that their experience will be the basis for future material
development activities. On the other hand, 30% of the participants believe
that the activity is not necessary and useful. These participants do not think
that the activity improves any skills, and they believe that the materials are
designed to take notes only. According to them, the time and effort spent
to develop the material is more than its benefits. The participants have
reinforced their opinions with their answers to the open-ended questions
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and stated that it is difficult to develop materials and that they can not be
used in the classroom at all levels and that they will not use such materials
when they start their profession.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of the study revealed that the vast majority of participants
found the material development activity effective, useful and necessary.
Participants who expressed a positive opinion agreed that the activity
allowed them to apply theoretical knowledge into practice and allowed
them to improve the ability to develop appropriate materials for the course
to be taught. They stated that the materials made the lesson enjoyable and
improved creativity. They asserted that their confidence in themselves is
enhanced by the material they have designed and this activity can provide
the basis for further material development activities.
The minority who expressed negative opinions stated that they
did not find the activity useful for some reasons. These participants
think that designing activities does not improve any skills, and that the
materials are designed to take notes only. They also believe that the
effort, time and money spent on designing the material is greater than
that of its benefits.
Participants also expressed different views on how to present their
designed materials. Nearly half of the participants wanted their materials
to be seen only by the instructor, while others wanted to present them in
front of the class, and some others wanted them to be exhibited in a show.
Student opinions on how to keep the materials after they are
presented also vary. More than half of the participants either want their
materials to be given as teaching tools to schools that need it or they
want to preserve them by themselves. Some of the participants want
the teacher to preserve their materials to use them as examples for years
to come. A few students are not interested in how their materials are
maintained at all.
Taking into account the proposals of the teacher candidates for the
activity, the possible suggestions are as follows:
1. Since the classes are crowded, it is advisable to either reduce the
number of classes or increase the number of courses in order to deal
with each student effectively during the development of the material.
2. If the material development activity is carried out in a workshop
or classroom within the school, it will be both practical and more
motivating for students.
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3. Students can have group work to make the material development
stage more fun. Small groups of students are quite suitable for making
effective and creative materials.
4. Material development activity needs to be done for further purposes
beyond taking notes. The material development activity needs to be
made more functional.
5. Because it is costly to buy the equipment necessary, students cannot
develop materials on very advanced levels. In order to solve this
problem, schools or institutes may provide necessary equipment to
students.
6. Making the material development activity before the teacher
candidates’ internship will give the candidates the opportunity to use
the material while teaching a real class.
7. Teacher candidates should be offered different opportunities in order
to present the developed materials in different ways.
8. Designed materials should be given to schools, students, institutions
or organizations in need to provide better benefits.
The changes to be made taking into account the above-mentioned
recommendations will ensure that future material development activities
become more effective and useful. Since this study was conducted by
applying a questionnaire to a limited number of teacher candidates, further
studies can be carried out with more crowded participants and using
different data collection tools.
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ACTIVE TEACHING: EVALUATING THE BENEFITS
OF GENERAL MEMORY PROCESSES OVER SENSORY
LEARNING STYLES
Egemen HANIMOĞLU1
ABSTRACT
Education psychology is a field of study determining how humans retain and
learn knowledge. The research is usually conducted in a classroom setting where
social, emotional and cognitive processes are analyzed to find the best teaching
strategy. The paper focuses on two styles called general memory processes (GMP)
and sensory learning style (SLS). The arguments in this research paper will
be directed on demonstrating that the use of SLS does not produce the desired
outcomes in educational processes. The evidence to support the claim that the SLS
is ineffectual in improving the studying abilities of students is outlined in the paper.
The study suggests a better technique called general memory processes that can be
used by teachers to impart skills and knowledge to learners effectively. Therefore,
the paper conducts a meta-analysis of the existing research on GMP and SLS.
General memory processes are analyzed separately and then compared with SLS
to derive at the best method of teaching. A comparison between the benefits of
the GMP and the limitations of the SLS is made to illustrate the advantages of
general memory processes better. A background study is conducted to provide a
broader view of the application of the research in other aspects of human life and
in particular, the use of memory in the advancement of human life.
Key words: Sensory Learning Styles, general memory processes, education
psychology, integrative elaboration, retrieval practice and distributed learning.

INTRODUCTION
Teacher is a profession with multiple challenges. Educators must possess
sufficient skills and knowledge that enable them to pass skills acquired
through experience or education to others in a learning environment.
Additionally, the teachers need knowledge in human development,
communication techniques and group dynamics. A high level of efficiency
is required for educators to impart knowledge and skills in environments
with scarce economic resources. Although each student may possess unique
sensory learning styles (SLS), the educators are not required to concentrate
on each person separately.
1 Dr. Öğr. Üyesi, Çukurova Üniversitesi, ehanimoglu@gmail.com
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Many scholars have opposed the beliefs of educators that impart
knowledge to people by considering their specific LS is effective. There is
no empirical evidence to prove that tailoring studying to meet each’s unique
style of acquiring an education is reliable. However, the criticisms made by
scholars about utilizing specific studying styles for different students have
not had a significant effect on the behaviors and beliefs of teachers (Heath,
2014). Over the years, there have been a few pedagogic studies focused
on exploring alternative strategies for passing knowledge to students that
can be used instead of the individualized studying techniques used by a
majority of educators.

Background Study on Human Processes in Learning
According to Kozhenvnikov, Evans, & Kosslyn (2014), there is a
considerable data to suggest that human beings differ in their preferences,
capacities, and habits of managing and accessing new information. However,
it is evident from the performance of students that the differences between
individuals concerning their methods of handling data are overcome by the
similarities of human memory, which enable one to utilize his experiences
to make better future decisions. According to researchers who specialize
in evolution, human beings have an advanced brain and memory system
compared to other animals, thereby occupying a “cognitive niche” that
compensates for the lack of unique or superior physical abilities (Arbuthnott
& Kratzig, 2015). People have used their intelligence and memory as a
competitive advantage in establishing their place in the universe. The
achievements made over the years in conquering the world by colonizing a
majority of the ecosystems on Earth are attributed to the ability to modify
skills and knowledge to the frequently changing challenges or obstacles and
studying from each other. However, some individuals who are born with
limited abilities and can learn only in specific optimal conditions may not
have a prolonged life to enable them to reach a stage where they can pass
their limited skills to their offspring.

General Memory Processes (GMP)
Evidence to Support the Benefits of GMP
Processes that employ generic approaches to human learning have a
higher chance of imparting knowledge to students and are not affected by
the different preferences and abilities of learners. In this regard, human
memory processes offer an opportunity to explore the ability to teach many
pupils without individually attending to each one of them in a classroom
setting (Sosic-Vasic, Hille, Kroner, Manfred, & Jurgen, 2018). Memory
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enables people to make informed choices in present by considering past
experiences; the previous knowledge can be recalled when making future
decisions, thereby resulting in improved decision-making.
Two concepts are used to accomplish the retrieval of information,
and they include frequently recalling new data that is employed to obtain
solutions to problems and integrating new and previous knowledge
(Ecker, 2015). The two GMP techniques play a vital role in improving the
performance of students. In fact, these concepts are the building blocks
of both study and instruction methods (known as retrieval practice and
integrative elaboration), which have a significant impact on the outcome
of the education process. The third study method known as distributed
practice is also illustrated by varied and frequent retrieval of new data
(Heidt, 2013). The three techniques are the best strategies that demonstrate
the advantages of using general memory processes in an institution of
learning. Dunlosky et al. (2013) suggest that the three strategies are not the
only existing memory-based teaching methods but are uncomplicated to
implement in a classroom and have been studied by many scholars over the
years, thereby providing a rich source of research data.

Effective GMP Learning Strategies
Active learning can be described as the speed at which one acquires
information. In addition, it refers to the flexibility and durability of the obtained
skills and new knowledge. Flexible techniques of education result in recalling
memories and using them for different purposes in a variety of situations that
comprise of the classroom setting and beyond the studying environment.
On the other hand, durable studying refers to accessing memories that were
created both recently and a long time ago. According to the research, it is
evident that some factors, which influence the speed of learning, can be a
hindrance to efficient teaching over an extended period in the view of the fact
of the creation of memories that are inflexible and transitory thus resulting
in challenges when recalling data. Therefore, increasing the speed of learning
may interfere with the overall process of educating students. Fortunately,
integrative elaboration, retrieval practice and distributed education reduce
the speed of obtaining new knowledge. According to Health (2014), pupils
need to “focus their minds” to enable the acquisition of new abilities and
information. Additionally, the role of educational practices is only to offer
environmental support and scaffolding to aid in the learning process.

Integrative Elaboration
When recently acquired knowledge matches or complements the existing
one, it improves a person’s competence and eliminates the possibility of
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wasting the gained skills and information. For instance, an area of expertise
that is isolated is rarely utilized, and after a while, it may be lost because it is
not frequently recalled thereby losing its importance (Kornmeier, Spitzer, &
Sosic-Vasic, 2014). The significance of incorporating new knowledge to the
previous one can be demonstrated using an example of the postsecondary
and high school students where learners form mental questions when
reading a new topic or book. An individual creates hypotheses that seek to
find out how the current knowledge relates to the past experiences.

Empirical Studies that Demonstrate the Benefits of Integrative
Elaboration
Stein, Owings, Bransford and Shelton conducted research on Grade five
children in 1981. Children were told to analyze an unfamiliar passage, to
read the paragraphs aloud and to answer questions which responses were
contained within the text. The students who utilized active learning strategies
such as relating the passage to previous knowledge demonstrated the ability of
recalling more information. On the other hand, the students who used passive
techniques such as rereading the passage several times could only remember
a small portion of the texts and thus performed poorly as they could only
answer a part of the questions (Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015). The pupils who
employed active study strategies answered many of the test problems because
they were able to create a connection of the various sections in the text.
Elaborating sentences enhances the degree of grasping new knowledge.
In 1982, a continuation of the experiments done on Grade 5 students
by Stein and his colleagues was conducted. The study determined that
children who performed poorly when answering the passage questions did
not create appropriate sentence elaborations. For instance, a sentence such
as, “The sleepy man went to his house,” was elaborated by a student with
poor learning techniques by adding “to rest” while a child with efficient
elaborative techniques added, “to sleep” (Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015).
Therefore, the individuals with high memory recollection capacity were
able to add precise elaborations to the passage sentence, which enabled
them to tap their previous knowledge to understand the to-be-learned
paragraphs better (Wixted & Cai, 2013). Statistical results obtained from
the survey showed that about 31%, 46% and 70% of the elaborations made
by poor, average and successful students respectively were appropriate or
precise. Additionally, children who demonstrated higher recall capacity
had the more accurate understanding of the read sentences. It is possible
to improve the ability of poor students to create more appropriate
elaborations through training, which subsequently increases the operation
of their memory. Therefore, it is evident that teachers who implement the
integrative elaboration technique can improve their student’s ability to
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utilize their experience or knowledge to solve or learn new information.
In another experiment, post-secondary students were asked to learn
some sentences such as “The strong man carried a shovel” and required
to recall later what they had read. The outcomes were similar to the earlier
research done on children in Grade five. Research activities were categorized
into groups where the first one comprised of university students who were
provided with both sentences and their respective elaborations while the
second team was asked to create their elaborative sentences. The latter team
was asked questions such as “Why did that particular man do that? ” to
guide them in coming up with the meaning of the sentences. On the other
hand, the researchers provided the first team with elaborations such as “to
dig out heavy rocks.” The experimenters then asked the university students
to recall the sentences but not the elaborations. The outcomes of the study
indicated that the students who were not given elaborative statements by
the experimenters showed a higher recall capacity (Bailey & Ken, 2014). On
the other hand, the individuals who received an accompanying explanation
of the statements could only recall a lower number of the passage phrases.
The success of the integrative elaborations is also demonstrated in an
experiment where high school pupils were asked to read a new topic from
their biology textbook. A section of the students who took part in the
survey formed questions during the course of studying the unit. Another
group utilized a learning technique that involved reading the subject twice.
The results of the research showed that the individuals who self-questioned
themselves were able to understand better the information retrieved from
the textbook than the other group (Terry, 2018). However, the score gap
was narrow as there was only a 7% difference between their scores.

Implementation of the IE in a School Environment
IE techniques may be implemented in a school environment where
the instructor should develop a discussion about how the new subject is
connected to the past topics or lessons (Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan,
& Willingham, 2013). The teacher can start a new session by reviewing
the past skills or materials and developing exercises or games that aid in
creating an active atmosphere that motivates the pupils to integrate the new
and old educational materials. In Elementary schools children learn the
language in a hierarchical manner where they first learn letters, followed by
words and later form sentences. A series of phrases develop into paragraphs
and in the end, the child can read and write a passage (Hellyer, 2016).
Consequently, the pupils can express themselves through written stories
and acquire knowledge that is more advanced when they are enrolled in
primary school. Therefore, teachers should focus on the existing primary
data to improve the intellectual ability of the children.
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Review of Integrative Elaboration
A learner who already has knowledge that is related to the new
information is better placed to understand and retain the additional data.
In a formal learning environment, the relevant information that can be
useful in a classroom setting is called basic knowledge. For instance, in
a mathematics class, a topic such as the calculation of speed can only be
understood by pupils who have a prior understanding of how to perform
arithmetic calculations involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. Pupils who are not able to perform mathematical manipulations will
have difficulties in relating time, distance, and speed. Therefore, educators
provide a system where learners must attain certain levels of education
quantified by the amount of knowledge, and competence one has, which
is determined by assessment tests (Kozhenvnikov, Evans, & Kosslyn, 2014).
Therefore, it is evident that pupils who do not have the required experience
for a particular subject will encounter many obstacles to attaining a durable
acquisition of new knowledge. The improvement of learning can be achieved
by implementing an instructional education that is modified according to
the various levels of experience and prior knowledge.

Retrieval Practice (RP)
In the human memory, information and facts exist in the form of an
associative web that comprises of concepts, mental models, and knowledge.
The analogy can be illustrated in young children where the prior knowledge
about carnivorous animals such as lions enables them to make predictions
when they encounter another animal that only eats meat (leopard).
Additionally, an individual to make future choices will most likely use the
data, which is frequently retrieved from the associative web. Knowledge
and facts that are rarely recalled tend to lose their importance, and the
memory gradually loses such data thereby resulting in a situation where a
person learns something but the knowledge is lost after the individual takes
several years without recalling that piece of information (Kratzig, 2015).
Alternatively, a frequently retrieved fact from the memory will most likely
become a permanent memory.

Empirical Studies on Retrieval Practice
In a research conducted and presented in 1991, the retention of high
school geometry and algebra for students who went to college to continue
their studies was tested. The survey investigated two categories of people, the
first group being those who did mathematical subjects in college that required
prior knowledge of what they had learned in high school. The second team
comprised of individuals who performed well in mathematical courses
but did not go on to select college-level courses that required performing
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calculations. The survey participants (who were more than forty years old)
were given questions that focused on their knowledge of the geometry and
algebra that they had learned in high school. The results indicated that
people who went on to specialize in areas that were related to mathematical
manipulations such as engineering showed a high retention capacity as they
could recall a majority of the concepts and skills studied in high school. In
fact, some people were able to remember even after 50 years (Kreamer, 2013).
In a research performed in a university setting by Arbuthnott &Kratzig
(2015), students were asked to learn some textbooks, and after a week, they
were required to recall what they had read. The pupils were arranged into
three groups where the first team of students had to study the materials
4-times denoted by S4, others had to read the textbooks thrice and later
to form questions to self-test their ability to recall the learned information
once (S3R1). The third team only studied the books once but remembered
three times (S1R3). The outcomes of this research were identical to the
earlier survey that focused on the retention of geometry and algebra. The
group, which took more time to review the studied knowledge were able
to recall more than the ones who minimized the self-test activities. In fact,
this conclusion was demonstrated by the practical outcomes where the
S1R3 group remembered 60% of the academic knowledge, S3R1 recalled
55%, and the S4 group was able to retain 40% of the knowledge from the
textbooks (Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015). The experimenters ensured that
all the students spent the same amount of time with the books. Therefore,
the experiment provides evidence, which demonstrates that reading
multiple times is not as useful as incorporating self-testing or reviewing the
materials. The significance of this deduction is illustrated by the fact that
even a single reading coupled with multiple reviews is enough to generate a
high recall capacity (Knight, 2016).
A further experiment was conducted where the students were asked how
well they thought they would perform if they were asked to remember what
they had read (Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015). The outcomes demonstrated
that many pupils are unaware of the importance of retrieval in the learning
process as the S1R3 group predicted that they would only recall a small portion
of the information while the S4 team were optimistic that they would be able
to remember more of what they would study. The advantages of retrieval
practice can be realized in a classroom setting through the implementation
of informal and formal testing thereby enabling effective feedback (Wesson,
2017). Additionally, studying can be improved even without external feedback
as the student can form personal question and develop answers.
In another survey, two researchers called Blunt and Karpicke conducted
a research to prove that retrieval practice enabled the learning of facts and
concepts (McDaniel, Thomas, Agarwal, McDermott, & Roediger, 2013).
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The researchers made a comparison of the recalled capacity obtained
after the pupils were asked to study a science-related material using
techniques that included elaborative encoding, retrieval practice and
rereading (McDaniel, Thomas, Agarwal, McDermott, & Roediger, 2013).
After seven days, they were given a test, which comprised of inference
and factual questions. People who utilized the retrieval practice technique
were able to perform well by attaining a mean grade of 70%. The group,
which employed concept mapping (elaborative encoding), scored 45%
for verbatim and 55% for inferential questions. The last category, which
repeatedly studied the text, scored the lowest marks of less than 30% for
both factual and inferential questions. Durable acquisition of knowledge
can be achieved if one specializes in one field of learning or career. The
foundational knowledge is needed when taking subsequent courses in a
particular subject. Information that is frequently brought to mind is stored
permanently in the memory thereby ensuring stronger learning of the
classroom concepts. In this regard, tests are carried out in educational
facilities so that new topics, subjects or ideas can be brought to memory.
The “testing effect” occurs when the knowledge that is mostly evaluated
is easily remembered, unlike untested knowledge. The retrieval of learned
knowledge is automatic as it occurs when one needs to use the acquired
skills to perform his daily activities.

Benefits of the Learning Technique to Younger Students
Younger pupils can illustrate the advantages of RP. A team of teachers
and researchers experimented Grade 6-8 students to determine whether
studying in educational settings is influenced by the implementation
of retrieval practice (Heath, 2014). The performance of the children
in regards to science and social studies subjects was evaluated over
an extended period. The long-term influence of the various learning
strategies on the performance of the students in the year-end and
semester-end assessment tests were analyzed. The results of this survey
demonstrated that RP was an essential technique that enabled effective
teaching in a classroom environment, as the children who implemented
it were able to perform well in the assessment test. In the same study, the
Grade six pupils were taught by either testing them on various concepts
within a topic or rereading the texts. The outcomes indicated that the
young individuals who employed frequent testing scored an average
of 70% while the ones who re-read the two subjects scored 67% in the
semester-end assessment. Identical outcomes were observed for the
year-end evaluation even after modifying the format of the test questions
(D’Antonio et al., 2014).
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Distributed Learning (DL)
The technique is partly attributed to retrieval practice and results in the
improvement of learning. It is one of three strategies of general memory
processes. The method is based on the separation of practice sessions and
instruction, which leads to efficient acquisition of new knowledge and skill,
set in both complex and straightforward situations over an extended period.

Empirical Studies
In 1978, an experiment was conducted and presented in writing by two
researchers called Longman and Baddeley (Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015). The
survey involved a research on touch-typing where students were arranged into
groups, each with different practice time. There were several teams, which
practiced two hours twice per day, one hour twice per day, one hour once per
day and two hours once per day. A total of sixty hours of practice was allocated
to each group. The outcomes of the survey showed that those who practiced
one hour per day produced excellent results as they could make an average
of 80 keystrokes per minute compared to 65 for the team of students, which
practiced for two hours twice a day. Therefore, it is evident that the latter,
which had a lower score, was able to complete the total practice hours within a
short time as they took 30 days while the former took 60 days. Well-distributed
studies result in active learning as the students have time to read and review
the knowledge throughout the study period (Nepean Tutoring, n.d.).
Distributed learning can increase the retention capacity as individuals
are likely to remember a more substantial portion of the learned material
if the course takes a longer time to complete (Morin, 2014). The various
concepts in a subject can be spread over a more extended period to allow
the human memory enough time to retain the knowledge (Carlson, 2013).
In an experiment conducted on high school students, researchers requested
learners in a classroom setting to learn English-French vocabulary pairs for
thirty minutes (Morin, 2014). Two options were available, a 30-minute session
or a ten-minute lesson each day for three days. After testing the two teams
immediately after completing the course, both groups performed well with
scores ranging between 80% and 85%. However, when a test was conducted
one week later, the three-day session group obtained 75% compared to a
lower value of 55% for the ones who studied in a single session (Arbuthnott
& Kratzig, 2015). Similar results were observed when the study material was
more complicated than the vocabulary pairs. Grade 8 pupils were divided
into two sets where one received frequent tests within a one-month unit of a
science class while the other was tested towards the end of the unit. The pupils
who only received the unit-end test scored an average mark of 69% compared
to 82% for those who were repeatedly tested (Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015).
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Benefits of Distributed Learning
The practice of distributing learning over an extended period while
maintaining the total amount of study time has demonstrated similar effects
for physical, academic and sophisticated social skills (Kharb, Samantha,
Jindal, & Singh, 2013). Some of the activities that benefit from DL include
shooting, typing, arithmetic manipulations, language vocabulary, science
concepts, eyewitness interviewing, and coaching (Ghaedi & Jam, 2014).
The advantages of DL can further be demonstrated by implicit learning
where one can acquire skills without consciously putting an effort (Ambrose
& Lovett, 2014). For example, a research that entails the identification of
the styles used by artists to take pictures was conducted on students where
they were required to identify the photos and their respective owners
(Ambrose & Lovett, 2014). Six photos for each of the artists were presented
to the pupils either interleaved with those of others or consecutively. The
pupils were then required to look at different set of photos and asked to
identify the artists who took the photos. When the pupils were asked to
predict their chances of success in recognizing the work of the individual
artists, the group, which viewed the initial images in blocks, thought that
they would perform better. However, that was not the case as 80% of the
participants who saw the initial pictures in an interleaved fashion were able
to recognize the owner of the new photos correctly. Less than 20% of the
members of the blocked group were capable of identifying the owners of
the news pictures (Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015).

Review of the Strategies of General Memory Processes
After a series of controlled research on university students, Dunlosky
and his partner Rawson concluded that durable learning could be achieved
by combining various strategies (Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan,
& Willingham, 2013). In their recommendations, they suggested that a
mixed method approach where primary education is combined with three
distributive sessions of RP with feedback could be a useful tool in achieving
long-term retention of acquired knowledge (Hattie & Yates, 2013).
Primary education referred to practicing until the information studied is
remembered three times.
Frequent RP and distributed instruction can be incorporated in an
academic institution at all levels (Van Merrienboer & Kirschner, 2013). In
fact, the two techniques are already employed in the education sector where
the teacher integrates the methods in his lesson plans with a timetable that
spreads the study sessions throughout the day for post-secondary and high
school students (Gokalp, 2013). For example, subjects may be scheduled in
a timetable where each course may be allocated a minimum of two hours.
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Additionally, the instructor can incorporate both informal and formal tests
in a classroom environment. The durability of the learned information
is more likely to occur when numerous tests are included in a learning
strategy. However, a majority of teachers and students do not like tests. RP
can also be used as an alternative to exams as they transform a study session
into a more enjoyable experience using exercises and games.

Sensory Learning Styles (SLS)
Teachers have been utilizing the theory of LS at all levels of the education
sector beginning from the kindergarten to the higher academic institutions
such as universities and colleges. For example, SLS has frequently been a topic
of discussion among teaching assistants in various workshops across the
country. In addition, SLS is an education technique used in all kindergarten
schools as their primary style of teaching. The foundation of the theory is
that people have different preferences and abilities. Therefore, it is evident
that there is a need to align the studying environment and instructional
methods with these preferences to achieve effective teaching in all levels of
education. According to Kozhenvnikov (2014), students do not share the
same information-presentation preferences and cognitive abilities, which
therefore means that each student is unique in how they perceive education
and acquire skills and knowledge. The significant research question,
however, is the advantages of matching the individual differences between
students to the appropriate curriculum and study strategies that appeal to
their cognitive and learning abilities. In theory, many educators assume
that implementing various teaching techniques increases the rate at which
pupils in a classroom environment can acquire information. However,
there is no empirical evidence obtained in both experimental and applied
settings that support the idea that SLS is beneficial to education.
There are numerous models of instruction used in the education sector,
and each one of them demonstrates a particular individual difference that is
assumed to influence the performance of pupils in assessment tests (Gokalp,
2013). The most widely employed model is that which focusses on human
senses such as auditory, visual and kinesthetic. The sensory differences (SDs)
between students are the focus of all the studies that specialize in creating
a correlation between SLS and the performance of pupils in all levels of
education from elementary school to tertiary institutions. In a professional
context, SDs are the most widely mentioned aspects of education. The
argument is that learning styles, and in particular, SLSs are not an evidencebased and effective method of teaching. Instead, the creation of classroom
teaching techniques based on general memory processes offers a better
alternative that results in improved student learning. GMP are gaining
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influence due to lack of data to support the benefits of focusing on students
LS. Numerous teaching methods are based on SLS, but the analysis will
focus on the most applied type of LS.
A massive amount of effort and time is put on investigating the various
LS applied in educational settings. In practice, few instructional methods
or extensive curricula have been developed by teachers or education
departments to match the created styles. The reason for this misalignment
is the massive effort and expense that would be spent on the large-scale
individualization of instruction to cater for the high number of students
enrolled in educational facilities. Evidence-based research on alternative
styles of learning such as the general memory processes offer the
opportunity to implement teaching methods that are less expensive and
effortful thereby increasing the capability of learners (Goulao, 2014).
Instead of validating the truth of the claims presented in the massive
amount of studies in professional and scholarly journals about LS theories,
the majority of the articles concentrate on the application of LS concepts to
instructional design and student assessment (Algabshawi, Al-zalabani, & R,
2013). A factorial experimental technique is required to properly evaluate
whether aligning instructional methods and materials with the various LS
utilized by students improves their education. In the experiment, one of the
factors can be two levels of the participants’ LS such as auditory and visual.
The second factor can be the instructional materials, which would be either
visual or audio, or both. If the theory about aligning individual learning
preferences with instruction is correct, the factorial experiment will produce
values that demonstrate a significant level of interaction between these two
concepts. Therefore, it would mean that learners who utilize auditory senses
as their main LS will respond well to auditory instructions (Dette, Gupta, &
Loh, 2014). Similarly, visual pupils would improve their performance if visual
instructions were employed. Previous studies based on this experimental
design have not produced any significant “matching effects” between the
factors (Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013). Therefore,
it is evident that tailoring instruction to the different sensory LS does not
improve the acquisition of skills and knowledge.
There are typical examples of studies, which illustrate the wrong
perception that SLS is a useful educational tool. In 1974, educational
researchers conducted a survey, which involved determining the perpetual
aptitudes of Grade two pupils in a large school (Bhalli, Khan, & Sattar,
2015). The experimenters allocated students to kinesthetic, visual and audio
reading instructional groups. Every instructional category comprised of
pupils who had both weaknesses and strengths of the respective studying
modality. The outcomes of the survey indicated that there was no difference
between the teams when the percentage of learned words was considered.
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Additionally, the performance of students who were taught using their
preferred LS was the same as the pupils who were taught using a learning
style that did not coincide with their preferences (Arbuthnott & Kratzig,
2015). In another longitudinal experiment conducted on first-grade pupils
by Bhalli, Khan, & Sattar, (2015), individuals were allocated to classes that
used either audio or visual method of teaching students how to read. The
participants were evaluated to determine their preferred mode of teaching
and then categorize into auditory or visual learners. The survey took a
total of 9 months after which the participants were given assessment tests
to determine their reading abilities. The results indicated that the use of
auditory approach increased the performance of all the students including
those who preferred the visual approach (Tenaw, 2013). Therefore, the
survey proves that matching the individual LS preferred by a student to
instruction does not necessarily enhance the acquisition of knowledge.
In a slightly different experimental approach, Kreamer (2013)
experimented on children in elementary school where each participant
was required to study eight different short passages in two weeks. Every
reading was to be learned using a different SLS such as visual, audio and
kinesthetic. The pupils were then given an assessment test to determine how
well they can remember the major themes in the stories. The techniques
used to realize the various SLS included placing some story phrases on the
text board for kinesthetic LS and using maps and newspaper clippings for
visual LS. Use of the sound recording realized the auditory technique. The
outcomes of the survey indicated that only 25% of the students produced the
best performance with a particular modality. In addition, the correlations
between the participants’ performance and their preferred LS had low levels
of impact on the educational processes. Studies utilizing this method have
been carried out to investigate non-sensory LS (Kreamer, 2013). In 1997,
Winnie analyzed the alignment between the instructors questioning methods
and the learning preferences of Grade six pupils. The outcomes of the survey
illustrated that there was no evidence to show the effects of the matching
(Arbuthnott & Kratzig, 2015). In fact, the performance of the students was
significantly influenced by their aptitude (prior knowledge and interest) to a
specific subject irrespective of the implemented teaching techniques.
One method employed in determining whether aligning SLS with
material to be learned results in the improvement of memory performance
is analyzing the correlations between performance and specific learning
styles. In an experiment carried out by Arbuthnott and Kratzug in 2006,
students in the university were provided with a standardized assessment
test to evaluate their recall abilities. The exam included verbal, visual
and kinesthetic testing of the memory. The outcomes of the survey
did not reveal any correlations between the assessed LS and the test
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modality. The experiment developed modality-specific instructions by
assessing and presenting the instructional materials in each of the three
sensory categories employed in the research. In another survey carried
in 2011, Wilson investigated multiple aspects of LS that included neural
mechanisms (Chirayu & Vaishnav, 2013). He performed his experiment
on four subjects, which were social studies, mathematics, language, and
science. The outcomes indicated that there were no correlations between
the preferred LS and the employed instruction. All previous studies have
focused on doing meta-analyses and reviews of learning styles, but there has
been no empirical data to suggest that aligning students’ LS to instruction is
useful in a classroom environment (Chirayu & Vaishnav, 2013).

Myths Supported by Educators
Although evidence to support the idea of matching individual’s sensory
learning styles to instruction does not exist, the practice has gained
overwhelming popularity among educators indicated by its persistence and
success. There are many plausible reasons for these outcomes. Teachers seem
to lack the aces of empirical data that can evaluate the truthfulness of the
claims supported by the LS theory. The claims about individual differences
are true since each person has had experiential knowledge of people’s unique
characteristics. Therefore, a majority of people have been made to believe
that effects and actions are as a result of individualism instead of general
contextual factors (Gaur, Majumder, Ojeh, & Sobers-Grannum, 2017).
Researchers have identified a pattern where people develop tendencies to
accept information that corresponds only to their beliefs. Confirmation bias
is a term commonly used to refer to the human behavior of selecting the
knowledge to believe. Teachers are prone to superstitious beliefs due to lack of
sufficient instructional strategies thereby forcing them to accept inconsistent
and invalid LS. The widespread application of the LS theory in educational
settings has been partly attributed to its consistency with humanistic views
of education that is student-centered and advocates for respect of people.
SLSs align the modality of instruction to the students’ preferences thereby
receiving cultural and moral support from the public because of the studentcentered approach. Additionally, implementing multiple SLS is a way of
increasing diversity in schools (Bhalli, Khan, & Sattar, 2015).

CONCLUSION
The research utilizes a contrasting strategy to motivate the teachers and
to encourage them to implement evidence-based techniques of imparting
skills and knowledge to students in a school environment. Human beings
tend to accept ideas that categorize them without considering their value
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or significance as long as they seem to be attractive. Such ideas attain
mainstream status and popularity, as many people prefer to follow the
concepts represented by such views blindly. LS is one of those ideas where
educators assume that matching individual SLS to instruction is effective.
There is no research, which indicates that SLS is beneficial to education,
but many educators have embraced the technique thereby resulting in the
implementation of study methods that have not been proven to produce
positive results. Alternatively, the general memory processes is a strategy
that operates similarly in all human beings and thus instructions tailored
to GMP results in the improvement of the abilities and competence of
all learners. However, GMP is criticized by the politics of humanistic
education for not recognizing the unique nature of each person. General
memory processes are conscious of the individuality of every human being
as it ensures that people receive flexible and durable studying thereby
providing an opportunity for everyone to achieve their optimum in life.
Education should emulate other professions where evidence-based learning
is implemented. It is imperative that both current and future educators and
teachers are trained to utilize evidence-based teaching techniques, which
can lead to authentic learning. According to the information presented
in this research paper, GMP techniques such as retrieval practice and IE
have a higher rate of success in imparting knowledge and skills to students.
In contrast, techniques that employ individual preferences and sensory
abilities have a minimal success rate.
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BULLYING BEHAVIOR AND METHODS OF PREVENTING
AND COPING WITH BULLYING IN CHILDREN
Hanife AKGÜL1
Abstract
Bullying is a problem in which both the bully and the victim experience the
process of dissonance in their social functions and which can easily turn into
a crisis. Bullying has usually been a dark and mostly hidden aspect of social
interaction between children, disregarded and ignored by professionals in the field
of social sciences for many years, and perceived as a problem within the scope
of normal social behaviors. The problem is implicit, easily hidden from teachers,
and kept in a curriculum that is organized by students. This is a hard problem to
perceive and comprehend.
The work is based on national and international literature review. Th e
objective of this literature review is to examine profoundly the bullying behavior,
encountered more frequently in both the real life and the virtual environment in
recent years, and recommend methods for children, families, and school personnel
in order to prevent and cope with bullying. In the study, the behavior, definition,
reasons, dimensions, types, and results of bullying were examined profoundly and
methods of coping with and preventing bullying were presented. It is thought that
it will be useful for children, teachers, school personnel, and parents to recognize
bullying and know its coping methods.
Keywords: Bullying, coping, recommendations, prevention.

INTRODUCTION
Even though there are numerous studies on school peer bullying,
the subject is still addressed as a new research subject. First studies on
the subject date back to the 1970s, Sweden. Then, studies have been also
conducted in other Scandinavian countries. Bullying starts mostly in the
preschool period and may continue until adulthood. Bullying is one of
the most stable human behaviors. It is possible for many people such as
teachers and parents to face some forms of bullying during their adulthood
(Ross, 2002).
Besag considers school bullying an attitude rather than an action and
states that it can be described as a behavior of bullying only when its
effects on the victim student or students are determined (Kılıç, 2009).
1 Asst Prof., Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University, hanifeakgul@comu.edu.tr
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According to Townsend (2010); bullying is considerably common
around the world and starts in the preschool period and intensifies in
adolescence. Besag (1995) suggests that school bullying has usually been
a dark and mostly hidden aspect of social interaction between children,
disregarded and ignored by professionals in the field of social sciences
for many years, and perceived as a problem within the scope of normal
social behaviors. However, bullying is a problem in which both the
bully and the victim experience a process of dissonance in their social
functions and which can easily turn into a crisis. The problem is implicit,
easily hidden from teachers, and kept in a curriculum that is organized by
students. This is a hard problem to perceive and comprehend. In addition,
it is not perceived as bullying by the victim when it is encountered as a
social exclusion, nicknaming, constant gossip or competition in lessons
(Dölek, 2002).
When examining classifications of peer bullying, Hawker and Boulton
(2000), as a result of their meta-analysis study, state that peer bullying is
classified into five categories as indirect, relational, physical, verbal and
general, and relational and indirect peer bullying are similar. On the
other hand, developmental psychologists separate bullying into a number
of categories as physical bullying, verbal bullying, and indirect bullying.
Similarly, Nelson (1996) categorizes the bullying behaviors as verbal,
physical, social, and psychological.
If children are the victim of a bullying, they are disturbed both
mentally and physically and their school order will be affected negatively
from this situation. A child who is exposed to bullying cannot concentrate
on school and will pay less attention. If the harassment continues, the
child will refuse to go to school. She or he will lose self-confidence and
experience its negative consequences in her or his private life at later ages
(Townsend, 2010).
This study is based on national and international literature review. The
objective of this literature review is to examine profoundly the bullying
behavior, encountered more frequently in both the real life and the virtual
environment in recent years, and recommend methods for children,
families, and school personnel in order to prevent and cope with bullying.
In the study, the behavior, definition, reasons, dimensions, types, and
results of bullying were examined profoundly and methods of coping with
and preventing bullying were presented. It is thought that it will be useful
for children, teachers, school personnel, and parents to recognize bullying
and know its coping methods.
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Bullying Behavior and Child in School
Definition of School Bullying
The concept of bullying was defined first by the Swedish researcher
Heinemann and then the Norwegian researcher Olweus. Bullying incidents are
expressed with the term “Mobbing” in Scandinavian countries. Heinemann
defines “Mobbing” as violence perpetrated to a person by an uncontrollable
group around school. Olweus defines bullying as a form of aggression and
negative behaviors displayed to a student by one or more students regularly
and intentionally without being disturbed (Olweus, 1993a).
It is hard to define bullying as it is generally considered a part of
“growth” difficulties or life. Once it is understood, individuals may
remember various events and say, “all right, that is bullying, too”. It extends
from nicknaming to mocking, from sexual abuse to grown-ups’ superior
acts over the young, from frequent quarrels to physical violence ending
up in death (Dölek, 2002). Bullying means verbal or physical harms that
have continuity. It is stated that the concept of bullying not only covers
physical bullying, but also actions like hurting the feelings of other people
and abusing their trust and self-esteem via words, acts or social exclusion
(Yurtal and Cenkseven, 2006).
Dan Olweus (1993a) who has conducted the most extensive and
long-term studies in this field defines bullying as follows: “If a person is
exposed to negative behaviors of one or more people regularly and for a
certain time, that is bullying.” Valerie Besag extends Olweus’ definition
a little further: “Bullying is repetitive physical, psychological, social or
verbal assault of a powerful person/people against those, who are unable
to resist, with the intention of distressing them just for the sake of their
own profit or pleasure (Dölek, 2002).
Mayer and Leone (1999) define bully as “a person or group that has
behaviors harming other people just for excitement, status, financial
gain or meeting their needs as a group process regardless of the needs
and rights of others. According to Olweus (1993a), there is an imbalance
of power between the victim and the bully. Thus, victim students may
not be able to resist bullies in bullying events. The criteria specified
in the definitions of bully include; 1. Psychological or physical power
imbalance between the victim and the bully, 2. Repeated negative
behaviors against the person, 3. Having an intentional purpose of hurting
the other person without being disturbed (Satan, 2006). Olweus (1991)
states that a behavior needs to have some qualifications in order to be
described as “bullying”. These qualifications include (Wolke & Stanford,
1999; European Community, 2001):
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•

Behavior is intentional and harms the victim.

•

It can be physical (hitting, kicking, pinching, stealing money, stuff,
and so on.), verbal (nicknaming, mocking, threatening and so on) or
psychological (social exclusion, isolation, gossip and so on).

•

Bullying is a repetitive action (Therefore, negative behaviors that
are displayed occasionally are not evaluated as bullying. Quarrels
among children are normal and natural; these behaviors lead to the
development of gaining experience and coping with tactics).

•

There is an imbalance of power (physical or psychological) that either
exists in actual fact or is felt in bullying. Victims are so desperate that
they can’t even defend themselves.

•

There are five conditions that separate bullying from peer conflicts
(Dölek, 1998):

•

Desire of Harming: The bully finds pleasure in frightening, upsetting,
and oppressing the oppressed and continues to oppress her or him
despite the apparent distress.

•

Amount and Duration: Bullying comprises a long period of time and
harms the self-confidence of the oppressed.

•

Power of the Bully: The bully has power over the oppressed due to
the reasons such as age, strength, gender.

•

Structure of the Oppressed: The oppressed has a more sensitive and
unprotected structure that is inclined to oppression leading her or
him to get oppressed.

•

Lack of Support: The oppressed feels alone and exposed. She or he usually
refuses to let others know because she or he is scared of a response.

After reviewing many definitions, Pişkin (2002) defined school
bullying as follows: “It is a type of aggression in which one or more students
disturb weaker students deliberately and continuously and the victims are
unable to protect themselves. School bullying may develop as physical like
kicking, slapping, pushing, pulling, as verbal like teasing, mocking, ridiculing,
annoying, nicknaming in an unpleasant way, telling insulting things; indirect
like making and spreading gossip and rumor, excluding from the social circle
and condemning to loneliness; or behavioral like seizing money or other stuff,
threatening to seize and harming the stuff.”

Reasons of School Bullying
Reasons of school bullying are examined under three main titles as
personal reasons, familial reasons and school-related reasons.
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Personal Reasons
Creation/temperament/humor is among the important reasons of
bullying. Temperament comprises of basic tendencies that enable the child
to develop certain personal styles and determine interpersonal behaviors.
Ross (2002), on the other hand, states that factors like temperament, y
chromosome and testosterone may also lead to bullying. Hyperactive and
impulsive children have a greater tendency to violence. Personal factors that
play a role in the development of violent behaviors may include attention
deficit and hyperactivity disorder, failure of adjustment to school, dropping
out of school before the age of 15, being socially withdrawn at home and/or
school, being in an intense isolation, being exposed to violence, being easily
annoyed by others, having an excessive sensitivity, frequently experiencing
a sense of disturbance, having a low school success, having an insufficient
anger control, frequently experiencing burst of anger, having experienced
violent behaviors in the past, having no tolerance for personal differences,
using foreign substances, being impulsive (quick-tempered), getting easily
disappointed, and not tolerating it (Yurttaş, 2010).

Familial Reasons
Child rearing style affects the growth of child as an aggressive individual.
Scarcity of the attention and warmth showed towards the child makes
contribution to a weaker discipline for the child to develop an aggressive
and violent bullying behavior in the future together with aggressive behavior
model (Yavuzer, 2004). Main reason of bullying originates from home.
Parents of bullies are usually aggressive and they mistreat each other. Their
behaviors set a model to their children and lead them to become bullies
(Ross, 2002). Pearce, on the other hand; associated aggressive family features
with absence of father, loss of parents due to divorce rather than death, a
depressed mother, annoying parents, marriage troubles, high number of
family members, and socioeconomic disadvantages (Dölek, 2002). Other
familial factors that play a role in the development of violent behaviors
include impairment of intrafamilial interaction and communication, child
abuse and neglect, failure to form expectations, insufficient surveillance
and guidance, inconvenient and inconsistent family discipline, conflicts
within marriage or family and criminal parents, relatives, peers, and
siblings (Gelbal, 2007).
In the study examining the correlations between aggressive behaviors of
adolescent girls and boys from different socio-economic levels and attitudes of
parents; significant differences were found between the behaviors of parents
and aggression of adolescents. It was observed that there was an increase
in aggressive behaviors of adolescents who were neglected emotionally
within family, failed to establish healthy relations, and were subjected to
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an inconsistent sense of discipline. Main reasons of violence involve first
learning experiences within family such as weaker family bonds, insufficient
surveillance and supervision by family, witnessing domestic violence, being
exposed to violence, reinforcing violence and having expectations, attitudes,
beliefs, and perceptions that either support or tolerate using violence. Even
if violence is not experienced within family, there is still a risk for children
unless violent behaviors are taught to them, an efficient social bond is
established with them and supervision is provided (Gelbal, 2007).
According to Olweus (1993a), three features are important in child
rearing attitudes of parents:
•

Emotional attitude of the caregiver of the child; degree of intimacy
and warmth, indifference,

•

Tolerant and excessively indulgent attitudes towards aggression,
failing to set bounds to aggressive behavior,

•

The use of power in child rearing; physical punishment and violent
emotional breaks as a control method.

Having conducted intense studies on the styles of parent discipline;
Hoffman states that parents adopt at least three types of punishment styles.
The first of them is physical punishment method, which is used by parents
and considered as a punishment style “grounded on power”. This method
includes punishments based on beating, pinching, slapping or depriving the
child of the things she or he likes and her or his rights or threatening the child.
Such punishment originate from the desire of using the child’s weakness
(Aydın, 1996). In contrast to the traditional “common sense” belief that the
punishment will alter the aggressive behaviors of children, it has been proved
that the power-based punishment actually causes aggression in children.
Hyperaggressive and hyperactive children are raised in families which use
the punishment frequently. There is a vicious circle here: Aggressive behavior
is punished; the punishment leads to a more aggressive behavior; the more
aggressive behavior requires a harder punishment (Gordon, 2002). It has
been determined that children who are evaluated as the most aggressive
students in the classroom by their classmates are subjected to serious
punishments at home (Yavuzer, 1998). It is known that the most aggressive
children come from families that resort to beating frequently. Thus, beating
should not be used as a punishment method (Saygılı, 2004).

School-Related Reasons
Curriculum and form of administration at school are the most important
factor that affects the intensity and frequency of violent behaviors. Even
though school teachers and administrators do not have the opportunity
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of controlling personal and familial effects, an appropriate education may
decrease bullying via violence usage problems, child protection application
provided at school, intervention, and creation of environment. Children’s
education is the most important subject here (Olweus, 1993b).
In the adult and children literature, it is seen that violent behaviors
displayed at early ages are among the simplest indicators of future violent
behaviors (Yurttaş, 2010).

Types of School Bullying
Behavior of bullying has many types. When examining the literature, it
is possible to categorize the types of bullying as follows (Vural et al., 2007):
1. Physical: Punching, pushing, kicking-slapping, pulling hair/ear,
attacking with a gun, knife, etc., making vulgar jokes against the person’s
body or all kinds of physical violence used for scaring.
2. Verbal: Threatening, nicknaming, mocking, spreading rumor, making
gossip, insulting, swearing, teasing in an ugly and continuous way, making
verbal vulgar jokes, writing bad things about her or him.
3. Emotional: Excluding from the group, discriminating, insulting,
humiliating, harming her or his stuff, seizing her or his money.
4. Sexual: Molesting, touching up, telling sexual things.
Rigby (2002a) separates bullying into two as bad bullying and nonbad bullying. According to Rigby, bullying does not always start with bad
intentions. Sometimes, a person bullies for the purpose of doing the other
person a favor or without realizing the negative effects of her or his behavior.
Such kind of bullying is also separated into two as unwise bullying and
educational bullying. In unwise bullying, the person bullies unconsciously
just for the purpose of assorting with others and having fun. Such bullies
are not usually aware of the damage they have brought in the victim. In
educational bullying, on the other hand, the person bullies for the sake of the
victim. However, this condition harms the bully’s mood and disturbs her or
him. In bad bullying, the bully harms the victim consciously and is aware of
the negative effects of her or his behavior on the victim (Rigby, 2002a). People
who commit such kind of bullying are stronger than their victims and start
bullying with the desire of hurting. They take action to fulfill their desire and
the victim gets hurt either physically or emotionally as a result of bullying.
Bad bullying is a repetitive action that delights the bully (Hilooğlu, 2009).
Even though school bullying is addressed under three sub-titles as;
physical, verbal and emotional bullying in general, bullying also has other
types as follows (European Community, 2001):
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Verbal Bullying: Disturbing another person verbally. Annoying,
nicknaming, mocking, disturbing with inconvenient words, insulting,
threatening, and rumor mongering continuously.
Physical Bullying: Touching another person, hitting her or him with
hands or feet. Physically insulting, stealing, pushing, pinching, punching,
kicking, and using a gun.
Emotional (Indirect) Bullying: Excluding (you can’t play with me),
holding up to ridicule or embarrassing.
Indirect Bullying: Avoiding talking to, looking at, and knowing the
children who establish/try to establish communication with the child who
is exposed to bullying.
Bullying of Seizing Something that Belongs to Another Person: Forcing
someone to give money, candy or something precious.
Bullying of Hiding: Hiding precious things like clothes, books, toys and
money.
Racist Bullying: Ridiculing a person’s ethnic origin, clothes, physical
structure, accent, making racist graffiti or acting racist.
Behavioral Bullying: Showing a fist, grimacing, putting two fingers into
mouth to show her or his physical discomfort, and raising two fingers to
look in a threatening way at another person from time to time.
Sexual Bullying: Making an undesired physical contact (sexual
harassment) or swearing-like statements and acts.

Features of Bully Students
School bullies have as distinctive problems as at least victims. Study
results show that various urges and reasons are effective for bully students
to display bullying behaviors. Bully students may also feel very upset and
angry or realize that they are not compatible. They bully themselves and
one of family members from time to time, which may also be a reaction to
this fact. Figure 1 shows some of other reasons why bully students display
bullying behaviors.
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Figure 1. Reasons for Bullies to Display Bullying Behaviors.
Reference: (European Community, 2001)

Bullies are satisfied with hurting other students, have a lower level of
showing empathy and generally have a defense mechanism by saying that
their victims disturb them. Long-term appearance of bullies is not positive,
either (Kılınç, 2009).
It is possible to list basic personality traits of bully students as follows
(Kılınç, 2009):
• They are physically strong and aggressive frequently.
• They easily resort to violence.
• They are unconfident and have weaker communication skills.
• They spend less time at home and have low levels of intrafamilial
positive interactions.
• They have high level of communication skills. They are also selfconfident, cynic, and tricky.
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• They can easily get rid of troubles when they get into trouble with
authority.
• Especially male bullies can easily comply with dominant and strong
men whom they find convenient for their social expectations and
they have a macho image that is also accepted by their peers.
• Even though they are seldomly anxious, they have low levels of
anxiety in general.
• They consider themselves tough, successful and skillful. They have a
power-based sense of self.
• They are highly self-confident, extroverted and comfortable. They
consider themselves more intelligent according to their school marks.
• They have high skills of coping, can act independently and express
themselves fully.
• They frequently lie and are not matured in terms of moral values.
• They are usually disruptive and separative because they have the
desire of affecting.
• They are careless and have a dominant desire of drawing attention.
• They do not accept responsibility and they are also deprived of
empathic sense.
• They use other students for their own interests.
• They like hurting others and are defined as socially confident.
• They believe that the victim deserves the punishment.
• They usually want to have power and control.
• They neither listen to adults nor obey the rules at school and home.
• They generally select younger children, who have high levels of anxiety,
are different from other children and not their friends, as victims.

Features of Victim Students
Even though victim students are naturally expected to have differences
in their physical appearances and characteristics, victims and non-victims
have surprisingly similar features. Olweus (1978) states that peer bullying
has nothing to do with physical obstacles, fatness, physical appearance,
ethnic origin, personal cleaning, facial expression, attitude, and dressing
style. Physical appearances and features are considered as variables related
with being a bullying victim only in passive victims. They include having a
smaller body size and being physically weak.
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Victim students who are exposed to aggressive behaviors of school
bullies are generally under serious stress. As a consequence, they may
display some unexpected behaviors. Parents and school should watch out
if a child shows the common symptoms of anxiety and stress, which result
in bullying and are below mentioned. Some of the common symptoms that
may be encountered in a child bullied at school are listed as follows:
On the other hand, some of the common symptoms of school bullying
are as follows (European Community, 2001);
• Being afraid of going to and coming from school.
• Resisting to go to school every day.
• Skipping school.
• Avoiding certain lessons, days, and activities.
• Starting to suffer because of school works.
• Coming home from school with torn books and muddy clothes.
• Coming home from school hungry. (Seizing lunch or food money
by force)
• Having diminishing stuff in school bag all the time.
• Wetting the bed, biting nail, walking in sleep or displaying shy
behaviors.
• Having nightmares and being afraid of the dark.
• Showing psychosomatic disorders especially in the morning and
thus, refusing to go to school.
• Refusing to eat.
• Having unexpected cuts and burns frequently.
• Starting to display bullying behaviors towards others.
• Starting to have problems with friends and family.
• Displaying angry and non-logical behaviors for no reason.
• Improbable reasons may emerge as a suggestion for any of the
aforementioned conditions.
• It is possible to list common personality traits of victim students as
follows (Kılınç, 2009);
• They are not as physically strong as bully students.
• They are shy and do not resort to violence for solving the conflict.
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• They like domestic life and have close relations with their families.
• They come from an overprotective family environment.
• They have a different cultural infrastructure from bully students.
• They explicitly have different features from other students from some
aspects. For example; they may have stammering or need special
education.
• They have different accessories like cellphone and computer.
• They display bullying behaviors encouraging retaliation.
• They are timid, introverted, anxious, passive, and stingy.
• They show less interest in others and have weak communication
skills.
• They display obsessive behaviors and are socially insensitive.
• They have anxieties like being ineffective, having a difficulty with
adaptation and depression.
• They submit easily and have weak desires and abilities of compliance
and also insufficient social skills.
• Their levels of self-esteem are below the average and they feel inferior
intensely.
• They do not find themselves sufficient in terms of intellectual ability
and attraction. They find themselves cold and critical.
• They believe that they cannot cope with some problems alone, feel
desperate and are unable to ask their peers for help.
• They believe that they deserve to be bullied.
• They are sensitive to threats.
Victims may still be exposed to bullying even if they do not have the
aforementioned personality characteristics. The study results have showed
that these factors in the list above increase the possibility for any student
to be exposed to bullying. According to McLean, it is a coincidence to
be a bullying victim at school and there are three main factors in being
victimized. (1) Exclusion; introverted and shy individuals who oppress
their desires are more inclined to exclusion. (2) Being different; includes
variables like coming from a different cultural background, wearing glasses,
having acnes or red hair, having a distinctly different accent, having weight
problems and especially low or high intelligence levels. (3) Fragile goals;
school bullies usually target people who are inclined to incite (for example,
people who cry a lot) (Kılınç, 2009).
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Methods of Preventing and Coping With Bullying
Strategies of Preventing Bullying
One of the most important strategies of preventing bullying behaviors is
to train children, families, teachers, school administrators, and employees
on this subject. For that purpose, it is required to prepare programs and
increase trainings. The objective of bullying prevention programs is to
spread healthy interpersonal relationships among children, teach them
basic security rules and prevent bullying, and also add irritation and
undesirable behaviors among other children. It should be remembered
that keeping children away from violence is to keep community away from
committing crime (Townsend, 2010).
It is possible to prepare and apply preventive programs with various
activities in parallel with training programs of schools throughout the year.
These programs should contain various concretized activities in company
with metaphors for the purpose of enabling children to acquire the skills
of living together, have self-confidence, be kind-hearted, compassionate,
fair and responsible, have empathy and acquire the skills of solving
conflicts. Problem solving skills should be brought in children in all stages
of education. These skills may enable them to protect themselves against
various violent and bullying behaviors at school.
Prepared by Townsend (2010) for the purpose of preventing bullying;
the program “Paving the Pathway for Educational Success” aims to keep
kindergartens away from non-social behaviors. The program “Paving the
Pathway for Educational Success” should mainly be applied as an early
preventive program at kindergartens where wrong behaviors that are not
accepted to be socially right, anti-social behaviors and aggression (bullying,
violence, tantrum, behaviors disturbing the circle) are observed. This program
consists of 3 sections as screening of schools, school intervention programs
applied to teachers, peers and children, and programs applied to parents.
As a result of these steps, the studies showed that an important success
was provided in adaptation behaviors, there was a decrease in disharmony
behaviors and aggressive behaviors measured by teachers were reduced.
Prepared by Olweus, the “Violence Prevention Program” is a program
developed in Norway for kindergarten-college students. Today, this
program is used in the USA. The program is started by conducting a field
survey at schools in order to understand the violence tendency at schools.
Meanwhile, an anti-violence manager is also determined. At the end of
the program, personal violence training and personal training for violence
victims are provided. It is observed that the program has decreased the
violence tendency by 50% in Norway (Shure and Fox: 2010).
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Parents should follow the below order while bringing the skill of
struggling with bullying in their children (AP, 2010).
• Approaching the child mildly
• Knowing/identifying the child’s mood
• Collecting information
• Reviewing the problem, making her or him tell the matter again
• Getting her or his opinions
• Supporting her or him until it is over

Role of Teachers in the Prevention of Bullying
When considering that children spend their time mostly at school, great
duties fall to teachers in the prevention of bullying. If children are exposed
to bullying at school, this condition may affect them both physically and
mentally, cause them to lose their self-confidence, and refuse to go to
school (Townsend, 2010). In order to minimize bullying, it is required to
understand the tendencies of the bully (Rock, 2010).
Teachers should teach children anti-bullying skills at school because
children learn from their teachers better. First of all, teachers should learn
how to struggle with bullying themselves. Therefore, they should receive
training and make application. In addition, teachers should clearly express
that they will never allow violence and bullying in the classroom. Teachers
should teach victimized children the “strategy of solving conflicts”. Before
teaching and applying this skill, they should definitely determine firstly
why the child had been exposed to bullying. It can be possible to adapt the
skill into the reason. The victim child may use the skill for defense under
the supervision of the teacher.
Teachers can bring the following skills in bullied children.
Learning and Applying an Anti-Bullying Body Language: The child who
is exposed to bullying should stare at another child to show her or his selfconfidence, keep staring, pull her or his shoulders back and hold her or
his head up high. This skill should be taught to the child repeatedly with
practices.
Developing Powerful Friendships: Children who are alone are generally
given disturbance. Teachers should encourage friendship among all
children and teach them to support each other.
Talking to a Reliable Grown-Up: When children are exposed to bullying,
it is required to teach them to share it with a reliable grown-up.
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Forgetting (Ignoring) the Violence: A (mischievous) child who resorts to
bullying may sometimes disturb another child to draw her or his attention
or get a reaction. Children can be taught not to serve the purposes of
mischievous children.
Developing Social Skills: Lack of social skills may cause some children
to become victim or even to be exposed to bullying. Some children have
to learn a number of other skills like lining up, equal participation, telling
different things, accepting differences, establishing communication with
other children, and rejecting. All these skills can be taught at once with a
good concentration.
Controlling Anger/Irritation: The victim’s anger can lead the bully to
believe that bully controls the event and is stronger. It is required to teach
the victim how to leave the scene without telling anything and the method
of counting to ten (10) or striking an open attitude by simply saying “you
can’t annoy me”.
Using Humor: Humor may sometimes spoil the mischievous child’s
attitude, shake her or his self-confidence; however, humor should never
target the mischievous child. For example, if the mischievous child (bully)
tells the victim, “Ha ha. You have such big feet”, the victim can respond, “So
just watch how fast I can walk” (AP, 2010).
It is important to teach children skills against bullying, but probably
more important to provide the bullying prevention training. In other
words, children should be taught not to use violence. Bullying prevention
training should target all age groups. Respecting the identities of a person
and people is a human value to last for a lifetime. Everyone deserves respect
(Snell, MacKenzie, and Frey, 2002).

Role of Parents in the Prevention of Bullying
When children start the school, they face a truth with their parents;
violence and bullying. The most important point for parents is that they
have to take their children seriously when they complain about another
child. Therefore, they should contact primarily with teachers and officials
at school (Rigby, 2002).
Victim children may share this condition with their parents, but
sometimes they may accept it and avoid talking to their parents about it.
In this case, great duties fall to parents. They can help their children by
paying attention to the clues given by their victim children. These clues
may include: refusing to go to school, starting physical complaints when
it is time to go to school, giving evasive replies to questions about school,
remaining immobile and keeping out of plays, displaying the behavior of
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crying frequently, having wounds-bruises of unknown origin, having a
sudden decrease in school marks or learning skills, having serious changes
in social life, having sudden changes in the way of speaking, describing
herself or himself as a loser or her or his friends brute people all the time. If
children have one or several of these clues, it is possible that they are being
exposed to bullying at school. Parents whose children are bullied should
display the following behaviors (Rock, 2010; Townsend, 2010):
• First of all, it is required to communicate with teachers and officials
at school and develop a solution plan regarding how to solve the
problem. The communication with teachers and officials at school
should be maintained until the problem is solved.
• Parents should give all the love and support to their children at
home. They should make their children feel that they are not alone
in the solution of the problem and should convince their children
that it will be solved.
• Parents, just like teachers, should bring the skills of coping with
bullying in their children and encourage them to apply those skills.
• As another precaution, an interview can be conducted with the
family of the bullied child.
• Unless the problem is solved with teachers and school administrators,
it is required to consult the local senior management of school or
advisors recommended by that management in order to receive
different advices.
• If the problem of bullying continues despite all the aforementioned
precautions, it is required to change the child’s school.

CONCLUSION
In classes where bullying is observed frequently and commonly, students
apparently do not feel safe and enjoy school life in general (Bilgiç 2007;
Borg 1998). It is possible to observe students who display bullying behaviors
in almost every class. Bullying events that occur in classes have negative
effects on the classroom atmosphere. It is believed that bullying events will
lead to the increase of insecurity and unhappiness in the class, which will
consequently cause especially victim students to display negative behaviors
like skipping school or going to school involuntarily and to encounter
problems such as failing to get motivated, having a decrease in academic
achievement, ignoring the class, and having a difficulty in attending lessons
(Bilgiç, 2007; European Community, 2001).
Both children who display bullying behaviors and those who are
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victimized by bullying are affected by this process negatively. Bullying
behaviors also affect friend relationships negatively in general. Bully
children face with reactions like exclusion, anger and avoidance. These
children also have negative relationships with grown-ups at school and
home. Teachers have to care for them more than non-aggressive children.
Bullying behaviors are also associated with school failure (Batsche, and
Knoff, 1994; İnanç, Bilgin, and Atıcı, 2007.).
It is possible to address the problems caused by bullying in three
categories (Ministry of National Education, 2010):
• Mental problems
• Academic problems
• Social skill problems
Mental Problems: The most common mental reactions given by
individuals who are exposed to peer abuse include restlessness, repetitive
non-evocative memories, sense of panic and tension, and impairment
of concentration. Being exposed to long-term bullying may increase the
mental problem or conflict that already exists (such as stammering). The
severest and probably the most serious problem caused by school bullying
is that some students attempt suicide, even though it is observed at a low
rate. Students who were exposed to long-term bullying had higher levels
of self-esteem, self-confidence, anxiety and insecurity than students who
were not exposed to bullying. Mental problems caused by bullying include
the increase of existing problems, sleep problems, nocturnal enuresis,
depression, school phobia, suicidal thoughts, and suicide attempts (Ministry
of National Education, 2010). Bullying causes stress and fear in victims and
forms a negative atmosphere for all students at school (Korkut, 2004).
Academic Problems: The decrease in lesson success, loss of concentration,
intraclass incompatibility, and school refusal (Ministry of National
Education, 2010).
Social Skill Problems: Peer abuse behavior is not a part of normal
development. This negative behavior has an incredibly destructive effect
on victims. These effects leave a trace in their lives, grow and develop with
them until adulthood. Individuals who have been exposed to bullying cannot
experience happiness and success sufficiently. Because they believe that they
do not deserve a happy life. As a consequence, they experience social and
emotional problems. It is very hard for them to make and sustain friendships.
These problems also advance in adulthood and may result in severe social
adaptation problems like lower self-esteem, decreased self-confidence,
negative self-perception, sense of being neglected by friends, insecurity,
introversion, and shyness (Ministry of National Education, 2010).
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Studies conducted in many countries have showed that students who
resort to bullying or are often victimized by bullying are more likely to
experience problems like dropping out of school, skipping school, juvenile
delinquency and committing crime, getting unemployed and depressed as
they grow up. Bullying affects not only students who are directly involved
in this problem (as either bully or victim), but also students who witness
bullying events. According to Elliot, students who witness feel guilty as they
are unable to help, concern that similar things would also happen to them,
and feel weak and desperate (Dölek, 2002).
Due to all the aforementioned reasons, it is required to define bullying
behavior very well, inform families, teachers and school administrators
about the subject, and raise an awareness. It is also required to prepare
training programs for families, teachers and children regarding the
struggle with bullying and include them in all stages of education within
the educational process. All parties should take necessary precautions to
prevent or minimize bullying with the help of these works.
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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION IN PRE-SCHOOL
EDUCATION1
Şeyma BİLGİZ2, Mümin TUFAN3

ABSTRACT
In every stage of life, having effective communication skills is a necessity for
human beings who are social entities. Education process is an indispensable factor
in the realization of this social process and the pre-school period, the basis of
this process, is very important to transmit and improve effective communication
skills. Teachers take on the most important tasks in developing these skills. It is
crucial for quality education that pre-school teachers are aware of the elements that
they need to take into consideration when they engage with children in the class
and to establish strong links in this direction. Administrators and parents, other
important elements in the process of communication, also have significant roles
in this regard since effective communication among teachers, administrators and
parents and children and with each other will enhance the quality and effectiveness
of education. It is necessary for all involved in the education system to be able to
self-define and respect themselves in order to continue this process successfully.
Effective communication process can be achieved with individuals that have this
awareness and fundamental communication skills and who can shape their actions
in this direction.

INTRODUCTION
Life embraces a long adventure of communication that begins with
awareness even before birth; enables individuals to develop their interaction
with their mothers and families and extends interaction to school, work and
all other social environments. While time, events, people, emotions and
thoughts may differ, this interaction continues. Individuals who undergo
constant changes need to be actively involved in the communication
process under every circumstance and in all settings where communication
occurs. In this context, it can be argued that it is impossible for people to
maintain their lives without communicating (Güneş, 2011).
1 Generated from the first author master’s thesis in which the second author acted
as the thesis advisor.
2 Research Asst., Atatürk University Guidance and Psychological Counseling
Department, seyma.bilgiz@atauni.edu.tr
3 Asst. Prof., Gazi University Pre-School Education Department, mumintufan@
gazi.edu.tr
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Effective communication skills are also needed in the educational
process which constitutes a significant part of life. It is possible to create
positive effects on the social, emotional, cognitive and moral development
of children with healthy communication skills in pre-school education
period which is the foundation of the educational process.
Although they belong to the same age group, children in pre-school
classes have diversified characteristics in many aspects. Different variables
such as coming from families with different styles of upbringing, personality
traits, past experiences and biases may cause differences in children.
Children who are trained in the same classroom setting and have different
characteristics may experience various problems from time to time.
Preschool teachers are the most important individuals who can control
all these differences and activate and prompt the children in accordance
with the goals of education and training by motivating them (Mozakoğlu,
2015, p.76). Therefore, preschool teachers, who are the active elements of
education and training process, should be aware that the verbal and nonverbal elements of their communication are perceived by children and have
positive or negative effects on them (Oruç, 2015, p.95).

1. General Communication Elements in Pre-School Education
Each episode of interpersonal communication includes two common
elements: the sender and the receiver. The sender is the source that initiates
communication. The receiver is the individual to whom the message is sent.
Messages are the product of encodings that constitute verbal, nonverbal or
written forms of communication. The sender selects and encodes the words,
symbols, or actions to create a message which is transmitted with a medium
via a channel used to deliver the communication. Face-to-face interviews,
phone calls, e-mails or written reports are some of these channels. Noise
includes all the elements that disrupt the message and inhibit its conveyance
such as language barriers, discontinuities and perception of emotions and
attitudes differently. Feedback, the last step of the communication process,
takes place when the receiver perceives the transmitted message and sends
a new message to the source as a response (Lunenburg, 2010).

Source
It is very important for pre-school teachers to use effective communication
skills since they are often the source/originator of the communication
process. In order to effectively maintain this position, pre-school teachers
should have self-awareness and be at peace with themselves; be open to
criticism, pay attention to their physical appearance, be energetic, patient,
gentle and tolerant, adjust the tone of their voice appropriately and have
good diction and rich vocabulary. Additionally, pre-school teachers’
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positive attitudes and awareness to students’ socio-cultural characteristics
and to differences in students’ prior experiences will enhance the quality
of communication, and therefore, the quality of education (Çalışkan et. al.,
2006, pp.30-31; Ergin, 2014, pp.31-32).

Message
There are some basic principles that teachers should pay attention when
they convey messages in instructional settings. Teachers, as originators,
should:
•

Make messages concrete,

•

Build a hierarchy from simple to complex when they convey
messages,

•

Support communication with examples addressing multiple sensory
organs,

•

Pay attention to transmit messages by taking students’ personal
needs, developmental characteristics and readiness levels into
consideration (Ergin, 2014, pp.43-67).

Channel
Using channels to address multiple sensory organs and timely stimulation
will increase the level of effectiveness in interpersonal communication. The
channel capacity should be appropriately utilized to send the coded message
intended to be transmitted from the source to intended number of receivers
with minimum cost (Yüksel, 2003). The sender should be able to increase the
effectiveness of the message by using the most appropriate channel for the
intended message. In order to find the most appropriate channel, the sender
should be informed of receiver’s characteristics, the nature of the message
and the characteristics of time and channel (Bolat, 1996). Taking all these
into consideration, it is necessary for teachers to convey their messages to
pre-school children by using channels that directly address multiple sensory
fields, are adapted to message content and attract children’s attention.

Receiver
The element intended to extract/decode the message is defined as the
target or recipient of the message. Children who listen to what the teacher
explains, readers of a book or listeners of a radio are receivers. Active sources
and receivers in interpersonal communication ensure the continuity of
communication (Güven, 2013). Teachers should pay attention to elements
such as attention span, moods and thoughts, individual differences and levels
of perception during communication when pre-school children are receivers.
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Feedback
Feedback is defined as the verbal or non-verbal response process
to messages the receiver perceives and interprets. It is possible via
feedback to have information about receiver’s level of comprehension and
interpretation of the message. Feedback serves as a control mechanism for
the communication process (Küçük, 2012). The communication process is
completed by transferring to the source the receiver’s response provided to
the message. The feedback transmitted by the children during pre-school
education process is evaluated and re-sent by the teacher. This allows for bidirectional communication. Feedback from children to teachers can reveal
whether the content is comprehended and which messages are incomplete.
Various studies demonstrate that the trainings that provide feedback are
more successful (Gökdağ, 2014).

2. Importance of Communication Skills in Pre-school
Institutions
It is very important to maintain effective communication between
parents and teachers and administrators who are in charge of pre-school
institutions to ensure that children can develop self-confidence, express
themselves appropriately and conform to their settings (Şükrü Özsoy,
2017).

Communication between Teachers and Children
While the quality and effectiveness of communication is highly
significant in adults’ lives, it has magical effects on children as well.
Children are aware of the meanings of the words conveyed to them and
the sincerity of feelings and thoughts these words contain. For this reason,
the communication skills teachers employ with children are very important
throughout education, especially pre-school education. Positive and
supportive teacher-child relationships have the potential to reduce or even
eliminate negative communication experiences of children who come from
diversified family settings. In addition, teachers’ effective communication
skills will significantly affect the educational process and outcomes by
helping curtail undesired behaviors in children and overcoming prejudices
that children develop against school (Beining, 2014, p.33; Oruç, 2015, p.95;
Yörükoğlu, 2014, p.81).
Changes observed in children’s level of learning are directly related to
active participation and engagement. For learning to take place, it is highly
important for teachers to organize learning environments and connections.
Communication skills of teachers affect students’ level of development,
their attitudes, emotions and self-perceptions (Memişoğlu, 2012, s.137).
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For this reason, being aware that each student is an individual, teachers
should make conscious efforts in their interactions with the students to
protect their self-respect (Barker, 1978, p.158).
Non-verbal communication between children and teachers is as
important as verbal communication. Hence, it is important to have
consistency between teachers’ discourses and behaviors. Teachers should
be able to communicate with children in a way that reflects respect, affinity
and trust to ensure healthy development both for themselves and the
children and they should listen to children effectively. However, teachers
are not required to regard each behavior displayed by children with positive
interest. Teachers should be able to openly articulate the behaviors that they
do not approve (Kauffman and Landrum, 2015, p.13).

Communication and Cooperation between Teachers and
Parents
Schools and families have a common goal in regards to children’s
education. Each sound family and teacher aims to contribute to the
development of the child in various dimensions as psycho-social adjustment,
cognitive and moral development. Therefore, the cooperation and
communication among families, teachers and children is very important
(Çağlar and Kılıç, 2011, p.80). Establishment of strong communication ties
between the school and the family is crucial to the foundation of a common
ground by eliminating differences in perception between the school and
the family in regards to ideas and actions related to the child’s education.
Information is shared more easily and mutual trust is established with
effective and quality communication. Warm and friendly contacts are
established and maintained between family and school. Thus, the actions of
the members of these two important institutions, which constitute a great
part in children’ lives, will be more consistent with each other. Teachers are
expected to have achieved personal and professional maturity in order to
succeed in this respect (Gardner and Cass, 1968; Koçak, 1991).
Families can participate in various educational programs at school
under the guidance and supervision of teachers. Parents who take part
in the trainings organized by teachers will be able to support the holistic
development of the child by communicating effectively with their
children. By this means, it will be possible to set children’s correct behavior
development strategies in motion. Parents significantly contribute to
their children’s education by regularly exchanging information with the
teacher. Apart from face-to-face communication with parents, various
communication tools should be used such as telephone, booklets,
photographs, notice boards, newsletters, portfolios, meetings, home visits,
internet, social media and suggestion boxes. It will be easier for the school
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to maintain sustainability in family communication and interaction in this
way (OBADER, 2013). Systematic and effective communication channels
mutually established between the teacher and the parents allow for the
generation of information and emotional exchange. With the help of this
transfer, parents will be able to closely monitor their children’s development
and will be informed of the school’s policy and program. In this way, it will
be possible to create a unified external motivation resource for children by
ensuring that the school education is supported at home (Atabey and Tezel
Şahin, 2011; Bayraktar et.al.,2016; Kraft and Dougherty, 2013).

Teacher-Administrator Communication
Education and training activities aim to ensure that children, who are
the future members of the society, are raised productively with the desired
knowledge, skills and behaviors. While many factors are included in the
efficiency level of education, school administrators have significant tasks
in this regard. School administrators’ information and knowledge levels,
administrative skills and human relationships contribute to a positive school
climate by positively affecting especially the children, teachers, parents
and other staff (Celep, 1998; Töremen and Kolay, 2003). Administrators’
leadership roles play an important role in schools’ success. Administrators’
ability to fulfill these roles is directly linked to healthy communication
with the others in the school. Therefore, it is crucial for administrators to
develop communication skills just as teachers. Otherwise, it will not be easy
to achieve the desired level of productivity and efficiency that will result
from education and training (Eroğlu, 2014).

3. Effective Communication Skills in Preschool Education
Effective communication skills that will be established in educational
settings will create the foundation for the positive climate targeted in all
the units included in the system as well as improving the efficiency of the
process. Schools are the most significant institutions where communication
skills are developed. Preschool teachers, the sources of communication,
take on important tasks in establishing new ways of communication at
appropriate times and breaking down the existing barriers for students
who are raised with positive or negative communication patterns by their
parents. Several methods exist for pre-school teachers to perform all these
tasks (Pembecioğlu, 2006, p.154; Yılmaz, 2017) which are explained below:

Self-Knowledge and Recognition
If people transfer communication techniques to their lives by gaining
awareness about themselves, they can both project their potentials to their
business lives and continue to have satisfying relationships with their
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families and friends (Baltaş, 2012, p.180). Particularly for children and
in general, communicating with society is linked to being aware of our
strengths and overcoming our weaknesses. While we often pride on the
positive aspects of our lives, we may tend to ignore the aspects we deem as
negative (Mountrose, 2000, p.33).
It is possible to answer the question “Who am I? ” with the help of
different resources. Individuals’ personal observations, verbal or nonverbal
expressions perceived form the social environment and prior experiences
may influence the answers to this question. In particular, any negative
discourse by parents or teachers provided to children who are easily
affected by the external world can negatively affect children’s self-respect
(Kağıtçıbaşı and Cemalcılar, 2015, p.250-251; Tayfun, 2010, p.81).

Johari Window
Establishing good communication with others is directly linked to
the level of individual recognition. Interpersonal relationships are also
important for self-recognition and self-awareness. During our relationships,
we communicate information about ourselves based on the quantity and
quality of our interaction. This process of self-disclosure and feedback
may increase individuals’ awareness of themselves. The “Johari Window”
developed to examine interpersonal relationships is utilized to expose the
problems encountered in the communication process.
The Johari Model that investigates interpersonal relationships is very
important to study the nature of communication activities by explaining
individuals’ level of consciousness about themselves (Cüceloğlu, 2015,
p.113, Miski Aydin, Can and Aşan, 2006, p.364-365, Tuna, 2016, p. 39)
The Johari Window deals with four dimensions that include dimensions
that are known and not known to self and dimensions that are known to
others and not known to others
Table 1: Johari Window

Known to others
Not known to others

Known to self
Open area
Hidden area

Not known to self
Blind spot
Unknown

Open area includes the characteristics known by the individual as well
as the others. Blind spot is the area that is not known to self but known
to others. Hidden area is the area known to self but not known to others.
The last part of the window, unknown area includes the aspect not known
to self or to others (Cüceloğlu, 2015, pp115-116). It is very important
to achieve high individual awareness for meaningful interpersonal
communication. Individuals who are aware of their own emotions, thoughts
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and phenomenological areas may be at the same level of awareness about
recognizing and communicating with others they communicate. Therefore,
it is important for pre-school teachers to establish high level of open
areas for themselves, students, parents, administrators and other social
communities to solve the unknown and unrecognized aspects of education

“I” Language
Many communication problems include the pronoun of “you” and
“you” messages. “You” language creates the biggest obstacle in effective
communication by way of judging the other party in communication. For
this reason, it is very important for educators to use “I messages” that do
not contain accusations and judgment. When “I messages” are generated,
a message should be used with simple and value-free content that conveys
the problem by focusing on the concrete effect of the problem on the sender
(the teacher). It is also very important to add the emotion that the situation
made the teacher feel so that an effective “I” message can be generated
(Gordon, 2017, p.166-174, Whirtern and Voltan Acar, 1984, p.110).
Teachers who uses “I” messages clearly express the current issue and
their feelings towards the problem. The sample dialogues below provide
examples of communication that uses “I” and “You” language.
- After your game, you did not pick up your Lego and I did. This situation
is making me tired and sad (I language).
- After your game, you did not pick up your Lego, you are a very
disorganized and messy child (You Language) (Whirtern and Voltan Acar,
1984, pp.106-107).
Using “I” language does not include judgments and comments about
the children while it presents the accurate emotions that the teacher feels
in the course of the incident. “I” language helps prevent accumulation of
negative emotions in people exposing teachers’ and students’ emotions. In
addition, “I messages help decrease the timeframe for internal control and
control acquisition (Çağlar and Kılıç, 2011, p. 85) by allowing children to
take responsibility and responsibility for their behavior.
From time to time, children may develop negative relationships with their
friends or teachers and may experience problems in adhering to classroom
rules. In such instances, teachers should be able to notice the impact of the
undesired incident on themselves and on other children. By questioning the
concrete consequences of these types of behaviors, teachers should be able
to relay those to students by taking their developmental characteristics into
consideration. The following examples are given to explain this:
-When you litter, our classroom gets dirty and when it becomes dirty,
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we are all bothered.
- When you say bad words to each other, I think you do not like and
value one another and this makes me sad (Bulut, 2008, p.205).

Empathy
One of the most important elements of effective and healthy relationships
is empathy. Establishment of empathy provides mutual comprehension by
reducing conflicts in relations (Özmen, 2007; Yüksel Şahin, 2013, p.35).
Empathy consists of two different components. The first is the cognitive
dimension that includes knowing and understanding the thoughts, feelings,
and perspectives of others and the second is the emotional dimension that
includes appropriate emotional experiences and reactions of the observer.
Teachers with empathic personality have the ability to understand the
thoughts and feelings of their students. Empathic teachers are also
successful in creating appropriate classroom climate and suitable learning
activities for their students (Stojiljković et al., 2014).
Empathy is the ability and willingness to understand how a child feels
on his way by wearing his shoes. On the journey to the solution of the
problem, empathy explains the child what it means to be a partner and
the concept includes more than just imagining what his feelings really
are. While adopting the empathic attitude it is possible to establish deep
and balanced communication by recognizing children’s problems and
discomfort. This communication is an important force that involves
unconditional love and makes children feel better. In the light of all this
information, a conscient and empathetic teacher can be a starting point
for children to love themselves by conveying a sense of worthiness towards
children with love and affinity (Kottler et al., 2005).
Teachers with high awareness for children may try to understand and
meet their needs. Children who are included in the communication process
by their teachers who pay attention to their feelings and thoughts are happy
and more willing to learn because children need to feel that their teachers
are empathic and responsive to them in order to be able to trust emergent
guidance (Beining, 2014, p.32, Pala, 2008, Tettegah and Anderson, 2007).
There are a number of attributes that teachers should pay attention to
in order to communicate empathically in pre-school classes where children
have different personality and developmental characteristics,:
•

First of all, being aware of the importance empathic communication
and its contribution to the process and making efforts to use empathic
skills in conjunction with other communication skills.

•

Being able to show a sincere posture during listening, keeping eye
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contact and using suitable mimics to what is described
•

Providing children feedback by using with appropriate tone of voice
and body language by recognizing emotions and being able to listen
actively without judgment

•

Being aware of the fact that empathy is a skill and can be developed
(Mozakoğlu, 2015, pp.78-79).

Active Listening
One of the most important responsibilities included in the
communication process is active listening. Being an active listener involves
the process of recognizing others’ feelings, being able to identify them,
giving healthy feedback on time, and getting approval with by repeating the
words of the speaker. Listening does not just mean hearing, it also includes
mental processes involving perception and interpretation. For this reason,
active listening where the communication channels are open is required
to accurately encode the verbal and non-verbal messages that arise in the
communication processes. Active listening requires unconditional respect,
acceptance, appreciation, empathy and democratic attitudes towards the
speaker (Kast Zahn, 2005, p.47; Sevinç, 2005, p.109; Tomul, 2014, p.163)
Children, just like adults, need good listeners. Many researchers
have emphasized the importance of effective listening to establish solid
relationships with children. If teachers can perform effective listening in an
empathic way, children will exert more efforts to solve problems by trusting
themselves and their listeners. Thus, children will have a more positive
perception of themselves and the events they encounter. In addition, while
active listening is used in the face of negative events, attention should be
paid to handle the problem within the immediate timeframe to ensure that
emotions and thoughts are exposed in time (Durmuş, 2006, p.74, Whirtern
and Voltan Acar, 2000, p.78).
Active listening will help teachers to include more content in the
feedback they provide to the children by facilitating the comprehension of
the underlying causes. Active listening helps the child to act by initiating
the problem solving process. Children who are aware that they are actively
listened will be able to actively listen to their teachers and others in their
community as well by modeling this behavior. This is extremely necessary
in order to create a favorable classroom climate (Gordon, 2017, Mountrose,
2000, p.82).
Yavuzer (2016) describes some elements teachers should pay attention
to when listening to children actively.
•

Listening with full attention instead of interrupting children’s talk
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by expressions like “So what!, you are exaggerating, that’s okay, it’s
nothing”
•

Supporting children to name their feelings by using expressions like
“you must be very surprised, this must have made you upset” instead
of evading children’s comments by using similar expressions like
the following: “What is the big deal!, you are exaggerating, this is
nonsense”.

•

Using affirmative expressions such as ‘Umm ... I see ... I understand
...’ will help children to feel that they are listened to and help them
express themselves setter.

Respect
Valuing, caring, and taking an interest in people just for being human
is directly related to respect. The need for respect and acceptance is one
of humanity’s shared needs. Respecting others, accepting them as they
are and making them feel important and valuable is the basic condition
of successful communication (Özmen, 2007; Yazgan Faith and Yerlikaya,
2014, p.299, Yüksel Şahin, 2013, p.33). The absence of respect can cause
significant communication obstacles since the concept of respect is required
in all human relations. Respect does not mean that we will endorse all
the behaviors performed by others. In its real sense, respect includes the
processes of awareness about and understanding what is happening and
responding to human values (Akkoyun, 1993).
Establishing mutual respect in preschool institutions is also very
important. When teachers accept individual differences in children, it will
be easier to understand differences in families. Teachers’ respect for the
cultural and value-based differences in families will facilitate cooperation
and communication (Şükrü Özsoy, 2017).

Communication with All Dimensions
Interpersonal communication is composed of two basic dimensions:
verbal and nonverbal communication. The content to be conveyed in
communication is in the dimension of ‘language mediation” of oral
communication. Everything related to how this content is delivered, such as the
style, tone of voice, speed of sound, intensity, stresses and pauses are all related
to functions within verbal communication that are “beyond language”. Types
of communication that are not mediated by language communication are in
the non-verbal communication category (Dökmen, 2017, p.45). Nonverbal
communication consists of a significant dimension of social interactions.
Nonverbal communication will contribute to the flow of communication
by supporting verbal communication as well as helping convey a number of
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meanings that cannot be explained only with oral communication without
intermediaries (Lazar, 2001, pp.54-55, Özden, 2011, p.33).
Messages in nonverbal communication are relayed with the help of
channels such as face and body, physical contact and spatial location. Eye
contact, facial expressions, gestures, mimics and body positions are related
to face and body communication and the method of sending messages
to the other party through touching or not touching is physical contact.
The type of communication that expresses personal space and the distance
applied to the other party is included in the use of space. Another form
of non-verbal communication is the type of communication in which a
variety of means is used such as clothing, fragrance, jewelry or badges.
Communications in both groups may include intentional or unintentional
behaviors (Dökmen, 2017, pp. 46-50).
Simply hearing the voice of the other person and what is said will not
be sufficient during the communication process. Being aware of hand
movements, posture, gestures and mimics, that is, non-verbal messages,
is highly important in terms of communication skills (Cüceloğlu, 2015,
p.3; Tok and Temel, 2014). Nonverbal communication is an important
dimension of communication. Social psychologists’ long-standing research
has shown that words used in communication are effective by 10%, tone of
voice by 30% and body language by 60%. In interpersonal communication,
many non-verbal communication tools such as gaze, posture, movement,
use of voice and clothes are used in addition to the words conveyed in
(Altıntaş and Çamur, 2005, p.63).
Communication is more than words and since pre-school children
carefully observe all the behaviors of their teachers non-verbal messages will
have many meanings. For this reason, it is important that teachers can make
sense of and interpret the non-verbal messages they send and receive. Various
behaviors such as crossing the arms, folding the hands, crossing the legs,
avoiding eye contact may affect communication in a negative way. Addressing
the children with their names and using a clear and consistent body language
along with verbal communication can positively affect the quality of the
relationship. Consistency of verbal and non-verbal forms of communication
used by the teacher is very important to prevent children to experience
ambiguity. Teachers should know that that their physical expressions are
perceived by students. For instance, a teacher lays the foundation for negative
learning when he says, ‘yes, it is very good” while averting his eyes since he
does not really like the painting shown to him by the student. Such situations
would make children unhappy by decreasing their trust and confidence
in themselves and their teachers (Baltaş and Baltaş, 1992; Bunglowala and
Bunglowala, 2015; Habacı et. al., 2013; Molcho, 2007, p.50).
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Effective communication skills include the processes of being sensitive
to verbal and nonverbal messages, listening actively and providing feedback.
When these are taken into consideration, non-verbal messages play a very
important role in realizing all these processes by increasing the quality of
communication (Korkut, 1996, Korkut, 2005).
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THE EFFECT OF TEACHING PROBLEM SOLVING
STRATEGY ON ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL IN 9TH CLASS
MATHEMATICS COURSE2
Güneş YAVUZ1
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of te aching pr oblem
solving strategy (PSS) on 9th-grade students’ mathematics achievement. Pre- and
post-test experimental design with control group was used in the study. Problem
solving strategy was employed in the experimental group who studied the method
via thinking aloud. The sample consisted of 32 9th-grade students, 16 of whom were
in Anatolian high schools and the other half were in traditional high schools. In
PSS teaching, experimental group students were taught the use of variables, finding
relationships as well as approximation and control strategies. Data collections
instruments were a) Demographic Information Form, and b) Mathematics
Achievement Test. Results have indicated that the experimental group students
were more successful than the control group students. Improved achievement level
indicates the effect of PSS on students’ mathematics achievement.
Keywords: Problem solving strategies, mathematics achievement, mathematics
education.

INTRODUCTION
Working on mathematical problems leads to mathematical thinking,
which in turn enables the formation of strategies for rational solutions of
problems as well as the application of these strategies to all sorts of problems
encountered in life. Because a problem is a stimulus requiring both physical
and mental effort, by leading to the development of human beings forces
the existing conditions to change.
Mathematics is a cause in revealing and orienting human capabilities
and in gaining systematic and logical thinking habits and it is an instrument
used in all sorts of human activities. To present an appropriate reaction
or an attitude depends before everything on a healthy reasoning ability.
Mathematics is a discipline that helps people obtain reasoning ability
(Başer, 1996).
1 Assistant Prof. Dr., Istanbul University, Faculty of Hasan Alı Yucel Education,
Department of Primary Education, gyavuz@istanbul.edu.tr
2 This study is based on a doctoral study completed in Dokuz Eylul University
Institute of Education Sciences in 2006.
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John Dewey defined the problem as everything that disturbs and
challenges human mind and thereby causing ambiguity in belief (Dewey
cited in Baykul, Tekısık, and Saglamer,1983).
What recurs to the mind as problem, according to Altun (1998), is the
end of chapter mathematics problem based on four mathematical operations
(Heddens and Speer 1997 cited in Kılıc, 2003). On the other hand, a problem
draws individuals’ attention and is a situation, which carries some defined
clear questions, for which individual lacks the necessary methodology and
algorithm information to answer these questions (Bloom and Niss, 1991
cited in Kılıc, 2003). Emerging from this definition is that, a situation,
which is problematic for someone, may not constitute a problem for others.
The problem is a situation the result of which is unknown or difficult.
The significance of the problem lies on its being a question that needs to
be discovered, discussed or thought. Problem can be defined as a difficulty
needed to be overcome (Van De Walle, 1980). A similar definition for the
problem is found in Aksu (1985). Way to success in mathematics is directly
related to good problem solving. In this regard, how the problem-solving
process works in the teaching and learning of mathematics is quite important.
Since problem solving is also a scientific method, it requires the use of critical,
creative, and reflective thinking, and analysis and synthesis skills.
Moreover, a problem is a situation which arouse the will to solve and
which does not have ready solution procedure but solvable using one’s
knowledge and experiences (Toluk and Olkun, 2001 cited in Kılıc, 2003).
As a result, using different resources, we can define the problem as
encountered difficulties for which one cannot estimate and think of results
immediately. We encounter problems in all parts of our lives. We cannot
think of development and progress without the existence of problems.
Because problem requires both mental and physical effort leading to the
development of society, it forces the existing situation to change.
Most students may find it difficult to organize, systematize, and use
information in solving problems. Particularly, during problem solving and
carrying out operations they may exhibit incorrect approaches. Teachers
assume important roles at this point. Teachers have the opportunity to see
the types of errors during students’ problem solving, observing, think aloud
sessions, or checking students’ solutions. Consequently, according to the
analyses of the students’ errors during problem solving, ways of providing
correct viewpoints can be sought.
Evaluation of problem solving in class is a rather complex and difficult
task. Finding a simple solution to a problem does not count as evidence of
good problem solving skill. While some students may obtain the correct
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result via irrational reasoning, others may not find a solution because of
some simple errors though they may use perfect strategies. Purposes of
the problem solving require thinking throughtout the whole process. This
may be accepted as an indicator for that the problem solving should not be
known as only the ability to obtain the results.
There are various ways to follow in the assessment of problem solving
process. Deciding on what is to be assessed can be regarded as the first and
the most important stage.
Students solve problems in various ways during instructional process.
Sometimes they solve problems all by themselves, in some cases they study
with their friends, and in other cases, they ask for help to their teachers.
Common purpose students generally have is that to respond to questions
to find the correct answers. Regarding this purpose, what they expect most
from their teachers is the teacher’s check to see if their answers are correct or
not. Teachers check students’ problems to see to what extent their solutions
are correct in various ways. The most frequently used instruments in this
evaluation are the examinations/tests. However, in the problem-solving
process, determining where and how students made errors and the types
of errors they made in fact is just as important as determining whether
or not the answers are correct. For this purpose, some of the assessment
techniques teachers can use easily are observation and questioning in class.
Although observing students during instructional hours is not an easy task
for teachers to implement, using observation with some pre-defined criteria
is quite helpful to teachers and facilitates instruction. Thence, teachers
themselves can develop a criterion form to use for the assessment of the
problem-solving process in mathematics classes (Van de Walle, 1980).
It is known that problem solving in education process is said to has
many benefits to students during teaching process such as improving
students’ responsibility, leading them to inquiry, increasing their interest in
learning, providing long lasting learning, and increasing motivation (Fisher,
1990). Various researchers have proposed different suggestions about the
evaluation of problem solving. These suggestions mostly oriented toward
teachers’ assessment of problem solving according to some definite criteria.
Students not always solve a problem until the end, make errors at the end
of their solution, and obtain incorrect result. In some cases, students make
errors in the understanding phase of a problem, in other cases in analysis
phase, in some other cases students make errors in the conclusion phase,
and consequently cannot solve the problem.
Swing and Peterson (1988) reports that understanding and developing
the relationships among mathematical phenomenon occurs during problem
solving process. Thus, mathematics educators are in agreement in the need
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for improving students’ problem solving skills and making this a priority
among the goals of mathematics education. Problem solving technique
enables teachers to question students’ mathematical knowledge and to
comment on their abilities. In solving a problem, individuals should go
through a cognitive process which includes stages such as understanding
the question, selecting appropriate data for the solution, answering the
problem and deciding if this answer makes sense or not, (Charles, 1985)
and putting together concepts and operations, and applying these to the
solution of the problem (Bernardo, 1999).
Working on mathematical problems leads to mathematical thinking
which in turn enables the formation of strategies for rational solutions of
problems as well as the application of these strategies to all sorts of problems
encountered in life.
Problem solving skill is the most fundamental and necessary skill for
humankind to maintain its generation. Since we do not know beforehand
when and what kind of problems we will encounter or what kind of
necessities will arise in our lives, modern education aims to prepare
individuals who can manage to overcome challenges by himself/herself.
Knowledge alone does not solve problems. Someone who has advanced
problem-solving skills can use knowledge efficiently. A person who has not
developed problem-solving skills can only be a knowledge carrier. Thence,
problem solving and its teaching is important (Altun, 2001).
According to Polyo, there are four points considered important in a
problem-solving process. These are summarized as the following.
ü Comprehension of the given problem
ü Figuring out the solution strategy
ü Application of the strategy
ü Discussion of the solution
In mathematics, strategies that can be selected during the problemsolving process, referred to as problem solving strategies by Polyo, and are
listed as the following:
•

Preparing a systematics list: Solving some problems requires all the
aspects related to the subject be known. In such cases, preparing a
list according to a carefully selected order facilitates the solution.

•

Estimation and Control Strategy: In this strategy, the answer for the
given problem is estimated and inquired whether it is the correct
answer or not. If it is a correct estimation, it will be accepted as the
answer. If not, another estimation is made, however, the activities of
the first estimation should contribute to the second estimation and it
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should be closer to the answer. In other words, things that are done
and altered as the requirement of this strategy are not random.
•

Drawing a Diagram: There is an old saying as “a picture worth
thousands of words.” In geometry problems, drawing a picture
of the problem expedites the solution. In other types of problems,
representational diagrams help in the same way.

•

Finding a Relationship: When the special solutions of some problems
are listed, these can be seen to form arithmetic or geometric series.
To solve such problems, one should figure out the rules according
to which the terms of the series propagate. To do this, specific
and sequenced small values should be examined and the rule of
propagation should be discovered.

•

Use of Variables: Most of the problems in arithmetic and algebra ask
for an unknown number. In such cases, representing the unknown by
a symbol such as ‘x’ and writing down the mathematical equality helps
us solve the problem. The answer can be found by trying values for
the unknown. However, sometimes one has do so many trials that this
may not work. Sometimes problem may be related to a generalization
and trying the samples may not be enough for the solution.

•

Estimation: In some cases, it is enough to find an estimate instead of
an exact solution for a problem. In such cases, the given values of the
problem are rounded to the nearest number and then operations are
carried out. Most of the time operations with rounded numbers are
carried out in mind. As on this basis, estimation is enough to solve
the problem.

•

Making Use of the Solutions of Similar Problems: In some problems,
large values of numeric variables may prevent one from seeing the
relationships in the problem. This condition is seen generally when
there are too many decimal places. In such cases, solving problems
similar to the original problem but with smaller values can suggest
an idea on how to solve the original problem.

•

Backward Studying: In some problems, result information is given
but introduction information may not be known, it is to be found. In
such problems, starting from the results solutions should be seeked
by inverting the operations and carrying out the reverse steps.

•

Elimination: Solution to some problems can be obtained by trying
the options and eliminating the wrong choices. Trials should not be
random but have to have hope to approach the solution. Eliminated
trials should be listed and not tried again. Problems, which do not
have a solution, should be explained why they do not have a solution.
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•

Making a Table: During the solution process of some problems,
tabulating the given values or the obtained values enables one to
see the relationships between these values. Thereby, rules used
to obtain the results can be found and the problem can be solved.
This is a good approach to explain the situations where too many
mathematical rules or generalizations exist, to see each of such rules,
and to estimate the continuation of those rules.

•

Ratiocination: To ratiocinate or to reason actually exists in every
situation where problem-solving strategies are used. In fact, in
solving some problems it is not possible to use a strategy other than
reasoning. In this strategy, to find the solution one starts from a true
(p) situation and obtains q. Then looks to see if the q is the solution
or not or if it approximates the solution or not. Proof of the algebraic
theorems conforms to this strategy.

There is no single strategy that is good to solve all the problems. However,
some strategies are called upon and used more frequently than the others.
Different strategies may be needed in different stages of the solution of a
problem. Learning different strategies provides students with aptitude and
practice for the new and different problems that they can encounter (Altun
( 2005) cited in Polya, 1955).
In order students to use the strategies efficiently, they should be
introduced to the problem without any knowledge of the strategies and
they should be allowed to try alternative approaches. Application stages of
strategies are important.
Tablet teaching of the problem-solving strategies does not guarantee that
they would be learned. In order strategies to be comprehended completely
and appropriate strategies to be selected, students need to be aware of what
they are doing and why and know the power of appropriate strategies.
Therefore, the position of the teacher is to not only teach the strategies
but also encourage students to think about the applied strategies and to
strengthen their knowledge of the strategies using appropriate connections.
Teaching the rules and the strategies to students prior to problem
solving is not an effective way for improving students’ problem-solving
skills. In this situation, students only learn to apply a method mechanically
(Willoughby 1991).
Presley, Borkowski and O’Sllivan taught some strategies to a group of
students to solve some problems and taught similar strategies to another
group to solve the same questions. In addition, they provided information
about the effects of the strategies to the second group. They found out that
the students who were given information on the effects of strategies used
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the strategies more often than the first group (Presley, 1995).
Polya’s (1955) suggestions on strategy teaching seemed important.
According to Polya, students should be encouraged to prepare their own
strategy list, to think about their own and others’ strategies and to continue
solving interesting and difficult problems by using the strategies they chose.
(Willoughby (1991) cited in Polya, 1955).

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to reveal the effects of teaching problem
solving strategy on 9th-grade students’ success in solving mathematics
problems. To accomplish this purpose, we sought answers to the following
questions.

Research Questions
1- Does the teaching of the problem-solving strategy produce a
significant difference between the experimental groups’ achievement level?
2- Is there a significant difference between traditionally taught control
groups’ achievement level?
3- Is there a significant difference between the total achievement means
of experimental and control groups?

Assumptions
1- In this study, data obtained from various sources and associations are
true information.
2- Students selected to the experimental groups were determined
not only according to demographic information such as gender, success,
and socioeconomic status of the family but also they were voluntarily
participated in the experimental group.

Limitations
1- This study was carried out in 2005-2006 academic year with
participating 64 9th-grade students from one Anatolian and one traditional
high school in Izmir.
2- In the application process, students worked on problems on five
different categories including number problems, age problems, motion
problems, probability problems, and fraction problems.
3- In the study, Problem Solving Strategy was taught by using thinking
aloud method. The method of thinking aloud was used on a one-to-one
basis during the process and students’ thoughts were recorded.
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METHOD
Research Methodology
THis is an experimental study. The effects of teaching problem solving
strategy on students’ achievement were assessed by an achievement test
developed by the researchers.

Population and Sample
The population of the study is all the 9th-grade students in the secondary
schools in Izmir.
The sample of the study consisted of 9th-grade students (n=64) from two
selected secondary schools in Izmir. One of the schools was a traditional
high school and the other was an Anatolian high school. From the 9thgrade classes of these secondary schools two were selected randomly. An
achievement pretest was administered the results of which were used to
form the experimental and control groups by taking into consideration the
students’ success rates.

Data Collection Instruments
Insturments used to collect data in this study were a demographic
information form and a mathematics achievement test both of which were
developed by the researchers. The achievement test included questions in
five categories. The questions were selected from different concepts and
could be solved by using different strategies. The categories include;
- Number Problems
- Age Problems
- Motion Problems
- Probability Problems
- Fraction Problems
The purpose of the achievement test, which was obtained from
questions in five different categories and questions that can be solved by
using different strategies, is to reveal the effects of teaching strategy on
students’ problem solving success. The test was also used in forming the
control and the experimental groups. To prepare an achievement test for
this purpose, first of all, we have decided on the number of items to include,
the administration time, and what kind of items to include in the test.
We have asked for expert opinions on every stage of the test preparation.
To determine the reliability and validity of the test and to make the item
analyses of the Mathematics Achievement Test (MAT), 32- item test was
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administered to 384 9th-grade students from two secondary schools. The
results were analyzed using Finesse statistics program. Reliability of the test
was found to be 0.80.

Analyses and Interpretation of the Data
Data were analyzed using SPSS11.0 statistics program. Means and t-test
results were used.

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION
Findings concerning the first Research Question
The first sub-problem of the study was “does the teaching of the problem
solving strategy produce a significant difference between the experimental
groups’ achievement level? ” To obtain data concerning this question, a
pre- and post- achievement test was administered to the experimental and
control groups at the beginning and end of the study.
Results of the data obtained from these measurements revealed that
while the pretest mean of achievement test of the Anatolian high school
experimental group was X =66.25, the posttest mean of the same students
was X =76.50. There is statistically significant difference between these
means (t(15, 0.05) =11.49, p<0.05).
Pretest the posttest means of the experimental group of traditional high
school students were X =41.50 and X =54.75 respectively. The difference
between these means is statistically significant. Teaching Problem Solving
Strategy produced a significant difference in achievement scores of the
experimental groups of both schools. This is an indication of the effect
of Teaching Problem Solving Strategy on student success. The effect of
Teaching Problem Solving Strategy on experimental group students’
success is shown by the improvement in the achievement test means of preand post- measurements.

Findings concerning the second Research Question
To see the effect of instruction via Problem Solving Strategy on
achievement, we felt the necessity to look at the success rates of the
control groups where traditional lecture method was used in mathematics
instruction. Thus, the second question was formed as “is there a significant
difference between the control groups’ achievement level? ” Pre- and
posttest means of Anatolian high school control group students were X
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=64.00 and X =64.00 respectively. There was not statistically significant
difference between these means (p>0.05). Control groups’ achievement
levels were not different. Traditional high school students’ pre- and postachievement test means were X =41.00 and X =42.23 respectively. There
was not statistically significant difference between these means (p>0.05).
The results suggest that control group students’ achievement level did not
change during one semester of traditional instruction.

Findings concerning the third Research Question
The third sub problem was “is there a significant difference between
the experimental and control groups’ total achievement means?” Findgins
related to this question obtained from the pretest achievement levels of
experimental and control groups. For the Anatolian high schools students,
pretest means of experimental and control group were X =66.25 and X
=64.00 respectively. These means were not statistically significant (p>0.05).
For the traditional high school students, pretest mean of experimental and
control groups were X =41.50 and X =41.00 respectively. These means
were not statistically significant (p>0.05).
Means of experimental groups, employed Problem Solving Strategy, and
control groups, employed traditional instruction, were equivalent. These
results suggest that achievement level of experimental and control groups
were equivalent before starting the instruction.
To see any effect the PSS has on total achievement scores, we shall look at
final measurement of the experimental and control group echievement tests.
According to these results, means of posttest scores for the experimental
and control groups for the Anatolian high school students were found as

X =76.50 and X =64.00 respectively. There was statistically significant

difference between these means (t(30, 0.05) =2.06, p<0.05). The difference was
in favor of the experimental group.
Achievement means of posttest scores for the experimental and control
groups for the traditional high school students were found as X =54.75
and X =42.25 respectively. There was statistically significant difference
between these means (t(30, 0.05) =2.27, p<0.05). The difference was in favor
of the experimental group. In both schools, means of experimental groups
were higher than the control group means.
Before instruction achievement means of experimental groups where the
PSS was used as the instruction method was shown in Table 3. There was an
increase in the achievement levels of matched groups after the instruction.
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In Table 4, increases in the achievement levels of experimental groups
formed statistically significant differences. As a result, the PSS revelaed
differences between the achievement levels of experimental and control
groups thereby showing its effect on 9th-grade students’ achievement level.
Yıldızlar (1999) conducted a study on the effects of teaching problem
solving on primary students’ success in problem solving and attitude
toward mathematics. The results of the study showed that problem solving
method and related attitudes taught to grades 1-3, was more efficient in
solving arithmetic problems than traditional instruction and improved
success, and teaching attitudes related to problem solving has changed
students’ attitude toward mathematics significantly positively. The results
support the current study.
Israel (2003) investigated the 8th-grade students’ problem-solving
strategies as it related to the variables, achievement level, gender, and
socioeconomic status. Results indicated that the strategies used were related
to the variables investigated. The relationships indicated that strategies used
by the male students were different from that of female students and that
former were more succesfull in problem solving than the latter.

Results and Suggestions
The results of this study revealed that using PSS enhanced 9thgrade students’ success in mathematics. In light of these results, we have
made the following suggestions to the secondary mathematics teachers,
administrators, mathematics education researchers, and all educators.
ü Taking into consideration the age of students in the first years of
secondary school it should be noticed that these students’ attitude toward
mathematics do not show much variability, thus, during the primary
years with the help of carefully prepared teaching programs, it should be
considered to form positive attitudes toward mathematics.
ü Providing students with problem solving instructions in all fields will
enable them to better organize their thoughts, develop discrete thinking
skills, form coherent conception models, and thus become better problem
solvers.
ü Mathematics teachers should know all the problem-solving strategies
very well and prepare an environment for the new strategies to be thought.
To prepare such an environment, in class activities, which enable students
to ask questions, should be prepared.
ü In problem solving process, questions should not help toward the
solution of the problem but instead they should guide the students toward
the solution. Questions, which will take students directly to the solution,
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will not be enough to understand students’ thought processes. Questions,
which will enable students to explain whether they understood the problem,
which strategy they have chosen to solve the problem and why, should
be asked to reveal their thoughts. Such questions will also help students
assess their thoughts and skills during the problem solving process. What
is important here is to analyze students’ thinking process.
ü Alternative ways of assessing students’ problem solving skills such as
clinical interviews should be developed.
ü Problem construction skill enables students to discover mathematical
situations, learn reasoning, and gain experience on how to represent
mathematical ideas written or verbally. To involve students actively in the
learning process and ensure meaningful learning constructivist learning
approach, which includes active learning, should be given consideration in
our education system (Gür, 1999).
ü Since constructing models that represent the problem and
transforming it to an equation are charecteristics of a successful problem
solver, this experience should be taught to students. In addition, students
were successful when they used variables and the relationships between the
variables were determined. This point should be taken into consideration
in the teaching of problem solving.
ü It was revealed that evaluation stage of the problem solving steps was
important for the success of problem solving method. This stage should be
given great care during the teaching of problem solving in primary years.
ü Explaning to the teachers the importance of constructing problems,
the benefits of this for the students, and the application of this in the
classroom will make great contribution to the mathematics education.
In short, as comlementary to the mathematics curriculum, accepting the
importance of suggesting a problem, students should be given opportunities
to construct their own questions.
ü Mathematics teachers should use discovery learning method in
problem solving and in doing so should provide them with opportunities
for accessing the knowledge themselves and display their creativities.
ü Using mathematics-teaching methods in in-class activities,
environments that will actively involve students and improve their problemsolving skills should be prepared. Teaching strategies that will enhance
students’ creativity and stimulate their thinking ability should be used and
students should be given time to use their cognitive skills.
ü At all levels, problems involving mathematics knowledge
should be presented. Students find some problems difficult because
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of the lack of experiences in the activities and deficiencies in their
mathematical knowledge. Teachers must develop strategies for students
in order to determine subjects that will attract their attention and are
accomplishable. Determining the difficulty level of the strategies and
problems is accomplished by presenting mathematics problems at various
difficulty levels. All inservice teachers and prospective teachers should
find opportunities to tackle with mathematical problems to analyze their
mathematical knowledge and develop solution strategies. With the help
of these experiences, teachers can be guided to develop a structure to
make decisions about the mathematical content and difficulty level of a
problem. In order to gain this structure it is necessary to question and
discuss the problems.
ü Discussion skills for the content of the mathematical problems and
ways of solutions should be developed.
ü Communication skills and in-class discussions of students need to be
improved. When students encounter an unstructured problem, they can
not be expected to explain the ways of solution and the results. Teachers
should help and guide students obtain an effective discussion skill for the
mathematical ideas.
ü Teachers should model and understand completely the components
of the problem solving process and how they interact with each other.
Teachers should construct and present activities where students can apply
the steps of problem solving process.
ü A series of written and visual teaching materials should be prepared
for teachers to use either in preservice or inservice problem constructingsolving education activities, and the materials should be used in planned
events. Teachers should be encouraged to actively participate in the
teaching material development events and let others benefit from their
school experiences.
ü Teacher education programs should include activities that involve
problem constructing-solving approach, and if necessary, a new course
should be added to the curriculum.
ü In this way, the effect of problem solving strategy on other courses
should be investigated.
ü The results obtained in this study involve a limited number of students.
A similar study in this subject can be carried out using a larger sample. It
is important to develop field studies to carry out a series of researches on
the subject.
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UNDERSTANDING MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION:
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL RESEARCH STUDY
Fatma Çelik KAYAPINAR1, Behsat SAVAŞ 2, Ali TÜRKEL 3
One of the greatest migrations in the history of the world is happening
as civil war rages on in Syria. Millions of people have left their homeland
seeking safety from oppression and dangerous, if not murderous,
circumstances. Three million people have arrived In Turkey alone since
2011(www.goc.gov.tr). These people need to be provided with an education
and sustentation source to prepare for the important life in the new
cultures. But how do we best educate people who speak another language,
have different cultural expectations and have often been traumatized by
the migration experience? Many countries such as the U.S.A. and Canada
have experience in multicultural education. The aim of this study is to
explore the experiences of teachers, students and administrators in the host
country that provides a multicultural education. These experiences may
deepen understanding of how to implement multicultural education in
other places facing large migration populations to better educator refugees
in ways that benefit both the migrant and the host country.

INTRODUCTION
The constitution of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) was adopted by 20 countries at the
London Conference in November 1945 and came into force on 4 November
1946. The Organization currently has 195 Member States and 9 Associate
Members. The main objective of UNESCO is to contribute to peace and
security in the world by promoting collaboration among nations through
education, science, culture and communication in order to foster universal
respect for justice, the rule of law, and human rights and fundamental
freedoms that are affirmed for the peoples of the world, without distinction
of race, sex, language or religion, by the Charter of the United Nations. To
fulfil its mandate, UNESCO performs five principal functions: 1)
prospective studies on education, science, culture and communication for
tomorrow’s world; 2) the advancement, transfer and sharing of knowledge
through research, training and teaching activities; 3) standard-setting
1 Prof. Dr., Mehmet Akif Ersoy University, fatmailayda@gmail.com
2 Dr. Öğr. Üyesi, Mehmet Akif Ersoy University, bsavasb@gmail.com
3 Dr. Öğr. Üyesi, Dokuz Eylül University, ali.turkel@deu.edu.tr
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actions for the preparation and adoption of internal instruments and
statutory recommendations; 4) expertise through technical co-operation
to Member States for their development policies and projects; and 5) the
exchange of specialized information.
Global mass displacement reached a record high of 65.3 million people
by the end of 2015, according to the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR). Approximately 21.3 million of these individuals
were refugees, 40.8 million were internally displaced persons (IDPs), and
3.2 million were asylum seekers. The ongoing civil war in Syria alone has led
4.9 million Syrians to seek refuge in neighbouring countries, most notably
Turkey and Lebanon, and caused 6.6 million to be internally displaced.
Less than one percent of officially recognized refugees worldwide are
resettled annually, and in 2016 approximately 125,600 people are going to
their resettlement countries. The United States has historically led the world
in terms of refugee resettlement, and today remains the top resettlement
country. In fiscal year (FY) 2016, the United States resettled 84,994 refugees.
The United States also provides humanitarian protection for asylum seekers
present themselves at US ports or asylum seekers in the country; By 2015
(the most recent data available), the US granted 26,124 people asylum. The
current Department of Homeland Security’s 2015 Immigration Statistics
Yearbook examines current available data and statistics, including the
number of refugee arrivals, US economy and the importance of asylum.
It also provides the numbers of refugees and asylums who have become
lawful permanent residents (LPRs), which refugees are required to do
within a year of arrival.

Refugee Admission Ceiling
The number of persons who may be admitted as refugees each year is
established by the United States President in consultation with Congress.
At the beginning of each fiscal year (Note: All yearly data are for the
government’s fiscal year- October 1 through September 30), the The President
specifies the number of refugees to be admitted to the five global regions
as well as an unallocated reserve if a country goes to war or more refugees
need to be admitted regionally. In the case of an unforeseen emergency, the
total and regional allocations may be adjusted.
Once granted U.S. protection, refugees and asylums are authorized
to work and may also qualify for assistance (including cash and medical,
housing, educational, and vocational services) to facilitate their economic
and social integration into the society.
After the most recent peak of 142,000 refugees admitted for resettlement
in 1993 (largely a response to the Balkan wars), the annual admission ceiling
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steadily declined. In 2008, the ceiling was raised by 10,000 to accommodate
an expected increase in refugees from Iraq, Iran, and Bhutan. From 2008
to 2011, the annual ceiling remained at 80,000; it was reduced to 76,000 in
2012, and further reduced to 70,000 in 2013, where it remained until 2016.
(www.wrapsnet.org/admission-and-arrivals/).

Top Refugee-Receiving States
In the first seven months of FY 2017, California (10 percent or 4183
people) and Texas (9 percent or 3,871 people), are the oldest resettlement
states, roughly in line with previous years. Other major receiving states
included New York (6 percent, or 2,402), and 5 percent for each of the
following states: Washington (2,210), Ohio (2,152), Michigan (2,121), and
Arizona (1,913). Fifty-five percent of all refugees were resettled in the top
ten states (see Figure 1).

1. Figure 1. Refugee Arrivals by Initial State of Residence FY 2017,*
Data for FY 2017 are partial and refer to resettlement between
October 1, 2016 and April 30, 2017. Source: MPI analysis of State
Department WRAPS data available online.
The cornerstone of a modern, democratic society is equity. Equality is
the cornerstone of a modern, democratic society. Equality and justice are
increasingly complementary concepts. In existing democracies, education
equality is seen as one of the most important means of achieving a fair
society. Societies aiming at social equality and economic justice have made
public education available to those groups that, due to discrimination,
were at one time deprived of this advantage: racial ethnic minority groups,
among others. Public education, therefore, must be both equitable and
excellent, with educators committing themselves to quality education for
all children (Ghosh & Abdi, 2013: 46).
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Why multicultural education?
What is the law about immigration status?
According to the U.S. Supreme Court, all children residing within the
United States have a right to a public-school education, regardless of their
legal status.
A public school may not:
•

Deny admission to a student during initial enrolment, or at any time
based on undocumented status.

•

Require students or parents to disclose or document their
immigration status.

•

Make inquiries of students or parents that may expose their
undocumented status.

•

Require social security numbers from students, as this may expose
undocumented status.

•

Treat a student differently in any way, to determine resilience.

•

Engage in any practices that “child” the right of access to school
(www.cde.state.co.us).

Given global corporatization, we live in a world of migration accompanied
by a migration of refugees. Global migration results in cultural and
language problems for immigrants and host countries. Global migration,
multicultural education and language teaching have become important
issues for the national school system. What policies should public school
systems adopt for the education of immigrant children who does not speak
the dominant or national language? What cultural and language policies
should national and local schools adopt when global migration results in
multi-cultural populations? Is it easy for the school-age child to make the
transition into the school system of the new country? Is there a similarity
in the curricula between two nations? What are the language issues for the
new immigrant child? Does the host country have educational provisions
for helping immigrant children learn the language used in local schools?
Global migration is pushing the issue of multicultural education to the
forefront of school agendas (Spring, 2015:188-206).
Both Europe and America have varying degrees of immigration and also
immigration and student characteristics, including immigrants, refugees,
voluntary migrants or returning migrants. In addition, while changes to
education policy for language learners in the United States are frequently
driven at least in part by analysis of student outcomes in English language
proficiency and academic achievement, those data are not generally
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available in European contexts; thus the specific instructional needs of
host-country language learners are largely invisible to policymakers and
system leaders. Martins I.F., the former coordinator of Entreculturas,
described the development of the Entreculturas program started in 1991
to help Portuguese public schools build their capacities for serving an
increasingly diverse student population. Their program’s professional
development efforts focused on three topics: multiculturalism and diversity,
adult learning and cooperation, and communities of practice (McHugh &
Sugarman, 2015: p.3).
Recent years have seen extensive efforts in many countries to ensure
that all children and young people receive an effective form of education.
These experiences have made it increasingly apparent that traditional forms
of schooling are no longer adequate for the challenges of the twenty-first
century. Faced with the presence of students whose cultural experiences
and languages may be different from their own and man A traumatic
experience many others who may experience barriers to their learning
within conventional arrangements, education practitioners must think
about how they should respond (Aincow & Miles, 2011).
One of the greatest challenges facing teachers today is the rapidly
changing student population. Teaching does not take place in a vacuum.
The participants in the teaching and learning processes - including
students, teachers, administrators, family members, community members
- are cultural beings. They bring to the educational processes differing
cultural backgrounds, including a diversity of experiences, values, beliefs,
histories, languages, communication patterns, and needs. Naturally, when
teachers and students enter the classroom, they enter and participate in
the teaching and learning experience from the perspective of their own
cultural background (Howe & Lisi, 2017: 5-6).

Understanding Multicultural education
When dealing with cultural difference, a guiding rule is to have practices,
policies or provisions that do not disadvantage or treat any individual less
favourably than others because of their (or your own) actual or perceived
religious belief or non-belief (Mirza & Meetoo, 2012:34).
To fully understand the field of multicultural education, it is helpful to
understand its historical roots. The earliest foundations of multicultural
education can be found in the works of scholars in the early 1900s who
attempted to both foster a positive sense of ethnic identity for their social
group and to acknowledge those efforts at social change engaged in by
non-dominant culture communities. During the 1940s and 1950s, there
emerged strong scholarly work around intergroup relations led by those
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who were interested in understanding how and why people develop racist
and prejudicial postures. This period also focused on the negative effects of
prejudiced attitudes and behaviours on people in a non-sovereign culture.
The third era, the ethnic studies movement, came to fruition in the 1960s
and was marked with the development of perspectives on alternative
studies on specific ethnic communities. It emphasized the importance of
these communities in dealing with discrimination and in taking measures
against them. The 1970s saw the rise of the fourth era, the movement
of modern ethnic studies. This era was marked by attention to the ways
institutions, such as schools, are structured to promote academic inequality.
At this time, the complexity of the discipline of multicultural education has
become much more evident as well as its changing and expanding nature
(Rios & Stanton, 2011:9-10).
Nieto and Bode (2008) expand on this definition arguing that
multicultural education encompasses seven basic characteristics.
Table 1: Seven Characteristics of Multicultural Education

1-Anti - racist

2- Basic education
3- Important for all
students
4-Multicultural
content

5- Available

6-Process

Multicultural education attends to students’
cultural backgrounds; responsive teachers and
other stakeholders do not assume that all students
are the same and that their experiences, based on
their social identities, are unimportant.
Multicultural education should be considered
as important as reading, writing, math and
technology education.
Multicultural education is more comprehensive
than a monocultural education; it holds value as
rigorous, meaningful learning.
A school might require all students to
complete advanced coursework focused on
multiculturalism to graduate.
Instead of isolated lessons, courses, or
references, effective multicultural education
extends across all subject areas and throughout
the course of the entire school year.
In order to recognize the philosophical and
procedural orientation of multicultural education,
teachers might partner with each other across
grade levels and content areas to map and analyse
multicultural content and the representation of
diverse cultures throughout the school.
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7-Social justice and
critical pedagogy
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Teachers who utilize responsive education must
engage in self-reflection while also cultivating
opportunities for students to develop social
action skills.

Banks and Banks (2010) provide another perspective, another path, for
those interested in fostering an education that is multicultural.
Table 2: The Dimensions of Multicultural Education

1-Content
integration
2-Knowledge
construction
3-Equity
pedagogy
4-Prejudice
reduction
5-Empowering
school culture

This implies that educational professionals infuse
content and examples from various cultural groups
throughout the entire school curriculum to support
student learning.
This dimension focuses on guiding students through
the analysis of their own thinking and the thinking
of others, in terms of cultural information.
Teachers who draw upon this dimension modify
their instructional strategies and other pedagogical
approaches to meet the needs and expectations of
diverse students.
Teachers facilitate learning that encourages students
to confront their own inherent and learned biases.
To achieve this, schools, communities, and teachers
must examine their practices to promote equity.

(Rios & Stanton, 2011:36-39).
Schools have a significant role to play in this important goal given that
people are not born with the knowledge of what is means to live and learn
in a democracy (Rios & Stanton, 2011:7). Students who arrive to enrol in
school are often nervous; they don’t know what will be expected of them.
They are likely unfamiliar with U.S. schools, particularly the demands
for documentation of residency, dates of birth, and requirements for
immunizations and transcripts of prior schooling (https://www.cde.state.
co.us / ).UMC (Unaccompanied Migrant Children) may face to following
challenges when entering the US school system;
• Being unfamiliar with school routines and expectations
• Being placed in a classroom based on age that does not correspond
to their skill or experience level
• “First” experiences, such as eating new foods at lunch and taking a
school bus
• Discrimination, teasing, or bullying by other children are school due
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to their appearance, culture, religion, beliefs, or language
• Trauma related mental health symptoms, which may be exacerbated
in a setting with authority figures (http://nctsn.org/trauma-types/
refugee-trauma/guidence-unaccompanied).
A traumatic event can cause a sudden and unexpected accident that
causes severe fear and threat physical damage or actual physical harm. A
traumatic experience can have profound effects on physical health, mental
health and the development of the student(http://www.vcela.gwu.edu).
Over the last 20 years, it has been determined that more than thirty percent
of children have been exposed to physical abuse, domestic and community
violence, motor vehicle accidents, chronic painful medical procedures and
natural disasters. These kinds of traumatic events will develop serious and
chronic neuropsychiatric problems. The most common are Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorders (PTSD) (Perry, 2000:48-51.)
Refugees may face stressors in four major categories:
1. Traumatic stress (e.g. community violence)
2. Acculturation stress (e.g. new school environments)
3. Resettlement stress (e.g. financial hardship)
4. Isolation (e.g. discrimination)
Trauma can affect a refugee child. However, just because of a student is
a refugee, does not mean he/she has experienced trauma and/or will exhibit
symptoms related to trauma. Traumatic stress symptoms can impact
attention and learning in the classroom (http://www.nctsn.org/traumatypes/refugee-trauma/guidence-teachers).
The 6 to 11-years age group is three times more likely to suffer from
PTSD (Post-traumatic Stress Disorder) than adolescents. Girls tend to
internalize the trauma and become anxious, withdrawn and depressed.
Boys tend to externalize trauma and more likely to and be inattentive,
impulsive and hyperactive or to engage in violent activities. Findings point
to commonalities in the human experience of emotional and physical pain
and suffering across cultures (Vargas, 2007:12-13).
Elementary students may show signs of distress through somatic
complaints such as stomach-aches, headaches, and pains. These students
may have a changing behaviour, such as increased irritability, aggression,
and anger. Late elementary students may excessively talk and ask persistent
questions about the event (http://www.nctsn.org/resources/audiences/
school-personnel/effects-of-trauma).
Public schools should be about creating understanding and tolerance
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regardless of students’ personal moral and religious beliefs. (Fisher, Frey &
Pumpian, 2012: pp.4)
The goal of modern multicultural education, which is to promote
multicultural learning, can be achieved through the following measures:
1-Develop integrated content instruction and curriculum
2-Create social empowerment that promotes learning
3-Prescribe more hands-on and minds-on activities
4-Set up clear, concise, and specific expectations for learning
5-Dear with issues of cultural diversity
6-Combat prejudice in the learning environment
7-Create equal opportunities for learning
8-Provide equity of instruction
9-Use differentiated instruction modalities
10-Maintain good rapport with all students (Vang, 2010: 269-270).

Teaching and Teacher Education
All teachers need to begin their careers with positive attitudes to language
diversity, some understanding of the broader issues of multilingualism in
society, and a basic toolkit of strategies for developing multilingual practices
in their classrooms. As their careers progress, they need opportunities
to develop more principled, theoretical knowledge of multilingualism to
grow and develop as teachers in multilingual societies (Meier & Conteh,
2014:296).
Sato and Hodge (2016) describe the experiences of six elementary
physical education (PE) teachers in the Middle West region of the United
States teaching English Language Learners (ELLs). Four problems emerged:
a) pedagogical challenges, b) traumatization, c) irritations, frustrations, and
expectations, and d) cultural dissonance. Their recommendation is that
teacher candidates and practicing teachers receive professional preparation
and development training in implementing culturally and ethnolinguistically
relevant pedagogies effectively. Women teachers are both a PE teacher and
a female, so they encountered double trouble from the parents of the ELLs
and Middle East or Eastern Asian (e.g. Indian). These six teachers had not
received adequate training in teaching PE to ELLs.
Why should teacher education be multicultural? The answer is related
the goals of education. In today’s world, students must be prepared for
democratic citizenship and international communication. Further, in
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heterogeneous (especially immigrant) societies teachers work with children
whose cultural, linguistic, ethnic community; religious, and intellectual
backgrounds are diverse and, therefore, only partially understood (Ghosh
& Galczynski, 2014: 125).
If children feel vulnerable they may be reluctant to engage in the
classroom; withdrawn behaviour can be a symptom of depression, anxiety,
fear of negotiating interpersonal relationships, or difficulties arising from
compromised self-confidence (Helping Traumatized Children Learn (A
report and policy agenda), p.36-37).
Seleeter (2008) suggest that pre-service teachers must gain awareness of
four important interrelated issues in order to engage in school justice work
within diverse classrooms:
•

An increased understanding of institutional racism

•

The formation of conceptual frameworks other than a deficit view

•

Overcoming the fear and discomfort of facing racial difference

•

Increasing a personal awareness of teachers as cultural beings who
often hold privilege and power.

Teachers must be aware of their own prejudices and how those prejudices
may contribute to lowering expectations for some students. Teachers must
accommodate differences among students and help all students achieve
mastery without compromising the instructional content and standards
(Howe & Lisi, 2017: 45).
Good teachers are genuine heroes, mentors, role models, and lifesavers.
They are life-long learners, and they can spark a fire of learning in their
students. More importantly, good teachers develop teaching strategies
combine integration, creation, and transference of knowledge in ways
that actively engage students in learning processes. To achieve all these,
the current system needs to have more quality teachers who understand
cultural diversity, diverse needs and abilities, and the characteristics of atrisk students (Vang, 2010: 232-233).
Howe and Lisi (1995) develop a model for the personal growth of the
educator in multicultural education. The model indicates that to become
an effective multicultural educator, teachers must move through four areas.
The four stages are part of a cyclical process that includes knowledge,
awareness, skills, and action. First, educators must develop an awareness
of the reality of bias, prejudice, and discrimination faced by others, and an
acknowledgement of their own biases. Second, educators must have a sound
knowledge of other cultures and perspectives. Third, the skills required to
teach to diverse learning styles and cultures need to be developed. And
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fourth is the need to develop a lifelong personal action plan to increase one’s
knowledge, skills, and dispositions around diversity and to work to develop
an institutional action plan to support education that is multicultural
(Howe & Lisi, 2017: 52-53).
It is very important that teachers understand that some teaching
practices can hinder academic success in language minority students. In
addition, if teachers are to provide effective, culturally responsive pedagogy
they ought to understand how ethnically diverse students learn and acquire
a new language (Vang, 2010: 222).
The Prophet Mohammad has been quoted as saying “Don’t tell me how
educated you are, tell me how much you have travelled.” Such words of
wisdom are meant to inform us all that in our lifelong efforts to become
self-actualized individuals, traversing another culture foreign to us is an
immeasurably valuable experience. Teachers can help students experience
what it must be like to be in a foreign country by using many simulation
exercises in the classroom (Howe & Lisi, 2017: 263).

Second Language Learning
Learning a second language is severely hampered when the transfer of
literacy skills and knowledge from the first to the second language does not
occur (Vang, 2010: 225). Command or mastery of English is a must since,
without it, students will face challenges in other subjects. For example,
math problems cannot be answered correctly if one cannot understand the
written question. Science experiments will bewilder students who do not
comprehend what they read. Furthermore, failure to learn to read at an
early age leads to a greater likelihood that a student will drop out of school.
Subsequently, a lack of a high school education increases the risk of a life
working in poorly paying jobs. Of all the different aspects and elements of
the classroom, language is the strongest cultural element. It is important,
then, to understand the relationship. A teacher may challenge a student in
a critical-thinking context, not understanding the cultural taboos against
students speaking back (Howe & Lisi, 2017: 255-267).
Given that students need to learn the dominant group language, the
issue is how best do it. The teacher must validate the student’s own language,
and not blame or judge them to be deficient for not knowing the dominant
group language (Ghosh & Galczynski, 2014: 72).

International Schools
International schools serve ELL students who have been in the
United States for fewer than four years at the time of enrolment. Unlike
many other newcomer programs, students do not exit the program and
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transfer to another program or school but are instead served in the same
international school for their entire high school career. This model features
heterogeneous classrooms that are mixed by age, grade level (in grade 9-10),
native languages, academic background, and English proficiency level. The
five core principles of the international education model are heterogeneity
and collaboration, experiential learning, language and content integration,
localized autonomy and responsibility and one learning model for all
(McHugh & Sugarman, 2015).
The standards represent generally accepted definitions of effective
teaching in diverse student populations and include expectations that
teachers will (1) work together with students, (2) develop language and
literacy skills across the curriculum, (3) connect lesson to students’ lives, (4)
engage students in challenging lessons, and (5) emphasize learning through
conversation as opposed to primarily lectures. Effective multicultural
educators develop and use curriculum that reinforces and values the
cultural knowledge of students. These educators know that a culturally
responsive curriculum integrates cultural knowledge, rather than adding it
on in special lessons or units at special times of the academic year (Howe
& Lisi, 2017: 49-50).

Multicultural Curriculum Development
Smith (1998) provided an excellent conceptual overview of a multicultural
curriculum. He described six broad principles of multicultural curriculum
development. These address the multicultural aspects of the curriculum that
are often overlooked in favour of purely pedagogical approaches. According
to Smith (1998), a well-designed multicultural includes the following:
1. Activities and teaching that help students navigate from the
familiarity of their own culture to learning more about other cultures
2. Activities and teaching that promote positive ethnic identity
3. Activities and teaching that involve increasingly more frequent and
positive relationship among students who are different from one
another
4. Activities and teaching that build students’ personal knowledge of
their culture and the cultures of other people
5. Activities and teaching that help students see and understand issues,
concepts, and events from the perspectives of other people
6. Activities and teaching that help students to use their knowledge of
other cultures to better understand and resolve social problems and,
ultimately, to lead lives as multicultural persons.
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The traditional curriculum does not reflect these principles. Whether
the curriculum is revised or newly created, to achieve a multicultural
curriculum three key factors need to be addressed. First, educators need
to increase their own personal knowledge about multicultural issues and
diverse cultures. This knowledge helps us understand how to integrate
cultural knowledge and practices into the curriculum. Second, educators
need to restructure existing course syllabi to add cultural content as a
context for teaching and learning. And finally, methods need to be altered
and varied to support different cultural learning styles and meet the
learning needs and life experiences of a diverse student population while
increasing the repertoire of knowledge and skills for all students (Howe &
Lisi, 2017: 195-196).
Learning experiences than can be designed with the objectives, key
concepts, and assessments in mind. If a teacher works conscientiously in
these areas, multicultural lessons and unit planning look like this:
1. Subject area:
Teacher name:

Grade level:

Duration:

Lesson focus:

2. Instructional goal: Cite specific national Common Core Standards
or other standards that are the basis for teaching and learning in
your state/setting
3. Multicultural goals:
• Developing multiple historical perspectives
• Developing cultural consciousness
• Increasing intercultural competence
• Combating racism, prejudice, and discrimination
• Developing awareness of the state of the planet and global dynamics
• Developing social action skills
1. Assessment/Evaluation
2. Instructional delivery / student activities
3. Materials/resources (Howe & Lisi, 2017: 203-209).
Teacher capacity is essential for strengthening instruction and for using
assessment data. In recent years, educators have begun to use assessment
data more effectively using teamwork and data to make joint decisions for
individual learners. (Howe & Lisi, 2017: 281-84).
Books play a major role in the way children create meaning and form
understandings about their culture and language and their place in society.
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Libraries in both schools and classrooms need to have books that represent
a variety of children from diverse linguistic, geographic, socioeconomic,
and cultural backgrounds and books written in the languages represented
in the school. Making these books accessible to children and families is
essential for those families and children (Robertson, 2016: 95).
Cultural and environmental factors may influence the developmental
process in children and may affect the speed of development of a child
with individual personality factors, cultural norms, socioeconomic status,
environment and language barriers (Vang, 2010: 295).

Administrator Responsibilities
First, school administrators must demonstrate a genuine commitment
to understanding cultural diversity by recruiting, hiring, and employing
personnel who reflect the student body and the community.
Second, school administrators need to make sure that all students have
equal opportunity to learn academically.
Third, school administrators should demonstrate a strong professional
commitment to working with all learners and teachers at all levels.
Fourth, school leaders should show a willingness to improve social
relationships between the school and community.
Fifth, school administrators should provide adequate professional
development training to staff on how to improve the self-concept, selfimage, self-esteem, and self-worth of culturally diverse students.
Sixth, school administrators should see that multicultural education
curricula are planned well, with appropriate procedural guidelines for
implementation to ensure they meet objectives and goals.
Seventh, school administrators need to provide learners with teachers
who reflect the cultural diversity of the student body and the community.
Eighth, school administrators should demonstrate a strong commitment
to providing appropriate leadership for a total school approach to
multicultural education.
Ninth, school administrators should be strong advocates for cultural
diversity and must be willing to combat discriminatory attitudes, racism
and prejudice in school staff.
Finally, school administrators should be willing to involve parents and
community leaders in improving services and communication (Vang, 2010:
317-318).
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21st Century Cultural Competencies Skills
Schools and families must help prepare students for a diverse world
where cultural competence is becoming increasingly valuable. Cultural
competence is the ability to think, feel, and act in ways that are respectful of
cultural diversity. The competency can be broken down into sub-skills that
are valued today:
1-Demonstrates real empathy for the feelings, values, needs, and insights
of other people
2-Demonstrates goodwill. In her or his interactions is flexible, positive,
pleasant, and sincere
3-Seeks out and learns more about other people, including their
perceptions and expressions, and how they can learn from them.
4- Deals with ambiguity. Judgements are not made until essential facts
are determined and possible outcomes are assessed while understanding
the societal context in which decisions are made.
5-Gives praise that is both acceptable and sincere.
6-Invites trust by keeping confidences. Tries to avoid embarrassing
himself or herself or others.
7-Uses creative feedback from others and gives is as well. Uses caution if
a criticism is necessary (Howe & Lisi, 2017: 272-73).

METHOD
Multicultural teaching is considered a complex phenomenon and thus
a qualitative design will be judged the most appropriate form of inquiry to
untangle the elements of this innovation. Qualitative research, as a form
of social inquiry, provides interpretive methods to better understand the
social reality of multicultural teaching. The use of a generic approach allows
for the selection of elements from various qualitative methodologies in the
collection and analysis of the data for this study (Lichtman, 2013).
This study implements a qualitative methodology using a
phenomenological approach to understand teachers’ and about their
experiences with empathy for refuge learners by observing in classrooms
in Ohio.
These various methodologies provide a way to describe the multicultural
classroom and to offer insights into the attitudes, perceptions, and
interactions, perspectives, and worldviews of the teachers that are observed.
A major strength of qualitative studies is their ability to get at the processes
that lead to outcomes (Maxwell, 2012).
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A phenomenological study describes the common meaning for several
individuals of their lived experiences of a concept or a phenomenon. The
basic purpose of phenomenology is the reduce individual experiences with
a phenomenon to a description of the universal essence (Creswell & Poth,
2018: 75).
The purpose of this study to explore teachers’ experience about
multicultural education within the context of phenomenology. The
research questions are:
How do teachers educate and support refugee students in their schools?
How do education policies guide and support refugee students’
education, resettlement, and well-being?
How do resettlement agencies support refugee students’ education,
resettlement, and well-being?
Observation methods are used. Interviewing and Observing deserve
special attention because they are frequently used in qualitative research
(Creswell & Poth, 2018: 163).
In phenomenology, one has to be present to observe how a phenomenon
is experienced by the consciousness of the experiencer, and that individual
must describe it as precisely as possible, that is, neither adding nor
subtracting anything from what is experienced (Giorgi, 2009).

Procedure
Data sources include observations and artefact collection. Observations
include multiple units of study in different classes in Ohio. During
classroom observations, detailed notes will be taken on events and/
or interactions between teachers and students or between students and
students that occurred during the lessons as well as the general daily
classroom occurrences (Marhsall & Rossman, 2011).
Table 3: Observation Guide – Physical Education / Social Studies

Date: Grade:Course:Teacher sex:
Students population: Girls: Boys:Classroom settlement style:
Observed activities
What types of activities
occur?

f
Lecture
Reading
Small group
Text
Writing

%

Samples

Thematic

What are teachers and
students expected to do in
the activities?
What cognitive tasks are
embedded in the activities?
What types of questions
are asked by teachers and
students?
How do students respond to
what they are asked to do?
What interruptions disturb
the flow of lessons?

What domains of language
are addressed in class?
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Language skills based
(writing, reading)
Course objectives based
Recall facts
Categorize data
Cite examples
Give reasons
Recall
Application
Irrelevant
Routinely
Interest - Curiosity
Disturbing Behaviours
Behavioural
Compliance
Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening

FINDINGS
Classroom observations, informal interviews with teachers and
administrators have been done during this research. The first part of the work
was conducted in a secondary school with a public elementary school in
Akron(Ohio) which has American students as well as refugee students. Refugee
students in primary school classes are in the same class with American born
students, and in the secondary school refugee students are in separate classes.
The second part of the work was held at the K12 school in Cleveland,
where only refugee students attending. Observations and interviews were
obtained during the full-time experience from 18 to 26 of September in
2017. Observations were made with the structured observation form and
the findings are explained below.
When the number of the observed classes is examined;
The classes that are observed once; kindergarten, II, X, XI, XII
The classes were observed twice; I, IX
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The classes were observed three times; III
The classes that were observed four times; IV, V, VII
The classes that were observed five times; VI
The classes were observed six times; VIII
When the number of observed classes is evaluated, it is understood
that there are 15 classes at the elementary level, 15 classes at the secondary
level and 5 classes in high school level. It can be argued that the findings
obtained within the scope of the research will mainly produce data on
the basic education period. The distribution of the observed teachers by
gender is 28 females (80%), 7 males (20%). The total number of students
in the observed classes is 738. The seating arrangements were determined
as 21 classes (60%) sitting in a cluster style and 14 classes (40%) sitting in
a classical layout. When the distribution of lessons is taken into account,
there are 13 classes (37%) which includes English reading-writing lessons,
8 classes which include mathematics lessons (23%), 6 classes which
includes social studies (17%), and 4 classes which includes science (11%),
and history (3%). The observed class activities are showed at numbers and
percentages below and supported with examples.
Table 4: The observed class activities are showed at numbers and percentages

Observed activities
Lecture
Reading
Small group
Text
Writing
What types
of activities
occur?

f
25
16
5
14
13

%
39
25
7
22
7

Samples
It has been observed that there
are more than one activities done
during the classes. Activities at the
beginning of the lesson are usually
in the form of lectures. In this
activity, the teacher usually gives a
description of the subject or subject
of the lesson. Texts reflected on
the board during reading activities
were sometimes read aloud by
the students and sometimes by
the teacher. Problems and case
examples related to the course are
included in the texts given to the
students. All of the teachers wanted
students to write that they wrote on
the board.

Thematic

What are
teachers and
students
expected to
do in the
activities?

Language
skills based
(writing,
reading)

14

40

Course
objectives
based

21

60

Recall facts

11

31

Categorize
data

10

28

9

26

Give reasons 5

15

What
cognitive
tasks are
embedded in Cite
the activities? examples
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Students learn and understand
person pronouns, correct reading,
st, nd, rd, th suffixes, the spelling
of special and genre names,
understanding when to use a
lowercase or an uppercase letter.
Discipline-based knowledge such
as problem solving, characteristics
of continents and oceans, bounce
conditions, environmental pollution,
mathematical location, migration
and migrants are expected to be
learned by the students.
Continent and ocean names,
meanings and spellings of newly
learned words, characteristics
of continents, ideas of some
philosophers in history.
Classification and naming of the
angles, using the less than -more
than signs, parallel and meridians,
contradictory words.
Simple and compound fractions,
giving examples according to
reading text, exponent numbers,
weight, temperature, volume
measuring instruments.
Reasons for the height of the
bounce of balls, reasons for
migration, reasons for climate
change and global warming.
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What types
of questions
are asked by
teachers and
students?

How do
students
respond to
what they are
asked to do?

Recall

22

55

Application

18

45

Irrelevant

6

17

Routinely

23

66

Interest Curiosity

6

17

Which country was the first time
the atomic bomb was thrown?
What are the names of the oceans?
What are the main features of
Australia? What is the name of the
line separating the world from the
two hemispheres?
How do you write the number that
is more than 2 decades from 53? If
ping pong, golf and rubber ball are
left at the same height, which one
jumps the most? Give examples of
simple and compound fractions?
Where are the proper nouns common nouns? Do you convert
compound fractions to simple
fractional transforms? Do square
root import operations?
While the teacher directs
questions about the subject, the
students are interested in different
things. The behaviour of silent
response is not stimulated by
teaching. Some students are half
asleep on their desks instead of
answering questions. The answer
of 2/3 to the question of how many
centimetres a meter is by students
can be an example of disinterest.
Questions that asked individually
are answered as a whole and it
leads a ordinary process.
Many students lift their hands
to get the floor. They are trying
to show their answers to the
questions. The teacher gives
individual feedback on the
student’s work. A student who
reminds the teacher who tries to
direct a question to every student
that the teacher did not ask a
question to one of the students can
be proof to being interested.

Thematic

What
interruptions
disturb
the flow of
lessons?

What
domains of
language are
addressed in
class?

Disturbing
Behaviours

4

12

Behavioural
Compliance

31

88

Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening

30
30
23
24

28
28
21
22
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Chewing gum. Brushing the
friends’ hair.
Talking to each other about
subjects that are not related to
lesson.
Putting their heads on the desk
and sleeping.
Showing behaviour in the
direction of teacher’s warning,
obeying the class rules. Not
disturbing the others, being
respectful.
While reading and writing
activities are equally prior,
speaking and listening is less
common in the 7% range.

CONCLUSION
Observed classes mainly include primary and secondary education
level. Classes of female teachers were observed mainly in the activity for
different classes. While the lecture process is mainly applied due to the
inadequacy of the language levels of the students, the activities for reading
and comprehension are the secondary and tertiary situations. In informal
discussions with teachers, it has been implied that it is difficult for students
to direct activities on their own. They stated that the texts and practical
assignments are given at school are difficult to do at home, and that some
parents cannot speak English. Refugee students’ content of the course for
secondary and high school programs is limited compared to their peers
at the same level. During the events, it was understood that teachers
were expecting refugee students to acquire both academic and language
competences. Teaching lessons such as mathematics, science, social
studies, biology or history do not mean that language skills are neglected.
Lessons’ teachers’ tries to spare time to teach language skills to the students
in connection with the subject.
The competencies expected of the students in the lessons are focused
on recall and classification, generally requiring lower level skills. Written or
oral expression of senior skills may be its relation to the level of proficiency
in the English language. An example of this is the fact that the students at
the 9th-grade level who are observed do not know the meaning of the word
ruler.
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Although the questions asked by the teachers for the students are
questions about remembrance sometimes they are directed at applicationlevel questions in connection with content. The questions asked at the
application level are asked to solve simple problems.
While approximately two-thirds of the learners responded to the
questions asked, one-third were willing and eager, while one-third were
reluctant and forced to respond. It has been understood that as the class
level increases, students become reluctant to respond to questions. This can
be explained by adolescent psychology.
Uncomfortable behaviours that left the teacher in a difficult situation
were observed at the high school level, but unfavourable behaviours were
not found at the elementary and middle school level. It was observed that
at the primary and middle school level, students were taken the teacher ‘s
warnings seriously but at the high school level students delay responding
to the teacher ‘s warnings.
In the lessons, it is possible to say that the four basic language skills are
handled in a balanced way. It can be argued that reading and writing skills
are a bit more favoured than speaking and listening skills.
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GLOBALIZATION AND EDUCATION
Ali Rıza ERDEM1
ABSTRACT
Today, globalization has turned out to be a term referring to a great many of fields
ranging from economy and politics to communication technologies and culture to
describe a large spectrum of changes which is already able to spread all around to
world. Just as many other organizations in the society, education institutions are
also inevitably affected by innovation requirements. In that way, it is true to suggest
that initial innovation movements in education started with the revision of some
applications in the past and the pinpointing of lack points. Then, this process is
practically followed by a group of new revisions. As for the third step, we could see
the challenge between the new and traditional applications in education. Just like
other services offering social benefits, education has traditionally been regarded as
a public commodity because of the positive externality it leads to, and investments
and subvensions of the state in this field have almost always been perceived as a
public service. However, global changes indicate that every step of education
has gradually been evaluated as consumption commodity parallel to individual
preference. From some time, globalization has also invariably affected teaching and
training like many other fields of modern social life. Meanwhile, we also notice that
global demographic, economic and cultural powers have had considerable effect
for the last 20-25 years on education system and policies. In this respect, it is not
surprising at all to see that a great many of countries have rolled up sleeves to prolong
education period by supporting the optional education process after the obligatory
one. In addition, in a dynamic and global economy, it has been clearly realized that
the need for teaching and training could not be maintained only by formal education
system, and therefore, in adult training, a number of policies have been developed
concerning the formation of some another informal learning opportunities along
with mass education programmes to form economic literacy. In this term, education
is considered to be the dominant elements appreciation of learning, learning to learn,
individual learning and learning in teams. Thus, while the school has increasingly
lost its monopoly over teaching and training process, learning has rather been a
life-long and volunteer process to appreciate the universe and to lead considerably
qualified life than a painstaking process to endure. On the other hand, we could
clearly suggest that globalization has also led to a number of barriers and threats
like commercialization of education and freely bought and sold knowledge along
with a number of great benefits like making use of the latest technologies, revision of
education programs and various learning opportunities. In that way, the key decision
makers in education should aim at getting rid of the threats in education caused by
globalization in addition to getting maximum efficiency from globalization a great
many of opportunities in education caused by globalization education system.
Keywords: Globalization, education, effect, opportunities, threats
1 Prof. Dr., arerdem@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, it is getting more and more difficult to listen to ones who are
oppressed. Noelibaralism is quite talented in making up inveder policies, but
in the meantime, it is quite strong in building up new facts as well as what
it takes away from social dreams.
L. A. Gandin
Today, globalization has turned out to be a term referring to a great
many of fields ranging from economy and politics to communication
technologies and culture to describe a large spectrum of changes which is
already able to spread all around to world. Meanwhile, globalization could
also be regarded as a multifunctional term concerning the improvement of
cultural, political, technological, and economic affairs in addition to being
processes which weaken national boundaries with limitless improvements
as well enlarged interaction and some other processes which enhance
the awareness of citizenship and society mentality along with social
considerations and rejections. On the other hand, globalization according
to Power could be defined as a number of concepts which mean “shrinking
spaces and shortening time and disappearing frontiers” which connect
human lifes more deeply and densely with the inevitable appreance of novel
information technologies. As for Giddens, he points that globalization is
not based on only a temporary term, but it is a virtual process of historical
changes, suggesting that there are a great many of valid of objective reasons
to prove such a trend. Giddens also underlines the fact that the changes
affecting our world is not limited to only a certain point, but covers
everywhere (Giddens, 2000; Aslan, 2004; Dağlı, 2007; Çınar, 2009).
Just as many other organizations in the society, education institutions
are also inevitably affected by innovation requirements. In that way, it is
true to suggest that initial innovation movements in education started
with the revision of some applications in the past and the pinpointing of
lack points. Then, this process is practically followed by a group of new
revisions. As for the third step, we could see the challenge between the new
and traditional applications in education. Beginning from the 1980s, in
mny countries, the increased responsibilities of local goverments as well
as the delegation of decision making power to sub-units are considered
tha major power of innovation. Undoubtedly, in addition to these factors,
the considerable increase in the number of students and schools along
with multiplied and varied education programs has gradually led to more
remarkable effect of a central buroeucracy on schools. For these reforms
to improve the processes and results of education and training authorities
focus on not only enhancing current schools through projects such as “school
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enhancement”, “school centered administration”, “learning schools” and
“total quality management” but also “alternative school” models. As a result
of global scaled changes in education, a considerable number of countries
have felt obliged to perform a comprehensive revision, leading the USA,
Australia, Finland and New Zeland, compatible with “constructive approach
[1]”. In this process changes in social structures have had considerable effect
on learning-centered education mentality. Meanwhile, it is also evidenty
that on going improvements in democratization and human rights have
also made remarkable contributions to the democratization of learning,
individual focuse on his / her own interest, skills and preferences as well as
alternative education programs, the increase of school diversity and more
individualistic learning progress (Şişman, 2002; Şahin, 2007; Akpınar &
Aydın, 2007; Genç & Eryaman, 2008; Beycioğlu & Aslan, 2010).

Use of “information and communication technologies (ICT)”
in education
In the last century, we undoubtedly witnessed a great number of incredible
changes in many fields of human life. For instance, average global life span
reached 80 from 45 in the last century. Moreover, it become available to
transplant organs, notably the heart, while a great many of epidemic illness
which had been fatal threat to human beigns were thoroughly stamped
out as well as 1.00 times increased weapon power on global based. On the
other hand, with the effect of globalization, strong social changes on earth,
information and technologies have had more considerable effect ever on
education. Today, along with formal education distance education has also
become common, by which the gap between distance education system
and interactive one has gradually been filled thanks to different student
1 [] Constructivism. Undoubtedly, the common point of constructive approaches
lies in the complex reality of existence based on subjectivity. In this respect, traces
of constructive approach are probable to come accross in philosophy history even
though such constructive approach was first systematically introduced by Bruner
by the beginning the 1960s. On the other hand, we should also notice that, nearly
2000 years ago, Socrates declared “Knowledge is just perception”. Besides, in the
18th century, Vico, the prominent neapolitan philosophist, underlined feelings,
desires, idee fixe and dreams in formation of complex formation of human beign
as well as suggesting dilemma and complexity against Descartes direct deductive
movement. Meanwhile, Montessori who objected conventional class order, came
up with student’s initiative in a larger term while Piaget who was the leader
of “genetic epistemology”, suggested that the individual continuously renew
himself by revising the reality model in his mind. In this respect, configuration
could be defined not only as a learning theory but also individual knowledge
scientific knowledge, teaching, training, informatics, ethic and political hypothesis
and a global point of view, by which we are supposed to consider its effect in a
great number of fields ranging from philosophy, mathematics and sociology to
architecting, management and organization (Şimşek, 2004: 117).
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categories and some other varied dimensions. Furthermore, the increased
use of the computer, internet, e-library, e-journals, smart board, smart
classroom and multimedia means as well as new education models such
as e-school has added a new dimension to teaching and training strategies.
In this respect, draw the conclusion that today computerized education
has gradually spread, and therefore the teachers involved are supposed to
be highly-equipped with computer software and using these technologies.
Parallel to such innovations, more developed e-training and distance
education have also inevitably caused education to be globalized. When
considered that education is also a cultural transformation, we should
estimate the fact that the appearance of different results could already be
inevitable. On the other hand, apart from being more familiar with foreign
cultures and synthesis of these culturs, this trend may also cause to be
negatively affected from foreign cultures, even including turning out to be
their missionaires (Güven, 2002; Şahin, 2003; Şentürk, 2008; Çınar, 2009;
Karaman, 2010; Gömleksiz & Kılınç 2012).

Transformation of education and information into commodity
Just like other services offering social benefits, education has
traditionally been regarded as a public commodity because of the positive
externality it leads to, and investments and subvensions of the state in this
field have almost always been perceived as a public service. However, global
changes indicate that every step of education has gradually been evaluated
as consumption commodity parallel to individual preference. As a result,
students and parents have been “customers” of this field while education
institutions have been exposed to be commercial companies aiming
at increasing the number of their students. Meanwhile, digital media
revolutionhas surely made the learners available to reach any information
in each step regardless of time and space as well as easing to restructure
information compatible with their own reality. With globalization process,
the information itself has been exposed to a considerable convertion to be
a factor referring to major production power and cumulative capital speed.
Consequently, we have now faced an industry of information production
away from being an academic subject out of universities. On the other
hand, speed of technologic developments and ever-increasing knowledge
require individuals to renew themselves constantly during globalization in
which knowledge has been a vital power. As a result, schools are supposed
to be multifunctional instutitions which are open to innovation and service
at any hour of the day by allowing the students to have creative and original
thought and procuding, using and developing knowledge taking social
needs into consideration (Arslanoğlu, 2002; Balay, 2004; Karaman, 2010;
Fırat, 2010; Güngör, 2010).
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GLOBALIZATION
Undoubtedly, one of the most prominent winds of change in the 20th
century is the globalized world which is, in fact, highly new term surging
originally in the 1960s. Then, the use of the term “globalization” gradually
increased until the 1980s. Even though, as a concept, “globalization”
initially referred to the “globalized village” in the 1960s, beginning in the
1980s, scientists increasingly turned their attention to “globalization” to
study it in a systematic way along with a theoretical respect based on the
process itself. When it came to 1990s, “globalization” proved to be a key
term for scientists. Today, too many people, “globalization” should refer
to a phrase related to liberalism in terms of economy or universality of
democratic concepts while some others regard “globalization” as universal
human rights, ecological problems or everything that includes all above.
One the other hand, one supporting ever-changing see “globalization” as
a process containing both opportunities and risk. In this respect, it seems
true that explanations concerning “globalization” do not match with the
each other. Namely, on one hand, “globalization” may refer to the close
affairs of nations in terms of politics, economics and communication and
so which is getting smaller and smaller. On the other hand, “globalization”
refers to a worldwide capitalism, the effort to create a global market as well
as the way of capitalists to establish an absolute sovereignty all over the
world (DPT, 1995; DPT, 2000; Erdem, 2002; Gündüz, 2002; Kızılçelik, 2002;
Sönmez, 2002; Gürak, 2003; Tural, 2004; ILO, 2006; Milli, 2006; Çeken &
Ökten & Ateşoğlu, 2008; Erol, 2010; Balkar & Özgan, 2010). Meanwhile,
“globalization” is also claimed to be as the inevitable result of modern science
and new technologies which is mainly based on economic power and has
four major dimensions of politics, culture, technology and economics. All
systems in the society are necessarily affected by these four dimensions
(Karlsen, 2002; McBurnie, 2002). With the globalization, it seems now
indisputable that globalization has also accelerated regional collaborations
and projects by which all social institutions have experienced changes
and such collaborations and project have invariably caused all social
institutions including economics to experience considerable changes, as
well (DPT, 1995; DPT, 2000; Didou-Aupetit, 2002). Moreover, it could be
concluded that such changes have also affected the traditional approach to
democracy which makes up the society itself. Moreover, globalization will
allow certain democratic movements and bodies to urge more commonly
while regional collaborations and projects will contribute democracy to
appear more frequently. However, it seems probable that certain movements
against democracy will also become more often in the society and this also
likely to limit the development and expansion of democracy.
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It is a common claim that the modern world has entered into the
globalisation era. While globalization discourses are increasing nowadays,
the debates have centered on transformation and re-structuring of
economy, culture and politics in global perspective. The process called
“globalization” has nearly been an inevitable part of our routine. In other
words, “globalization” includes with both its effects and comments of it,
enlarged and more developed economic, social and political affairs of
countries, increased capital activities, the end of all kinds of polarizations
that are based idelogic discrimination, well-awareness of different social
cultures and their beliefs and expectations as well as intensed relations
of countries. Globalization theories are heavily placed in Giddens (1994,
2000), Harvey (1997) and Robertson’s (1999) spectrums. Giddens (1994,
2000), defines the globalization as a process in which remote habitats could
be related to each other, local phenomena could sometimes be affected
by events occurring in remote places and intensified social relations.
According to him, globalization is a conversion process which comes
true in places over time. Therefore, social action should be taken out of
local dimensions and reshaped within the place and time it occurs. Thus,
globalization does not only or primarily refer to economic inter-depency of
countries but also mean the conversion of the place and time in which we
live. Whether they are financial or not, undoubtedly, the events occurring
in remote locations affect us now more directly and instantly than the ones
in the past. Therefore, it could be assumed that globalization is comprised
of certain sophisticated processes evolving with the combination of
political and ecoınomic effect as. Harvey (1997), defines globalization
as gradually increasing discrepancy in terms of time and location while.
Robertson (1999) expresses globalization by underlining the relevant
process. In his view, the mutual effection between local and global factors
is major factors and in global process, the local ones built up. Robertson,
in addition, suggests that globalization is not a newly appearing term, but
it is ofgradually increasing phases beginning in as early as the 15th century.
It seems possible to divide the approaches as to globalization into three
groups: (1) Ones who are golalized perspective consider globalization to be
a dynamic shaping the contemporary world and therefore they generously
support the approach. To them, such approaches will inevitable know
priority to economy whereas matters like politics and cultures are subvariables depending on the economy. (2) The sceptic perception is of a
negative point of view about globalization and therefore, it harshly ciriticizes
the establishment of economic hegemonia, suggesting that globalization
is a totally deceptive concept and so it is necessary to talk about making
globalizaed instead of globalization (3) The transmissive perception sees
globalization as a process which both consists of numerous opportunities
and risks. As a result, almost all walks of life are essentially affected by
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the globalization process which mainly leads cultural, politics, economic
and social affairs to undergo considerable changes. Today, unprecedented
changes in communication, transportation and computes technologies
have raisen a new impedus in the globalization process. For this reason,
circulation of the capital power has inevitably forced huge corporations to
re-organize themselves, as well as demolishing rules, as it doesn’t care much
about local and national policies. In the meantime, changes in society and
the population, economic, changes, family types and changing life styles
are only some of the major changes caused by globalization. On the other
hand, positive and negative effects of globalization process have also been
traditionallty discussed. In this respect, the establishment of common
values of human beings, the spreading of new concepts such as human
rights, fredoom and justice, the understanding of the global need the
qualified human source, the enhancement of opportunities for a healthy
life, the chance for free-travel, the establishment of common education
policies between countries are surely considered among major positive
impacts of globalization. On the other hand, among positive effects are
the undermining of such concepts as fredoom or national sovereignity
considering national boundries non-existent acceleration of poverty and
misery as well as distribution of wealth and prosperity, the dilemma for
countries between being a part of globalization and the maintenance of
national solidarity (Giddens, 1994; Harvey, 1997; Robertson, 1999; Giddens,
2000; DPT, 2000; Çoban, 2002; Balay, 2004; Çalık & Sezgin, 2005; Zengingönül,
2005; Dağlı, 2007; Şen, 2008; Çeken & Ökten & Ateşoğlu, 2008; Erol, 2010).

EFFECT OF GLOBALIZATION ON EDUCATION
From some time, globalization has also invariably affected teaching and
training like many other fields of modern social life. Meanwhile, we also
notice that global democraphic, economic and cultural powers have had
considerable effect for the last 20-25 years on education system and policies.
In this respect, it is not suprising at all to see that a great many of countries
have rolled up sleeves to prolong education period by supporting the
optional education process after the obligatory one. In addition, in a dynamic
and global economy, it has been clearly realized that the need for teaching
and training could not be maintained only by formal education system,
and therefore, in adult training, a number of polcies have been developed
concerning the formation of some aother informal learning opportunities
along with mass education programmes to form economic literacy. In this
term, education is considered to be the dominant elements appreciation
of learning, learning to learn, individual learning and learning in teams.
Thus, while the school has increasingly lost its monopoly over teaching and
training process, learning has rather been a life-long and volunteer process
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to appreciate the universe and to lead considerably qualified life than a
painstaking process to endure (Karip, 2005; Yıldız, 2008; Genç & Eryaman,
2008; Akpınar & Çakmak & Kara, 2010). According to Lee (2002: 155),
globalization has invariably affected education in three different ways: (1)
Democratization in education (2) Bureaucratization in education and selfcentralization (3) Privatization and maketing of education. In this respect,
it is not difficult to conlude that the first tendency results from the rapid
expension in higher education and more intensive education process in
away so as to meet ever-increasing demands and various wishes of people,
meaning more self-centered and extended bureaucracy. So as to drive such
an increase along-with expansion, huge bureacracies have evolved which
are partly centralized on one hand and self individualist on the other. In
this respect, it seems certain that, ineducation management, there are
various conflicting trends between such central systems and individüalist
initiatives and paralled to the exinting conflicts, to be able to finance the
intensive increase in education, a great many of countries have tended to
find out alternative ways such as chargigng from the learners at school or
obtaining financial support of the sociaty.
It could also be suggested that the major aim in education policies of
the 21st century is to inform worldwide children and the youngster about
political, economical social and global changes caused by globalization.
Education Programs Unit of National Educational Association, describes
the fundamental function of the education program in the 21st century
as to create awareness about the factors developing economic, social
and belief systems of the society, to equipped individuals with required
qualifications and skills, to train individuals who are willing to take over
responsibilities with contemporary point of view in ever-globalising and
changing world. With global changes, we see considerable changes in
contents and presentations of education programs as well as important
changes in the teacher’s and the student’s roles with teaching and training
process. Instead of traditional education approaches which aim at imposing
to obet under any conditions, we also see that a more flexible and framing
teaching program which rather cares about majority and originality as
well as differences and “constructive mentality” which largely focuses on
learning (Akpınar & Aydın, 2007; Tutkun, 2010). According to Gömleksiz
and Kılınç (2012: 409) concerning the effects of globalization on education
programs, the academic staff has stressed that education programs have
been composed of the combination of various global and national factors,
and therefore, with the effect of globalization, programs could never be
free of innovations. They have also added that globalization urges these
schedules to be more flexible and process focused and globalization has
also made considerable contributions to the schedules in such subjects as
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human rights in imposing democratic attitudes and values. According to
Özkan (2006: 89) primary school teachers underline that the schedule has
to rather focus on some other subjects such as “contributions of science and
technology to the human being”, “individual equality regardless of language,
religion and racial differences”, “environmental pollution, acidic rains, nuclear
waste, protection of sea creatures and water pollution” and “democracy”.

Effect of globalization on pre-school education, primary
education and secondary education
The period bearing pre-school years would undoubtedly be the fastest
coursing period in human life in terms of social, emotional, mental and
physical development in childhood. Therefore, pre-school education is of vital
importance to the maintenance of training full-equipped individuals and to
reveal full-capacity in them. Moreover, pre-school education period, during
which the child gets rid of parental dependence by realizing their potential,
offers physical, meantal and social developments all at once. Besides, it could
be regarded as a critical period in which the child could develop his own native
language and he/she could get a great change to socialize him/her by means
of plays. Thus, for all these reasons, pre-school education is of considerable
importance. In this respect, we could also see that, in both Europe and
North America, experts in child development suggest that qualified preschool education is likely to make great contributions to many fields such as
language skill, cognitive improvement and social development in the child
as well as their academiz success in later years. Experts also suggest that this
care should mean a lot more for he child who gets less support especially
from his/ her own close surroundings. In that way we could also deduce
that pre-school teachers take great place due to permanent effects of the
behaviours and things obtained in early years of life. That’s way, the things
which are learned first are supposed to be well and right ones. In that way, it
could be deduced that the pre-school teacher is supposed to benefit from his
/ her own inner source along with technical knowledge and skills, and to get
support from his / her own life philosophy, previou experience and feelings
in addition to reaching the required information from parents and sharing
to such information with his /her colleques at school (Uşun & Cömert, 2003;
Gedikoğlu, 2005; Balım & Argun & Cüez, 2006; Kıldan, 2010; Kök & Çiftçi
& Ayık, 2011). Perhaps, that is because of the points mentioned here, the preschool education period and qualifications and vocational proficiency of the
teacher has now been regarded as the most crucial point with globalization
by those who constitute the state and society.
Undoubtedly, in the maintenance of the society, the vitality of primary
school education cannot be danied to bringing up “the typre of common
citizien”. It is also evident that, with the effect of more globalized primary
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school education, the society has now gradually cared about global
values as well as social ones. In this respect in primary school education
period, we now come across more frequently such newly evolving terms
as “democracy”, “modernization”, “empathy”, “ethic” and “liberty” (Erdem,
2008; Özkan & Sivrikaya, 2012). According to Cerit (2004: 6), primary
school principals and executives expressed that they must have sufficient
skills to adopt changes and to be open to innovative ideas, all of which are
of vital importance in the adaptation of not only the principals but also their
schools to the changes occurring with globalization. According to Balkar ve
Özgan (2010: 16-17), the most important headline in globalization which
affects, primary school teachers is the qualifications of the student. They also
stated that students are now supposed to be more critical and democratic
in addition to being sensitive to global and country problems. Concerning
the opinions of school principals, we clearly conclude that they should have
more professional responsibilities for development of the school, obtaining
social support, holding various arrengements, following innovations and
caring about different ideas of others’. Meanwhile, primary school teachers
have the opinion that globalizion is of remarkable positive effect on the
education process in primary school.
On the other hand, with the effect of globalization, we also now see more
positive effects to impose a common idea which is able to bring vocational
training and general academic education together in secondary school
education. By a larger point of view about the vocational training in secondar
school period, certain collaboration alternatives have been composed in
the name of more closely related training period with the workplace skills.
Meanwhile, parallel to the globalization period, ıt seems an undeniable fact
that the students who get vocational and academic education at secondary
school should be well-informed about environment and relating problems
apart from hunger, starvation, wars, race discrimination, conflicts for
religion and culture, unplanned urbanization, unemployment, foreign
debt, nuclear accidents and natural disarters whose negative effects can
be felt not only in one country but also huge mass and sometimes even
if the whole world and which need international measures, and therefore
it seems a must that secondary school students be informed about such
matters, as well (Karip, 2005; İncekara, 2007; Yazıcı, 2013).

Effect of globalization on higher education
According to Kwiek (2002), here as three major factors contributing
the transformation of higher education: (1) The collapse of the vital role of
nation-state in social and economic development as well as the notion that
higher education is a national fortune contributing the national awareness.
(2) Re-establishment of the functions of the social-welfare referring to a
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new point of view concerning the public sector which will be financed by
the state itself. (3) All over the world, the whole public sector has been
occupied by private company mentality. As a result, higher education is
not considered a public sector any more. More, problems related to higher
education are not native to the Middle and Eastern Europe, but they are now
global ones which are in need of solutions through global organizations such
as IMF and OECD. Undoubtedly, as regional collaborations have gained
speed with the effect of globalization, they have opened up new changes
in education, notably in higher education. According to Didou-Aupetit’e
(2002), NAFTA (North America Free Trade Agreement), this was signed
between the USA, Mexico and Canada and introduced on 1st of January
1994 has been a turning point in re-establishment of the Higher Education
System in Mexico. Thanks to the programs conducted by NAFTA, model
accreditation system, mutual recognition of academic diplomats and
development of professional competition has been realized in the country.
Globalization is also claimed to have affected higher education
system in many ways. According to Yang ve Vidovich’e (2002), we could
see the effects of globalization over higher education system at four
points: economic benefits (close observations on universities due to their
considerable economic contributions), decline in budget and financial
pressure, and teaching with technological support and with the enlarged
share of international student market, establishment of the rules over the
ones who offer this service. However, it is also true that globalization has
affected higher education systems in developed countries. According to
Johnstone, there are two major headlines affecting the agenda of higher
education institutions in the USA: (1) The reform over development of
training, improving the standards, advancement of programs, recognition
of the needs of ever-changing student population. (2) Decreased sources
and increased costs in higher education. As a result, some quarters
turn their attention to the business world in order to rebuild the higher
education system (decreased costs, function and bureaucracy). Colleges and
universities in the US have also considered ways so as to lessen their costs,
close some departments, programs or institutions, as well as measuring of
performance the teaching staff, loading extra responsibilities onto them and
privatization of various institutions. According to cites by Halimi, public
judgment as a “result of globalization” in France have expanded as parallel
to demands of central and local authorities (Tural, 2002). On the other
hand, globalization offers a number of opportunities. According to Aktay
(2002), universities students and academicians are now likely to reach global
opportunities via internet access. According to Kellner (2002), changes just
at the beginning of the 21st century have also opened up new technologies
such as computerization, communication and multimedia. However,
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according to Scott (2002), globalization is the greatest challenge to against
universities and has brought many threats together. According to him, the
university is exposed to three major challenges caused by globalization:
(1) The discordant relation between globalization and traditional role
of the university in national culture (2) A more homogenized education
system, which is caused by the effect of communication and informatics
technologies and the culture of global research, has inevitably weakened
the “differences” which are usually expressed as “national cultures”. (3)
The gradual deterioration in social function of the state with globalization
has also weakened financial aspect of public universities, declining their
income levels. According to Apple (2002) and Aktay (2002), globalization
has invariably brought about “a gap opportunity” in secondary and higher
education between ones from lower class and middle class. According
to Lee (2002), another threat lies under the declined shares and funds in
many countries. According to Kellner (2002), there has recently appeared
a known “digital divide [1]” between ones, including in higher education,
which do have knowledge and technology and ones who do not. “Digital
divide” draws on absolute frontier between the universities which could
offer technology and knowledge and the ones which could not. Therefore,
this case should be regarded as a considerable obstacle.
Effect of progress as of the last quarter of the 20th centurycould be
summarized as fallows (Apple, 2002; Didou-Aupetit, 2002; Lee, 2002;
McBurnie, 2002; Yang & Vidovich, 2002; Scott, 2002; Tural, 2002;
Arslanoğlu, 2002; Yılmaz & Horzum, 2005; Rehber, 2007): (1)Progress in
affairs between the state and universities: As a result of ever increasing
effect of maket economy, the mentality and applications of public
management have also been reshaped. Correspondingly, as a financial
source of public management, the state’s point of view to universities
has also been affected and market mentality and application have been
structured in public management. To give an example, Baker who was the
Education Minister in Teacher’s cabinet by the end of the 1980’s asked for
universities to give up qualified individuals to meet the necessities of the
state. (2) Tendency of university autonomy to account for public: The society
providing financial sources of the university is how able to account for he
by using the right for inspection through varied public opinion mesns. As
a result, universities are now feeling themselves obliged to account for all
1
Digital divide is a term referring to differences between ones who have
information Technologies and who do not have in a modern economy and society.
In july 1999, The US Commerce Department submitted convincing reports
indicating that digital division is of an obvious relation with considerably rising
competence. On the other hand, recent studies performed by Cheskin Research
Forester Institution and Stanford University obviously underlined the fact that
education level and social class are more remarkable factors than structure of racial
division (cited by Kellner 2002: 110).
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walks of the society which furnishes financial support for hem. However,
such an application is certain to contradict with academic freedom. (3)
Efficient use of information technologies in research, virtual education and
maintenance of teaching & training activites: İnformation technology has
now been used in effectively maintenance of formal education, distance
learning and virtual Higher education programs. (4) Transformation of
universities into international institutions: Today, universities, especially
ones in developed countries, bear not only national students and
researcers but also international students and researchers. In that way,
universities are able to compete with each other to be an attraction centre
for international students and researchers as well as national ones. (5)
Regarding universities as complex bodies and financial sources rather than
as a society of students & academic staff: On training of qualified man
power mostly take employment possibilities into consideration, focusing
rather on competible departments with current conditions of the market.
According to Currie (in 1998, cited by Kwiek, 2002) the mentality of
“the markets know the best” has surely affected universities, as well. (6)
Orientation towards for the pragmatist mentality at universities: In the term
“the pragmatist university” suggested by Walimaa (in 1999, cited by Tural,
2002) being an academian involves in a multi-dimensional effort since, in
an ever-changing environment, they feel obliged to market their speciality
to the markets in and out of the university, which means according to
the writer extra marketing and consultancy roles for academians along
with their training and searching roles. (7) Newly appearing competitors
of the state’s Higher education institutions: It has become an undeniable
fact that these competitors are private and national bodies private foreign
intitutions and certificate centres of national ones with foreign partners as
well as national and foreign virtual aducation servers and the ones offering
co-education service. Additionally, as to effect of recent innovations on
higher education, we could consider the following points (Erdem, 2006):
(1) Commercialization in higher education: In recent years, universities
have nearly become customer-based companies driven in a bureaucratic
manner, which urges state universities to be more competitive. (2) The
market mentality that knowledge is a commercial item to sell and buy: As a
result of such a manner, the university is now regarded as a body focusing
rather on market-based opinions.
Undoubtedly, the world has now rapidly changed and the newly
appearing conditions have also brought about a great number of
innovations. Such winds of national and international change have
invariably affected all individuals and institutions, as well. In that way,
it is likely to conclude that ever-increasing political, social, economical
and technological innnovations since the 20th century have also prevaile
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increasingly in the 21st century. To give an example, the reduced prices
in information technology and expension of such items have eliminated
such terms as “distance” and “frontiers”, by which universities have been
exposed to a new period of change and to many, such a period could
be explained not only as the natural result of search efforts for a more
active education and higher education system, but also as developed
level of technology to affect all a walks of life. Namely, this case is the
obvious consequence of crossing periods of high quality technology for
innovations and the beginning of the 21st century. Accordingly, in our
global world, higher education has gradually turned out to be a global
activity, leaving its traditional national-based role. Parallel to global
efficiency of education, higher education system in developed countries
has insreasingly been more vulnerable to students’ mobility for higher
education from intense young population in developing countries
to developed ones. For instance, the number of foreign students at
universities in OECD countries has reached nearly 1.6 million, doubling in
the last two decades. On the other hand, developments in communication
technologies create new mobility opportunities in the global world which
do not actually depend on students’ mobility. In this way, we could
consider “program mobility” as a gradually expanding process in recent
years. In this process, without being obliged to go abroad, students are
now able to register and get a degree, in their own countries, from another
country’s education programmes by usually utilizing virtual education
techniques. For another application, universities in developed countries
could now establish campuses in some other countries, which invariably
leads to “institutional mobility” as a novel term. To put thing together
briefly, it is an undeniable fact that globalization has had considerable
effects on global higher education system and in fact we could sum up
these effects as “reduced budget” allocated by the government for higher
education service, utilitarianism in universities, teaching training based
on technologic support and various sanctions imposed for university
service providers with enlarged volume of student market share on global
based. Apert from these major effects, there are ondoubtedly some other
challenging factors urging universities to changing and transformation
such as financial challenge, ever-chancing social needs and technology
and market authority. In that way, we could come across various so-called
labels for newly established universities like “the 21st century universities”
or “multiuniversity” (Erdem, 2002; Günay 2007; YÖK, 2007; Çınar, 2009;
Odabaşı & Fırat & İzmirli & Çankaya & Mısırlı, 2010).
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CONCLUSION
With the 21st century, our world has gradually been more globalized as well as
remarkably different. Such a rapid period of innovation and conversion has also
invariably led to ever-increasing communication, more intensive interaction,
developing technology and gradually improving scientific knowledge. In this
respect, this period is largely defined as a course of globalization and informed
society represented by brain power, qualified human and rapid economy
on global scale in whichthere is no room fot strict rules and applications,
local principles, targets and values, along with traditional central and one
dimensioned approaches and evaluations. As a result, the innovation period
has also inevitably affected education system and mentality in various ways,
the most important of which is globalization trend in education system. In
that way, globalization refers to the necessity for collaboration of countries in
their experience as well as coming up with common projects. In this process,
in order to adopt their education systems to globalization, it is sure to see a
great many of countries in a great effort to maintain education consistent
with the universal values of the globalizing world. Today, education programs
are constantly renewed by displacing or questioning conventional education
mentality and methods while a new education mentality is being globally
introduced, based rather on search and group work. So as to make use of
recent developments in education, contemporary and more flexible programs
have been put into effect, considering all kinds of education systems, methods
and principles. In this process, the latest technologic means are also adapted
to education and computers are used extensively in any step of this period.
Within the headline “lifelong learning”, new learning opportunities have
evolved in the family, society, at school and work along with some others
surroundings, by which new term has evolved with the description of lernings:
“learning society” (Çelik, 1995; Karip, 2005; Akpınar & Aydın, 2007; Şentürk,
2008; Tutkun, 2010).
It is an undeniable fact that, thanks to ever-changing technologies, different
point of views and mentality, globalization has made great contributions to
education system as in many other social systems. On the other hand, we
could clearly suggest that globalization has also led to a number of barriers
and threats like commercialization of education and freely bought and sold
knowledge along with a number of great benefits like making use of the
latest technologies, revision of education programs and various learning
opportunities. In that way, the key decision makers in education should aim
at getting rid of the threats in education caused by globalization in addition to
getting maximum efficiency from globalization a great many of opportunities
in education caused by globalization education system, otherwise, is bound
to be incompetent in needing the educational needs of an ever-changing
societies and individuals and they will remain forever as a static society.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is two fold: to investigate the perspectives of the academic
staff and students at a Social Sciences Institute of a state university in Turkey in
terms of the globalization phenomenon, categorized in three as liberal, culturalnational and Marxist and to see the relationship between their point of views
about the globalization phenomenon and their cognitive awareness. In this
research, income, status, educational background and cognitive awareness were
considered as independent variables. The population of this study was grouped
as Çukurova University, Social Sciences Institute, MA/Ph.D. students and the
academic staff in the same programme. As it was aimed to reach all population,
no sampling was taken. Therefore; 44 university instructors, 32 of whom were
Ph.D. students at the same time and 44 MA and Ph.D. students -totally 120
participants- participated in the study. “The inventory of the conceptualization
of the globalization and the effects of globalisation on the higher education” and
“the inventory of Metacognitions Questionnaire-30 “ were used as data collection
tools. Frequency analysis, percentage, chi-square, independent groups-t test and
one-way variance analysis were computed for the data analysis. The results showed
that the participants developed positive attitudes towards globalisation but liberal
and cultural-national perspectives were in the majority. The conceptualisation of
globalisation differed in line with the participants’ educational level. As for the
relationship between the cognitive awareness scores and the conceptualisation of
globalisation expressions, as the cognitive awareness increased, the expressions
related to the Marxist conceptualisaion expresssions increased but expressions
related to liberal and cultural-national conceptualisation expressions decreased.
In addition; it was observed that the mean of the participants’ cognitive awareness
scores changed regarding their status. Also, the mean of the ones who did not show
agreement with the cultural-national and liberal expressions and the mean of the
instructors were found to be high.
Keywords: Globalization, Globalization Phenomenon, Higher Education,
Metacognition
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INTRODUCTION

Globalization transforms not only the communities’ economical, political
and social conditions but also their cultures and educational processes by
means of re-structuring. As a result of the wrong conceptualisation, this
transformation has caused the science to be perceived as a synoynm of
technology. That’s why; technological developments have enlarged both the
cultural and the circle of cooperation, marketing and shopping, gaining
an international quality. The end of 2000s has meant the end of a century
and the end of a societal model. The increasing value of a new society is
undoubtedly the knowledge. The knowledge destroys the social system that
belonged to the industrial community and builds a new social structure.
Now, we can talk about the sovereignty of the ones who are of the owners
of the knowledge. Education is the only valid method and means of this
new re-structuring. In line with this new phenomenon being brought by
the change, it will be possible to see to what extent people and societies
have deduced results from the history. This changing framework will be
based on two main categories as the ones comprending and the ones not
comprehending. In other words; on the one hand, there will be a group
of people who perceive their occupational and social status as a shield,
protecting them for a long time and on the other hand, there will be a group
of people who can easily and skillfully adapt themselves into new status and
new occupations. The ones in the first group will not see what is emerging
as a result of the development and they will re-define their jobs as their own
belongings in order to protect it; whereas, the ones in the second group will
head for new knowledge and skills safely, so the people who are bewildered,
unsecure and in panic are the ones in the first group who only have the
knowledge and skills that their jobs necessiate in line with the habits of
the industrialized societies. The new society; however, forces individuals to
acquire more knowledge and interests in more than one topics. In this new
society, the most personal security is the education, not the professions and
commerce that sometimes go ahead their own personality. In other words;
from now on, the education, when achieved in a right manner, is the new
form of security.
Here, what is meant by “right education” is the form of education which
is in line with the general demands and standards of the contemporary life
and the change. As the system is compatible with the philosophy and the
demands of the change, the education produces security. The problem about
the demands of the change is in the answer of the question “What kind of
a person is in the society of the future?” This person is the one who plans a
job, who thinks about, organizes and concludes a problem. At that point, a
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personality who tackles a topic from the beginning to the end comes into
prominence. It is clear that such a personaliy requires some acquired skills
such as learning with the knowledge, integrating with democratic values,
analysing, synthesizing, research, enterpreneurship, objectivity, creative
thinking, problem solving, decision making, effective talk, preparing and
presenting reports and knowledge.
As for its characteristics, the phenomenon of globalization is directly
related to a lot of themas and problems in our lives and ideas. A lot of
topics from our businesses to education, from the independence of the
the country to the restructuring of the health system have been influenced
by the globalization or they have sometimes been transformed by the
components of the globalization process (Abalı, 2005; Balay, 2004; Çınar,
2009;). One of the affected/transformed field is the higher education. The
phenomenon of the globalization which is the natural result of the internal
evolution and legitimacy, transforms internal and external conditions
surrounding the higher education system in line with its own logic, so new
knowledge being produced in this domain is important both for the higher
education institutions and for the people working in these institutions.
The broad effects of the globalization on the science centers and science
policies of the country are significant for the scientists who are placing/
who will be placing this topic into the heart of their research in terms of
expressing their point of views into the topic. When considered that the
population of this research is mostly teachers or academic staff and when
considered that these post-graduate students will possibly be educators as
responsible actors in the education system, their conceptualization of the
globalization gains importance.
In the related literature about the globalization (Apple, 2002; Dale,
2000; Edwards, & Usher, 2008; Knight, 2003; Mundy, 2007), various
conceptualization are possible to come across. In this study; however,
Abalı’s perspective (2005, 286-290) has been taken into consideration.
In his perspective, he has classified the available perspectives in the
field into three as “liberal”, “cultural-national” and “Marxist”. The
liberal conceptualization develops a perspective, affirming capitalist
conceptualization through the inevitability and necessity of the
globalization. It does not perceive liberal education as a human right,
but as a commercial service in which the trainee gets personal benefit.
That’s why; the effects based on the commercial, privatization and
marketing perspectives of the globalization on the education does not
cause inconvenience on liberal conceptualization. The cultural-national
conceptualization is lack of developing a wholistic perception towards
this phenomenon -whichever perpective it follows- because of the effect
of nationa and religious ideology it carries into the phenomena. For the
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education, the cultural-national globalization perspective focuses on
the societal and cultural functions. It do not criticize the marketing and
incorporating of the education, the regulation of the education in line
with the demands of the capital. It highlights on the importance of not
losing independence and cultural identity and it does not object into
the elimination of the traditional state structure which is a social service
producer. The marxist conceptualization is determined by the global
benefits of the capital. Bourgeous countries and international capital
organizations are the political agents of the globalization and cultural
globalization is achieved in line with this framework. According to the
Marxist conceptualization, the globalization should be analysed through
a wholistic point of view. Firstly, the Marxist conceptualization criticizes
available educational principles and practises. Then, it develops principles
related to the Marxist education, so it gains a quality of founding. Its
most important criticism is on the commercialization and marketing of
the education. As the capital has become more prevalent in the higher
education, work density into the market has increased. The involved parties
in the education sector have been regarded as “customers”. Students are the
ones who are the destructions of the globalization process in the higher
education. According to the Marxist approach, the education is a practice
of liberation and autonomy. No prerequisites are needed and education
is a human right which can not be divided and delivered. Therefore; the
education should open enlarge the horizon of the society and should free
the individual and should give autonomy to him. Also, it should reinforce
research and scientific knowledge production and teaching.
In this research, the problem has based on both the participants’
conceptualization of the globalization and the relationship between their
conceptualizaitons and cognitive awareness. The cognitive awareness covers
the individual’s self learning, his awareness on learning processes and his
self-feedback about his learning. In short, the cognitive awareness is a way of
learning how to learn (Bransford, Brown, and Cocking, 2000; Dunlosky and
Metcalfe, 2008; Hacker, Dunlosky and Graesser, 2009; Schraw & Dennison,
1994; Schommer-Aikins, 2004; Sperling, Howard, Staley, & DuBois, 2004;
Vauras, Rauhanummi, Riitta Kinnunen, and Lepola, 1999). In other words;
it can be defined as one’s self-knowledge of what he knows and his opinion
about what he thinks or his self perspective into his own cognitive process
(Tosun and Irak 2008). To summarize; this research aims to answer the
question of “Does the perspective of the individual who is more conscious
about his own intellectual processes, thereby, learning more consciously
differ in terms of the conceptualization of the globalization?”
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Aim of the Study
The overall aim of this study is primarily to find out the perspectives
of the teaching staff and students at a Social Sciences Institute of a state
university in Turkey with reference to the globalization phenomenon which
are categorized in three groups as liberal, cultural-national and Marxist
and secondly, to see the relationship between their point of views about the
globalization phenomenon and their cognitive awareness.
In line with these general objective, the research questions are as in the
following:
1- What is the categorization of the participants’ conceptualization of
the globalization in terms of three groups: the liberal, the cultural-national
and the Marxist?
2- Do the participants’ conceptualization of the globalization differ
regarding
a) their status at the university: student or academic staff?
b) their level of post-graduate studies: MA or PhD student?
c) the mean of their cognitive awareness scores?

METHOD
Research Model
This research is relational survey model study. In the study, firstly; the
participants’ point of views about the conceptualization of the globalization
in the population were described. Then, their responses were analysed in
relation to their status (academic staff, post-graduate student or both), level
of their post-graduate studies (MA or PhD.) and the mean of their cognitive
awareness scores to see if there was a relationship among these factors.

Population and Sampling
This study was conducted on the population which was based on the
Çukurova University, Social Sciences Institute, the Faculty of Education,
MA with a thesis programme and PhD. students and the academic staff
teaching in these programmes. The information about the population of
the study was given in Table 1.
As seen in Table 1, the number of the academic staff, teaching at
Çukurova University, the Social Sciences Institute, the Faculty of Education
is 82 and the number of students at the MA with a thesis programme and
PhD. students is 457, so the population of the study totally is 539.
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Table 1. The numbers of the Academic Staff and MA/PhD. students at Çukurova
University, Social Sciences Institute, the Faculty of Education

Programme
Educational Sciences
(Educational Programmes)
and (Psychological Guidance
and Counseling)
Pre-school Education
Computer and Instructional
Technologies Education
Philosophy Teaching
Primary School Education
German Language Teaching
French Language Teaching
English Language Teaching
Arts Teaching
Total
Overall

the
number
of the
academic
staff
16

Level
MA Ph.D.

Total

82

22

104

Percentage
22.757

5
3

14
25

5
0

19
25

4.158
5.470

4
17
10
3
20
4
82
82

75
93
22
13
41
22
387

0
0
6
7
30
0
70
457

75
93
28
20
71
22
457
539

16.411
20.350
6.127
4.376
15.536
4.814
100.00
100.00

Resource: Çukurova University, Social Sciences Institute

Data Collection Tools
As data collection tools, the inventory of the conceptualization of the
globalization and the effects of globalisation on the higher education” and
the inventory of Metacognitions Questionnaire-30 were used. The detailed
information about the data collection tools are given below.

The Inventory of the Conceptualization of the Globalization and
the Effects of Globalisation on the Higher Education
Abalı (2005) developed an inventory to see the effects of the
conceptualization of the globalization and the globalization on the aims,
structure and finance of the higher education. The inventory has two parts.
In the first part, the respondent is supposed to give information about
their income level, their status at the university, the academic programme
that he is attending, and their educational level. In the second part of the
inventory, there are 21 questions. The three of these questions are designed
to identify the respondents’ conceptualization of the globalization; namely,
the liberal, the cultural-national and the Marxist. The other questions
include approaches expressing the effects of the globalization on the aims,
management and the finance on the higher education. The responses of the
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second part of the inventory are formulated as “I agree, I am undecided,
I do not agree and I have no idea”. During the administration of the
inventory, the respondents are guided to acquire a wholistic approach,
evaluating all options as a whole and choose the option that best fits
into their perspectives, so the data were formulated in categories. For the
validity of the inventory used in this research, Gürkan Abalı, the developer
of the original form, a university lecturer from Çukurova University, the
Philosophy Teaching Department and a university lecturer from Akdeniz
University, the Department of Public Administration were consulted.
In line with their feedback, the first question in the second part of the
inventory, determining the liberal conceptualization of the globalization
and 19th question expressing the Marxist perspective were revised as
follows: Question 1: “The globalization is inevitable. Globalization is
particularly the result of technological developments in communication,
transportation, information and production. We are going through from
industrialized society to information society. The information society is both
the reason and the result of the globalization. The globalization process is a
process which is of benefit to human beings at the world level and to which
individuals should adapt themselves”. Question 19: “The higher education is a
right and should be free. When perceived as an opportunity, privilige or luck,
it means the acceptance of the inequality, leading to a rationale for paying for
the higher education. This research is limited to the conceptualization of
the globalization.

The Inventory of Meta-cognitions-30 (IMC-30)
The Inventory of Meta-cognitions-30, adapted into Turkish by
Tosun and Irak (2008) and of which original title was “Meta-Cognitions
Questionnaire (MCQ) was used in this study to determine the participants’
cognitive awareness levels. The original version of the inventory was
developed by Cartwright-Hatton and Wells (1997). Then, the short version
with 30 items (IMC-30) was developed by Wells and Cartwright-Hatton
(2004). The IMC-30 consists of 30 items and five sub-scales which are (1)
positive beliefs, (2) uncontrollability and danger, (3) cognitive confidence,
(4) the need to control opinions, (5) cognitive awareness. Tosun and Irmak
(2008) computed the Cronbach Alpha correlation analysis for internal
validity and they found that the reliability coefficient of the IMC-30 as 0,86.
In this study, the Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient was found as 0,82,
which was at a satisfactory level (Schmitt, 1996). The IMC-30 had a Likert
scale with four degrees as “(1) completely agree” (4) completely disagree”.
The total score of the inventory changed from 30 to 120. The increasing
score implied the rising of the cognitive activities at a pathological manner.
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Data Collection
The data collection tools were administered in the fall and spring semesters
of the academic year of 2009-2010 by the researchers. The inventories were
distributed in the lessons where the students highly attended after receiving
formal consent from the course instructor. The students were told to leave
the inventory after completing to the secretary of their department. For
the students at the MA or Ph.D. thesis preparation level, the inventories
were given by means of their advisors and they were also told to leave the
inventories to the department secretary. The data collection tools were
given to the academic staff and they were told to leave the inventories to
the department secretary. In these ways, 485 inventories were administered.
Out of 485 inventories, 130 of them were given back. It was seen that 10
of these inventories were not completely completed, so they were excluded
from the analysis. Finally, 120 inventories were taken into analysis. The
returning percentage of the inventories is 22,3 %. All population could not
be reached because some academic staff and post-graduate students did not
want to fill in the inventory, giving various excuses.

Data Analysis
As one of the aims of this research was to describe the answers of the
inventory, frequency analysis on the answers was computed and percentages
of the answers were calculated. In relation to the other aim of the study,
frequency, percentage, chi-square, independent groups t-test, one way
variance and regression analysis were computed to see if the respondents’
answers differed in terms of the participants’ status, educational level and
cognitive awareness level.
Stepwise multiple regression analysis was conducted to see what
factors affected the participants’ cognitive awareness scores. The predicted
dependent variable of the study was “the cognitive awareness scores”. In
the regression analysis, it is important that dependent and independent
variables are from the least equal interval scales and are continuous
variables. They are also supposed to show normal distribution. However;
in some exceptional studies, it may be required to observe the effects of
the independent variable, which is in the classification scale, on dependent
variable. In the analysis, classification variable, of which one level is
excluded, is produced at a level which is one level lacking (G-1) and a socalled artificial variable which is called as a dummy variable is formed.
When one of these new variables has a significant effect on the dependent
variable, it can be deduced that the related independent variable has a
significant effect on the dependent variable (Alpar, 2003; Büyüköztürk,
2005; Schmitt, 1996).
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In the study, the discontinuos variables were taken into the regression
analysis with the code of “dummy” variables. The continuos variables were
taken into analysis with their original values. The discontinuos variables
coded as dummy variables were given below:
•

The conceptualization of the globalization was regarded in three
categories: liberal, cultural-national and Marxist. Noone was
available in the category “I have no idea.”, so this was not taken into
the analysis. The category “I do not agree.” was coded as “0” and it
was regarded as a dummy variable.

•

The variable “Status” was considered in three categories and the
academic staff category was coded as “0” and was regarded as a
dummay variable.

•

The post-graduate studies level was taken into consideration in
two categories and the master category was coded as “0” and was
regarded as a dummy variable.

FINDINGS
In this section, the findings based on the data collection tools are
presented.
Table 2 illustrates the participants’ gender, status, educational
programme and their educational level.
Table 2. The Distribution of the Participants regarding Gender, Status, Programme
and Educational Level
f
%
Female
61
50.8
Gender
Male
59
49.2
Total
120 100.0
Academic Staff
44
36.7
Academic Staff and Student
32
26.7
Status
Student
44
36.7
Total
120 100.0
Educational Sciences (Educational Programmes)
24
20.0
and (Psychological Guidance and Counseling)
Pre-school Education
6
5.0
Computer and Instructional Technologies
11
9.2
Education
Programme Philosophy Teaching
3
2.5
Primary School Education
35
29.2
German Language Teaching
13
10.8
French Language Teaching
3
2.5
English Language Teaching
18
15.0
Arts Teaching
7
5.8
MA
54
71.0
Educational
Ph.D.
22
29.0
Level
Total
76
100.0
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As seen in Table 2, 50,8 % (61) of the participants is female and 49,2 %
(59) of them is male. The biggest percentage of the participans, naturally,
(63,4 %), is composed of students and students who are both post-graduate
students and university lecturer/research assistants at the same time.
Following them, the second biggest percentage (36,7 %) is academic staff.
Table 2 also gives information about the distribution of the participants in
terms of programmes and educational level.
Here are the findings about the participants’ conceptualization of
the globalization and also the findings if their conceptualization change
regarding the mean of education and cognitive awareness scores.
The questions related to the conceptualization of the globalization are the
first three questions in the inventory (see Appendix A). The distribution of
the answers given to these questions and the findings if these answers differ
in relation to status, education and cognitive awareness are accordingly
given in tables below. Table 3 shows the participants’ conceptualization of
the globalization.
Table 3. The Distribution of the Liberal, Cultural-National and Marxist
Conceptualization Expressions in terms of the Response Types
Conceptualization of the Globalization
Liberal
Cultural-National Marxist
f
%
f
%
f
%
I agree
61
50.8
64
53.3
82
68.3
Undecided
20
16.7
20
16.7
20
16.7
I do not agree
39
32.5
36
30.0
18
15.0
No idea

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

120

100.0

120

100.0

120

100.0

As seen in Table 3, in terms of the first question with liberal expressions,
50,8 % (61) of the participants agreed, 16,7 % (20) were undecided and 32,5
% (39) did not agree. As for the second question with cultural-national
expressions, 53,3 % (64) of the participants agreed, 16,7 % (20) were
undecided and 30 % (36) did not agree. Lastly, for the question with the
Marxist expressions, 68,3 % (82) of the participants agreed, 16,7 % (20)
were undecided and 15 % (18) did not agree. For all three questions, no
participants chose “I have no idea.” option.
About the conceptualization of the globalization, it was seen that the
Marxist expressions received the most agreement response, then came
liberal and lastly, cultural-national expressions. This finding may guide us to
deduce that the respondents had positive perspectives towards globalization.
It was seen that the option “I agree” was mostly chosen for the expressions
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related to the liberal and cultural-national conceptualization. This implied
that these two perspectives were also dominant in the Institute. These
findings are in line with Abalı’s results (2005). According to Abalı (2005);
this finding highlights that the cosmopolite ideology spreading from
central countries and international monopoly are conversely countered
by nationalistic and religious ideology. For the first question with liberal
conceptualization of the globalization, the option “I do not agree.” was
mostly chosen. This may show that the participants do not have positive
point of views towards the globalization. The ignorance of the liberal
conceptualization of the globalization can happen at both at the culturalnational level and at the classroom level. This observation can be supported
by the finding that the participants mostly chose the option “I agree.” for
the second question with national-cultural expressions.
Table 4 illustrates the chi-square results of the participants’
conceptualization of the globalization in terms of their status (whether
their perspectives differ in relation to their status)
Table 4: The Distribution of the Participants’ Perspectives in relation to Liberal,
Cultural-National and Marxist Conceptualization Expressions
Conceptualization
Status
of the globalization
Academic Staff
Liberal

Cultural-National

Marxist

N
%
N

Academic Staff
and Postgraduate Student %
N
Post-graduate
Student
%
N
Academic Staff
%
N
Academic Staff
and Postgraduate Student %
N
Post-graduate
Student
%
N
Academic Staff
%
N
Academic Staff
and Postgraduate Student %
N
Post-graduate
Student
%

Chi-square was not computed.

I do
I agree Undecided not
agree
16
6
22
36.4
13.6
50.0
16
12
4

44
100.0
32

50.0

37.5

12.5

100.0

29
65.9
22
50.0
17

2
4.5
7
15.9
5

13
29.5
15
34.1
10

44
100.0
44
100.0
32

53.1

15.6

31.3

100.0

25
56.8
32
72.7
23

8
18.2
6
13.6
5

11
25.0
6
13.6
4

44
100.0
44
100.0
32

71.9

15.6

12.5

100.0

27
61.4

9
20.5

8
18.2

44
100.0

Total

204
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Table 4 indicates that the half of the academic staff (N=22) do
not agree on the liberal conceptualization, 16 of them agree and 6 of
them are undecided. Also, half of the participants (N=22) agree on the
cultural-national conceptualization, 15 of them do not agree and 7 of
them are undecided. As for the Marxist conceptualization, the majority
of the participants (N=32) agree, 6 of them are undecided and 6 of
them do not agree. As for the academic staff/post-graduate students,
half of the participants (N=16) agree on the liberal conceptualization,
12 of them are undecided and 4 of them do not agree. When it comes to
the cultural-national conceptualization, one more than the half of the
participants (N=17) agree, 10 of them do not agree and 5 of them are
undecided. It has also been seen that majority of the participants (N=23)
agree on the Marxist conceptualization, 5 of them are undecided and 4
of them do not agree.
Next, the distribution of the post-graduate students’ answers to
liberal, cultural-national and the Marxist conceptualization expressions
are considered. “The option “I agree.” is mostly chosen in the liberal
conceptualization expressions (65, 9 %). Then comes the Marxist
conceptualization expressions. The lowest percentage is seen in the
cultural-national expressions. As a result, it has been seen that both
the academic staff and academic staff/post-graduate students choose
the option “I agree.” at the highest level with the Marxist expressions.
Then, they choose the cultural-national expressions and lastly, the
liberal conceptualization expressions. Here, we can deduce that they
perceive the capitalist globalization process as a destructive process
which they have to be against. Also, it can be concluded that although
the participants in all three status confirm the Marxist perspectives,
they are under the effect of ideological hegemonia based on the neoliberal conceptualization. The cultural-national perspectives have also
an important place, which may mean that liberal approach has been
supported in some topics.
Table 5 shows the participants’ conceptualization of the globalization in
line with their educational level. If their conceptualization differs according
to their educational level is computed by means of chi-square test. As seen in
Table 5, the percentage distribution of the answers do not show a significant
difference. The biggest majority of the Ph.D. students (N=17) agree firstly
on the Marxist, then the liberal and the cultural-national conceptualization
expressions. As for the MA students, it is seen that they firstly agree on
the liberal, then the Marxist and the cultural-national conceptualization
expressions.
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Table 5: The Distribution of the Liberal, Cultural-National and Marxist
Conceptualization Expressions regarding the Participans’ Educational Level
Conceptualization
of the
Educational
I do no
Globalization
Level
I agree Undecided agree
Total
N 36
7
11
54
MA
% 66.7
13.0
20.4
100.0
Liberal
N 10
7
5
22
Ph.D.
% 45.5
31.8
22.7
100.0
N 32
8
14
54
MA
% 59.3
14.8
25.9
100.0
Cultural-National
N 9
5
8
22
Ph.D.
% 40.9
22.7
36.4
100.0
N 33
11
10
54
MA
% 61.1
20.4
18.5
100.0
Marxist
N 17
3
2
22
Ph.D.
% 77.3
13.6
9.1
100.0

Chi-square was computed.

Later, the participants’ conceptualization of the globalization is analysed
in terms of their educational level. The participants at the MA level mostly
choose the option “I do not agree.” at the liberal and the cultural-national
conceptualization expressions. The participants at the Ph.D. level students
mostly choose the option “I do not agree.” at the Marxist conceptualization.
This result shows us that as the educational level rises, the participants’
differentiation at knowledge, quantity-quality, values and preferences
increases.
In this study, the inventory of Meta-Cognitions-30 (IMC-30) was used
to determine the participants’ cognitive awareness levels, so the highest
probable score from the inventory and the IMC-30 total score and standard
deviation values were computed. Then, taking the total score mean and
the standard deviations into account, the cognitive awareness levels were
identified, considering one standard deviation above the mean and one
standard deviation below the mean. According to this, the scores which
were one standard deviation below the mean were identified as “HighCognitive Awareness Level (High-CA)”, the scores between the ones which
were one standard deviation below the mean and the ones which were
one standard deviation above the mean were considered “Mid-Cognitive
Awareness Level (Mid-CA)” and the scores which were one standard
deviation above the mean were accepted a “Low-Cognitive Awareness
Level (Low-CA). Table 6 points out the participants’ cognitive awareness
levels in line with their scores and the mean, standard deviation and oneway variance analysis results.
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Table 6: The Mean, Standard Deviation and One-Way Variance Analysis Results in
relation to the Participants’ Cognitive Awareness Levels
The level of cognitive
awareness
N
%
X
SS
F
p
High-CA
20
16.7
55.41
5.52
Mid-CA
83
69.2
71.22
4.86
166.923
.000
Low-CA
17
14.2
85.42
5.11
Total
120 100.00 70.59
9.75
*CA: Cognitive Awareness

As seen in Table 6, the participants’ cognitive awareness scores show
a normal distribuion. The mean of the participants’ total scores from the
IMC-30 is X =70.59 (SD=9.75). According to the CA levels, it is seen that
the mean of the High-CA group is X = 55.41 (SD=5.52), the mean of the
Mid-CA group is X =71.22 (SD= 4.86), and the mean of the Low-CA group
is X =85.42 (5.11). It is also observed that the mean of the participants’
IMC-30 scores in his study is higher than the one found in the original
sudy (Wells & Cartwright-Hatton, 2004). In their study, the mean of the
total scores based on the IMC-30 was found as X =48.41 (SD=13.31).
In another study by Yılmaz, Gençöz and Well (2008) with the university
students at two universities in Turkey, the graduates and the staff, they
found the mean of the total scores from the IMC-30 as 63.90 (SD=12.26).
Similarly, in an adaptation study by Tosun and Irmak (2008), the mean
was found as X =70.94 (SD=12.43). This can be explained through cultural
differences. One-way variance analysis was conducted to see if there was a
significant difference among the mean of the cognitive awareness scores
levels in terms of the total scores. It was seen that the difference among
the participants’ cognitive awareness level mean scores [F(2,117)=166.923,
p<.0001].This finding can be regarded as a justification for the reliability of
the inventory in line with the Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient.
Next, one-way variance analysis was conducted to see if the participants’
perspectives related to the conceptualization of the globalization differed in
terms of their cognitive awareness scores. Table 7 shows these results.
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Cognitive Awareness

Table 7: The Comparison of the Participants’ Cognitive Awareness Scores to Their
Liberal, Cultural-National and Marxist Conceptualization and the Results of OneWay Variance Analysis
Conceptualization of the
Globalization
I agree
I am
undecided
Liberal
I do not
agree
Total
I agree
I am
Cultural- undecided
National I do not
agree
Total
I agree
I am
undecided
Marxist
I do not
agree
Total

N
61

72.43

X

SD
F
10.11

20

71.20

9.98

39

67.42

8.40

120 70.59
64 73.17

9.75
9.01

20

70.25

8.67

36

66.21

10.22

120 70.59
82 65.93

9.75
10.63

20

73.08

7.95

18

70.83

9.79

120 70.59

9.75

p

Scheffe-f

3.293

.041

I do not
agree ~I
agree

6.421

.002

I do not
agree ~I
agree

4.529

.012

I do not
agree ~I am
undecided

As seen in Table 7, the means of the participants’ cognitive awareness
change in line with their response type (agreement/disagreement) about
the liberal, cultural-national and the Marxist conceptualization expressions.
One-way variance analysis was conducted to see if the difference among
the means was significant or not. According to the results of the oneway variance analysis, a significant difference was observed between the
mean of the cognitive awareness scores of the ones who agreed on the
liberal conceptualization and the ones who did not agree on the liberal
conceptualization [F(2,117)= 3.293, p=.041]. Also, a significant difference
between the mean of the ones who agreed on the cultural-national
conceptualizations and the ones who did not agree on the culturalnational conceptualizations [F(2,117)= 6.421, p=.002]. According to the
Scheffe-f test results, this difference was in favor of the ones who did not
agree on the liberal and cultural-national conceptualization expressions.
In addition; the results of the one-way variance analysis showed that the
difference was significant between the ones who were undecided and who
did not agree on the Marxist conceptualization expressions [F(2,117)=
4.529, p=.012]. The Scheffe-f test results pointed out that this difference
was in favor of the Marxist conceptualization. As a result, as the cognitive
awareness level increases, the agreement on the Marxist conceptualization
expressions increases and the agreement on the liberal, the cultural-national
conceptualization expressions decrease.
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One-way variance analysis was conducted to see if the mean of the
participants’ cognitive awareness scores differed significantly. The results of
this analysis are given in Table 8.
Table 8: The Mean, Standard Deviation and One-Way Variance Analysis of the
Participants’ Cognitive Awareness Scores in terms of Their Status
Status

N

X

SD

Academic Staff

44

67.30

10.45

Academic Staff and
Post-graduate Student

32

70.02

8.89

Post-graduate Student

44

74.30

8.46

Total

120

70.59

9.75

F

6.241

p

Scheffe-f

.003

Academic
Staff~ Postgraduate
Student

As seen in Table 8, the mean of the participants’ cognitive awareness
changed in line with their status. Next, one-way variance analysis was
conducted to see if the difference was significant or not. The results of the
one-way variance analysis showed a significant difference between the
means of the university lecturers’ cognitive awareness scores and of the
post-graduate students [F(2,117)= 6.241, p=.003]. The Scheffe-f test result
indicated that this difference was in favor of the academic staff.
Then, it was asked if the answers given to the liberal, to cultural-national
and the Marxist conceptualization expressions were predictors of cognitive
awareness scores. The regression analysis results are given in Table 9 about
the predictability of the discontinuos variables which are the liberal, the
cultural-national and the Marxist perspectives, status and educational level.
Table 9: The Gradual Regression Results of the Predictability of the Cognitive
Awareness Scores
Variable
B
R
∆R2
Fixed
58.304
Cultural-National I
9.320
.463 .209
agree
Post-graduate
6.809
.558 .302
Student
Cultural-National I
6.243
.603 .351
am undecided
Liberal I agree
3.549
.629 .380
Academic Staff/Post4.020
.644 .396
graduate Student
F= 21,025
sd= 5;114
R2=0, 415

β
.435
.294
.194
.164
.154

β2
0.189
0.086
0.038
0.027
0.024

p=0,000

t
52.063

p
.000

6.201

.000

4.004

.000

2.819

.005

2.398

.018

2.200

.029
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The table indicates a significant relationship among the participants’
cognitive awareness scores. Also, nearly 42 % of the total variance in the
cognitive awareness scores can be explained (R=0,644, R2=0,415 ve p<.01).
As for the contribution of the cognitive awareness scores on the variance,
five variables can be said the significant predictors. When the change in the
squares of the regression coefficients is considered (∆R2), it can be seen that
the variable of being a university lecturer-being a post-graduate student
is seen to contribute 40 % to the variance. Then, came the agreement to
the liberal perspective 38 %, being undecisive on the cultural-national
perspective 35 %, being undecisive on the cultural-national perspective
35 %, being a post-graduate student 30 % and finally, the agreement on the
cultural-national perspective 21 %. As the mean of the participants’ cognitive
awareness scores increase, their cognitive awareness level decreases. In
this sense, the mean and the standard deviations of the predictor variables
are given respectively; I agree cultural-national X = 73.17 (SD=9.01), for
post-graduate students X = 74.30 (SD=4.46); I am undecided the culturalnational X = 70.25 (SD=8.67);I agree the liberal X = 72.43 (SD=10.11); for
the university lecturer/post-graduate student X = 70.02 (SD=8.89). These
results show that the mean of cognitive awareness scores of the ones who
did not agree on the cultural-national and the liberal conceptualization and
the mean of the academic staff are higher. This difference is also significant.
In the study, it was determined that the participants did not have a
positive attitude towards globalization but the liberal and the culturalnational conceptualizations were also prevalent at the Institute.
Both the academic staff and the academic staff/post-graduate students
chose the option “I agree.” at the highest level firstly with the Marxist,
then the cultural-national and lastly with the liberal conceptualization
expressions. This picture means that they perceive the globalization process
as a destructive process which they want to be far away, which they have to
struggle against.
It has been seen that the conceptualization of the globalization differed
in terms of the participants’ educational level. The Ph.D. level post-graduate
students show more agreement with the Marxist conceptualization
expressions than the MA level post-graduate students. In the liberal and
the cultural-national conceptualization expressions, the option “I do not
agree.” were mostly chosen by the MA level post-graduate students.
As for the relationship between the cognitive awareness scores and
the conceptualization of the globalization expressions, as the cognitive
awareness level increases, the agreement on the Marxist conceptualization
expressions increases but the agreement on the liberal, the cultural-national
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conceptualization expressions decrease. Also, it is seen that the mean of the
participants’ cognitive awareness scores change regarding their status. It is
also observed that the means of the ones who did not agree on the culturalnational and the liberal conceptualization expressions and the university
lecturers’ cognitive awareness scores are higher.
It can be said that this research is a pioneer study, conducted at only
one state university, investigating how the globalization is perceived at the
higher education and investigating if there is a difference in the perspectives
as the individuals’ cognitive awareness increase. Further studies are needed
about the relationship beween the conceptualization of the globalization
and the awareness about what is known and what is unknown and using
high level thinking skills. At that point, it is important to question how the
intellectual capacity use increases. Also, programmes should be developed
to increase the individuals’ intellectual capacity and their awareness about
this, starting from the primary school period. Therefore; it will be possible
to bring up qualified children and trainers who are potentially responsible
invididuals in the future.
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Appendix A
*Question Item (1; Abalı, 2005): ““The globalization is inevitable. Globalization
is particularly the result of technological developments in communication,
transportation, information and production. We are going through from industrialized
society to information society. The information society is both the reason and the
result of the globalization. The globalization process is a process which is of benefit to
human beings at the world level and to which individuals should adapt themselves”
**Question Item (2; Abalı, 2005): Globalization is bad to the extent it destroys
our national country, our economy,our traditions, religion and our national ethics
shaping our national and/or religious identity. Globalization in the Western manner
is serving the Christianization process of the world. The objectives of the globalization
are Expansionist targets. Independence is related to strengthen our state and our
national capital. However, we can say “yes” to the European Union membership
process in a honorable way yo follow what the Western countries are doing in science
and technology and transfer them into our country with the attention on our national
and religious values.
***Question Item (3; Abalı, 2005): In fact, globalization is a capitalist integration
process. It is a historical phenonemon which was triggered in the 1970s in order to find
solutions against the decrease of profit share in the developed capitalist countries. The
technological developments have become, in this manner, catalyzator in the science
and technology. Globalization is not a must. Also, it is not a process working positively
for all human beings. Along the globalization, wars have not decreased but with the
interventions by the USA, EU and the NATO armies have made ethnical/religious/
regional wars more violent. Globalization is a process handled by the World Bank,
IMF, the World Trade Organizaion, European Union, NAFTA, APEC, the United
Nations and NATO etc.
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NEW LITERACY TYPES AND LEARNING STRATEGIES FOR
ADULT LEARNERS
Ufuk Cem KOMŞU1
ABSTRACT
There is a widely accepted truth that we need more information and more
competencies which are required and imbedded in our minds implicitly. On the
other hand, people who lack of knowledge and skill, mainly destitute of learning
instrument and method which might lead them to targets. Thus, under the socioeconomical and political conditions of present day, problem and need based
learnings and strategies be underlined in terms of social policies and educational
goals. Particularly, new literacies which were generated since 1980's may play
critical roles in process of daily learnings of adults. Especially the adults who feel
a need and intention for learning something after formal educational periods,
might be incredulously desperate due to such uncertainties and instabilities of
learning needs and conditions. Within this chapter, through giving the definitions
of new literacy types, disscussing both their similar features and functionalities
was determined. Later on, we evaluated the concept of learning strategies on the
basis of new literacies via its content and functions. In this context, a theoretical
model of learning strategies for legal literacy was presented in order to disscuss
basic competencies required for legal literacy.
Keywords: New literacies, learning strategies, adult learners

INTRODUCTION
The intensity, types, and resources of knowledge are increasing, however,
the methods of acquisition, comprehension and implementation of them are
not developing at the same rate. In parallel, the conceptual content of new types
of literacy that have entered our language and educational sciences literature
is not easy to define and debate. However, it is imperative that the functions
of these types of literacy, which are increasing in number and identifiable
in different forms according to different theoretical approaches, be clarified
and discussed in order to facilitate the identification of the learning strategies
necessary for adult learners to identify and meet their learning needs.
In particular, the latest findings of the Programme for the International
Assessment of Adult Competencies conducted by OECD indicates that
emergency action must be taken regarding the adult competencies in
Turkey.
1 Mersin Üniversitesi, ucemkomsu@mersin.edu.tr
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In this section, firstly, the definitions of new types of literacy that are
being used in the field are given in a systematic conception. Later on, the
role of the learning strategies in the process of acquiring literacy, along with
the importance and function of the learning strategies, was discussed and a
trial of learning strategy draft was presented.

The Concept of Literacy and New Literacy Types
The concept of classical literacy, which was in effect during the predigital and the pre-economic globalization periods, in its simplest form,
involves perceptual and behavioural cohesion of literacy. The Turkish
language dictionary of the Turkish Language Institution defines the literate
person as “a person who knows how to read and write”.
As the constant change in the socioeconomic, political and cultural
structure of society and the world continues, the meaning and function
of some scientific concepts may change. This is because a particular mode
of thinking or dominant worldview can also influence the approaches and
theories in social sciences. It can be argued that one of the typical examples
for such results is literacy.
The term of literacy, which only expressed the ability to communicate by
writing and reading letter symbols between the 1950s and 1970s, continues
to evolve today. It is now a phenomenon that involves not only reading and
writing but also attitudes about mental skills and communication skills. As
a matter of fact, new trends and opinions (post-modern transformation
according to some) in the 1980s and 1990s led to various reflections on
the branches of science such as psychology, sociology, philosophy and
education (Aşıcı, 2009: 12-13; Destebaşı, 2016: 899).
Parallel to these developments, under the UNESCO Education For
All program, the concept of literacy has been redefined at three levels.
Accordingly, first level basic literacy, second level functional literacy, and
third level multifunctional literacy. Basic literacy describes the ability
to read and write words. Functional literacy, the second level, describes
the individual’s ability to use basic literacy skills on personal, social, and
cultural platforms. The broadest meaning at the last level has the most
inclusive content covering the new types of literacy that have been passed
down. A multifunctional literacy requires that the individual have values
and skills that enable him/her to develop not only himself/herself but
also the environment and society (Aşıcı, 2009: 14). Naturally, this literacy
phenomenon can be regarded as a consequence of the learning that must
be continued and sustained outside and after the formal education. This
includes adult education and adult literacy phenomenon, which started
gaining importance in the 1990s.
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“Multifunctional” new literacies, which reflect the learning and
teaching perspective of the new era, can be defined in forms that vary
according to the worldviews of researchers and theoreticians. For
example, according to Gee, who defines literacy through socio-cultural
theory, literacy should be treated as plural, because people use literacy
skills in different cultures or in different ways in social settings. Because
literacy that needs to be used in a school and workplace is different,
and cognitive skills are a social skill (As cited in Destebaşı, 2016:899).
Researchers such as Willinsky and Street have also drawn attention to the
transformation of the new literacy form from a cognitive level to a sociocultural and constructivist approach. (As cited in Destebaşı, 2016:900).
The reasons for this transformation can be explained by factors such
as socio-economic conditions and technological developments. Thus,
differences in the definition of new literacies may also vary depending on
which independent variable is preferred.
Buckingham, Coiro, Knobel, and Leu, for example, have argued that new
literacy includes skills in digital electronic environments that provide new
forms of communication and are very different from old print materials.
It has created a literacy group that includes communication channels like
social media, as the needs, skills and attitudes in this environment are in
line with developments related to computer and internet technologies
(As cited in Destebaşı, 2016:900-903). As a result, we are faced with a
series of literacy packed with functions suited to the conditions that are
shaped by more multidimensional, more comprehensive and technological
developments.
In this context, the descriptive and functional presentations of some of
the new literacies whose content and function are constantly changing are
given down below.
Scientific literacy: Its content and function is a typical example of literacy
that can change rapidly according to technological developments and sociocultural values. Because, both the curriculum focused on nature and science
in the formal education and the non-formal education activities focused
on social development can vary in scope depending on the objectives. It
includes components such as the ability to distinguish between scientific
and non-scientific phenomena, to understand applications in science, to
think scientifically and to use scientific knowledge in problem-solving,
and to be interested in and need for studies related to science (Holbrook
and Rannikmae, 2009: 276). According to one definition, science literacy
describes the ability to think rationally with a scientific point of view on
personal, social, political and economic problems and other issues in daily
life (Kaya and Bacanak, 2013: 210).
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Environmental literacy: Among the new literacies, this is the one that
can be described as the youngest or newest. Especially, it can be counted as
a product of the sensitivity of human civilization to the environmental and
natural resource destruction that has become widespread throughout the
world due to the economic activities of the twentieth century. In addition,
unlike other literacy, it is the only literacy that emphasizes the individual’s
interaction with other people and all living and non-living entities.
According to Roth, who used this term for the first time, environmental
literacy is the sum of knowledge, skills and attitudes that improve the
behaviour of individuals towards their environment and enable them to
maintain their relations with other people and nature in a sustainable
environment (As cited in Timur et.al., 2014: 23). The goals of such literacy
include the development of individuals’ ability to inquire, research and
analyse, to work towards understanding and increasing environmental
awareness, and to obtain the information needed to develop human systems
in conjunction with the natural environment (Timur et al., 2014: 24).
Health literacy: It is a concept that has been in use since the 1970s. Among
all the literacies, it is the only literacy that has the capacity to directly and
positively influence the health and physical well-being of an individual.
According to Sorensen’s new and most comprehensive definition, health
literacy is a combination of knowledge, motivation, and competence that
enables health information to be accessed, assessed and used in order
to make decisions about health services, disease prevention and health
promotion in order to raise and sustain the quality of life (As cited in Taş
and Akış, 2016:120). Nutbeam proposed a three-level classification similar
to UNESCO’s three-level literacy definition. Accordingly, health literacy
is a three-level process that is basic, communicative and critical. From
the bottom to up, the cognitive, behavioural and communicative skills
and competence of the individual increases (As cited in Aslantekin and
Yumrutas, 2014: 330-331).
Financial literacy:It covers the whole of the knowledge, skills, and
behaviours necessary for the individual to make rational financial decisions
and for individual welfare. In other words, it is the combination of one’s
financial knowledge and the skills, attitudes, and behaviours in these
subjects (Sarıgül, 2015: 201-202). Although there are definitional differences
in the literature, the emphasis on this component is about the effective use
of information. As a matter of fact, according to Huston, financial literacy
describes how well a person can understand and use financial information (As
cited in Aren and Aydemir, 2014: 36). Therefore, the diversity, competence,
acquisition and use of financial knowledge and skills will be determined
according to the conditions of both the individual and the environment.
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Economic literacy: It is a literacy that can be mistaken for the financial
literacy, but it actually includes knowledge and skills that include financial
literacy. According to a view, it can be defined as the ability to identify
economic problems, options, prices and benefits, analyse incentives at
work, assess the consequences of changes in local politics, collect economic
evidence, organize and measure the return of benefits (Akhan, 2013:
4). According to the definition of North Central Regional Educational
Laboratory (2003: 20), it is a comprehensive phenomenon involving
the ability to make profit-loss analysis, to think according to basic
macroeconomic data, and to understand the results of the public-private
sector economic interaction.
Legal literacy: This is a term that is fairly new to the Turkish literature and
system of education. So much so that, by the end of the year 2017, there was
a research on this literacy in neither the social sciences nor the educational
sciences. The Law Literacy Book, written by M Yanılmaz (2011) within the
scope of the Family Education Project of the Ministry of Family and Social
Policies, is the first and only example. In short, legal literacy can be defined
as the use of individual rights guaranteed by law. However, the essence of
legal literacy is that information about the rights of individuals should be
accessible and the legal system in the country should provide easy access
to information (Hasan, 1994: 70). A more comprehensive and descriptive
legal literacy may involve the knowledge and awareness of the rights and
obligations of individuals in all jurisdictions (legislation) in a country and
their ability to do so.
According to another definition, legal literacy is the ability to understand
the words used in the legal level, to reach a decision in the meanings of
those words and to pass actions by implementing these decisions (Zariski,
2011: 4).
Digital literacy (or Numeracy): This concept of literacy is a term used
synonymously with a wide range of parallel terms including interaction
and relationship with mass media, tools, and products that were born
in the twentieth century and developed by technological advances that
have reached today’s advanced levels. But it can also be used to define
competence in mathematical operations only. Broadly speaking, in order
to define this term, it is necessary to define the terms of digital technology
and digital competence.
Digital technologies describe technologies that digitally store and
transmit information. These include computers, satellite systems, mobile
phones and many other products. Digital competence is the ability to make
the most efficient use of these technologies and the products associated
with them (Akkoyunlu et al., 2010: 11). From this point of view, it also
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coincides with the content of the terms media literacy, technology literacy
and computer literacy. According to another definition, digital literacy is
the ability to understand and use information from different sources of
information in all computer-based formats (Yıldız et al., 2012: 84). The
terms media and technology literacy include the ability to create, send,
receive, interpret, and understand the different parts of the sending and
receiving parties in different formats, which are represented by different
definitions from different perspectives and form a message using a
certain technology (Önal, 2007: 337-338; Katz and Macklin, 2007: 50-51).
Therefore, they also describe the knowledge and skills as a sub-dimension
of numeric competence.
Visual literacy: It is also a concept that was first used in the 1970s and
is described in different forms till today. According to a definition, visual
literacy is the skill of reading, interpreting and understanding knowledge
presented with visual or graphical images. According to a definition
developed by Brill, Kim, and Branch in 2007, they are learned competencies
necessary for creating and interpreting visual messages (As cited in
Kocaarslan and Çeliktürk, 2013: 345). It is also argued that visual literacy
can serve as a bridge to other literacy since the individual is connected to
the sense of sight, which is heavily involved in the perception of the outside
world. Indeed, recent discoveries about the operating and perception
system of the human brain show that the power of influence of visual
stimuli can make learning easier and more permanent (Kurudayıoğlu and
Tüzel, 2010: 289). In addition, it is argued that the skills of comprehension
and interpretation of definitions of visual literacy are not sufficient and that
some personal abilities (such as creativity) should accompany them (Alpan,
2013: 112-113).
Information literacy: It is a concept that covers all of the literacies above.
Because information literacy is a phenomenon related to the creation,
acquisition and sharing of information needed in all aspects of social life.
For this reason, it would be useful to first clarify the concept of knowledge
and to define this literacy.
Two kinds of knowledge can be mentioned in the communicative
and perceptual plane. Information obtained from the outside world and
knowledge that the individual reconstructed with his own mental effort
(Kurudayıoğlu and Tüzel, 2010: 293). Of course, both kinds of knowledge
are necessary for the individual and society, but it can be said that the
second kind of knowledge is necessary for the mental, cognitive and
behavioural development of the individual. In this context, information
literacy explains how to select and classify the information received from
the written or visual pathway and convert it to the structured knowledge
(Kurudayıoğlu and Tüzel, 2010: 294). According to a definition used in the
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1970s, information literacy is the ability to reach and use the information
needed to solve a problem and/or make a decision (Kurbanoglu, 2010:
725). In parallel with the technological developments and periodical trends
that emerged since the 1980s and 1990s, the scope of the concept has been
expanded by computer literacy, media literacy and life-learning platforms.
Accordingly, the scope of the new definitions is based on an individual
model that can perceive the personal need for information (Kurbanoğlu,
2010: 726-727). Perhaps the reason that this literacy can represent the
generalities of other literacies is that it means an individual has the ability
to act in order to reach the awareness of his own learning needs in any
particular subject or to reach information of the solution of a problem.
The first conclusion to be drawn from the definitions of some literacy
types mentioned above is that these literacy concepts do not include any
technical or professional knowledge and skill at the professional level. The
implicit goal that has been shaped by these literacies is to meet our basic
needs that have become part of the day-to-day complex and everyday
urban life and to acquire the knowledge, skills and behaviours that will
enable or facilitate the resolution of our problems in these areas without
consulting an expert.
Therefore, in fact, it is inevitable that all of the literacies have
overlapping and conflicting components and targets. Because these
literacies cover all actions that are part of everyday social life (Zariski,
2011: 4). The position and social status of individuals with knowledge and
skills (all literacy skills) that enable people from different professions and
societies to do so many different jobs and activities is whole other debate.
Nevertheless, the question of how to obtain, maintain and constantly
update the accumulation of knowledge and skills that require such a
wide range of high-level equipment is among the main questions to be
answered in the field of educational sciences.

Learning Strategies
A conceptual learning strategy term refers to methods that make it easier
for a learner to learn on his own. These methods enable the individual to
create an original learning environment and process that he/she can create
based on learning topics, content, program and learning material that he/
she can select on his/her own will. Therefore, the use of such strategies
will result in a high productivity and survivability of a student to be born
(Büyüköztürk et al. 2004: 211). It will be very difficult for a person who
can design such a composition not to have fun while learning. It is even
possible to associate this with the idiom “ everybody cherishes his own way
of doing things” in our language. Indeed, such a freedom and skill in the
learning process is also a natural part of the philosophy of learning and of
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adult learning philosophy. The function of this phenomenon, especially for
adult learners, is to allow the individual to act on the basis of effective (not
passive) learning and self-regulation of the learning process.
The self-regulated learning term describes the learning experiences
that learners can manage with appropriate and effective participation in
their cognitive, motivational and behavioural profiles (Vural, 2011: 48).
Therefore, regardless of age group, it can be evaluated within the scope of
learning strategies of all learners.
Many different studies have been carried out since the 1980s on the
definition and classification of these strategies. For example, according to
Wienstein and Mayer, learning strategies that affect the learning outcome
of each learner and the quality of the learner are composed of 8 subgroups
(As cited in Ocak and Yamaç, 2011: 469-470):
- Strategies for repeating
- Strategies for complex learning
- Strategies for basic learning
- Interpretational strategies for complex learning
- Organizational strategies for basic learning
- Organizing strategies for complex learning
- Strategies for tracking the perception
-Motivational strategies
This work is based on the classification of Pintrich et al. Accordingly,
learning strategies can be examined in two subgroups: CognitiveMetacognitive and Resource strategies (As cited in Büyüköztürk et al. 2004:
211-212; Vural, 2011: 48). Table 1 illustrates this classification.

Thematic
Key
components
Cognitive
Strategies

Table 1: Basic Components of Learning Strategies
SubActivities
Components
Repeating

Revelation

Regulation

Critical thinking

Metacognitive
Strategies

Planning
Monitoring
Regulation

Resource
Management
Strategies
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Time and
working
environment
management
Labor
management
Peer
collaboration
management
Asking for help

- Mental repetition and learning by memorizing
- To use the knowledge that should be
remembered exactly
- Helping to encode information in long-term
memory by integrating knowledge of new learners
with previous knowledge
- Interpretation, summarization, simulating,
taking notes, etc.
- Selecting appropriate information and
constructing information to be learned, by
establishing links between information
- Clustering, classification, providing the outlines,
finding the main idea, etc.
- Problem solving, decision making and critical
evaluation when applying previous knowledge to
new situations
- Target setting, task analysis, etc.
- Maintaining attention while reading, self-testing
and asking questions
- Checking and correcting behaviour while
improving performance
-Managing program, schedule and time
- To determine the efficient use of time with
realistic purposes and to arrange the work
environment in an appropriate way
- Maintaining the attention and effort required for
a given assignment
- Maintaining learning strategies; working on
difficult tasks and topics
- Collaborative learning
- determining the conditions for receiving help
when needed and asking for help

* This table is adapted from the table in the scale development study of Büyüköztürk et
al. (2004: 212).

There are actions and activities appropriate to the components of each
strategy group as seen in Table 1. It is understood that the cognitive and
metacognitive activities are close to each other and the activities related to
resource management can play an integral role in all cognitive activities.
With that being said, it is inevitable make differentiations according to
social roles and professions and age periods in the individual development
process, since it would be wrong to argue that such a classification may be
valid and functional for each group of learners.
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On the other hand, Gagne has divided learning strategies into five
groups based on the Theory of Information Processing: Strategies to
increase awareness strategies, strategies to increase storage in short-term
memory, strategies to increase coding, strategies to facilitate recall, and
monitoring strategies (Akt. Ocak and Yamaç, 2011: 470), When the other
classifications in the related literature are examined, it can be seen that, on
the basis of the differences, it can be seen that stages in different number
and content are included regarding the elements of the learning process,
but there is not much change in the main structure.
Scientific classification and definition apart from the differences, the
main function of learning strategies is to gain some methods that play a key
role in helping learners learn to learn. As a result of the use or acquisition of
these basic tools and/or methods, there is research showing that academic
achievement increases (Ocak and Yamaç, 2011: 470). On the other hand,
in adverse conditions it is observed that success (when learning strategies
have never been created or used effectively) decreases. Moreover, along with
learning strategies, some other factors, such as those originating from the
individual’s own personal structure and environment, also affect learning
(Vural, 2011: 49-50). From this point on, it can be said that learning strategies
should be determined according to the basic demographic profile such as
age, gender, education level, profession, income level of learners. Thus, each
individual/learner will have to turn to or create learning strategies that he/she
sees fit with his/her socio-economic and cultural conditions and personality.
For this reason, he must deal with the consequences of incomplete, wrong or
inadequate strategies that he has to build both consciously and unwittingly.

Use of Learning Strategies in Literacy Acquisition
At this point, the question “what kind of learning strategies can be
developed regarding the new literacy types mentioned above, which have
a more critical and compelling place for learning and teaching activities,
especially after formal education? ” comes to mind. Some sub-questions
that rise the need to answer this question include:
- How can a farmer living in a rural settlement be able to think rationally
for their daily life?
-What kind of awareness system can be set up so that an industrialist
polluting the clean water resources with his factory wastes can understand
the importance of the water and carbon cycle on the planet?
- Is it easy for a young woman suffering psychological or economic
injustice to have access to information that will enable her to search her
right in the judicial system?
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- How can it be possible for a taxpayer or an artisan to define their tax
burden and to facilitate their thinking using some macroeconomic terms
and their decision making?
- Is it possible for the producer companies to organize learning and
teaching programs for the middle-aged and older individuals so that they
can have a better understanding of mass media, which is increasing in
function and variety every day?
-In order to change the negative results in the latest PIAAC what kind of
strategy should be recommended in Turkey?
Obviously, we have to cope with a lot of different factors, information
and problems that need to be taken into account for our learning and
information needs that can be antagonized in every aspect of our daily
lives. Thus, it can also be said that rapidly changing circumstances and
old information need to be overcome using activities within the context
of today’s formal education systems. However, this option seems to be
insufficient for the socio-economic and political conditions in present-day
third world countries. In particular, the situation in Turkey seems unlikely
to be overcome without the support of the state policies. The introduction
of public education, adult education or non-formal education in the context
of special mobilization campaigns and the introduction of basic skills in
new literacies is really important.
According to the latest results described in 2016 PIAAC problemsolving skills scores in literacy and digital competence of adults in a
technological environment in Turkey were ranked between 29-33 among
a total of 33 countries. The verbal competence measured by this face-toface interview method expresses the ability to understand written texts
and respond appropriately to them. Digital competence refers to the
ability to use numerical and mathematical concepts (Köker et al., 2017:
3-5). Even this finding alone has shown how useless it can be for a society
to be literate only.
In this context, as a first step, it is necessary to determine what kind of
learning needs there are related to the basic areas of Turkey’s daily social life
and it is necessary to determine what kind of information is widely used in
routine bureaucratic processes. In other words, an analogy of the stages of
the curriculum of a new training program can be created through a model
suitable for everyday urban life. Naturally, the process to be initiated with
such an inventory study should be to guide people through the basics of
what they are to gain by using their own learning strategies, rather than
taking the right to determine their learning strategies into a compulsory
public education process.
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Let’s take the example of health and legal literacy, for instance. Let’s
assume that only a literate adult needs to do the following in the process of
diagnosis and treatment of his illness or in the process of suing his employer
due to a problem at his workplace and try to formulate a draft by selecting
one of the processes:
- Health literacy process: Deciding on what medical field your illness is
related to, which specialist to see and which polyclinic to go to (although
family practice has already taken these decisions for him/her, it is possible
to skip this procedure and go to other doctors), getting an appointment
from the polyclinic, understanding the interpretation and instructions of
the specialist doctor, getting bloodwork done, getting operations such as
ultrasound etc. done, using the prescribed medicines properly, learning
and applying the ways of avoiding the same illness and scheduling regular
doctor appointments.
-Legal literacy process: Being informed about the rights and obligations
arising from labor laws as an employee, understanding the application
forms of these rights and obligations in the workplace environment,
deciding what kind of injustice it is and whether it is possible to resolve
the problem in the legal framework, communicating with the institutions
or organizations where the employer can complain in written form, getting
information by scheduling a lawyer’s appointment, starting a judicial
process through a lawyer, following the case process, understanding and
organizing the correspondences and documents in the judicial process,
using appeal options after the litigation process.
Table 2 shows an example of an adult learners’ strategy of learning about
legal literacy skills.
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Table 2: Learning Strategies Model for Legal Literacy
Basic
Components
Cognitive

SubComponents
Repeating

Revelation

Regulation

Critical thinking

Metacognitive

Planning

Monitoring
Regulation

Resource
management

Time and working
environment
management

Labor
management
Peer
collaboration
management
Asking for help

Activities
- Memorizing the rights and obligations he
has within the scope of the Labor Code

-To receive professional information
support through a lawyer
- Comparing the secondhand
information learned about job disputes
with new ones
- Interpreting the problem faced in the
workplace according to the law
-Classifying the learned legal texts and
adapting them to his/her own case
according to their main ideas
- Thinking about the legal framework and
possible consequences of the problem
- Being able to recognize and criticize
possible deficiencies related to his
employment or legislation
- To prepare an action plan and a program
for all legal proceedings according to the
information available from the lawyer, the
environment and the internet

- Testing yourself and your lawyer
during the proceedings and learning
the relevant laws

- Realizing and correcting your own
mistakes
- Programming the process of getting
information from the lawyer, the
environment and the relevant institutions/
organizations
- Planning what to do with the legal actions

- Programming the work given by
the lawyer, the environment, and the
judicial institutions and being careful
with
- Getting information and moral
support from colleagues in the
workplace
- Asking the opinions of friends or
relatives who have experienced similar
problems
- Getting professional help by
consulting a lawyer
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Although all legal processes and skills are not included, the learning
strategies in Table 2 are functional and applicable in terms of new literacy
competencies. The skills of such draft contains are not included in the table.
The inventory of such skills related to strategies can also be removed or
added. And, a healthcare literacy version of such a model can be created by
adding new roles and hospital processes involving doctors and laboratories.
However, it may not be realistic to expect adult learners to have different
learning strategies for each type of literacy. Supporting the determination
of the learning strategies related to teaching information literacy, the most
comprehensive type of literacy, would be functional. As a result, given the
current conditions of the third world and the educational opportunities
in Turkey, it is of utmost importance that the new literacies are taught by
both implementing the state policies and motivating the adult individuals.
Therefore, there is a need to implement adult education programs that will
convey the necessity and methods of creating personal learning strategies.
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ANALYSIS OF THE LEVEL OF RESILIENCE OF CLASSROOM
TEACHERS IN TERMS OF SOME VARIABLES
Sevim ÖZTÜRK1
ABSTACT
This research aimed to investigate the perception level of resilience by class
teachers in terms of some variables is a quantitative study designed in the
descriptive model. The research was conducted in a relational screening model to
determine the relationship between teachers’ levels of resilience perception and
variables of gender, age, occupational seniority, place of residence and number
of teachers working in school. The universe of the research is composed of class
teachers working in Adıyaman province center district and Çelikhan district in
2016-2017 academic year. Easy accessibility and objective sampling method are
used for sampling. In this context, in primary school in Adıyaman province, there
are 6 primary schools and 13 primary schools located in central districts and the
primary schools in Çelikhan district center and villages were included in the scope
of the research. The research sampling consisted of 187 classroom teachers. For the
collection of research data, the “resilience scale”, which was previously validated
and tested for reliability, was used. The data were analyzed by independent
sampling t test and one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) from parametric tests.
Mann Whitney U and Kruskal Wallis test were used in groups with not normal
distribution. The error level in the study was accepted as .05. As a result, it is
seen that classroom teachers working in Adıyaman province center district and
Çelikhan district. In terms of gender change, in terms of vocational seniority, the
level of resilience has not changed in general, the difference in age variation, the
age of 31-40 and 41 years and above, and the age group of 21-30 have changed in
terms of communication, foresight, when there is no difference; communication,
reaching and searching, it has been determined that there is a significant difference
between teachers with 11 to 20 years and 21 years and above.
Keywords: Resilience, level of resilience, class teacher, primary school

INTRODUCATION
While the teacher who takes the tasks in development of education
does her/his duty, working and living conditions affect her/his, motivation,
loyalty to organization, job satisfaction, productivity and job performance.
Every teacher may not be able to work on the conditions that the business
1 Dr. Öğr. Üyesi, İnönü Üniversitesi, Eğitim Fakültesi, sevim.ozturk@İnonu.
edu.tr
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union, participation, flexibility, environment and living conditions are
positive. Teachers may work in school organizations where environmental
conditions are devastating and clashing, competition intensive and unsafe.
Indomitability which makes individual is a successful person by coming
from above difficulties is important influence for the teachers who run the
education system.
"Resilience has different concepts in the domestic literature in the form
of "indomitability "and" psychological robustness ". Öğülmüş (2001) is
while using the concept in form of “indomitability”, Gizir (2004) used it as
“psychological robustness”. Even if the concept has been used with different
names, but is used to mean both ability to overcome the difficulties and
negativities encountered and to adapt quickly to different conditions, such
as the equivalence in foreign and literary terms.
According to a definition indomitability refers to adopting a positive
approach to unexpected negative situations (Fredrickson, 2001) in another
definition, the ability to the ability to cope with challenging life experiences
(Newman, 2005). The term of indomitability derived from the Latin
“resilinens” root. Resiliens, express’ that a substance is flexible and can be
easily reversed (Greene, 2002) “Resilient” means a resilience person who has
the ability of quick recovery and self-healing and is able to easily overcome
difficulties. The concept of “resilient” is used for describe indomitable
persons. (Krovetz, 1999) This concept takes place in the English literature
as “resilience” and “resiliency” and is used in the same meaning.
There are many definitions in the literature about indomitability. In
some of these definitions; “self-correction and development process”
Henderson and Milstein (1996),”recuperation, resistance to difficulties and
self-healing capacity” (Bernard, 1991), “to have a successful adaptation
ability in spite of challenging and threatening conditions, to endeavor in
this process and to be successful in the end” (Masten vd.,1990), despite
the risky and challenging life experiences, the process of coping with the
individual’s self-threatening situations (Johnson, 2008), protective systems
or features that achieve successful adaptation despite the high risk factors
encountered during development (Masten, 2001), when individuals meet
risky situations, they will be able to successfully recover from their negative
impacts and return to their previous normal state (Walsh, 2006), an ability
that allows individuals to successfully recover from a situation or event that
poses a risk and the adverse effects of the situation and event when they
are encountered and return to their normal state (Masten, 2001), a talent
with personal characteristic that can succeed even in adverse conditions
(Gürgan 2006) is a competency that the individual possesses, which enables
her/him to deal with difficulties in life (Grotberg, 1995), it is defined as
indomitability.
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It is emphasized that when indomitability definitions are analyze,
indomitability generally an ability that is able to cope with the difficulties in
general and that the individual is a person who is successful from coming
from above the difficulties in spite of adverse environmental conditions
and is a developable feature that adds value to human life and gives the
ground for using it in it.
Öğülmüş is while defined indomitable persons characteristics as
planned, venturous, can communicate positively, having high selfconfidence, awareness and self-control, optimistic, happy and having the
ability to control events, Terzi (2006) according to search result from foreign
literature defines it as (Vance and Sanchez, 1988; Jew, Green and Kroger,
1999; Howard and Johnson, Patterson, 1996; Bernard, 1996; Vance and
Sanchez, 1998; Vazquez, 2000) individuals with socially competent, selfmotivated, optimistic, aggressive problem-solving skills and perceptions of
success.
Werner (1995) while emphasize that the positive sources of the
individual’s personality, a constantly supportive family environment
and environmental conditions are effective in the development of
indomitability; Similarly, Thomsen (2002) notes that family atmosphere,
school and environment are important factors.
While it has shown that individuals with high levels of indomitability
can better protect their mental health and develop a positive attitude
toward life by combating the crisis and trauma in life (Bruneau, vd., 2003)
(Ray-Bennett vd., 2010), it is emphasized that stress, depression, decrease
in job satisfaction and a decrease in resistance to diseases occur in the case
of a low level of indomitability.
Education environments are also very changeable environments in
which many positive and negative factors coexist. Teachers who undertake
many duties and responsibilities both in and out of the classroom should be
at the upper level of indomitability in this process.
Clark (2009) states that in the professional life, teachers are faced with
many stressful situations, but they are always expected to be good and
successful from teachers regardless of the circumstances; it means that
not every person will give the same reaction in case of any event, and it
is impossible for every teacher to give the same reaction to the negative
conditions.
Schools are located in different environmental conditions. Both internal
and environmental conditions of the school have an important influence
in the development of indomitability. Teachers in these environment
have different levels of characteristics about indomitability. It is expected
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that the teachers should be able to take on these problems in a short time
when they are not influenced or even they are influenced by stressful,
difficult and adverse conditions they encounter while carrying out their
professional activities, have the ability to cope with the problems, have a
fighting personality, resistive personality and have the ability to develop
indomitability.
Ersever (1994) states that teachers with high levels of indomitability will
be more effective and successful and this means that will be reflected in the
same way to the students and the community that they have educated.
Therefore, as a result of such research, it is possible to improve
the education period by increasing the level of indomitability of class
teachers. In addition, the fact that there is no study to determine the level
of indomitability of class teachers in the literature makes this research
important.

METHOD
Model of Research
This research aimed to investigate the perception level of resilience by
class teachers in terms of some variables is a quantitative study designed in
the descriptive model. The research was conducted in a relational screening
model to determine the relationship between teachers’ levels of resilience
perception and variables of gender, age, occupational seniority, place of
residence and number of teachers working in school. In relational research
it is possible to find some inferences about the causal relationship between
variables (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2012).

Population and Sampling
The universe of the research is composed of class teachers working
in Adıyaman province center district and Çelikhan district in 2016-2017
academic year.
Easy accessibility and objective sampling method are used for sampling.
In this context, in primary school in Adıyaman province, there are 6
primary schools and 13 primary schools located in central districts and the
primary schools in Çelikhan district center and villages were included in
the scope of the research.
The level of development of school districts has been taken into account
when schools are identified. A total of 79 classroom teachers working in
6 schools determined on the basis of different level of development in the
province center, 13 in central villages and Çelikhan district center and 16
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schools in villages were included in the scope of the research. Thus, the
research sampling consisted of 187 classroom teachers. The distributed data
collection tools returned 180. As a result of data sorting operations such
as faulty and incomplete coding, 156 questionnaires were analyzed. Among
the sample participants, 76 female teacher 80 male teacher. When the
demographic characteristics of the participants were examined, it was seen
that the majority (51.3%) were close to each other. Participating teachers;
30,1% is in the age range of 21-30 years, 31.4% is in the age range of 3140 years and 38.5% is in the age of 41 and over. Participants were 44.2%
between 1-10 years, 20.5% between 11-20 years and 35.3% 21 years and
above. 14.1% is in the village, 37.2% is in the district center and 48.7% is in
the province center. The proportion of teachers working in single-teacher
schools is 14.1%, while the proportion of teachers working in multi-teacher
schools is 85.9%.

Data Collection
For the collection of research data, the “resilience scale”, which was
previously validated and tested for reliability, was used. In addition,
five independent variable “personal information forms” were added to
the entrance of the scale to collect demographic information about the
participants.
Resilience Scale was developed by Uğur Gürgan in 2006 and validity /
reliability analyzes were carried out. The scale consists of 8 dimensions and
a total of 50 articles. The reliability of the scale was tested by test-retest,
and it was found that the Pearson correlation coefficient obtained was .89
(p < .001). “Material validity”,”pearson correlation” and “factor analysis”
techniques were used in all validity and reliability studies of resilience scale
(Gürgan, 2006).
The developer has been given written permission to use the scale. The
application was made by the researcher.

Analysis of Data
The data of the study were subjected to descriptive statistical analysis.
The obtained data were summarized by percentage and frequency table and
calculated and evaluated using SPSS 21,0 statistical package program. The
normality test of the data was tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the
assumption was made that the data are normally distributed. Therefore, the
data were analyzed by independent sampling t test and one way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) from parametric tests. Mann Whitney U and Kruskal
Wallis test were used in groups with not normal distribution. The error
level in the study was accepted as .05.
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In the analysis of the data, independent sampling t test was used to
determine whether the resilience levels of the class teachers showed a
meaningful difference depending on the gender variable. The Mann
Whitney U test was used to determine whether the Kruskal Wallis test was
significantly different depending on the number of teachers in the school
for single-sample variance analysis for age and occupational seniority
variables and for the residential area where the school was located.

Findings
In this section, the opinions of the class teachers about the perception
of resilience and the comparison of these opinions with the variables of
gender, age, occupational seniority, the place where the school is located
and the number of teachers working in the school are included.

Results of Analysis on Gender Variance
A t-test was conducted to determine whether the teachers’ perceptions
of resilience differed significantly from their genders. The results of the
analysis are given in Table 1.
Table 1.
Analysis Results of the resilience Levels of the Classroom Teacher According to
the Gender Variable

Total resilience
Level
Be strong
Be entrepreneur
Be optimistic

Communication
Foresight
Achievement of
purpose
Be leader
Be researcher

Gender

N

X

Ss

Male

80

194,01

24,95

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

76
80
76
80
76
80
76

199,84
68,06
68,94
32,23
33,31
19,73
20,56

32,35
7,88
11,33
7,06
7,39
4,00
4,89

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

80
76
80
76
80
76
80
76
80
76

13,83
13,98
12,60
12,67
15,57
16,88
19,91
20,82
8,12
8,55

3,29
2,45
2,01
2,18
2,42
2,95
3,06
3,51
2,19
1,55

t

Sd

p

1,255 154

,211

,563

154

,574

,932

154

,353

1,160 154

,248

,322

154

,748

,211

154

,833

3,007 154 ,003*
1,739 154

,084

1,410 154

,161
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As seen in Table 1, while the level of resilience of classroom teachers
showed a significant difference in terms of gender variation only in the
extent to which they reached the goal, this difference was not found in
other dimensions. According to this, the t value of difference between
achievement scores was found to be significant at p <.05 significance
level as 3,007. The male achievement scores (X¯ = 15.57) and the female
achievement scores (X¯ = 16.88) are close to each other. The level of
resilience of classroom teachers was measured by 4 article in the dimension
of achievement of purpose. The results of these articles and analysis of this
dimension are shown in Table 2.
Table 2.
Results of Scale and Gender Analysis of Achievement of Purpose Sub-dimension

Item No

Scale Item

Classroom teachers according to gender. Even though the arithmetic
mean is close to each other, female teachers have higher scores on
achievement in terms of resilience than males. Factors such as women’s
efforts to break the perception of disability in society, the effort to prove
themselves, the desire to compete in the same lap with men in business life,
and the desire to struggle for success, may be effective if female teachers
have a high score.

Results of Analysis on Age Variance
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey test were used to
determine whether there was a meaningful relationship between age factors
and resilience perception levels of teachers. The results are shown in Table
3.
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Table 3.
Analysis Results of the resilience Levels of the Classroom Teacher According to
the Age Variable
Age
Difference
X Ss
sd
F
P
N
(Tukey)
Total resilience 1)21-30
47 196,10 32,19
2
,690
,503
Level
2)31-40
49 200,71 25,51 153
3)41 and 60 194,28 28,80 155
over
Total
156 196,85 28,85
Be strong

1)21-30
2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total
Be
1)21-30
entrepreneur 2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total
Be optimistic 1)21-30
2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total
Communication 1)21-30
2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total
Foresight
1)21-30
2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total
Achievement 1)21-30
of purpose 2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total
Be leader
1)21-30

47
49
60

66,80
69,36
69,10

11,68
8,20
9,09

2 1,026
153
155

,361

156
47
49
60

68,49
32,65
33,93
31,88

9,70
7,77
6,52
7,30

2 1,100
153
155

,335

156
47
49
60

32,76
20,31
20,53
19,68

7,22
4,53
3,79
4,92

2
153
155

,536

,586

156
47
49
60

20,14
13,97
14,67
13,23

4,46
2,85
2,48
3,14

2 3,425
153
155

,035*

156
47
49
60

13,91
12,40
13,28
12,28

2,91
1,74
1,64
2,53

2 3,624
153
155

,029*

156
47
49
60

12,63
16,85
16,16
15,75

2,09
2,60
2,96
2,67

2 2,126
153
155

,123

156
47

16,21
21,19

2,76
3,01

2

4,935

,008*

2>3

2>3

1>3

Thematic
2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total
Be researcher 1)21-30
2)31-40
3)41 and
over
Total

49
60

20,79
19,35

2,59
3,80

153
155

156
47
49
60

20,35
8,17
7,83
8,86

3,31
2,05
2,24
1,30

2 4,321
153
155

156

8,33

1,91

,015*
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While the level of resilience perception of teachers showed a significant
difference in dimensions of communication, foresight, leadership and
researcher in terms of age change, this difference was not found in other
dimensions. Resilience levels of teachers were measured by 4 articles in the
dimension of communication / relationship formation. The results of these
articles and analysis of this dimension are shown in Table 4.
Table 4.
Results of Scale and Age Analysis of Communication / Liaising Sub-dimension
Communication / Liaising Building
Item No

Scale Item

17

I’m not social (friendly,sympathetic)

33

I can not communicate comfort and easily.

44

I can not persuade my statements and expressions

45

I succeeded in expressing myself verbally and in writing

Age

N
1) 21-30

2) 31-40
Communication 33)41 and
over
Total

X

Ss

Sd

F

47

13,97

2,85

2

49

14,67

2,48

153

60

13,23

3,14

155

156

13,91

2,91

P

Difference
(Tukey)

3,425 ,035*
2>3

When Table 3 was examined, there was a significant difference between
communication scores according to teachers’ age variables F(2-155)=3,425;
p<0.05 ]. According to the results of the Tukey Post Hoc test, there is a
significant difference in the p <.05 significance level between the teachers in
the age group 31-40 and the perception scores (X¯ = 13,23) of 41 and above
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age group teachers (X¯ = 13,23) . According to this, the teachers in the
31-40 age group have rated themselves higher in terms of communication
than the teachers in the age group 41 and above. The resilience levels of the
teachers were measured with 3 articles in the predictive dimension. The
results of these articles and analysis of this dimension are shown in Table 5.
Table 5.
Results of Scale and Age Analysis of Foresight Sub-dimension
Foresight
Item No 		

Scale Item

There was also a significant difference between the ages of the teachers
and the predictive subscale scores of resilience. [F(2-155)=4,321; p<0.05 ].
This difference; between 31-40 years old teachers (X¯ = 13,28) and 41 years
old and over age group teachers (X¯ = 12,28) scores appeared in favor of
31-40 years.
The level of resilience of classroom teachers was measured by 5 article in
the dimension of be leader.. The results of these articles and analysis of this
dimension are shown in Table 6.
Table 6.
Results of Scale and Age Analysis of Be Leader Sub-dimension
Be leader
Item No

Scale Item

4

I’m not a venturous person

5

15

I can not do good leadership
When I look at the results of my decisions, I often see that I make
decisive decisions
I actively play roles in groups where I am involved

49

I can not decide what is right or what is wrong

6

Age

Be
leader

N

X

Ss

sd

F

P

1)21-30

47

21,19

3,01

2

4,935

2)31-40
3)41
and
over
Total

49

20,79

2,59

153

60

19,35

3,80

155

156

20,35

3,31
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Difference
(Tukey)
,008*

1>3

According to Table 6, there is also a significant difference between age
and the dimension of being a leader of indomitability. [F(2-155)=4,321;
p<0.05 ].
When we look at the points in this dimension; It is seen that the score
difference between 21- 30 age group and 41 age group and above is X¯ =
21,19 arithmetic average and favoring 21-30 age group (X¯ = 19,35).
The level of resilience of classroom teachers was measured by 2 article
in the dimension of researcher. The results of these articles and analysis of
this dimension are shown in Table 7.
Table 7.
Results of Scale and Age Analysis of Researcher Sub-dimension
Be researcher
Item No

Scale Item

A significant difference was also found in the scores of resilience subdimension of being a researcher [F(2-155)=4,321; p<0.05 ]. This difference
occurred between 41 and over age group teachers and 31-40 year age
group teachers. 41 and over age group teachers (X¯=8,86), according to
the teachers in the 31-40 age group (X¯=7,83), the average score of being a
researcher was found higher.
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Results of Analysis on Occupational Seniority Variance
ANOVA and Tukey tests were conducted to determine whether there was
a meaningful relationship between teachers’ levels of perceived resilience
and their occupational priorities. The results are shown in Table 8.
Table 8.
Analysis Results of the resilience Levels of the Classroom Teacher According to
the Occupational Seniority Variable
Occupational
Seniority

N

1)1-10
2)11-20
Total resilience
3)21 and
Level
over
Total
1)1-10
2)11-20
Be strong
3)21 and
over
Total
1)1-10
2)11-20
Be entrepreneur 3)21 and
over
Total
1)1-10
2)11-20
Be optimistic 3)21 and
over
Total
1)1-10
2)11-20
Communication 3)21 and
over
Total
1)1-10
2)11-20
Foresight
3)21 and
over
Total

X

Ss

sd

F

P

Difference
(Tukey)

69

194,05

29,98

2

,759

,470

32
55

196,62
200,49

25,08
29,65

153
155

156 196,85
69 66,82
32 67,84
55 70,96

28,85
10,45
9,17
8,61

2
153
155

2,947

,056

156
69
32
55

68,49
31,95
33,93
33,09

9,70
7,62
3,94
8,11

2
153
155

,909

,405

156
69
32
55

32,76
19,88
19,18
21,01

7,22
4,38
4,58
4,41

2
153
155

1,929

,149

156
69
32
55

20,14
14,13
15,03
12,98

4,46
2,78
2,44
3,07

2
153
155

5,696

,004*

156
69
32
55

13,91
12,59
13,25
12,32

2,91
1,72
1,74
2,59

2
153
155

2,018

,136

156

12,63

2,09

2>3

Thematic
1)1-10
2)11-20
Achievement of 3)21 and
over
purpose
Total

Be leader

Be researcher

1)1-10
2)11-20
3)21 and
over
Total
1)1-10
2)11-20
3)21 and
over
Total

69
32
55

16,52
14,93
16,56

2,57
2,56
2,94

2
153
155

4,457

,013*

156

16,21

2,76

69
32
55

20,78
19,43
20,36

2,61
3,64
3,81

2
153
155

1,823

,165

156
69
32
55

20,35
7,57
8,65
9,09

3,31
2,32
1,38
1,11

2 11,460
153
155

,000*

156

8,33

1,91
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2>1
3>1

When the relationship between teachers’ perception level of resilience
and their professional seniority is examined; resilience communication,
reaching reason and being a researcher, while in other dimensions this
difference was not found.
In the dimension of “Communicate”, between 11-20 years (X¯ = 15,03),
21 years and above (X¯ = 12,98) teachers, “achievement of purpose”
dimension, 1-10 years X¯ = 16,52), with 11-20 years of seniority (X¯ =
14,93) among the teachers; In the dimension of “be researcher”, between
teachers with 21 years and above (X¯ = 9.09) and 11-20 years (X¯ = 8.65)
and teachers with 1-10 years seniority (X¯ = 7,57) a meaningful relationship
was found.
According to this data, the teachers who have 11-20 years of seniority
at the point of communication are able to reach and search for the reason,
and the teachers who have 21 years and above have higher scores than the
others.

Results of the Analysis of the Settlement Area Where the School
is Located
In the research, the settlement in which the school is located is
categorized into three units: “village”, “district center” and “province center”.
The obtained data were subjected to the Kruskal Wallis test to determine
whether there was a meaningful relationship between the teachers’ level
of resilience perception and the place where the school was located. The
results are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9.
Analysis Results of the resilience Levels of the Classroom Teacher According to
the Where the School is Located
Where the
Mean
N
sd
X2
P
school is located
Rank
1) Village
22
55,50
Total Resilience 2) County town
58
87,31
2
7,920
,019*
Level
3) City center
76
78,43
Total
156
1) Village
22
53,34
2) County town
58
81,89
2
7,997
,018*
Be strong
3) City center
76
83,20
Total
156
1) Village
22
61,30
2) County town
58
86,89
2
5,309
,070
Be entrepreneur
3) City center
76
77,08
Total
156
1) Village
22
55,91
2) County town
58
88,53
2
8,523
,014*
Be optimistic
3) City center
76
77,39
Total
156
1) Village
22
67,36
2) County town
58
89,18
2
5,624
,060
Communication
3) City center
76
73,57
Total
156
1) Village
22
69,77
2) County town
58
77,97
2
1,190
,551
Foresight
3) City center
76
81,43
Total
156
1) Village
22
59,43
58
90,33
2
8,502
,014*
Achievement of 2) County town
purpose
3) City center
76
74,99
Total
156
1) Village
22
67,80
2) County town
58
91,83
2
8,270
,016*
Be leader
3) City center
76
71,43
Total
156
22
37,05
1) Village
2) County town
58
80,64
2
24,216
,000*
Be researcher
3) City center
76
88,87
Total
156

Thematic
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A significant difference was found in the value of (X¯ =7,920) between
the teachers’ perception level of resilience and the residence change where
the school was located. This difference is also seen in the dimensions of
“being strong”, “being optimistic”, “achievement of purpose”, “being a
leader” and “being a researcher”.
The relationship between the place where the teachers worked and
the perception of resilience; (X¯ = 7,997), the optimistic dimension (X¯ =
8,523), the achievement dimension (X¯ = 8,502), the leader dimension (X¯
= 8,270) and the researcher dimension (X¯ = 24,216) are arithmetic average
and different scores.
Teachers who are trying to measure with 8 dimensions and 50 articles
showed different levels of resilience perceptions compared to the residence
where the school was located and the teachers working at the district center
had higher resilience levels than the ones working in the province center
and village.
Similarly, as in the case of “being strong”, “being optimistic”, “achievement
of purpose” and “being a leader”, the teachers who work in the district
center are higher than those who work in other units. The scores of those
who worked in the province center in the aspect of “being a researcher”
were higher.
Teachers’ perceived levels of resilience were measured by 18 articles of
strength, 5 articles of optimism, 4 articles of achievement, 5 articles of
being a leader, and 2 articles of being a researcher.
The results of these articles and analysis of this dimension are shown in
Table 11,12,13 and 14.
Table 10.
Results of Analysis on the Dimension of “Being Strong” According to the Place of
School
Be strong
Item
No
2
3
7
10
18

Scale Item
I struggle with patience in the face of difficulties.
I can see creative solutions that no one else has noticed
I can easily see and evaluate opportunities and opportunities in the
world.
I do not have control over my own life
I do not know how to cope with the negative living conditions that
others can not afford
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19

I always trust myself

21

I have the ability to self-heal even under the most difficult conditions

23

I struggle to the end for things I believe in

24

I am skilled in translating difficult situations

26

I do not find valuable that I have feature

28

When I’m in a difficult situation, I usually find my way out

29

Immediately see the solution ways to put into practice

34

I can put it in conflict with the society I live in in my own unique

36

I make peace with myself

37

I can often look at a situation from many directions

40

I do not lose my self-confidence even in the most difficult situations

42
48

I do not feel strong
I can use my creativity to forget my troubles

Be strong

Where the school
is located
1) Village
2) County town
3) City center
Total

N

Mean Rank

sd

X2

P

22
58
76
156

53,34
81,89
83,20

2

7,997

,018*

Table 11.
Results of Analysis on the Dimension of “Being Optimistic” According to the Place
of School
Item No

Scale Item

Thematic
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Table 12.
Results of Analysis on the Dimension of “Achievement of Purpose” According to the
Place of School

Item No

		

Scale Item

Table 13.
Results of Analysis on the Dimension of “Be Leader” According to the Place of
School

Item No

Scale Item
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Table 14.
Results of Analysis on the Dimension of “Be Researcher” According to the Place of
Schooling
Item No

Scale Item

When the order average is examined, it is seen that the scores in the
province center are higher than the counties and villages.

Results of the Analysis on the Number of Teachers in the School
In the study, the number of teachers in the school was considered as
two alternatives, “one” and “more than one”. This comparison attempted to
compare the difference between the single-teacher village schools and the
schools where more than one teacher worked, and whether the teacher’s
work alone and working with other colleagues made a difference between
the perception of resilience.
The data obtained in this context were subjected to the Mann Whitney
U test. The results are shown in Table 15.
Table 15.
Analysis Results of Teachers’ Level of Resilience According to the Number of
Teachers in School
Number of
N
teachers in school
1) One
Total resilience
2) More than one
Level
Total

22
134
156

Mean
Rank

Sum of
Rank

55,50
82,28

1221,00 968,00
11025,00

U

P
,010*

Thematic
1) One
2) More than one
Total
1) One
Be
2) More than one
entrepreneur
Total
1) One
Be optimistic
2) More than one
Total
1) One
Communication 2) More than one
Total
1) One
Foresight
2) More than one
Total
1) One
Achievement of
2) More than one
purpose
Total
1) One
Be leader
2) More than one
Total

22
134
156
22
134
156
22
134
156
22
134
156
22
134
156
22
134
156
22
134
156

1) One
2) More than one
Total

22
134
156

Be strong

Be researcher
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53,34
82,63

1173,50 920,50
11072,50

,005*

61,30
81,32

1348,50 1095,50
10897,50

,053

55,91
82,21

1230,00 977,00
11016,00

,011*

67,36
80,33

1482,00 1229,00
10764,00

,206

69,77
79,93

1535,00 1282,00
10711,00

,319

59,43
81,63

1307,50 1054,50
10938,50

,031*

67,80
80,26

1491,50 1238,50
10754,50

,227

37,05
85,31

815,00
562,00
11431,00

,000*

There was a significant difference between the levels of teachers’ perception
of resilience and the number of teachers in charge at school, both in total
and in strength, optimism, achievement and research.
Looking at the average of the rankings, the score of those who worked
with more than one teacher in all dimensions was higher than the worker as
the only teacher. When there is a meaningful relationship, the average score
of the researchers is (85.31), which is the highest, while 82.63 be strong,
82.21 is the optimistic and 81.63 is the reason.

Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
In this study, it was investigated whether the “resilience” levels of class
teachers working in primary schools differed in terms of some variables.
In this section, the findings are summarized and discussed as research
findings.
According to the research findings, it was found that there was no
statistically significant difference in the other dimension (being strong,
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being an entrepreneur, being optimistic, communicating, having foresight,
being a leader, being a researcher), while only the “achievement of purpose”
subscale showed a significant difference between the resilience levels and
sex of the participating classroom teachers. (P>0,05). The difference in this
dimension was found to be significant for female teachers at the significance
level of .003 (K; X¯ = 16,88 - E; X¯ = 15,57); in other dimensions male and
female teachers have approximately the same scores.
This finding suggests that the level of resilience of classroom teachers
in terms of gender change does not change and that both male and female
participants have the same level of resilience in terms of gender change.
When this result is compared with the literature, it can be seen that
there are different results in some of the studies in which the resilience level
and gender difference relation are similar in most of the studies. While the
results of Özcan (2005), Gürgan (2006), Terzi (2008), Kırımoğlu, Yıldırım
and Temiz (2010), Kırımoğlu, Filazoğlu Çokluk and Yıldırım (2012), Irmak
and Izgar (2015), Karabulut and Balcı (2017), Eitzen and Pratt (1989) and
Lazaridou and Beka (2015) study showed that the level of irreversibility did
not differ in terms of gender change, it was seen that in the studies of Önder
and Gülay (2008), Bahadır (2009) and Sheppard and Kashani (1991), the
levels of irreversibility in terms of gender change differed significantly.
According to Önder and Gülay (2008) Resilience of 8 Grade Students
in Relation to Various Variables Studies, female students are more
psychologically sound than male students, whereas Bahadır (2009)
Psychological Strength Levels of Students Starting to Train in Health
Related Faculties study shows that male students are more irresponsible
than female students.
When we look at the studies examined, it is seen that the resilience
perception is mostly processed through the students, and the studies with
the teachers are limited.
Previous research findings, briefly presented above; when evaluated
together with the results of this study, it is revealed that despite the fact
that a different age group was used in each research, the resilience did not
change according to gender.
In this study, it is possible that female teachers perceive themselves
as more resilience than male teachers in the dimension of achievement
of purpose, and that they exhibit some negative perception and holding
against women in society and business life.
In the second research; there was a significant difference in teachers’
resilience perception levels in terms of age change, communication,
foresight, being a leader and being a researcher, but in other dimensions
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this difference was not found. In the dimension of communication and
foresight, 31-40 years old, 21-30 years old in the aspect of being a leader, 41
in the dimension of being a researcher, and age average scores were found
higher [F(2-155)=4,321; p<0.05 ].
When the relationship between teachers’ perception level of resilience and
their professional seniority is examined; resilience communication, reaching
reason and being a researcher, while in other dimensions this difference [F(2155)=5,696; p<0.05 ]was not found.
In the “communicate” dimension, between 11 and 20 years and 21 years,
In the dimension of “achievement of purpose”, among the teachers having
between 1-10 years and 11-20 years of seniority; In the “be researcher”
dimension, a significant relationship was found between the teachers who
have 21 years and above and 11-20 years with the teachers who have the
seniority of 1-10 years.
According to this data, the teachers who have 11-20 years of seniority at
the point of communication are able to reach and search for the reason, and
the teachers who have 21 years and above have higher scores than the others.
Senior teachers, in “achievement of purpose”; and those who have less
seniority are better at “communication.” Finding can result from the fact that
the teachers may be due to the conditions, possibilities, and characteristics of
the period in which they work.
According to another finding of the research, there was a significant
difference between the level of teachers’ resilience perception and the
residence change in school (sd=2, n=156) =7,920; p<,05]. This difference is
also seen in the dimensions of “being strong”, “being optimistic”, “achievement
of purpose”, “being a leader” and “being a researcher”.
Teachers have different scores on the relationship between the residence
where they work and the perceptions of resilience, being strong, being
optimistic, reaching reason, being a leader and being a researcher.
Teachers who are trying to measure with 8 dimensions and 50 articles
showed different levels of resilience perceptions compared to the residence
where the school was located and the teachers working at the district center
had higher resilience levels than the ones working in the province center and
village.
The level of total resilience is rank average; 87.31 in the district center,
78.43 in the province center and 55.50 in the village. These results showed
that there was a significant difference in the level of .019 in favor of the class
teachers working in the district center.
Similarly, as in the case of “being strong”, “being optimistic”, “achievement
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of purpose” and “being a leader”, the teachers who work in the district center
are higher than those who work in other units. The scores of those who
worked in the province center in the aspect of “being a researcher” were
higher.
In the findings of the last sub-problem of the research, a significant
difference was found between the levels of teachers’ resilience perception and
the number of teachers working in the school both in total and in strength,
optimism, achievement and research [U:968; p<05].
This difference; at the level of .010, employees working in more than one
teaching school were found favorable.
In terms of total resilience, the average score of the employees in more than
one teaching school was found to be 82,28 and the score of those working in
single teacher schools was found to be 55.50. Looking at the average of the
rankings, the score of those who worked with more than one teacher in all
dimensions was higher than the worker as the only teacher. When there is a
meaningful relationship, the average score of the researchers is (85.31), which
is the highest, while 82.63 be strong, 82.21 is the optimistic and 81.63 is the
reason.
As a result, it is seen that classroom teachers working in Adıyaman
province center district and Çelikhan district, In terms of gender change, in
terms of vocational seniority, the level of resilience has not changed in general,
the difference in age variation, the age of 31-40 and 41 years and above, and
the age group of 21-30 have changed in terms of communication, foresight,
when there is no difference; communication, reaching and searching, it has
been determined that there is a significant difference between teachers with
11 to 20 years and 21 years and above.
Teachers’ perception level of resilience was also significantly different in
terms of the number of teachers in the settlement and the school where the
school was located.
In the literature, it was not possible to test the variables of age, occupational
seniority, place of school and number of teachers in the research because the
resilience perception was usually studied through the students except a few
researches. In some studies on teachers, these variables are not included.
(Kırımoğlu, Yıldırım and Temiz, 2010, Irmak and Izgar, 2015, Karabulut
and Balcı, 2017). However, the article “Evaluation Of Resilience Levels Of
The Turkish Coaches” by Kırımoğlu et al. (2012) there was a meaningful
difference between age and occupational seniority variables and resilience,
which supports the findings of this research in this context.
According to the results reached in the research;
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In terms of gender, it is important for women to score themselves in
some dimensions as more irresponsible, to fulfill the overriding role and
responsibility imposed on the working woman in society, while being in
the male world and in the competition efforts, the participants aged 31-40
and 41 years are more indomitable, the difficulty of their conditions and the
experience gained by working in these conditions, and the resistance they
have developed; an interpretation can be made that the employees of the
provincial and district centers and the employees of more than one teacher
school may be due to higher ratings and the moral value provided by social
support and support.
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ABSENTEEISM AMONG THE TURKISH HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS
Onur HAYIRLI1
ABSTRACT
Absenteeism is in general terms generally described as not to attend the classes
during school hours or not to go to the school for a certain period. It has become
a huge problem in Turkey and has not been solved yet. University Entrance Exam
and students’ tendency to study for it by not coming to the classes is one of the
most important reasons of absenteeism. A few years ago, the high schools were
three years. Students would stop coming to schools beginning from January. They
had up to 20 days for their absence. Now, high schools are four years, and the
absenteeism problem increased highly. Students stop coming to schools from the
very beginning of the term. This problem has started to be seen especially in high
quality government schools where students are taken according to their success
rate. This study tries to compare shortly used the credit system with the current
system. What has happened in Turkey in ten years give us a lot of information in
connection with the changes in the system. To get info and data, visual media and
school teachers are utilized. A project out of this study can be developed. This study
aims that last year of the schools should be reduced to just one term instead of two
separate terms in order to reduce absenteeism rates. There are also some other
problems which result in absenteeism. New technologies like tablets, smartphones,
social media trends and new online games are also very effective and they deplete
their energy. So, students feel sleepy during the daytime, may completely miss the
school and disrupt their biological clock. New technologies have a lot of effect even
on adults but this article’s interest is only on their effect on absenteeism. They will
be discussed briefly when the subject arises.
Keywords: Secondary Education, Truancy, Course Passing, Credit System,
Education System, Turkey

1 Arş. Gör. Dr., (hayirli@yahoo.com), Hacettepe University, Turkey
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1. Problem
‘Absenteeism’ which can be defined as not attending the classes or not
going to the school is one of the problems which has not been resolved yet.
Indeed, not the first but the most important reason of this is the University
Entrance Exams. However, there are also some serious reasons that affect
academic life of students such as online gaming and social media. When
the duration of high schools was 3 years, the numbers of absenteeism used
to increase greatly (from January on), students used to use their rights not
to attend the classes which is up to 20 days, they used to do everything not
to fail the courses like getting health reports. After duration of high schools
extended to 4 years, the numbers of absenteeism increased beginning from
the very first months of the first term. Absenteeism became the problem of
the schools which students obtain right with high Exam degrees to enter
and the standards of which were high. This was the problem that everybody
knew but did not express.
1.1 Related Problems
Students who were absent with excuse, such as students staying away from
school for a long time due to health problems, have difficulty in adapting
when they return to school and may develop a habit of absenteeism without
excuse. In other words, when “absenteeism without a legitimate reason”
is removed from the scope of the problem, the disruption in children’s
learning process and other problems that may be experienced in the
future should not be ignored (Demir & Karabeyoglu, 2016)it is suggested
that improved attendance is a direct indicator, rather than determinant
of students’ academic achievement. Purpose of Study: The main purpose
of this study was to investigate the effect of individual, family and school
variables on absenteeism among high school students. Method: Data for
this study was collected via a survey of 581 students from the 9th \u2013
11th grades, selected with cluster sampling from secondary schools in
Burdur. Among the respondents, 44% were males and 56% females. The
data collection instrument consisted of five sections including personal
information, causes of absenteeism, school commitment, quality of school
environment, and parental control. The Causes of Absenteeism Scale
was developed by the researchers for secondary school students. The
scale consists of three dimensions: individual, family, and school-based
reasons. Parental Behavioral Control was assessed using a 20-item measure
recording the degree to which a parent monitors the adolescent’s behavior
or actions. The School Attachment Scale was used to measure the degree
of children’s and adolescents’ school attachment. Comprehensive School
Climate Assessment Scale dimensions (teacher-student relationship and
student activities. In most of the articles about absenteeism, the reasons
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are about individual (the student), family of student or the school itself.
(Kinder, Harland, Wilkin and Wakefield 1995; Kinder and Wilkin, 1998;
Baker, Sigmon and Nugent, 2001; Morgan, 2004) But limiting the reasons
of this problem only with those tree areas means abstracting it from being
a social problem. I think anyone from anywhere can face this problem even
when the families support (an average level) the student, the student has an
average success level (normal acceptable student in society) or the school
is ‘not so bad’. So, we must ask what is the real reason that makes students
feel burnout and abstain from the school? We must approach to this social
problem from a sociological perspective and also we should look at the
cultural patterns of the modern society. Otherwise, we will be like doctors
prescribing medicine to every person they see as a patient. It is maybe
the society that make the students behave this way. Maybe the problem
is not only the individual, but the school, the family and the individual
all together. For example one study suggest that “The school staff believe
the students and their families to be the factors causing the absenteeism
problem, the students regards educational factors to be the main reason for
absenteeism problem.”(Pehlivan, 2011)

Figure 1: The approach to the problem should be more holistic and the
society as a whole should be examined.
As in one study in Turkey suggests; “The qualitative research such as indepth interviews or a case study may be helpful in better understanding the
role of the variable that is taken into consideration in this study, in student
absenteeism.”(Balkıs, Arslan, & Duru, 2016)personal factors (academic
self- perception, attitudes towards teacher and school, goal valuation and
motivation/ self-regulation When we conduct research to find the real
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reasons behind absenteeism, a case study could be much more better but it
must also include dynamics of the country and similar factors. It should not
just focus on individuals or families but the whole society.
If we talk about the school environment, the schools in Turkey start quite
early. As humans, it is against our nature to wake up earlier than the sun
goes up, but in Turkey students usually wake up as early as 6 a.m. to get
to the school on time. And they are sleepy mostly in the first or first two
hours. Instead actually, they must wake up little late than that. It would also
be good for traffic in the city. Even this research includes a historical and
literature review and similar other sources on the problem. I also went to the
field and talked with randomly chosen a few students and teachers. Students
say that the school hours are too long and most classes are conducted with
a substitute teacher or they even pass without a teacher. (6-7 classes in a
day are too much according to them). They say that the classes are not
useful for them. They say that instead of six or seven hours of class, three
or four would be enough and much more effective for them. There are
different kinds of elective classes actually, but there are not enough teachers
who can teach those different classes. Students have to choose the classes
which are normally elective. The school has either only one teacher or none.
Furthermore, students are not responsible for these classes in the university
entrance exam and students see it pointless to cover these classes at school.
To summarize the interviews, I did with the students, these following
are some of them;
a. The school starts at a very early hour (especially at the schools where
the day is divided into two for different levels)
b. There are many hours of classes where no subject is covered
(especially in the senior year, there are no classes and the students
even do not go to school).
c. Many lessons cannot be chosen because of the teacher shortage. And
also, the irrelevant lessons for the university entrance exam are not
conducted and the teachers let the students be free in the classes.
d. For example, the schools provide English and second foreign
language education. However, very few people can speak English
well. There is a popular information among the students that the
math average among high school students is 5.1. (cnnturk.com,
2017)
e. Parents reflect the stress of finding a job to the students. And the
students find it very stressful to have the university exam in only
one weekend. (E,17, senior year ‘’my all friends have psychological
problems because of the exam pressure’’).
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f. Students want interactive group works or projects. They want to take
part in collective and collaborative projects where they can express
themselves. They say that project assignments are given as individual
assignments and they cannot find any chance to work in a group.
g. The students want many more student communities. They say the
schools are very passive which make the students bored.
h. According to a detailed study conducted on this subject, commitment
to the school is the most effective factor on absenteeism. (Demir
& Karabeyoglu, 2016)it is suggested that improved attendance is
a direct indicator, rather than determinant of students’ academic
achievement. Purpose of Study: The main purpose of this study was
to investigate the effect of individual, family and school variables on
absenteeism among high school students. Method: Data for this study
was collected via a survey of 581 students from the 9th \u2013 11th
grades, selected with cluster sampling from secondary schools in
Burdur. Among the respondents, 44% were males and 56% females.
The data collection instrument consisted of five sections including
personal information, causes of absenteeism, school commitment,
quality of school environment, and parental control. The Causes of
Absenteeism Scale was developed by the researchers for secondary
school students. The scale consists of three dimensions: individual,
family, and school-based reasons. Parental Behavioral Control was
assessed using a 20-item measure recording the degree to which a
parent monitors the adolescent’s behavior or actions. The School
Attachment Scale was used to measure the degree of children’s and
adolescents’ school attachment. Comprehensive School Climate
Assessment Scale dimensions (teacher-student relationship and
student activities
i

Class president and the representor work as a mediator between
the students and the teacher, they pass some announcements to the
students. The students say they do not feel belong in the school and
school management.

j. When I ask the effects of technology (tablet, smartphone, social
media and computer games) on the students, they say that this is
a often-talked prejudice and in fact quite a few peers are addicted
to these. So, for them, technology is not an addiction as the parents
and media exaggerate. But maybe this generation is not as aware of
the technological addiction as the former generation. Most people
over 30 would agree that technological addiction is a fact. However,
as the students said the technology may not have a big effect on the
students or teenagers. Further research is needed on this topic.
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The list above can be research topics individually. And they are
connected to other social structures. In this study, we are going to do an
overall assessment.
There are only a few researches conducted in Turkey about absenteeism.
Except other references used in this article, those following are the other
researches; (Aküzüm, Yavaş, Tan, & Uçar, 2015; Hoşgörür & Polat, 2015;
Özbaş, 2010; Gömleksiz & Özdaş, 2013; Kartal & Bilgin, 2009) According
to the results of one research has shown that “the main reason behind
absenteeism and students’ drop out of school is that families are not sensitive
and understanding toward their children, the financial difficulties families
face and the inadequate number of the facilities at school. Educators try
to reduce school drop out and absenteeism by only interviewing with the
students and the parents. Also they put responsibilities on the shoulders
of the students. (Aküzüm et al., 2015). Another one suggests that; “the
leading cause of absenteeism is personal family matters; health and the
environment originating from a friend of the reasons that follow have been
identified”(Hoşgörür & Polat, 2015). Another research conducted on 3rd
grade primary school students said that; “As the finding reveal, families
who cannot support students for their educational needs and harnessing
the labor of the children for financial purposes lead to their absenteeism
at school”(Özbaş, 2010). That may be referred to ‘child labor’ problem
and can be seen not related to high school education directly. Another
study conducted on primary school supervisors, working with Education
Supervisors Head Office of National Education Bureau suggest that;
“Results of the study revealed that parents’ negative views toward education,
insufficient physical conditions of the school/classroom, negative climate
conditions and low socio-economic status of the families caused students’
school absence/absenteeism”(Gömleksiz & Özdaş, 2013). And the last
study mentioned above is about the relationship between student, school
and family. After all those studies, we can say that when you look from
one of those tree perspectives (from student, school or family perspectives),
all of them blame one another. According to another study, all the reason
behind absenteeism is not dependent to school, its because students
psychological situation chaos that;“Findings show the causes of students’
absenteeism aren’t related to school, students themselves and their parent,
however; student absenteeism causes partly from psychological reasons.
Male students have more absenteeism than female students in terms of
the causes of absenteeism sourced by school, students and psychological.
Moreover; 9th, 10th and 11th grade students’ absenteeism has bigger values
than 12th grade students.”(Ocak, Ocak, & Baysal, 2017) It is more likely
that the 12th grade students will have more absenteeism. However, in the
past few years, government incentives given to high school students and
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senior students have been shifting to private schools where they can be
prepared more easily. Thus, senior students are reduced by more than half
compared to the previous class. Perhaps because of this, the rate of descent
may be less than the 12th grade.
There is not enough research on this issue. more research needs to be
done about this problem. Another interesting study examine the students’
view of bullying in high schools. According to survey results all students
(692 students) report that they were experienced bullying (Kepenekci &
Çinkir, 2006)everyone reported having been bullied. Thirty three point
five percent had been bullied verbally, 35.5% had been bullied physically,
28.3% had been bullied emotionally, and 15.6% had been bullied sexually,
at least once during the academic year. Victims were faced with one or
more types of bullying. There were clear gender differences, with boys
consistently experiencing more physical bullying including kickingslapping, assault with a knife, rude physical jokes, and more verbal
bullying including name calling and insulting-swearing (all significant
at p < .001. That’s interesting result that show how common it is in high
schools in Turkey. That’s not the main reason for absenteeism but that
show that bullying and violence means bad behavior is very common in
the country. The results must be discussed with ethic and moral values
of society’s do’s and don’ts’s. what is ok to do and what is not. It also
must be connected with education in family and child growing culture.
More research similar to this one must conduct again to make sure about
bullying and violence in society to take further steps.
There is no one solution for all those problems but if focus on absenteeism
only The ‘Course Passing and Credit System’ was the one which offered the
best and most useful solution for the absenteeism problem of the senior
year students. The system was based on semesters not the years. That’s why
an average student can graduate in 5 semesters in this system. Therefore, in
their senior year, the students did not have to go to school beginning from
the second semester and they could find time to study for the university
entrance exams. The credit system was abolished and the education period
in high schools was extended to 4 years. And now what can be done to solve
the absenteeism problem? the students go on bringing medical reports for
their absent days and the principals go on ignoring students’ absenteeism
problem. There is an urgent need to solve this problem. should the senior
years in high schools be rearranged?
One of the suggestions to solve absenteeism problem is that the senior
years should be regarded not as a year but as a term. For this purpose, the
courses of the senior year can be programmed to finish at the end of the
first semester. Doing this, students may be given the opportunity not to
come to the school, not to participate in the classes and take the exams.
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In the second semester, students can come to the school because of such
activities as additional courses, counseling and being informed about
the universities. However, the graduation date must be the same, June
(the end of the 4th year). Putting all exams, courses and programs into
just one semester can be rearranged in accordance with the regulations.
Therefore, the stress of absenteeism felt by firstly parents and students then
by principals and teachers will disappear.
In this study, it is claimed that the second semesters of the senior years
should be reexamined and a program should be prepared with which
students can prepare themselves for the university entrance exams in
order to solve absenteeism problem. And also, the work suggests that the
first semester of the senior year should be mandatory whereas the second
semester should be optional. It presents a draft for this purpose.

2. The Reasons of Absenteeism in Senior Year
2.1. The exams for the higher education
It can be said that the first and the foremost reason of the absenteeism
in high schools in Turkey is the university entrance exams. Like all
developed and developing countries, the main purpose of the secondary
education is to prepare students for the university entrance exams and
finally universities. Measuring, Selection and Placement Center (ÖSYM)
responsible for preparing and holding the university entrance exams was
founded in 1974 under the leadership of Hacettepe University. Since 1974,
all university entrance exams have been held by ÖSYM. For 41 years, in
university entrance exams, there happened serious problems, irregularities
and corruptions which caused the exams to be cancelled. However,
ÖSYM has been carrying out its duty successfully in terms of reliability
and well organized structure. In addition, ÖSYM has made changes in
the organization and structure of the university entrance exams based
upon its experiences. In a country like Turkey (not homogenous) where
there are huge differences of improvement between regions and cities, it is
almost impossible to hold such a huge exam from a single center without
any mistake and by being fair at its most. It can be said that ÖSYM has
succeeded such a difficult task and has become one of the most trustworthy
institutions in Turkey.
2.2. Inadequacy of secondary education and the presence of private
teaching institutions
During the whole senior year, both students and the parents are nervous
about the university entrance exams. All the year, students organize their
life and programs according to this exam. But, all the education given
and the programs prepared in the schools are not enough for university
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entrance exams which is crucial for the lives of the students. Students most
of the time need private and extra courses apart from the courses taken
by them at school. That’s why private teaching institutions appeared and
students have needed them. To some extent, the institutions have served
the purpose. As time went by, somehow, it became necessary for everyone
to attend these institutions to be successful and to be able to enter into a
university or society thought so. This situation brought private institutions
and government face to face. The students felt the need to attend these
courses because of the inadequacy of the courses at school and they tended
to believe that they could not be successful without these. as the exam date
approaches, less student, especially senior students, come to school. In the
second semester of the senor year very few students attend the classes. The
students who have little chance to enter into universıty started not to come
to school with an excuse of the exam. They tended to use their right of
absence, all of them and they started to bring health reports.
2.3. Higher education exam (YGS or similar) and to hold the exam in
march
The fact that YGS is held in the first month of the second term increases
the rates of absenteeism. Especially students in vocational schools do not
take the Undergraduate Placement Exam (LYS). Most of the students in
vocational schools aim at entering into education programs which accept
students with their YGS grade. Or the students tend to choose two-year
university programs, open universities and the schools that accept students
with the special talent examination. To fulfill all these aims, it is enough to
take YGS and get points between 140 and 180. Therefore, the students lose
their interest, motivation and enthusiasm to continue attending the classes
after 15th March, when YGS is held.
2.4. Technological trends and bad effects
Together with the fast development of new technologies, many
research has been conducted on bad effects of social networks, internet,
gaming, online gaming, overuse of tablets and smartphones on both
adults and adolescents. That is today’s reality. Technology is changing
much faster than human beings could adapt. Those short-term and longterm effects or effect on the society as a whole must be discussed by
scientists from every perspective from every science field. If we speaking
for the high school students of today, without doubt they are born into
and grow up with those technologies. They have some good effects as
well. But overuse of those technologies affects students’ biological clock
and depletes their energy which they need at school or during the
daytime. One of the effects is that it makes students sleepy during the
day or even make them come late to school or even they may be totally
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absent from the school. In some countries like South Korea and Russia,
gaming addiction is quite a big problem. The video games are especially
designed to keep the players online all the time. Sometimes the time in
the game is synchronized with the real life. And their only purpose is to
keep them playing. Therefore, it can be said that they don’t have perfect
ethical values. Like everything, they want their product to sell more. And
it is easy to make teenagers addicted when they newly start to discover
word. Some countries try to reduce the time of playing online games.
They try to apply some techniques, such as stopping online gaming after
10 pm so that students can go to sleep for the next day. This is limiting
or banning online game playing (GB Media, 2018). Some games require
you to pay ‘small amounts of money’ during the game to improve your
‘character’ (the avatar in the game) little bit more. In those games, you
always start with a weak character which is player himself/herself and
then you start to beat enemies or win the battles etc. As your character
improves, you keep buying new armors, vehicles, clothes, magic powers
and abilities for your character and become much stronger. Technically,
they are endless. And it can be said that online video games also work
for the parents in that those games care for kids and keep them at home
silent without any need of ‘much care’. So basically, computers, tablets
and smartphones are given to children beginning from very early ages
to entertain kids and keep them busy. And It should be remembered that
big inventers like Bill Gates or great businessmen like Steve Jobs limit
or ban their kids to use technological gadgets like tablets. (Weller, 2017)
When we think that their job is selling more and more smartphones or
similar things, that’s quite ironic and horrible for world. This is like selling
a drink which you never drink.

3. Repairing The Syllabuses of Senior Years in High Schools
3.1. A draft project; to divide an academic year into two semester
It is a useful option that the senior years (12th grade) in high schools
can be divided into two separate and independent semesters as shown below. In the first semester, attendance must be compulsory, but in the second
semester there should be courses that students can participate in them as
they wish.
a) First Semester (Common and Elective Courses and Compulsory
Attendance)
In the first semester when the attendance is compulsory the common
and elective courses approved by regulation should be taught. The exams
should be held as stated in the regulation of measurement and regulation
and all exams and works of students should be graded.
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Common Courses: Here are the common courses for the senior students:
Language and Expression, Turkish Literature, Education of Religion and
Ethics, Foreign Language, Physical Education, Visual Arts/Sports, Traffic
and First Aid. Except ‘Traffic and First Aid’ course, all these courses are
taught to the students in the 9th, 10th and 11th grades as common courses.
However, in the senior year, these courses should be taught by narrowing
their scope down in order not to distract students from their studying on
university exam.
Elective Courses: The courses in the senior year should be useful and
helpful for the senior students in their university entrance exam studies.
Therefore, the courses should be chosen among ‘1st Group Electives’
which is written in the ‘Weekly Course Schedule of Secondary Education
Institutions’ prepared by National Ministry of Education (MEB Board
of Education and Discipline, 20.7.2011 and the article 76, part of
‘Explanations’, p.14).
The following sentences which are written to clear the idea how the
courses will be taught are extracted from’ Weekly Course Schedule of
Secondary Education Institutions’ prepared by National Ministry of
Education based on decision dated as 20.07.2010 and numbered as 76:
‘Language and Expression, Turkish Language, Foreign Language,
History and Geography which are regarded as common courses can be
chosen also as electives; Head teachers can make minor changes in the
schedules in parallel with the aims and purposes of the education programs
if the total hours of two courses are different from the one which is stated
in education program. The head teachers can reschedule, reorganize and
create courses as long as they do not change the whole program drastically.
‘(MEB Board of Education and Discipline, the decision dated 20.07.2011
and numbered 76, the part of explanations, p. 2)
‘Students can change the course or the hour(s) of the course when they
are in the higher grade. While choosing the courses which have successors
and levels after it, it is essential to give the student higher level of the course,
not the same one studied before. However, if the students want, the parents
have the responsibility and the school is available for it, the student can
be given the course which is in his/her own level, not a higher one.’ (MEB
Board of Education and Discipline, the decision dated 20.07.2011 and
numbered 76, the part of explanations, p.3)
It is possible and easy to rearrange the school programs with these two
principles about how to prepare syllabus and schedules and about how to
apply them taking the interest of the students and conditions in the schools
into consideration.
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b) Second Semester (Course Program and Attendance is not
Compulsory)
About ‘Weekly Course Schedule of Secondary Education Institutions’,
Ministry of Education declares that: ‘Electives are the courses which the
students can choose in accordance with their interest and skill. Also they can
choose them for the purpose that these elective can help them be successful
while they are studying for the higher education that they are aiming for.’
(MEB Board of Education and Discipline, the decision dated 20.07.2011
and numbered 76, the part of explanations, p.2) According to this, in the
second semester of the senior year, the extra courses should be given which
will help students in the fields they are aiming for the higher education
and they enjoy joining. The attendance should not be compulsory in these
courses and the works of the students should not be graded.
All the common and elective courses given in the first and second semester
should have the content to prepare the students for the Undergraduate
Placement Exam (LYS). Therefore, while preparing course schedules and
extra course programs, these courses should be given priority: Math,
Geometry, Turkish, History, Geography, Philosophy, Education of Religion
and morality, Chemistry and Biology.
3.2. To counsel and guide the students
Even if a student passes all the courses in the first semester of the
senior year and has the right to graduate and even if he/she does not participate in the extra courses of the second semester, the student should keep
in touch with the school to be informed and advised on the issues of higher
education and university or department preferences. For this purpose, the
students should be given the opportunity to take counsellors’ and teachers’
advice. However, if the students do not do any of these, they should not be
allowed to do things that will prevent education at school.
3.2. The time period of allowed absenteeism, study period and date of
graduation
In the first semester, the absenteeism of students should be monitored
and recorded. According to the 36th article of the Regulation of Secondary
Education Institutions written by Ministry of National Education, the
allowed time period for absenteeism can be regulated again as 10 days
without excuse and 15 days with excuse. Because attendance is not
compulsory, there is no need to record or monitor the rates of absenteeism
in the second semester. However, in order to discipline the course, to
prevent any disturbing behavior inside of the class during class hours and
to guarantee that the class hours are useful for students, teachers should
take attendance. The time periods when the students do not participate in
the classes in the first semester should be recorded.
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The study period should again be four years. And, any successful student
should be able to graduate in June which is the end of education period.
The regulations on these subjects should be made in accordance with the
articles and the laws in the Regulation of Education.

4. Discussion
The government has decided that all private teaching institutions will
have been closed by 2015 in Turkey. It has been supposed that inadequacy in
education and the need for extra private courses will be compensated with
the courses that will be opened in government schools. That’s why, some
courses have been opened in public schools in 2014-2015 education period.
However, the teachers and students have been reluctant to participate in
these courses. These are the reasons:
From Teachers’ Point of View: In 2014-2015 education period, teachers
didn’t want to take charge in these courses because the payment they get
wasn’t enough. This problem was partly solved because the government
increased the payments of teachers.
From Students’ Point of View: The students have difficulty in
participating these courses. After 7-8 hours of mandatory class hours at
school, they start around 3 p.m. therefore, it should not be expected that
these courses will be useful. The students who leave their homes in the
very early hours of the morning get hungry, thirsty and tired mentally
and physical until the course hours. Under these conditions, it is hard to
focus on classes. In addition, they cannot make use of the school services
and they arrive at their home late. The students who have to use public
transportation in this condition both lose time and money.
On the other hand, despite all these difficulties, it is supposed that
participation and interest for these courses will increase in 2015-2016
education period because all the private teaching institutions will have
been closed. However, it does not seem that these courses will be useful,
fruitful and applicable for the students because both school courses and
extra courses will be in the same day which seems quite exhausting. This
situation has forced students and their parents who are both worried and
excited for the higher education to make a choice. This choice was for years
in the direction of attending private teaching institutions which caused
absenteeism problem at schools. This problem will most probably continue
after private teaching institutions are closed.
This study suggests that education periods in senior year should be
divided into two separate semesters in order to solve absenteeism problem.
ıt was possible to be able to graduate in five semesters when the Course
Passing and Credit System was being applied in the very beginnings of
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1990s. In the system, in the second semester the students were able to find
opportunity to study and focus on higher education better than before.
That’s why, ‘Course Passing and Credit System’ was the closest one to solve
absenteeism problem.
Here, it is suggested that Course Passing and Credit System is the
best one in order to solve absenteeism problem in the first semester of
senior year. For the second semester, it is suggested that a preparatory
schedule should be done to prepare students for the higher education
which attendance is not compulsory and the students are not worried
about grades. And also limits or regulations are needed to limit online
gaming in our country. Internet limiting technologies or smartphone
bans should be applied at school. From student’s view, the new generation
need to feel more effective in school, not just sitting in the class chair.
Students, parents and the school should strive for a more active school
system. Also more large-scale research with more funding’s must
conduct about absenteeism or maybe as whole high school education
system in Turkey together is suggested.
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ATTITUDES OF SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
CANDIDATES TOWARDS INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY1
Meryem VURAL BATIK2
ABSTRACT
The goal of this study is to longitudinally investigate the attitudes of special
education teacher candidates towards special needs individuals during their
undergraduate education. This study was conducted with a total of 168 students
who started their undergraduate education in the academic year of 2012-2013
and graduated in the academic year of 2015-2016 at the Programs in Teacher
Education of the Hearing Impaired and the Mentally Disabled. Attitude toward
Disabled Persons Scale was used to determine the attitudes towards individuals
with special needs. The findings of this research demonstrate that the attitudes
of the teacher candidates of the hearing impaired and mentally disabled towards
special needs individuals in the beginning of their undergraduate education were
negative, but these attitudes became positive from their second year on. In addition
to this, while the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the mentally disabled
changed in the positive direction during their last year of education where they
interacted with special needs individuals, the attitudes of the teacher candidates
of the hearing impaired did not change significantly. It is important to determine
why the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the hearing impaired did not change
as opposed to the case in studies that showed positive effects of interacting with
special needs individuals on attitudes. Additionally the Teacher Education of the
Hearing Impaired and the Mentally Disabled curricula were considered in terms of
the methods used in changing attitudes.
Keywords: Teacher candidate, attitudes towards disabled, individual with
special needs, curriculum, special education.

INTRODUCTION
Disabilities of individuals with special needs may negatively affect
their participation in their family and social life, adaptation skills and
daily experiences. The most important environmental factor that affects
the individual’s adaptation is the attitude of the society towards special
needs individuals (King et al., 2003). Additionally, it is believed that usage
1 This study was presented at the IV. International Eurasian Educational Research
Congress (Pamukkale University & EJER, 11-14 May 2017).
2 Ph.D., Ondokuz Mayıs University, Faculty of Education, Samsun-Turkey,
meryem.vural@omu.edu.tr
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of different terms such as “special needs, disability and handicap” is an
indicator of attitudes towards such individuals. Attitudes shape a person’s
behavior against other people and interactions with them (Seccombe, 2007)
and contain three elements as emotion, thought and behavior (Breckler,
1984). Thus, attitude towards special needs individuals is defined as the
following (Tervo, Palmer & Redinius, 2004): “On the level of thought, it
is the belief in possibility of special needs individuals to be productive
individuals in the society, make decisions based on their interests and have
a normal life. On the level of emotion, it is awareness on positive qualities
of special needs individuals. On the levels of behavior, it is provision of
suitable conditions in order to help special needs individuals improve their
capacity and contribute to the society to the extent of their efficacy.”
Attitudes towards individuals with special needs may reflect negative
perceptions held by the society (Gordon, Minnes & Holden, 1990), social
isolation of disabled individuals (Lee & Rodda, 1994), effects of stereotypes
and frequency of communication (Gething, 1991). It has been reported for
centuries that, as they are different, individuals with special needs have been
exposed to various negative behaviors such as being ridiculed, denied and
alienated, whereas in some societies, they have been punished and killed.
So far, serious changes have taken place in attitudes towards individuals
with special needs, and the dominant idea now is that special needs
individuals are obstructed by the society (Oliver, 1990). It is accepted that
physical handicapped such as limitations of transportation opportunities
and prejudiced and discriminatory attitudes make the individual disable.
In this sense, various legislative regulations have passed to support
individuals with special needs and encourage positive attitudes towards
them. However, there are still handicapped between individuals with
special needs and those without. It is seen that able-bodied individuals do
not feel comfortable in their communication with special needs individuals;
they alienate them and avoid interaction with them. Considering that these
discriminatory behaviors and prejudiced reactions are caused by negative
attitudes towards special needs individuals (Berry & Meyer, 1995; Hunt
& Hunt, 2000), it is noticed that negative attitudes are still present today
despite all improvements over the past.
As in every part of the society, it is important that positive attitudes
are shown towards special needs individuals in educational environments.
Attitudes of teachers towards special needs children present an important
issue that affects the suitability and quality of the services provided (Rees,
Spreen & Harnadek, 1991). Additionally, negative attitudes affect the
success expected from children with special needs negatively, and prevent
the child from integrating with the society (Chubon, 1982). Therefore,
working for improvement of attitudes towards individuals with special
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needs is an important societal need. Although some studies reported that
teachers have positive attitudes towards special needs students (Rakap,
Parlak-Rakap & Aydın, 2016), others reported that indifferent and negative
behaviors of teachers towards special needs students are still present, they
think special needs students limit the performance of other students in
the classroom, and they have negative attitudes towards such students
as they have to spend more time and energy with them (Cook, Camero
& Tankersley, 2007). Moreover, it is noteworthy that teachers who have
received in-service training or special education certificates have more
positive attitudes towards inclusion of special needs individuals (Rakap
& Kaczmarek, 2010). However, teachers are needed to develop positive
attitudes before starting to work with special needs students (Moroz et al.,
2010; Murphy, 1996; Tait & Purdie, 2000). Therefore, positive changes in
the attitudes of teacher candidates towards special needs children through
their training should be a desired and aimed outcome in the curriculum.
Teacher candidates start their undergraduate education with attitudes
that are based on their life experiences (Brillhart, Jay & Wyers, 1990), and
they are expected to improve their behaviors and sensibilities towards special
needs individuals. The contents of the undergraduate curriculum have an
important role in this positive change in the attitudes of teacher candidates
towards individuals with special needs. Therefore, the curriculum should
include courses and practices towards changing attitudes. These methods
used in changing the attitudes towards special needs individuals are
realistic information, empahty activities and interacting with the disabled
individuals (Tavil & Özyürek, 2009). Lack of knowledge about special
needs individuals may lead to manifestation of negative attitudes (Ison et
al., 2010). This is why several studies provided information about special
needs individuals for the aim of changing attitudes in the positive direction
(Adler, Cregg, Duignan, Ilett & Woodhouse, 2005; Akbuğa & Gürsel, 2007;
Alptekin & Vural-Batık, 2013; Gürsel, 2006; Moroz et al., 2010; Rakap, Cig
& Parlak-Rakap, 2015; Sarı & Bozgeyikli, 2002; Tavil & Özyürek, 2009).
The special education undergraduate curriculum also includes various
theoretical courses that involve providing information about special needs
individuals.
Another method effective in changing attitudes, empathy activities such
as moving with wheelchairs and blindfolding, lead to better understanding
of special needs individuals and empathy with them. It is seen that these
activities are carried out in scope of some courses in the special education
curriculum. Another method for changing attitudes is interacting with
special needs individuals (Tavil & Özyürek, 2009). While attitudes of people
who are in interaction with special needs individuals in their daily lives and
those of people who are not are different (Stachura & Garven, 2003), it
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is also noteworthy that gathering of teacher candidates and special needs
children during undergraduate studies increases the teacher candidates’
positive attitudes (Özyürek, 1995; Tait & Purdie, 2000). Special education
teacher candidates are in interaction with special needs children in scope of
teaching practice in the last year of the undergraduate curriculum.
Studies have reported that application of cognitive and behavioral
interventions together, and combination of provision of information
and interaction provides better results in changing attitudes towards
special needs individuals (Barr & Bracchitta 2008; Krahè & Altwasser,
2006). Therefore, it is believed that the special education undergraduate
curriculum has significant advantages in changing attitudes towards
special needs individuals in the positive direction. There are studies in
Turkey and international studies on determining the effects of provision
of information on the attitudes of teacher candidates towards special
needs individuals (Adler et al., 2005; Akbuğa & Gürsel, 2007; Akçamete
& Kargın, 1994; Flower, Burns & Bottsford-Miller, 2007; Gözün &
Yıkmış, 2003; Gürsel, 2006; Hunt & Hunt, 2004; Moroz et al., 2010;
Orel, Zerey & Töret, 2004; Sarı & Bozgeyikli, 2002; Şahin & Güldenoğlu,
2013; Tavil & Özyürek, 2009) and determining the effects of interaction
(Au & Man, 2006; Chen, Brodwin, Cardoso & Chan, 2002; Krajewski &
Flaherty, 2000; Melekoğlu, 2011; Oermann & Lindgren, 1995; Slevin &
Sines, 1996; Stachura & Garven, 2003; Tervo, Azuma, Palmer & Redinius,
2002). Additionally, there are a limited number of studies abroad on the
effects of the curricula of undergraduate programs for some professions
on attitudes towards special needs individuals (Barr & Bracchitta, 2008;
Seccombe, 2007; Thompson, Emrich & Moore, 2003). However, no
study was found to longitudinally investigate the effects of the special
education curriculum on attitudes. So that, this research is important
to examine how attitudes change during their undergraduate education.
In this study, it was aimed to longitudinally investigate the attitudes of
special education teacher candidates towards special needs individuals
during their undergraduate education. The following research questions
governed this study;
1. Are the attitudes of teacher candidates of the Hearing Impaired
towards special needs individuals change significantly every year during
their undergraduate education?
2. Are the attitudes of teacher candidates of the Mentally Disabled
towards special needs individuals change significantly every year during
their undergraduate education?
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METHOD
Research Design
The screening model was used to investigate the attitudes of special
education teacher candidates towards special needs individuals self in
terms of years and based on program. In this regard data were collected
from the students at the Programs in Teacher Education of the Hearing
Impaired and Teacher Education of the Mentally Disabled at the end of
each every year during the undergraduate education.
Participants
This study was conducted with a total of 168 students who started their
undergraduate education in the academic year of 2012-2013 and graduated
in the academic year of 2015-2016 at the Programs in Teacher Education
of the Hearing Impaired and Teacher Education of the Mentally Disabled
at the Department of Special Education of Ondokuz Mayıs University.
Characteristics of the students who participated in the study are given in
Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of the Sample

Programs

Sex

n

%

Teacher Education of the
Mentally Disabled

91

54.2

Teacher Education of the
Hearing Impaired

77

45.8

Female

103

61.3

Male

65

38.7

Instruments
The study used a Personal Information Form and the Attitude toward
Disabled Persons. The Personal Information form included questions
regarding name, department and sex.
Attitude toward Disabled Persons (ATDP) Scale. This scale prepared
by Yaşın-Dökmen (2000) with the aim of determining attitudes towards
special needs individuals has 30 items. In this 5-point Likert-type scale,
the maximum score that can be obtained is 150, while the minimum score
is 30. High scores obtained in the scale show that attitudes towards special
needs individuals are positive. Equivalent scale validity was calculated with
the help of Personal Perception Scale and the correlation coefficient was
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found as .58 (p<.01). The Cronbach’s alpha internal validity coefficient was
found as .901, and the split-half reliability coefficient was found as .83.
When the attitudes towards individuals with physical, visual, mental and
auditory disabilities were measured, it was determined that the reliability
coefficients calculated for the scale were on an acceptable level.
Data Analysis
In the study, ATDP Scale was given to the volunteer students of Teacher
Education of the Hearing Impaired and Teacher Education of the Mentally
Disabled at the end of each academic year. The data collected in the study
were analyzed with the help of the SPSS 22 software. As a result of the OneSample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test conducted with the aim of determining
whether the data were distributed normally, it was seen that they were
not; therefore non-parametric tests were used in the analyses. In order to
determine whether the attitudes towards special needs individuals changed
through years and based on program, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used.
The significance of the statistics was tested on the level of .05.

RESULTS
Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation values for the scores
the teacher candidates of the hearing impaired and mentally disabled who
participated in the study received from ATDP Scale.
Table 2. Mean and Standard Deviation Values of Scores of ATDP Scale
Teacher Education of
the Hearing Impaired

Teacher Education of
the Mentally Disabled

n

Mean

Sd

n

Mean

Sd

Beginning of the 1st
year

91

77.75

7.09

77

77.72

8.43

End of the 1st year

91

77.43

7.16

77

79.97

7.84

End of the 2nd year

91

130.31

11.17

77

129.45

11.72

End of the 3rd year

91

132.31

11.25

77

129.85

11.31

End of the 4th year

91

133.84

10.95

77

131.74

11.70

Measurement

As seen in Table 2, while the mean attitude score of the teacher candidates
of the hearing impaired who participated in the study was 77.75 (Sd=7.09)
in the beginning of their study, it changed to 77.43 (Sd=7.56) at the end
of their first year, to 130.31 (Sd=11.17) at the end of their second year, to
132.31 (Sd=11.25) at the end of their third year and to 133.84 (Sd=10.95)
at the end of their fourth year. While the mean attitude score of the teacher
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candidates of the mentally disabled was 77.72 (Sd=8.43) in the beginning
of their studies, it changed to 79.97 (Sd=7.84) at the end of their first year,
to 129.45 (Sd=11.72) at the end of their second year, to 129.85 (Sd=11.31)
at the end of their third year and to 131.74 (Sd=11.70) at the end of their
fourth year. Accordingly, it may be stated that the attitudes of the teacher
candidates of the hearing impaired and mentally disabled towards special
needs individuals in the beginning of their undergraduate education were
negative, but these attitudes became positive from their second year on.
The results of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test conducted with the aim
of determining whether the scores of teacher candidates of the hearing
impaired in ATDP changed at the end of each year are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for Comparison of the ATDP
Scores of the Teacher Candidates of the Hearing Impaired

Beginning of the 1st Negative Values
Positive Values
year
End of the 1st year Equal
End of the 1st year
End of the 2nd year
End of the 2nd year
End of the 3rd year
End of the 3rd year
End of the 4th year

n

Mean
Rank

Total
Rank

41

39.50

1619.50

42

44.44

1866.50

z

p

.562

.57

8

Negative Values

1

1.00

1.00

Positive Values

90

46.50

4185.00

Equal

0

Negative Values

31

44.15

1368.50

Positive Values

54

42.34

2286.50

Equal

6

Negative Values

42

41.27

1733.50

Positive Values

46

47.45

2182.50

Equal

3

8.281 .00**

2.012 .04*

.935

.35

*p<.05, **p<.01
As seen in Table 3, while there was no significant difference between the
attitudes of the teacher candidates of the hearing impaired before and after
their first year (z=.562, p>.05), there was a significant difference between
their attitudes at the end of their first year and at the end of their second
year (z=8.281, p<.01). Additionally, their attitudes at the end of their second
year changed significantly at the end of their third year (z=2.012, p<.05);
however, there was no significant difference between their attitudes at the
end of their third year and at the end of their fourth year (z=.935, p>.05). In
other words, the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the hearing impaired
towards special needs individuals did not change significantly in their first
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year, but there was a significant positive change in their second year. In
addition to this, their attitudes significantly changed in the positive direction
in their third year, but the change in their fourth year was not significant.
The results of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test conducted with the aim
of determining whether the scores of teacher candidates of the mentally
disabled in ATDP changed at the end of each year are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Results of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for Comparison of the
Scores of the Teacher Candidates of the Mentally Disabled
Mean
Total
n
Rank
Rank
z
Negative
33 33.58
1108.00
Beginning of the 1st Values
1.840
year
Positive Values 43 42.28
1818.00
End of the 1st year
Equal
1
Negative
0
.00
.00
End of the 1st year Values
7.624
End of the 2nd year Positive Values 77 39.00
3003.00
Equal
0
Negative
34 36.75
1249.50
Values
End of the 2nd year
.362
End of the 3rd year Positive Values 38 36.28
1378.50
Equal
5
End of the 3rd year Negative
29 32.72
949.00
End of the 4th year Values
2.209
Positive Values 44 39.82
1752.00
Equal
4
*p<.05, **p<.01

ATDP
p
.06

.00**

.71

.02*

As seen in Table 4, while there was no significant difference between
the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the mentally disabled before and
after their first year (z=1.840, p>.05), there was a significant difference
between their attitudes at the end of their first year and at the end of their
second year (z=7.264, p<.01). Additionally, their attitudes at the end of
their second year did not change significantly at the end of their third year
(z=.362, p>.05); however, there was a significant difference between their
attitudes at the end of their third year and at the end of their fourth year
(z=2.209, p<.05). In other words, the attitudes of the teacher candidates
of the mentally disabled towards special needs individuals did not change
significantly in their first year, but there was a significant positive change
in their second year. In addition to this, their attitudes did not change
significantly in their third year, but the change in their fourth year was
significant in the positive direction.
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DISCUSSION
In this study conducted with the aim of determining the effects of the
undergraduate curriculum on the attitudes of special education teacher
candidates towards special needs individuals, it was observed that the
attitudes of the teacher candidates were negative when they started their
undergraduate degree, while these attitudes started changing in the positive
direction from their second year on. Receptive attitudes of teachers towards
special needs individuals is an important variable that directly affects more
effective implementation of programs developed for such individuals, and
correct application of instructive adaptations. Additionally, it is emphasized
that teachers need to develop positive attitudes before starting to work with
special needs individuals (Moroz et al., 2010; Murphy, 1996; Tait & Purdie,
2000). It is important especially for teachers who will work with special
needs students to develop positive attitudes towards them. Therefore,
positive changes in the attitudes of teacher candidates towards children
with special needs through their education should be a desired and aimed
outcome in the curriculum.
In this study, it was observed that the effects of the undergraduate education
received by the teacher candidates of the hearing impaired and mentally
disabled in the department of special education on their attitudes towards
special needs individuals varied. There are several studies in the literature
that reported significant and positive changes in the attitudes towards
special needs individuals led by some courses in the curriculum (Adler et
al., 2005; Akçamete & Kargın, 1994; Alptekin & Vural-Batık, 2013; Flower
et al., 2007; Gözün & Yıkmış, 2003; Hunt & Hunt, 2004; Moroz et al., 2010;
Orel et al., 2004; Rakap et al., 2015; Tavil & Özyürek, 2009; Thompson et al.,
2003) and several others that demonstrated increases in positive attitudes by
interactions with special needs individual (Au & Man, 2006; Chen et al., 2002;
Krajewski & Flaherty, 2000; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006; Slevin, 1995; Stachura
& Garven, 2003; Tervo et al., 2002; Tervo et al., 2004). While information
has an effect on attitudes towards special needs individuals, it is seen that it
cannot change attitudes permanently (Flower et al., 2007; Stachura & Garven,
2007). Attitudes towards individuals with special needs may change in the
positive direction by information; however, as information is forgotten after
some time, the change that takes part in attitudes is reversed (Özyürek, 2010).
Therefore, in order to change attitudes towards special needs individuals,
interaction should be achieved following realistic information, rather than
providing information or facilitating interaction by itself (Lee & Rodda,
1994). Therefore, positive attitudes may be given to teacher candidates by
a combination of realistic information and interacting with special needs
students (Melekoğlu, 2011). Therefore, it is believed that the undergraduate
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curriculum of the Department of Special Education has significant advantages
in changing the attitudes towards special needs individuals.
No study was found in the literature to longitudinally investigate the
effects of the special education curriculum on attitudes towards special needs
individuals. In studies investigating the effects of different undergraduate
curricula on attitudes towards special needs individuals, it was reported
that either no significant change took place in the attitudes of university
students (Seccombe, 2007) or there were significant positive changes
(Barr & Bracchitta, 2008; Şahin & Akyol, 2010). These different results
may have been caused by differences among the curricula. While there
are theoretical courses that only include information about special needs
individuals in the curricula or some undergraduate degrees, others include
applied courses that require interacting with special needs individuals in
addition to information. For example, in the study by Seccombe (2007), it
was found that an undergraduate nursing curriculum had positive effects
on attitudes towards disability, but these effects were not significant. As
opposed to this, Şahin and Akyol (2010) investigated whether there was a
change in the attitudes of nursing and medicine students towards disability
based on the education they received, and determined that students of
medicine had more positive attitudes as they have more information about
disability and more interactions with individuals with disability through
their education. Considering these findings, it may be argued that prior
information provision should absolutely be carried out for interactions to
create the desired effect of developing positive attitudes.
Considering the Teacher Education of the Hearing Impaired and
Teacher Education of the Mentally Disabled curricula in terms of the
three methods (realistic information, empathy activities and interacting
with the disabled individuals) used in changing attitudes, it is seen that
there are various theoretical courses based on providing information
about special needs individuals, and these courses are offered in the first,
second and third years. Empathy activities are designed for empathizing
with special needs individuals are provided in scope of some courses in the
undergraduate curriculum such as the course “Changing Attitudes towards
the Disabled” or “Inclusion Services”. In addition to this, special education
teacher candidates interact with special needs individuals in their last year
of undergraduate education. Based on this part of the curriculum, it is a
desired outcome that the attitudes of special education teacher candidates
towards special needs individuals become positive over the years. Similarly,
in the study by Barr and Bracchitta (2008), the effects of an undergraduate
curriculum on attitudes towards special needs individuals were investigated
longitudinally, and it was seen that the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd-year students’
attitude scores did not change, while the attitudes of the last-year students
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changed in the positive direction. However, in this study, it was an interesting
finding that the changes in the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the
mentally disabled and the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the hearing
impaired differed in their last year of study. While it was observed that
the teaching practice carried out by the teacher candidates of the mentally
teacher candidates of had a positive effect on their attitudes towards special
needs individuals, it was seen that interaction did not have a significant
effect on the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the hearing impaired. It
may be argued that the content of the practice carried out, characteristics
of the students who were interacted with, amount of interaction and form
of interaction were effective on the differences in attitude changes. If these
two programs are considered in terms of teaching practice, it may be seen
that teacher candidates of the mentally teacher candidates of the work with
children who have mental retardation or autism spectrum disorder, while
teacher candidates of the hearing impaired work only with hearing impaired
children. Furthermore, it is worth noting that teacher candidates of the
mentally disabled spend more time with special needs students and carry
out individual education practices, while teacher candidates of the hearing
impaired usually conduct group education practices and have shorted oneon-one interactions with the students. Therefore, it may be stated that the
teaching practices followed by the students of the two different teaching
programs were influential on the differentiation of their attitudes.

Conclusion and Recommendations
It was seen that, while the attitudes of the special education teacher
candidates were negative in the beginning of their studies, these attitudes
changed in the positive direction from their second year on. In addition
to this, while the attitudes of the teacher candidates of the mentally
disabled changed in the positive direction during their last year of study
where they interacted with special needs individuals, the attitudes of the
teacher candidates of the hearing impaired did not change significantly.
It is important to determine why the attitudes of the teacher candidates
of the hearing impaired did not change as opposed to the case in studies
that showed positive effects of interacting with special needs individuals
on attitudes. This is because the attitudes of teachers who completed
their studies without developing positive attitudes towards individuals
with disability may be too difficult to change in the future. It is crucial
that especially special education teachers, who have an important role in
determining the educational needs of students with special needs and their
utilization of suitable education environments, acquire positive attitudes
during their undergraduate studies. Moreover, positive attitudes of special
education teacher candidates towards individuals with special needs will
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lead them to implement programs developed for such individuals more
effectively and overcome the difficulties they face. Therefore, it is important
to include theoretical and applied courses regarding improvement of
attitudes towards special needs individuals in the special education
undergraduate curriculum. For future studies, it may be recommended that
the teaching practice in the curriculum for teaching the hearing impaired is
investigated, and regulations are made in order to facilitate development of
positive attitudes towards special needs individuals.
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THE FACTORS THAT EFFECT TURKISH KINDERGARTEN
CHILDREN’S KNOWLEDGE AND PERCEPTIONS RELATED
TO SPECIAL NEEDS 1
Mümin TUFAN 2 - Elizabeth Blue SWADENER3
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the potential contributing factors
for the beliefs and attitudes of typically developing children regarding their peers
with special needs in inclusive early childhood education settings in Turkey.
Participants in this study were eight typically developing and two children
with special needs between the ages of 5 and 6 in two inclusive kindergarten
classrooms, their parents, and preschool classroom teachers. Qualitative analysis
of semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions was used to gain more
insight related with children’s ways of learning about disabilities and individuals
with special educational needs. After gaining detailed information related with
the effecting factors on typically developing children’s perceptions, ideas, and
knowledge, based on an analysis of interview data, main and subthemes were
presented. These themes were categorized into four main categories; Influences
of families, Influences of School and Classroom Environment, Influences of Media,
and Religious and Cultural Influences and three subthemes; Teachers, Friends, and
Direct Contact. The findings were exclusively discussed by taking familial, modern,
cultural, and religious values and beliefs in consideration.
Keywords: Inclusion, Perceptions, Cultural Effects, Religious Effects, Family
Effects

INTRODUCTION
Inclusion of children with special needs in regular education settings
has been an increasingly common practice in several countries and it has
become a global trend in education (Artiles, Kozleski, Dorn, & Christensen,
2006; Chow & Kasari, 1999). The basic rationale for this practice is that
even though a variety of special education class placements are available
1 This study was produced from the Doctoral Dissertation called “Typically
Developing Kindergarten Children’s Attitudes toward Their Peers with Special Needs
in Turkey” completed at Arizona State University
2 Asst. Prof. Dr., Gazi University, Gazi Faculty of Education, Ankara,
mumintufan@gazi.edu.tr
3 Prof. Dr., Elizabeth Blue Swadener, Arizona State University, Mary Lou Fulton
Teachers College Tempe, beth.swadener@asu.edu
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to develop the full human potential of children with special needs through
special education and related services (Hallahan & Kauffman, 1994), ideally
these children can also be integrated or included in the general education
programs (Lewis & Doorlag, 1987) in order for them to receive education
and opportunities same as their typically developing peers.
While several researchers have agreed on the benefits of inclusion
for children with special needs, there are some possible benefits for the
typically developing children as well, including potential cognitive,
social, emotional, and attitudinal (Buysse & Bailey, 1993; Swadener, 1989;
Trepanier-Street & Romatowski, 1996). Parents and teachers also believe
that integrated programs offer additional benefits for typically developing
children. They mostly emphasize the potential social benefits of integration
for these children (Diamond, Hestenes, & O’Connor, 1994).
Researchers suggest that potential positive impact of early exposure
on the values and the attitudes of typically developing children to their
peers with special needs is one of the most important rationales for early
childhood integration (Bricker, 1978; Diamond, 1993; Stoneman, 1993).
It was suggested by Yuker (1965) that information about the attitudes of
typically developing children toward their peers with special needs may be
helpful for better understanding on the nature of interactions. Literature
suggests that even though young children are aware of and curious
about differences, they may not have set ideas and attitudes toward these
differences (Salend, 2005). An intervention at an early age might establish
positive attitudes in children when they may be most malleable (Ladd,
Price, & Hart, 1990) and least resistant to change (Conant & Budoff, 1983).
Since it is not a very simple and easily understood process (Innes &
Diamond, 1999), understanding how children develop attitudes requires
the consideration of several factors that form the wider cultural and social
context in which children grow (Nikolaraizi et al., 2005; Vlachou, 1997).
There is very limited information available about the factors that influence
the likelihood of children’s interaction with and knowledge about their
disabled peers. Researchers suggest that information regarding children’s
understanding and beliefs about disabilities may provide better information
about their behaviors toward these individuals with special needs (Budoff,
Siperstein, & Conant, 1979; Diamond, Hestenes, Carpenter, & Innes,
1997; Dyson, 2005). Therefore, understanding of children’s knowledge of
and attitudes regarding their peers with special needs is crucial for the
improvement of relationships between these two groups (Hazzard, 1983).
Achieving these may also help to the design of educational interventions
that will effectively lead to the positive attitudes toward them (Diamond,
1993; Dyson, 2005).
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It is, however, important to remember that awareness of and attitude
towards special needs are not necessarily positively related and better
knowledge may not result in an acceptance or interaction. Brodkin (1993)
states that “Children are not born biased, but they notice differences at a
young age. By age five, children begin to absorb society’s messages and
fears” (p. 75). Because of these observational learning, influences of the
society, and the close environment that they are raised in, many children
enter schools with misconception and stereotypical views about individuals
who appear different (Salend, 2005; Shapiro, 1999).
It also is important to consider that although young children are aware
of and curious about differences, they may not have set ideas and attitudes
toward these differences (Salend, 2005). This viewpoint leads to the
possibility that attitudes toward special needs may be positively influenced
by the integration experience (Bricker, 1978; Bricker & Sandall, 1979;
Turnbull, 1982; Weinberg, 1978) as well as learning from social agents
such as mothers, fathers, siblings, media, and etc. This may also help to the
design of educational interventions that will effectively lead to the positive
attitudes toward the special needs population (Diamond, 1993; Dyson,
2005) which might support the successful inclusion of these children in
typical early childhood settings (Brady, McEvoy, Gunter, Shores, & Fox,
1984; Favazza & Odom, 1997; Haring, 1991).
Since, attitudes can be seen as the indications of either negative or positive
acceptance or interaction, planning a research on the possible contributing
factors for the children’s knowledge and attitudes related to special needs
would be helpful to take further action. Hence, information related with
the possible contributing factors on the development of these knowledge
and attitudes can lead to choose appropriate intervention strategies and
help to see required intervention areas. Further, while conducting research
on a specific culture or population, environmental factors, culture, religion,
child raising strategies, educational opportunities, quality of education,
etc… should be carefully analyzed and considered.
It should be considered that, in Turkey, there are very limited amount
of studies related with the contributing factors for the children’s knowledge
and attitudes related with their peers with special needs. With the recent
developments, policy changes, and given the importance to early childhood
education, and with a large and growing youth population (e.g. 6.481.849
children aged 0-4 and 6.340.769 children aged 5-9) (TUIK, 2017), designing
this research in Turkey seemed very appropriate. This country’s culture,
religion, traditions, socioeconomic situation, educational dynamics, and
living style will make this research very unique. The focus on the possible
contributing factors thought to be helpful by providing new information
regarding priority focus areas for improvement and implementation of
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pro-social intervention with these two groups of children. It is important
to remember that information regarding how children view disability, how
they learn about disability, how they act around disabled individuals, and
how disability affects the playmate preferences are important factors for
successful classroom integration.
This study seeks answers to the following research questions:
1. What are the potential contributing factors for the beliefs and
attitudes of typically developing children regarding their peers with
special needs?
2. Is it possible to see the effects of beliefs, ideas, and perspectives of
parents’ and other societal/cultural factors?

METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The main purpose of this study was to understand kindergarten
children’s attitudes toward people with special needs and possible factors
contributing to these attitudes from their environment, experiences, and
other factors in Turkish context. Focusing on these contributing factors to
these children’s attitude patterns were helpful by providing new information
regarding priority focus areas for improvement and implementation of prosocial intervention with these two groups of children.
This exploratory study employed a qualitative design, using semistructured conversational interviews to gather rich data related to point of
views, experiences, beliefs, and perspectives. Three groups of people, who
are children, parents, classroom teachers, were interviewed. Qualitative
content analysis method was used to investigate certain issues or themes in
detail with the help of constant comparison method from grounded theory.
Bogdan and Biklen (1992) define qualitative data analysis as “working
with data, organizing it, breaking it into manageable units, synthesizing
it, searching for patterns, discovering what is important and what is to
be learned, and deciding what you will tell others” (p. 145). Qualitative
analysis requires some creativity in order to place the raw data into logical,
meaningful categories and examine them.

Setting & Participants
A total of ten children, eight typically developing and two with special
needs (one boy with microcephaly and a girl with Down’s syndrome),
enrolled in two kindergarten classrooms, and their parents and classroom
teachers participated in this study. All children were between 5 and 6 years
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of age. Besides typically developing participant children, there were a total
of eight parents of typically developing children participated in interview
sessions, of which six were mothers and only two were fathers. Three of the
four parents’ of the children in classroom A were females and they all were
(Huseyin, Emre, and Hatice’s) wearing turbans (headcovers for Muslim
women), which indicated that they were more conservative. In classroom
B, two of the parents were males (Hande and Hakan’s) and the other two
were females. Education level of the parents interviewed in classroom A
was distributed as one elementary school, one junior high school, one high
school and one college graduates. Classroom B had a higher educational
level among the participant parents; one being high school graduate, two
with college and one with master’s degrees. Six of the eight parents were
between the ages of 30 and 40 and two of the parents were above 40 years of
age. All of the parents had more than one child. Additionally, two preschool
classroom teachers participated in interview sessions. The teacher A was 45
years old and had been teaching for 17 years. She had almost no experience
in the area of special education. The teacher B was 38 years old and had
been teaching for 12 years. She had worked in different settings with special
needs children. Participant children were recruited from a kindergarten,
which was located in a city placed in the southern part of Turkey. The
school was located in an environment which was populated by low to midincome families. It was a public school funded by the government.

Data Collection Procedure
After receiving required permissions, parents and teachers were
contacted and invited by the researcher to set up appointments to conduct
the interview sessions with them and their children. The study was
conducted in two classrooms. The researcher spent two mornings with
the children in their classroom in order for them to become familiar with
the researcher. The data collected through semi-structured conversational
interviews with the purpose of describing participants’ perceptions in
natural environments. In order to address the research questions, openended interview questions were asked to all three groups of participants,
including children, parents, and classroom teachers. At the beginning of
each interview, there was a brief introduction in which the purposes of
the study and confidentiality issues were addressed again. This included
a reminder to the parents (as well as teachers) that there were no right or
wrong answers and urged them to respond freely. During these interviews
the researcher followed the participant answers as much as possible in
order to give them a chance for free expression. It was the researcher’s
belief that interviewing the children’s parents and teachers would provide
further insight into adult influences as well as other factors on children’s
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perceptions. Hence, interviews with the parents would provide valuable
information regarding the culture of the family such as their perceptions of
the world, behaviors, values, and beliefs.
Each interview session took place in a quiet place away from the
classrooms and lasted approximately 15 to 30 minutes. Interview sessions
were completed in two weeks. When necessary, considering the short
attention span of kindergarten-age children, interviews with children
were divided and completed over 2-3 sessions. All participant responses
were recorded through field notes. The data from these interviews were
transcribed in Turkish and translated in to English by the researcher with
the help of a professional translator. All participant children and their
teachers were given names which were all pseudonyms.

Data Analysis
In this study, qualitative content analysis method was used to investigate
certain issues or themes in detail with the help of constant comparison
method from grounded theory. Because data analysis in qualitative research
is an ongoing process, field notes and interview data were continually
examined by the researcher. After careful and systematic review of the
field notes and interviews, data were arranged and coded in to categories
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Taylor & Bogdan, 1984) to investigate certain issues
or themes in detail. The themes were not predetermined by the investigator,
but rather they were derived from the participants’ responses through
interview sessions with the support of field observations. Once dominant
themes were identified in the data through open coding, similar concepts
were subsequently grouped into themes. The interview data (participant
responses) were transcribed in Turkish and translated into English by
the researcher with help from a professional translator, employing backtranslation for further validation.

FINDINGS
In order to find out the ways that children learn about disabilities, first
of all, parents of typically developing children were asked about the factors
that were effective in helping young children to learn about disabilities.
When they were asked; “How do children learn about disabilities? What
are the most effective sources? Why?”, they provided variety of answers and
reasons. Almost all of the answers pointed out similar influences such as
parent or family, school, classroom, friends, direct contact, environment,
media, and culture. For example:
Huseyin’s mother: They see children in their classroom, school, and
sometimes on television.
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Hakan’s father: I think children learn about disabilities when they see a
person with special needs either in the family or among friends.
Hande’s father: Children learn about disabilities when they see people with
disabilities either on the street, at school, in the family or on TV. They can
also learn about disabilities when people around them talk about them.
Emre’s mother: They learn from their parents and from their environment
such as neighborhood and classroom. They see them around and they also
talk to each other about them while they are playing.
Hatice’s mother: They see them in schools and they see the beggars on
the street.
As one of the most important social agents in young children’s lives,
teachers were also asked about their ideas of the sources that children
learn about disabilities. They were specifically asked the same questions.
The teacher of classroom A mentioned the effects of technology, as well as
parents and schools. On the other hand, teacher of classroom B mentioned
visual learning, questions, parents, and teachers:
Teacher A: They learn about disabilities at schools, from their families,
from television, and also from the internet. All of them use the internet
almost better than me. I think the children of this century are very lucky.
Teacher B: By seeing disabled people, asking question such as “why there
are in this way or why did it happen”, through stories, but, generally it is
visual learning. They also ask question to their parents and teachers.
Based on the information provided, the main focus areas were exclusively
pointed out by the answers of participant parents and teachers.

Influences of families
In this part, the answers from the children and the parents were the
main focus for the findings. Related with the family influence, children
were asked “if they ever talked to their parents about the people with special
needs.” Even though most of the children answered this question negatively
by saying “no”, further questions or encouragements helped them to recall
such experiences.
In their answers, first, children stated that they had conversation with
their parents about helping and not harming the friends with special needs.
Based on this idea, it may be said that parents encourage their children to
act nice around their friends with special needs. They gave answers such as:
Huseyin: “They said, don’t fight with your friends”…”I help them and play
with them”.
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Asli: “They said help her, because, she needs my help and I am a nice
girl”…”I help her to pick up things and puzzles”.
Children, then, mentioned their conversations about accidents and the
unfortunate outcomes of these accidents with their parents. On one hand,
the parents were advising that they must be careful; on the other hand, they
were giving tips about the bad situation of the disabled. As an example:
Emre: “I think, I don’t know. Mom said, be careful while crossing the
road”...”I can get hit by a car”…”She said I can break my legs and could
not walk anymore”.
This conversation with Emre, provides a good example of this issue.
Based on this conversation, it may be said that children were learning about
disabilities with the consideration of empathy. Basically, what parents were
doing was making the child think of him/herself in that situation. Here is
another good example:
Hakan: My father said one time, if I go out on the street alone, a truck
would hit me and I would lose my legs.
When they were asked, children also mentioned that they had
conversation with their parents about before birth incidences or
defects as well. In Hande’s example:
Hande: They said she needs help. Maybe her mother did something wrong,
because, she was like that when she was a baby. I was not like that, so, at
nights, I say thank you God for not making me that way.
Children demonstrated that they had conversations with their parents
about disabilities, even though varieties of subjects were limited. In order
to compare and contrast children’s responses with their parents, the parents
were asked a question about their conversation as well.
Similar responses were received by parents when they were asked “Have
you ever talked to your child about people with special needs? Could you
describe such a conversation? or Could you give me some more details?”
Just like their children, parents also indicated that they had conversation
with their children about helping and not harming the people with special
needs. In their answers, pity was involved as well:
Emre’s mother: He tells me about Vedat, he says that most of the children
in the classroom are making fun of him. He says he helps him. I always
explain him that it is normal and it can happen to anybody. I tell him to
accept Vedat the way he is. At home both I and my husband advise him to
help Vedat. When we see someone with a disability on the street, he points
him/her out with his finger and I tell him not to do that because that
person may get ashamed and offended. I say that he should help them out
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when they are in need, such as helping a blind person to cross the street. I
also tell him that he should not give them a strange look and act natural
around them.
Parents also referred to the conversation about the complication before
birth. They tried to explain to their children that it may happen before the
children were born. It was not the disabled people’s fault and sometimes
God wishes this way. As an example:
Zeynep’s mother: Of course. I tell her that disabled people are human
beings like us and that they are no different than us. I say God creates
people that way. Also, she paid too much attention and got excited about
my pregnancy while I was pregnant to my son. I told her that it was
important to comply with the doctor’s orders and to eat healthy to prevent
any kind of birth defects.
Can’s mother: Yes. Can did not know Melis and he thought she was like
him and I explained him that she was like that from birth and whatever
she does, she doesn’t mean any of them. I used to ask him if he would like
to be like her and he would say no. Then I used to tell him that she did not
want to be this way either, it was not her choice. After I talked to him he
started liking Melis. He accepted her in his life.
Some of the parents stated that they would not try to explain the concept
of disability to their children unless asked or they have someone close to
them with special needs in their lives. They thought it might have been very
difficult to explain it to them to make sense without showing an example
because they are not mature enough to understand. For example:
Hande’s father: Since she has a friend with a disability, yes I have talked
to her. I tried to explain her that all that is wrong with her is just a health
problem and that she should be supportive of her. However, I don’t think
I would ever need the necessity to talk to my kid about disabilities if she
hadn’t had a disabled friend. I would wait for her to ask me if he ever saw
someone with a disability anywhere.
Hakan’s father: I have talked to him when he asked me. I did not talk to
him before he asked me, because I thought they were going to explain the
students at school, which I thought would be enough. When he asked me,
I tried to explain him that she was born that way, and even though she is
different I told him that she was still a human being. I also told him that
anybody could be that way and we should thank God that we are not, and
he should help her instead of making fun of her. Over all it was hard to talk
to him because children are not mature enough to understand everything.
Can’s mother: If they haven’t seen anybody with a disability, it is very
difficult to talk to them about disabilities, they would not understand.
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Responses received from the parents pointed out that they talked their
children about the people or at least about their classmates with special
needs. Interestingly these were the parents from the classroom B only.
There were some similarities observed with their children’s answers such as
helping and problems before birth. While some of the families approached
their children with the reasons, the others seemed to focus on prevention
from becoming disabled.
Parents were also asked “What are the reasons for disabilities?” “Why do
some people have disabilities?” in order to see their communication patterns
and ideas about the situation. Similarly with their earlier responses, they
referred scientific, religious and cultural reasons. Religion and culture
related responses were analyzed in the influences of religion and culture
part of this section.
The parents gave some scientific reasons such as “from birth, nutrition,
because of an illness or an accident”. Some of them further mentioned
that this may happen to them and to anyone else in a point of their lives.
They added that disabled people should be treated nicely, fairly, and people
should not make fun of them because anybody can be in the same situation.
Hakan’s father: Some people may have birth defects that can cause them
to be disabled. It may be because of an accident.
Huseyin’s mother: It may be during or from birth. It can happen later on
as well because of an illness such as high fever.
Asli’s mother: It may be genetic, or it may be the result of an accident, it
may happen from the violence in their home.
Answers of children and the parents consistently showed that families
are one of the most important sources that children learn about the disability
concept and the disabled people. For further knowledge, teachers were also
asked about the family influence: “Do you think parents are effective in this
learning process? Could you explain?” Responses of teachers also confirmed
this influence as well. In her answer to this question Teacher B stated that:
I think they are effective. It depends both on the parents’ educational level
and the way of their explanations. Well educated parents make different
explanations, but uneducated parents make simple explanations like “they
became sick, fell down” to evade.

Influences of School and Classroom Environment: Teachers,
Friends, and Direct Contact
Even though, “direct contact” was not necessarily meant only the school
environment, considering the age group of children, it was considered
appropriate to analyze it along with the influences of teachers and friends.
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From the participants’ answers, direct contact appeared to be one of the
most important and effective way of learning about disabilities and disabled
people. In most cases, schools and classroom should be considered as the
most important places that these direct contacts occur. Therefore, teachers
and classmates must also have a great importance in this process.
In order to understand the effectiveness of the influences of teachers,
children were asked “if they ever talked to their teachers about the people
with special needs”. According to children, their teachers mainly talked to
them or encouraged them about helping and acting nice around their
friends with special needs. Based on children’s answers, there were obvious
similarities in the statements of parents and teachers. Some of these
responses were:
Huseyin: There is a girl, who has a grandfather, whose both legs are
disabled. She said we need to help him.
Asli: “No, but she said help him”…”She told us during the group time once.
She said be nice to Vedat because he needs our help”.
Children answers also pointed that their teachers talked to them about
the birth defects, or before birth complications just like their parents that
was visited previously.
Hakan: She said some things about Melis. She said it happened while she
was in her mommy’s tummy. She said, she hits because it is her habit. She
always tells us.
Asli: Yes. She said that Melis was special and she was born that way.
Children also mentioned that their teachers read them some books or
tell stories about disabilities or disabled individuals on some occasions:
Hatice: “No. She told us a story but she never talked like that”…”I
think, a blind old woman. I am not sure”.
After receiving the answers of children, teachers were asked “Have you
ever talked to your students about people with special needs? Could you give me
some more detail?” in order to see the patterns of similarities or differences.
Teacher A confirmed the fact that she talked to her students about helping.
She also stated that she does some activities for encouragement. On the other
hand, teacher B said that she directly talked about the complications of Melis.
Teacher A: The children ask me about him not talking rather than his
head being small. I tell them he is embarrassed because of his illness, but if
we help him he will start to talk to us. When he does something with their
friends, I make them all applaud him for encouragement. I don’t think my
student realize that his head is small.
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Teacher B: Of course, we did, I talked about Melis. I told them about her
problem. A number of children say that Melis cannot see. I explained them
that she had a lazy eye, she has a better sight in one of her eye than the
other one, and because of this reason she is using an eye patch occasionally
on her better sighted eye, in order to force the other eye work. Additionally,
I told them that she is not trying to hit them; she is doing such a thing due
to her tic, which is a result of her illness.
Similar responses were received when they were asked “Do you do any kind of
activities in order to create better cross-ability interactions?” Classroom A teacher
also addressed the issues of reading stories and talking about disabilities as well.
Teacher A: I try to give them lectures about disabilities for them to better
understand. In my lectures, I always tell them that any kind of disability
could happen to anyone. Also, I read to them stories involving disabilities,
which I hope will build a special bridge between the children and Vedat. If
I see him playing by himself, I try to encourage him and the other children
into playing together.
Teacher B: We do not have any kind of special activities for disabled
students. I just represent the disabled kid in our games and plays, I
encourage them to play by saying things like “come on, let’s play.”
In both cases, statements of teachers mostly supported the statements
of children. For further analysis teachers were also asked “if they could
describe some of the ways that they socially involve or facilitate the learning
for their students with special needs”.
Both of the teachers pointed out the issues of giving responsibilities and
encouragement to do something or involvement in some kind of group
activities. Teacher A said that “I try to involve him in our group activities
by encouraging him that he can perform the activities such as folk dancing.”
She added that “when I see his achievement I feel very proud.” Teacher B also
mentioned about giving responsibilities and added “We also try to act as
natural as possible around her so she will feel comfortable in the classroom.”
Since friends were one of the most important agents for children’s social
learning, their influences were considered very essential as well. More
importantly, friends were representing the largest part of “the direct contact”
for children in their environment. Therefore, in order to understand this
dynamic, children were asked “if they ever talked to their friends about the
people with special needs”. In their answers, children both talked about the
conversations that they had with their friends and also mentioned about
some incidences that they had experienced. For example;
Huseyin: I have a friend, whose older brother is disabled. He cannot use
his hands...Because his hands are crippled.
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While answering this question, some children stated that their disabled
friends had been made fun of by some others because of their handicaps.
Intriguingly, according to children who mentioned this issue, some other
children were doing it but they were not. Some of these responses were:
Zeynep: Hatice said Ahmet made fun of Vedat...He said small head.
Hatice: Everybody called him small head when he first came but I never
said such a thing.
Children also talked about the incidences happened in the classrooms; they
focused on protecting their friends with special needs. These maybe considered
as indications of a degree of victimization that they had been witnessing.
Asli: I don’t know. But once I saw Melis was crying, because, Ali pushed
her. Our teacher came and said “Ali don’t do it again.”
Hakan: No. In my classroom?... No. But if someone pushes her, I stop
them... I say “stop, don’t push”. Then I hold her hand and walk to the
playground with her.
Responses of children showed that children were actively communicating
and affecting each other’s view about disabilities and their friends with
special needs. They were also making sense of the conversations and the
incidences that happened in an everyday basis.

Influences of Media
In the technology era, it might have been wrong to deny the influences
of media and the internet over children’s perspectives. In order to find out
the pattern of this influence, children were asked “if they had ever watched
anything on TV or seen any movies about people with special needs”.
Three of the children gave positive answers that were confirming such
experiences and said that they saw people on TV in wheelchairs. According
to the children, who gave positive answers, they either saw programs related
with disability or directly saw disabled people on TV.
Emre: I watch TV with my dad. Once after the game there was a man in
a wheel chair, screaming.
Hatice: “I sometimes see people on a wheel”...”I want to help them”...”On TV”.
Hakan: “I saw some men on television in wheelchairs playing basketball.
We have a hoop here in school also, we sometimes play”...” Yes, Melis throws
the ball but she can’t score, we laugh”.
All three of these children were referring to the people that they saw
on TV. These should be considered as a result of broadcasting the “Special
Olympics or Matches” On the other hand, the sports news related with
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special leagues had been also on TV from time to time. Interestingly
enough, all children who recalled such experiences mentioned about
the wheelchair. This may be because of the visibility/obviousness of the
disability itself.
The other two talked about the programs and movies related with drug
using, bad people, and killers as their answers. The uncontrolled movements
of people in these movies seemed to have an effect on children’s conception
about disability.
Asli: I saw a movie about drugs. When the guy took drugs he acted weird
and could not think. I think he was disabled, because he could not walk, he
was falling down. I know these because my parents told me. They always
tell me that I should not take any drugs, and if I do I would be disabled
like the man in the movie.
Hande: I cannot remember. I have seen same movies with bad guys in it. I
don’t know if they are disabled but they kill other people.
Parents of typically developing children were also provided some
answers related with the media influence when they were asked “How do
children learn about disabilities? What are the most effective sources? Why?”
Can’s mother: Television, movies, some disabled person that they know.
Zeynep’s mother: I think the most effective source is observations. They
see disabled people around them and learn. They also see people with
special needs in movies.
Parents were also asked “Have you seen any movies, cartoons, or programs
(in movie theatre, dvd, or tv) about people with special needs? Could you tell me
more? How did you feel?”. The purpose of this question was to see the patterns
of their answers with their children’s responses. They said they watched
movies, documentaries, they read books, and some of them said they had
actual contact with them. Most of the parents stated that they felt pity towards
these people, they felt sad about them, and they wanted to help them.
Zeynep’s mother: Yes, I have seen some movies about disabled people.
I react and groan to show my grievance while I watch the movies, but
Zeynep warns me all the time. She tells the stuff, which I told her back at
me. She says that they are human beings like us and that we should not
pity them.
Asli’s mother: I have read a book about disabilities. I have watched some
movies like Forest Gump and Rain Man. I did not feel anything special,
they were like regular movies.
Can’s mother: “I grew up with them. But of course I watched some movies
also like Awake”...”Since I grew up with people with special needs, it is
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normal for me. I don’t feel anything special towards them. I enjoy spending
time with them. That is how I grew up”.
When teachers were asked “How do children learn about disabilities?
What are the most effective sources? Why?” they also mentioned about the
media influences. Especially Teacher A focused on the media effect by
saying “… from television, and also from the internet. All of them use the
internet almost better than me. I think the kids of this century are very lucky”.
Interestingly she was the only one who mentioned about internet. This
could be either because internet is not commonly used in Turkey or people
do not consider internet as a media tool.
In most cases, the responses of the children agreed with the responses
of their parent’s and teacher’s. From this part, it can be concluded that
media influences children in the way of understanding disability and acting
around disabled people.

Religious and Cultural Influences
Even though there were no directly related questions with the influences
of religion and culture, some responses, related with these issues, were
received naturally. All three groups of participants referred to these kinds
of beliefs in their responses.
When parents were asked “What are the reasons for disabilities?” “Why
do some people have disabilities?” some parents gave religious based answers.
Disabilities being as a result of “God’s will” appeared as a powerful idea
emerged from the participants’ answer. Most of the parents stated that it
was related with faith. As an example:
Hatice’s mother: It is God’s will.
Zeynep’s mother: ...Sometimes, God creates people that way, it is God’s will.
Several responses of parents’, children, and teachers’ reveal this religious
point of view of the participants. In addition to the previous examples,
Huseyin’s mother clearly summarized the perceptions of several people by
saying “It is God’s will. It is necessary to never look down on those people. I
thank God for my situation.”
Cultural influences were also mentioned several times in participants’
responses. Two of the important ones were;
The first one was the idea of “in family marriages” (Practice of traditional
families. Based on this tradition: relatives, as close as first cousins, can get
married. Turkish people started practicing it after they accepted the Islamic
belief.), which had been very common until recently, especially in rural
areas and traditional families in Turkey. It was declared as one of the biggest
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reasons for disabilities. Hande’s father said; It can happen because of the
marriages between relatives, from birth, from accidents, and it can be genetic.
The number of these kinds of marriages has been dropping considerably
especially due to the higher educational level of people and recent scientific
and technological developments.
The second interesting statement was about the “beggar people” who
are generally mentally or physically disabled. It is a religious, as well as
a cultural belief that they must be helped since they were begging for
something. Hatice’s mother used the sentence of “they see the beggars on
the street” while she was talking about the ways that children learn about
disabilities. She continued “She feels sad and wants to give them money when
we see some handicapped people on the street. What can I say. May God help
them and we should help them as much as we can. I get influenced by the
disabled, I feel sad” clearly summarized and explained this cultural issue.

Discussion & Implications
Learning about the contributing factors on children’s attitudes
related with disability and children with special needs is as important as
learning about their attitudes patterns in order to change or make positive
adjustments on these attitudes. In this study, being aware of these factors
was thought to be helpful to decide the effective usage of these factors
on modifying children’s attitudes toward individuals with special needs.
Hence, useful information about these contributing factors was thought to
provide the information about the cultural beliefs and values of society and
the necessary basis and conditions for making future plans for the better.
Similar to the ideas of Siperstein and Bak (1980), it was thought that
the attitudinal improvement of typically developing children regarding
their peers with special needs was primarily dependent on the quality of
the incidents, as well as the views held by their parents, teachers, friends,
and other social forces rather than simply being in plain contact. Without
a free transfer of information between environmental driving forces and
children, these children may build their attitudes on their own immature
perceptions, narrow experiences, or their intuitions (Stoneman, 1993).
Consistent with earlier findings, such as Gollnick and Chinn (2002) and
Stoneman (1993), the findings of the present study indicated that parents,
teachers, the environment in which children grow up, and the wider social
and cultural agents were playing important roles on children’s actions,
thinking styles, understandings of the meaning of disability, as well as
perceptions regarding disabilities and people with special needs.
Since children learn through their experiences and always ask questions
about the things they do not understand, it is not surprising that they
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start asking questions about their peers’ differences when they are in
an inclusive setting. These are the questions for close social agents such
as parents, teachers, and maybe even for their friends. These questions
should be answered as correctly and as clearly as possible. According to
Swadener (2008), if children are discouraged from asking questions about
human differences, they often learn that difference is a secret, is dangerous,
or not something to be discussed. Thus, providing the child with solid and
accurate information about disabilities is important, but the ways in which
this information is shared and presented is also crucial and should convey a
positive and accepting attitude (Sigelman & Shorokey, 1986).
Interactions with the child’s culture and social agents, such as parents and
more competent peers, also contribute significantly to a child’s intellectual
development (Vygotsky, 1978).

Influences of families
The communication between children and their parents and traces of
parental influences on children’s perceptions were obviously observed in
both groups’ answers and children’s actions around their peers with special
needs. Conversations seemed to focus on chances of becoming disabled,
pitying, helping and not harming, and faith. Children’s answers clearly
pointed out these influences. Influences of the parents were also clearly
seen in the responses regarding the reasons for disabilities. The answers of
both children and their parents strongly pointed out the accident-related
reasons, complications before or during birth, and religious views. While
some of the families approached their children with the reasons, others
seemed to focus on prevention from becoming disabled. All parents seemed
to choose a way to inform their children about disabilities, some focused on
inabilities of persons with disabilities, some focused on the unpleasantness
of becoming injured (temporarily disabled) or disabled, some focused on
its being natural and nobody’s fault, and others focused on holy will, fate,
or kismet. In other words, it was not disabled people’s fault and sometimes
God wishes it to be this way. Not surprisingly, responses of children and
their parents often reflected the cultural beliefs in their home and the
environment in which they live and grow up.
Interestingly, some of the parents stated that they would not try to
explain the concept of disability to their children unless they were asked
or they have someone close to them with special needs in their lives. This
attitude is reflected in the belief that aspects of human diversity should not
be discussed until there is a reason, a question or a problem. Some parents
thought it might have been very difficult to explain disabilities to their
children without showing an example because they are not mature enough
to understand and it would not make sense.
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According to such parents’ views (both of them were from classroom
B), unless there is a physical, real life example, their children could not
understand the concept of disability. Even though direct contact exposure is
a starting point, further planned actions may be necessary for the acceptance
of the children with special needs and positive attitudes. Children often
interpret disabilities on basis of their own experiences (Diamond and
Innes, 2001), such as media or direct contact. As Can’s mother stated,
“Television, movies, some disabled person that they know. Other than these
there is nothing the child can do to learn about them.”
This idea is consistent with the idea of understanding concrete terms
better in the earlier ages (Sigelman & Shorokey, 1986). It is also in accordance
with the fact that even though the term “sakat” was used in conversations
with typically developing participant children at the beginning, most of
them had hard time understanding until they figured out that it was related
with their specific classmates.
In her study, Stoneman (1993) suggested that parents and other adults were
sometimes observed to be unintentionally providing negative attitudes when
answering children’s questions. Despite the fact that Hatice’s being the most
helpful and closest person to Vedat in classroom A, only her mother provided
relatively negative answers by saying, “It may be harmful. It will prevent the
other kids from learning,” and “What can I say, they already enrolled him in. It
is not helpful for the other kids because he gets their attention and prevents them
from learning. But, as much as I heard, Vedat is not a harmful child towards his
friends.” It should be noted that these statements were mostly related to full
inclusion itself. A related observation was that, during the interviews children
mentioned their conversations about accidents and the unfortunate outcomes
of these accidents with their parents. On one hand, parents were advising to
their children that they must be careful; on the other hand, they were making
potentially frightening inferences about the bad situation of the disabled. They
also used “empathy”, including advising children to put themselves in disabled
peoples’ shoes in order to try to understand the difficulty of their situation.
Parents told their children that in that case they would be incapable of doing
a lot of stuff and would need help. Hence, observed negative interactions with
and attitudes towards children with special needs, conveyed in the interviews,
and presented an opposition or a tension between expressed views and
classroom behaviors. At this point, as Nikolaraizi and De Reybekiel (2001)
proposed, children might be embarrassed to present a negative attitude and
choose to present socially acceptable attitudes (Nikolaraizi & De Reybekiel,
2001) just like their parents might have done during the interviews sessions.
This point should be understood in the context of parental and cultural
influences and it should be accepted that less apparent negative ideas about
disability and disabled people can also be transferred to children by adults that
they interact with.
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Interestingly, teachers stated that they found parents very effective,
and yet, they related the effectiveness level with the parents’ educational
level. According to the teachers, educated and experienced parents might
provide children with more logical explanations and uneducated parents
sometimes did not provide any answers to their children at all. According to
Gecas and Seff (1990), parents have effects on their children’s behavior and
attitudes. They can influence their children’s behaviors via social control
and guidance techniques and parents use these techniques in order to get
their children to behave in ways that they find appropriate. Children, on
the other hand, can sometimes change their behavior intentionally for the
purpose of pleasing their parents. Based on this idea, in this research, since
some of the interaction patterns and statements indicated some conflicts,
children’s positive statements, their pity and help attempts, or usage of some
concepts such as “God’s will” may be considered as pleasing the parents, the
researcher, teachers, and adults around them.

Influences of School and Classroom Environment
It has been widely accepted that direct contact is one of the most
important and effective way of learning about disabilities and disabled
people and that these direct contacts occur primarily in classrooms and
school settings for young children. According to the Ecological theory,
just like their family members, children’s school environment, friends,
and teachers are also considered in the microsystem (Bronfenbronner,
1979) as the most effective sources for their development. Hence, from the
perspective of “social development theory” they are counted as some of
the closest social agents that children have. Based on this idea, cognitive
development results from a dialectical process whereby a child learns
through problem-solving experiences shared with someone else, generally
a parent or teacher but sometimes a sibling or peer (Vygotsky, 1978).
Teachers. Consistent with the findings of related studies (e.g. Buysse,
Wesley, & Keyes 1998; D’Amico, Barrafato, Peterson, Snow, & Tanguay,
2001), teachers appeared to be effective sources of information who had
certain influences on children’s perceptions about disability and disabled
people. When children were asked, they said that their teachers mainly
talked to them or encourage them about helping and acting nice around
their friends with special needs.
When asked about the activities that they do, teachers provided answers
confirming the statements of children that they did not have any kind of
special activities for disabled students, but they rather encouraged the
other children to play with them, gave speeches about disabilities and
explained their situations, sometimes told stories and read books, and tried
to involve them in some kind of group activities. Obviously, there was no
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set curriculum for the education of the disabled in the classrooms that they
follow. Both of the teachers pointed out the issues of giving responsibilities
and encouraging the children in doing things or involving them in some
kind of group activities.
While the teacher A expressed that she did not talk about the
complications of Vedat to her students, the teacher B stated that she directly
talked about the complication of Melis with her students. According to
teacher A, the only time she talked about Vedat’s handicap in the classroom
was when she was asked by her students about Vedat’s inability to speak.
She explained the reason of his inability as his disorder. She also mentioned
that the focal children only asked about his incapability to speak rather
than the smallness of his head, which made her believe that they did not
realize that Vedat was disabled. On the other hand, teacher B stated that
she explained the complications of Melis’s disability in detail. She claimed
that she received different questions from different students regarding her
physical difficulties. The more apparent physical features of the disorder
caused easier recognition of the disability and resulted in more questions
to the teacher. This may be the reason of detailed explanations. Again it
was obvious that there was no set curriculum that teachers might use as a
guideline in these situations.
Interestingly, there were obvious similarities in the statements of parents
and teachers. Both teachers and parents were encouraging children to help,
protect, or act nice around their peers with special needs. Some reasons
for these similar responses may be the results of living in and sharing
the same cultural and religious beliefs, ultimate truth, and/or due to the
communication between parents and teachers, which was highly consistent
with the idea of Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Theory (mesosystem) that
outcomes of this communication affect the child.
Friends and Direct Contact. Friends were representing an important
part of the “direct contact” for children in their environment. Apparently,
in this study typically developing children’s direct contact was occurring
in their school/classroom environment for most cases. One of the most
important issues related with the peer contact was that during interviews,
some children stated that their disabled friends had been made fun of by
some others because of their handicaps. Obviously some children saw
these inabilities of their classmates as the things that could be made fun
of. This finding is highly related and consistent with their negative actions
such as rejecting to play, bullying, and Stoneman (1993)’s idea of parents’
unintentionally providing negative messages to children about the disabled.
Children also talked about incidents that happened in the classroom,
which focused on protecting their friends with special needs. These maybe
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considered as indications of a degree of victimization that they had been
witnessing in accordance with Sapon-Shevin’s (2007) observation of
victimization of disabled children in their school environment. When
we consider the information that we have regarding roughing-bullying,
protecting, making fun, and etc., it may not be very difficult to say that
children with special needs were having hard time from time to time while
they were in inclusive settings with their typically developing peers.
Responses of the children showed that they were actively communicating
and affecting each other’s views about disabilities and their friends with
special needs. They were also making sense of the conversations and
incidents happened on an everyday basis. The interactions among friends
provides rapid learning and acceptance, and repetition through imitating,
as it was also observed in some occasions, effectiveness of peer groups
on children’s perspectives were obvious. All of the typically developing
participant children were told, advised, or encouraged to help their friends
with special needs several times by their parents and teachers. This was clearly
proven with previous examples. In this case, their communication with each
other on this issue was unavoidable. However, children do not recall these
interactions very much but talk about the things that the others did, which
seemed inappropriate to them. Even though, their answers were in line with
the close by adults’ encouragements, their actions were somewhat different.
This was an indication that children learn but not necessarily follow. Their
answers were socially appropriate answers and they somehow knew that.

Influences of Media
When compared to previous generations, children today are more
exposed to the issue of special educational needs as a result of the increasing
inclusion of children with special needs in the regular classrooms and with
the increasing visibility of persons with disabilities in the community and
media (Trepanier-Street & Romatovski, 1996). The media are a basis of
social influence that cannot be ignored in trying to identify with the progress of
children’s attitudes about disability (Stoneman, 1993). In a similar vein, in
this particular study, even though there were some negative answers from
the participants about the media, their positive responses and conversations
with the researcher during this study showed that they have seen several
things related with the issue of special needs especially on TV. Some of
the typically developing participant children confirmed such experiences
stating that they saw people on TV, in wheelchairs. According to them, they
either saw programs related with disability or directly saw disabled people
on TV and in movies. Interestingly enough, all children who recalled such
experiences mentioned about a wheelchair. This may be because of the
obviousness of the disability itself.
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Interestingly, a couple of children mentioned about the programs and
movies related with drug using, bad people, and killers as their answers.
The uncontrolled movements of people in these movies seemed to have an
effect on children’s conceptions about disability and made them think that
it was a kind of disability. Parents’ conversations seemed to have an effect
on this thinking style as well. These statements of children must be seen
as an example of their negative views about the individuals with special
needs. They were not saying these consciously but they unconsciously
making these statements similar with the idea of Tobin’s (2000) in the
“Good Guys Don’t Wear Hats”. In that example, children were considering
the individuals with different looks, appearance, and outfits as bad people.
This issue brings out another fact. Sometimes parents may use disability
as a discouragement for the children against bad habits such as drugs, or
being reckless on the street. However, these kinds of attitudes from the
parents may result in negative perceptions in the children’s minds about
disabilities.
Both parents and teachers included the popular media in their responses
as an important source, which was teaching and affecting their children’s
attitudes toward disabilities. In their answers, they said that media was
one of the most important sources that children learn about the concept of
disability, even though they had no direct contact with a disabled person.
Excitingly, teacher A was the only one who mentioned about the internet.
This should be either from the fact that the internet is not a commonly
used thing in Turkey or people do not consider internet as a media tool.
This must be an indication of children’s access with computers and internet
somehow.
In recent years, there have been some positive things happening in the
media related to individuals with special needs and their representation
to people. Besides some sports events such as Special Olympics, disabled
basketball games, and other sporting events, there were also some other
programs such as documentaries, movies, and sitcoms that have been
broadcasting all around the world and in Turkey. Allowing people with
special needs to watch the sports events such as soccer and basketball
games from the side field also seemed to have some positive effects on the
audience. Additionally, news about the people with special needs, events
planned to support their achievements, movies, and the sports news related
with special leagues had been also broadcasting on TV from time to time.
Some of the parents as well as teachers also mentioned that they saw some
movies related with people with special needs. These programs seemed
to have effects on participant peoples’ perspectives and observed in their
responses. The increase in the number of such programs and movies has
made these people more recognized in the society.
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Religious and Cultural Influences
In their theories both Vygotsky and Bronfenbrenner considered culture
as an important agent in child development. According to Vygotsky’s
Social Development Theory culture makes two sorts of contributions to
a child’s intellectual development. First, through culture, children acquire
much of the content of their thinking, that is, their knowledge. Second, the
surrounding culture provides a child with the processes or means of their
thinking. In short, based on the social cognition learning model, culture
teaches children both what to think and how to think (Vygotsky, 1978).
In Bronfenbrenner’s theory culture is considered in Macrosystem. The
effects of larger principles defined by the macrosystem have a cascading
effect throughout the interactions of all other layers. For example, if it
is the belief of the culture that parents should be merely responsible for
rgrowing up their children, that culture is less likely to provide resources
to help parents. This, in turn, affects the structures in which the parents
function. The parents’ ability or inability to carry out that responsibility
toward their children within the context of the children’s microsystem is
likewise affected (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).
Even though there were no directly related questions with the influences
of religion and culture in the current research, several responses related
with religious and cultural beliefs were received naturally. Similarly with
the ideas of Vygotsyky and Bronfenberenner, Bakhtin (1981) says the word
that we use is “half-ours and half-someone else’s” (p.345). According to his
authoritative discourse theory people get effected by bigger discourse such
as culture, religion, social environment, and etc… and absorbs and repeats
the values and ideas of these bigger discourses as if they were. In this study,
while the participants were talking about disability and disabled individuals,
they (mostly from classroom A, who were seen as more traditional) referred
the reasons of disabilities as being God’s will. They also reflected cultural
beliefs like feeling sorry about the disabled and their families because of the
difficulty of the situation, help, pity, and etc. However, at the end, they said
that they will accept God’s will and live with it. Because, according to Islamic
belief “there is a reason for everything”. Hence, for several Turkish people
believing in “kismet” (fate, the will of Allah, yazgi, destiny) is very important.
Even though Turkey is a secular country, in accordance with the fact that
most of the people consider themselves as Muslims, it may be acceptable to
get some influences from the Muslim belief, Islam. Like many other religions
do, Islam strongly suggests maybe even indoctrinates its followers in love
towards human beings, all other living creatures, and things around us,
thanks to the love of “Allah” (the God). Related with this idea, one of the
most famous Turkish poet and Sufi mystic, Yunus Emre (1238–1320), had a
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very famous quotation about his worldview, “Yaratilani hos gor yaratandan
oturu” (Tolerate the created for the sake of the Creator). This can be read
as a sign of Islamic tolerance. This view of Yunus Emre has been greatly
accepted by Turkish people and even now it is a very important worldview
and a belief among many people in Turkey. This belief should be considered
as religious as well as a cultural. It may be seen as the most effective reason
for liking the disabled, as well as for helping and pitying them. On the
other hand, the frequently used term “God’s will” can also be applied to
persons with disabilities.
The traces of the view of Yunus Emre as well as Mevlana (known as
Rumi, a 13th century poet, Islamic jurist, and theologian) appeared in
participants’ answers. Mevlana was the founder of the Mevlevi Sufi order,
and a leading mystical brotherhood of Islam with his famous saying “Come,
come again, whoever you are, come! Heathen, fire worshipper or idolatrous,
come! Come even if you broke your penitence a hundred times, ours is the
portal of hope, come as you are”. It is obvious that the reflections of these
two tolerance based religious beliefs have been influencing Turkish people’s
world views for ages. Hence, religious, as well as feelings based responses
such as pitying, helping, and protecting appeared as a result of these
perspectives and strong Islamic beliefs.
There is another religious belief which is very important in the meaning
of helping and pitying disabled people. In Islam, until children reach the
age of the reason, they are considered innocent and are not responsible
for their actions or to do religious duties. Thus, a person who is mentally
challenged is considered “child-like” and not held responsible in similar
ways. According to Islam, only people with reason (sound mind) can be
held responsible for their actions because of the importance of realization.
When they die they won’t be questioned by Allah for their actions and
they will directly be awarded with Heaven. According to “the Kur’an”
(Holly Book of the Muslims); children, people with over a degree of mental
retardation, people who are gone insane or lost their minds, people who
are imitating others actions instead of using their minds, and blasphemous
(unbeliever, not Muslim) people are considered as the ones who does not
have or who cannot use their (mind) reasoning properly. However, only
first three groups of people can benefit from this advantageous situation
since they are not acting accordingly on purpose.
There is another important religious, as well as cultural belief in Turkey;
namely that one should help people who are asking for help and begging for
mercy. This issue was addressed by Hatice’s mother during the interview.
She mentioned about the beggars during interview about the people with
special needs. I personally remember that my mom advised me several
times that I should not refuse to help a person, who asks for my help, such
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as a beggar. Unfortunately in many cases, these people who are asking
for money or goods are mostly disabled or too old to survive otherwise.
They survive with the help of others. Several people in Turkey still have
traditional living style and strong cultural values. Even though it has been
changing rapidly, relationships with the relatives, neighbors, and friends
are still very strong and mutual. People still support the others as much as
they can, if they are in need.
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EXAMINING THE DIFFICULTIES IN FLUTE TRAINING
OF THE FOLK SONGS WITH AKSAK METER USED IN
TRADITIONAL
TURKISH FOLK MUSIC 1
Ajda Şenol SAKIN2, Ferda GÜRGAN ÖZTÜRK3
ABSTRACT
This study has been conducted for the purpose of determining the difficulties
observed in performing the folk songs with aksak meter used in Traditional Turkish
Folk Music by flute students; and preparing exercises to perform these folk songs
better in flute training of these songs. The purpose of this study is determining the
effects of these exercises on the development of rhythmic skills of the students. The
study was also applied to Italian students who had never received Turkish Folk
Music training, which increases the importance of it. The folk songs with aksak
meters in TRT Turkish Folk Music repertoire were examined in the study, and
12 folk songs were selected and adapted to flute by receiving the viewpoints of
specialists. The rhythmic characteristics of the songs were determined and the scales
and exercises were prepared. The “Pre-test/Post-test” experimental model was used
in the experimental stage of the study. The study group consisted of 18 Turkish and
8 Italian students. Observation Forms were prepared for the “Pre-test/Post-test”
assessments; and the SPSS-18 Package Program was used in the analysis of the
data. Kendall W, Kruskal-Wallis, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks and Mann-Whitney U
tests were used to determine whether there were statistically significant differences
between the groups in terms of the points given by the specialists for performance
of the song by the study group. According to the test results, it was determined
that there were no significant differences between the performance levels of the
Turkish and Italian students; and that there was a statistically significant difference
between the pre-test and post-test scores of the study group. In this context; it has
been concluded that the scales and the exercises, which were prepared in the scope
of the study, have positive effects on the performance levels of the study group.
Keywords: Turkish folk songs, aksak meter, flute.

1 This research is based on the PhD thesis entitled “Geleneksel Türk Halk
Müziğinde Yer Alan Aksak Ölçülü Türkülerin Flüt Eğitimindeki Zorluklarının
İncelenmesi [Examining the Difficulties in Flute Training of the Folk Songs with
Aksak Meter Used in Traditional Turkish Folk Music]”.
2 Arş Gör. Dr., Uludağ Üniversitesi, ajdasenol@gmail.com
3 Prof., Gazi Üniversitesi, ferdagurgan@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION
Folk music is a type of music that reflects the emotions and thoughts of
the people. Also, folk music composers are unknown. Büyükyıldız (2009:
89) describes folk music as “folk music is a traditional music which reflecting
the common feelings and thoughts of the people, composed by folk singers
who are always present in the public and spread from day to day, from
tongue to tongue, from ear to ear with changes”. With these characteristics,
varied, and diverse rhythmic structure, folk music is the best way to reflect
the cultural characteristics of the society.
In the Turkish music, usuls vary according to their different rhythmic
contents, strong-weak time sequences, and order/groupings (Öner, 2011:
18). The concept of measure is generally described as “usul”. Özkan (2014:
606) explains the concept of usul as: “Usul refers to the number of certain
patterns in which the stroke values are equal or unequal to one another, in
strong, semi-strong and weak beats placed in a certain order or in stroke
groups”.
Meters are grouped into simple, compound and aksak meters in
traditional Turkish folk music. Simple meters are 2, 3, and 4 times 2/2, 2/4,
3/4, and 4/4 time signatures. Compound meters are 2, 3, and 4 strokes 6/8,
9/8, and 12/8 time signatures.
In addition to the use of aksak term in Turkey, aksak entered music
literature with Constantin Brăiloiu’s article “Le rythme Aksak” published
in 1951 in France (Terzi, 1992: 52). Darbaz (1973: 129) defines the terms
aksak as “the meters that are formed via combinations of at least two meters
that are simple and compound in various numbers and forms”.
Definition of “performing of the national and universal pieces in
accordance with the level and playing Turkish rhythm and melodies” take
part in Fine Arts High School flute program and music teacher education
individual instrument education (flute education) course content prepared
by Council of Higher Education.
With an educational mentality from the unknown to known, local
to global and traditional to universal, and is of importance in the
constructivist approach, the music in students’ lives should be a part of the
instrumental education. Instrument education, which is one of the subdimensions of music education, is “the methods applied to the learning
of an instrument are the whole”. In the instrument training, it is aimed to
playing the instrument of the student with the right technique, setting the
practice process, understanding music cultures through instrument, and
increasing musical skills (Parasız, 2009: 19). Flute education, with similar
aims with instrument training, is a training process that the instructor and
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the student perform in communication and interaction for the purpose of
learning to play flute, to develop flute playing, to use musical instrument
effectively (Cüceoğlu to Şenol, 2012: 15). There is a limited written source
about Turkish rhythm and melodies arranged for use in flute education in
our country. The flute methods used in our country are generally prepared
for international flute education, and these methods do not contain Turkish
music makam scales and rhythm patterns exercises.
Traditional Turkish Folk Music education, which is so rich in terms of
rhythm, should be included not only in “Traditional Turkish Folk Music”
lessons but also in every stage of music education.
It is thought that
the use of the Turkish folk songs in the instrumental (flute) education will
have a positive effect on the achievements by increasing the motivation of
the students. Since Turkish folk songs contain different time signature and
rhythm patterns from international classical music, it is necessary to carry
out different studies in which these rhythmic figures take place.

Problem State
This research problem statement is determined as follows: “What are
the difficulties encountered in the performance of aksak meters used in
Traditional Turkish Folk Music in flute education and are there any positive
contributions to the level of the students’ performance of the scales and
exercises prepared for these difficulties?”.
Sub-problems developed to solve the problem of the research are the
following:
1. What are the difficulties encountered in terms of aksak rhythm in
the performance of the folk songs in the flute education?
2. During the pre-test and post-test phases of the study group, in the
performing folk songs;
3. Are there any differences in the points they receive from the
observation forms according to the time signature?
4. Are there any differences in the points they receive from the
observation forms in the same time signature but in different forms?
5. Are the aksak meters exercises prepared for flute education useful for
increasing the students’ performance levels of folk songs?
6. Is there a difference between the Turkish and Italian students in the
study group in terms of the performance levels of the folk songs?
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Purpose of the Research
The aim of this research is to determine the difficulties that the students
face in the folk songs with aksak meter, to prepare scales and exercises for
these difficulties and to determine that these exercises’ effect of the students
in increasing their rhythmic skills. The research contains Turkish and Italian
flute students. With the application to be made abroad, the other important
aim of the research is to introduce to the foreign flute students Turkish
music and our country’s regional characteristics property and differences
through the Turkish folk songs and teach them our aksak rhythms.

METHOD
Model of the Research
The research is an experimental study. In the study, “single group pretest/post-test” experimental model was used. In the experimental model
“measurements of dependent variables of the subjects are obtained by using
the same subjects and the same measurement tools as the pre-test before
the application and the post-test after the application” (Büyüköztürk,
Çakmak, Akgün, Karadeniz & Demirel, 2014: 201). In the research, two
different groups from different countries (Turkish students “TS” and Italian
students “IS”) were not classified as experiment and control group. This
effect was tested by the study of two groups of Turkish and Italian flute
students with the effect of the experimental process. In the experimental
model, dependent variables to both groups consisting of flute students were
applied and two measurements were made before and after the experiment.
Group
TS
IS

Pre-Test
O1

O1

Procedure

Post-Test

X

O2

X

Figure 1. Pre-test/post-test experimental model.

O2

Sampling and Study Group

In the study, due to the topic and research model, there are sample and study
group. The research sample is composed of 12 Turkish folk songs with aksak meters
and different time signature. These songs take part in Turkish Radio Television
Foundation (TRT) Turkish Folk Music Repertoire and also they are suitable for
flute education and including rhythmic and modal (makamsal) differences.
The study group of the experimental stage of the research consisted of
18 Turkish flute students from the Uludağ University Faculty of Education
Music Education Department in Bursa in Turkey and 8 Italian flute students
from the Alfredo Casella Conservatory in L’Aquila in Italy (n=26).
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Data Collection Tools
In the study, data were obtained through unattended observation and
a structured observation form. The basic dimension of the observation
form, which is expected to be the primary measure, is to play the
rhythmic pattern correctly. Due to this feature, a separate observation
form was prepared for each folk song. During the preparation of the
observation form for this research, the observation forms used in the
Alev Müezzinoğlu’s PhD thesis of (2012) named “The Use of Folk Tunes
Adapted for Violin Education” and Afşin Öner's (2011) observation form
from his PhD thesis titled “Flute Programme with Turkish Traditional
Music Elements” were analysed (Sakin & Öztürk, 2016: 884). In addition,
in the observation form, in the formation of behaviours to measure
the correct performing of rhythmic patterns, for the convenience of
the observer, the rhythmic patterns of each Turkish folk songs were
determined and arranged according to the order of taking place in folk
song. The behaviours to be observed are listed as “Totally (4), to a great
extent (3), partially (2), merely (1), none (0)” to be evaluated with a
5-Point Likert type rating scale (Sakin & Öztürk, 2015: 87).

Reliability and Validity of Measurement
Due to the fact that the reliability of qualitative research is evaluated
differently than quantitative research, and that reliability and observatory
measures cannot be used in qualitative researches in social sciences,
different measures have to be taken (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2011)
The measures taken to provide reliability in this research are:
• The pre-test and post-test stages of the study group were recorded
with video.
• In order to ensure the reliability of the study, observation forms
were evaluated by 3 different experts and data were compared.
• Consistency between experts was tested with the Kendall W test.
Table 1 shows Kendall W Test results, where consistency is checked in
terms of the scores given by the experts. Kendall’s W ranges between 0 and
1. A value close to 1 means that the consistency between the scores of the
experts is high (Can, 2013: 350).
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Table 1. Kendall W Test Results
Name of Folk Song

N

Şişmanoğli Vurdiler

Pre-Test

Post-Test

W

p

W

p

3

.877

.000

.684

.001

Bulutlar Oynar Oynaşır

3

.894

.000

.741

.000

Ben Giderim Batuma

3

.845

.000

.686

.001

Gelin Alma Havası

3

.845

.000

.761

.000

Bana Kara Diyen Dilber

3

.870

.000

.755

.000

Ardıçtandır Kuyuların Kovası

3

.890

.000

.721

.001

Atlar Eğerlendi

3

.735

.000

.762

.000

Kırklar Samahı

3

.749

.000

.718

.000

Asmalı Mencere

3

.723

.000

.645

.003

Böyle İkrar İlen

3

.847

.000

.685

.001

Su İçemem Testiden

3

.894

.000

.751

.000

Dirmilcik’ten Gider Yaylanın Yolu

3

.907

.000

.753

.000

The Kendall W test was used to test consistency between the scores
given by the experts in terms of 12 folk songs. When the W and p values
in table 3 were examined, the correspondence between the experts for each
folk song was statistically significant (p<0.05).
Validity is related to the generalization of research results. It is very
difficult to provide validity in the field of social sciences. Nonetheless,
in qualitative research, it is possible to generalize indirectly, though not
directly, as quantitative research (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2011: 255-256).
Although pre-test and post-test results to be obtained by the observation
form from the students in the study can be explained quantitatively by
figures, it is difficult to generalize because of the human factor (especially
musical talent and the years of playing the instrument, etc.) which is
the basis of the research. Besides, the positive results expected to occur
are generalizable to the universe of the study because the importance of
studying exercises in the instrumental education has been known for
centuries.
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Data Collection
Study with flute students constituting experimental period of the
research took 6 weeks with Turkish students in the 2014-2015 academic
year spring semester and 4 weeks with Italian students in the 2015-2016
academic year fall semester.

Data Analysis
During the pre-test and post-test phases of the study, the experts filled
out the observation forms by watching the recorded images. The obtained
data is transferred to the computer environment with Microsoft Excel
program. The statistical analysis of the data was carried out with Kendall
W, Kruskal-Wallis, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks and Mann-Whitney U tests in
accordance with the sub-problems of the study with SPSS-18 programs.

FINDINGS AND COMMENTS
It is determined that the Turkish students who take part in the study
group were enforced in pre-test phase each aksak time signature at the
application although they trained in Traditional Turkish Folk Music.
While the students who start new the flute education are more enforced,
students who have been studying flute for a long time are less enforced
and these students’ rhythm patterns performance levels are higher in the
pre-test phase.
When asked to the study group why they were having difficulties while
performing folk songs with the aksak time signature, the study group
answered “because I did not perform the aksak meter folk song with the
flute” (Sakin & Öztürk, 2015: 95). Moreover, the reasons why students
are enforced for the different time signatures could be vary. For example,
Turkish students’ rhythm patterns performance levels for “Ben Giderim
Batuma” folk song with 7/8 time signature is higher than folk songs with
5/8 time signature because Turkish students know “Ben Giderim Batuma”
folk song very well. In addition, the study group said that they knew more
about the 2+2+2+3 form in the 9/8 time signature and did not recognize
the other form. When the examined pre-test phase to “Atlar Eğerlendi” folk
song with 2+3+2+2 form, most Turkish students performed this form as a
2+3+2+3 form in 10/8 time signature. Also, it is seen that most students of
study group were enforced while transition from 9/8 to 12/8 in the “Kırklar
Samahı” folk song. “Böyle İkrar İlen” folk song is the 10/8 time signature
and throughout the folk song continuous 3+3+2+2 form. Nevertheless,
students were enforced when performed this folk song because this folk song
is first folk song of 10/8 time signature. Although there are different form
in the “Su İçemem Testiden” folk song, students had higher performance
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levels their rhythm patterns because of their familiarity with the 10/8 time
signature.
A large majority of the Turkish students who take part in the study group
stated that they had seen the 9/16 time signature for the first time and they
thought that would have difficulty in pre-test phase. However, since the
students had already performed on 11 folk songs with aksak meters, they
were not forced on the stage of performance. Especially after the students
learned that 9/16 time signature was two strokes and how to be grouped,
students performed this song more comfortable and fondly.
The reasons are listed that why students were enforced when performed
folk songs with aksak meters. These reasons were created through
observations and student opinions.
• Study group did not study Turkish folk music in flute education,
• Study group did not performed folk songs with aksak meters,
• There are not enough exercises about aksak meters,
• Study group did not study about aksak meters with different forms,
• Study group did not know the folk songs they performed,
• During the course of their training, students performed more
frequently the pieces which are in the international flute literature
or composed by contemporary Turkish composers.
In addition, the values of the semiquaver and demisemiquaver notes
take part in the folk songs enforced to students in terms of analyse the
rhythm patterns during the pre-test phase.
In application with foreign students; it was seen that the difficulties
experienced were not much different from those of the Turkish
students. Italian students were not only enforced in the semiquaver and
demisemiquaver note values but also they were enforced in the folk songs
contain quarter note and dotted quarter note used to together because they
did not do practice about aksak meters.
The pre-test and post-test scores of the study group were evaluated
according to the time signatures and the Kruskal-Wallis test was used to
determine whether there was a significant difference between the scores
(See table 2).
For the pre-test and post-test phases, before the test, these hypotheses
were determined: “H0: There is no significant difference between the
scores obtained from pre-test/post-test by study group” and “H1: There is a
significant difference between the scores obtained from the pre-test/posttest by study group”.
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Table 2. Kruskal-Wallis Test Results by Time Signature in Terms of Pre-test Scores
Time Signature

Mean Rank

p

5/8

8.50

0.025

7/8

9.25

8/8

15.00

9/8

9.13

10/8

21.00

9/16

21.00

As shown in table 2, when the scores of the study group were evaluated
in the pre-test phase, according to Kruskal-Wallis Test result, H0 hypothesis
was rejected and H1 hypothesis was accepted (p<0.05). According to this,
it was determined that the study group had a significant difference in the
level of performance according to the time signatures in the pre-test phase.
Table 3. Pre-Test Score Mean of Study Group.
Time
Signature

Name of Folk Song

2.43

IS

2.43

TS

2.47

IS

2.05

TS

2.93

IS

2.46

TS

2.03

IS

2.14

Bana Kara Diyen
Dilber

TS

2.70

IS

2.57

Ardıçtandır Kuyuların
Kovası

TS

2.38

IS

2.04

TS

2.42

IS

2.60

TS

2.39

IS

2.82

TS

2.23

IS

2.53

Bulutlar Oynar
Oynaşır
Ben Giderim Batuma

7/8
Gelin Alma Havası
8/8

Pre-Test
Score

TS

Şişmanoğli Vurdiler
5/8

Student

Atlar Eğerlendi
9/8
Kırklar Samahı
Asmalı Mencere

Mean

2.34

2.39

2.63

2.42
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Böyle İkrar İlen
10/8
Su İçemem Testiden
9/16

Dirmilcik’ten Gider
Yaylanın Yolu

TS

2.83

IS

3.20

TS

2.86

IS

3.53

TS
IS

2.96
2.88

3.10

2.92

It was determined that there was a significant difference between the
levels of the different time signature performance in the pre-test phase of
the study group by the test made. Accordingly, when table 3 is examined, it
is seen that the levels of the time signature performance of the study group
are as follows: 10/8 (3.10), 9/16 (2.92), 8/8 (2.63), 9/8 (2.42), 7/8 (2.39), and
5/8 (2.34). The 5/8 time signature is the lowest level of pre-test performance.
This shows that the scales and exercises for each time signature make it
easier to perform the next time signature. Similar results were obtained
when the scores of the study group in the post-test phase were evaluated
according to the time signatures.
In practice, 12 different folk songs with 6 different time signatures were
performed by study group. From these, two different form of 7/8, four
different form of 9/8 and two different form of 10/8 are used. It has also been
investigated whether there is a difference in the level of practice between the
pre-test and post-test phases of the different forms of these time signatures.
Table 4. Performance Scores of Folk Songs with 7/8 Time Signature
Time
Signature

7/8

Name
of Folk
Song

Form

Ben
Giderim
Batuma

2+2+3

Gelin
Alma
Havası

3+2+2

Student

Pre- Test
Score

TS

2.93

IS

2.46

TS

2.03

IS

2.14

PreTest
Score
Mean
2.69

2.08

PostTest
Score
3.61
3.52
3.06
3.24

PostTest
Score
Mean
3.56

3.15

When table 4 is examined, it is seen that the performance level of the
study group is higher in the pre-test and post-test applications in the “Ben
Giderim Batuma” folk songs with 2 + 2 + 3 form. Study group are more
challenged in the form of 3 + 2 + 2 of the 7/8 time signature. The reason
for this is that this folk song’s time signatures, form, finger positions, and
rhythmic patterns are more difficult than the other folk song. Also, Turkish
students know “Ben Giderim Batuma” folk songs very well and thus Turkish
students performed this folk song easily.
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Table 5. Performance Scores of Folk Songs with 9/8 Time Signature
Time Name of Folk
Signature
Song

PreStudent Test
Score

Form

Ardıçtandır
Kuyuların 2+2+2+3
Kovası
9/8

TS

2.38

IS

2.04

TS

2.42

IS

2.60

Atlar
Eğerlendi

2+3+2+2

Kırklar
Samahı

2+2+3+2
2+3+2+2

TS

2.39

IS

2.82

Asmalı
Mencere

3+2+2+2
2+2+2+3

TS

2.23

IS

2.53

PreTest
Score
Mean
2.21
2.51
2.60
2.38

PostTest
Score

Post-Test
Score
Mean

3.83
3.42
3.57
3.24
3.68
3.67
3.61
3.31

3.62
3.40
3.67
3.46

In table 5, it is seen that there are differences in the level of performing
in different forms of the 9/8 time signature of study group. The highest
performance level is “Kırklar Samahı” folk song in the form of 2+2+3+2. The
lowest performance levels are “Ardıçtandır Kuyuların Kovası” and “Asmalı
Mencere” folk songs and there is demisemiquaver note value in these folk
songs. It has been determined that the study group have difficulty with the
rhythm patterns in which the demisemiquaver note value are included.
Table 6. Performance Scores of Folk Songs with 10/8 Time Signature
Time
Name of
Signature Folk Song

10/8

Form

Böyle İkrar
3+3+2+2
İlen
Su İçemem 3+2+2+3
Testiden 2+3+2+3

Pre- Test
Student
Score
TS
IS
TS

2.83
3.20
2.86

IS

3.53

PrePost-Test
Test
Score
Score Mean
3.01
3.19

3.86
3.67
3.76
3.91

PostTest
Score
Mean
3.76
3.83

In table 6, it is seen that there are differences in the performance level
in different forms of the 10/8 time signature. The study group’s “Su İçemem
Testiden” folk song performance level is higher than the other folk song.
There are 21 different rhythm patterns in the “Böyle İkrar İlen” and 16
different rhythm patterns in the “Su İçemem Testiden” folk song. Also,
“Böyle İkrar İlen” folk song is fast, “Su İçemem Testiden” folk song is slowly
than “Böyle İkrar İlen”. It is thought that differences between the folk songs
influence the level of the performance.
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The results of the “Wilcoxon Signed Ranks” test were used to determine
the usefulness of the exercises in improving the rhythmic skills of the
study group when playing the folk songs (See table 7). Before the test,
these hypotheses were determined: “H0: There is no significant difference
between the pre-test/post-test score of study group” and “H1: There is
significant difference between the pre-test/post-test score of study group”.
Table 7. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test Score
Test

Mean

Lowest
Score

Highest
Score

Pre-Test

2.57

2.03

3.53

Post-Test

3.53

3.06

3.91

z

p

-4.28

0.000

In table 7, according to the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test results, it is seen
that the study group had a significant difference in the performance levels
in the pre-test and post-test phases (p<0.05). According to this data, H0
hypothesis was rejected and H1 hypothesis was accepted. With these test
results, it can be said that the scales and exercises prepared for the aksak
folk songs are useful for increasing the students’ rhythmic skills.
Mann–Whitney U test was made to determine whether there are
differences between the Turkish and Italian students in the performance
levels (See table 8). Before the test, these hypotheses were determined:
“H0: There is no significant difference between the scores of Turkish and
Italian students at the level of folk songs performance” and “H1: There is
significant difference between the scores of Turkish and Italian students at
the level of folk songs performance”.
Table 8. Mann-Whitney U Test Results in Terms of Performance Levels of Turkish
and Italian Students
Student

Mean
Rank

Sum of Ranks

TS

25.04

601

IS

23.96

575

U

p

275

0.789

When table 8 is examined, it is seen that there is no significant difference
in the level of performance of Turkish and Italian students (p>0.05).
According to this data, H1 hypothesis was rejected and H0 hypothesis
was accepted. When the same tests were made separately for pre-test and
post-test phases, the results did not change and there was no significant
difference in the level of performance between Turkish and Italian students.
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RESULT
In the research, it was concluded that test results for the pre-test phase
showed that the performance levels of the study group varied according to
the time signatures. According to this data, the highest level of performance
of study group is 10/8 time signature, the lowest level is 5/8 time signature.
When examined to the levels of the performance according to the time
signature it was determined that the lowest level of performance of students
in the first time signature (5/8) and highest level is 10/8 time signature. The
10/8 time signature is the previous time signature from the last studying
time signature. This situation to the results that the prepared scales and
exercises with aksak meters improves performance levels of the aksak
meters folk songs when systematically studied. In the direction of this
finding, it is expected that 9/16 time signature would have been the best
performed folk song. But it is the 2nd place in terms of the performance
level. This result has different causes.
When the performance levels of the 9/16 time signature are examined, it
is seen that this time signature’s level is higher than the 10/8 time signature
in terms of Turkish students, and this situation is parallel to the previous
result. But Italian students were forced by a 9/16 time signature. In this folk
song rhythm patterns, there are three eighth note and three sixteenth note
values (aksak rhythm). But in international classical music, usually three
sixteenth note values use as a tripled. Italian students could not perform
correctly this aksak rhythm patterns and so Italian students’ performance
levels was lower than Turkish students.
In the pre-test phase of the study group, the differences in the
performance level in terms of different forms of the same time signature
were evaluated by the average scores of the observers. According to this;
it was found that there were differences in the levels of the performance in
each time signature with different forms.
When pre-test results are examined according to the average score of the
observers, it was determined that Turkish students’ challenging folk song
is “Gelin Alma Havası” with the 7/8 time signature (pre-test score: 2.03),
while Italian students’ challenging folk song is “Ardıçtandır Kuyuların
Kovası” with the 9/8 time signature (pre-test score: 2.04). And also seen
that “Ben Giderim Batuma” folk song with 7/8 time signature is highest
level in terms of Turkish students (pre-test score: 2.93) and “Su İçemem
Testiden” folk song with 10/8 time signature is highest level in terms of
Italian students (pre-test score: 3.53).
According to this; folk songs show differs in the difficulties of Turkish
and Italian students. Despite these differences, as a result of the tests score,
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it was concluded that there was not a significant difference in the levels of
performance of Turkish and Italian students.
It was seen that there was a meaningful difference between the pretest and post-test scores of the students. Thus, the results it was concluded
that the scales and exercises prepared for the aksak meters folk songs are a
positive effect in terms of performance levels.

Suggestions
• It is recommended that not only Contemporary Turkish Music but
also traditional Turkish folk music repertoire should be included in
the flute education as it will increase student motivation and success
(Sakin & Öztürk, 2015: 99),
• Traditional Turkish folk songs should be arrangement for flute in
order to could take place in flute literature (Sakin & Öztürk, 2015:
99),
• Scales and exercises should be developed with different aksak
rhythm patterns for flute education (Sakin & Öztürk, 2015: 99),
• Similar works should be also make for other instruments,
•

And also considering the interest shown to our music by foreign
students and lecturers in the practice in Italy,

• It is recommended that Increasing the efforts to promote and
perform Turkish music abroad,
• Similar applications should be made to flute students in other
countries in order to determine their effects in different cultures.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF PEDAGOGIC FORMATION
FOR THE GRADUATES OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE
FACULTY IN TURKEY: A CASE STUDY
Hülya PILANCI1

ABSTRACT
The factors including physical structure of education and teaching contexts,
quality of educational tools and instruments, and school management are closely
connected to the quality of education in schools. The most strategic component of
the social system, which is termed as school, is the teacher. Therefore, in order to
develop all the above-mentioned factors, training qualified teachers and preparing
them for teaching profession are of vital importance.
In Turkey, after the universities have been assigned to train teachers, there have
been various regulations on qualified teacher training. One of these regulations was
preparing the graduates of Science/ Science and Literature Faculties for teaching
profession with the pedagogic formation program. However, this situation brought
discussions, which have still not been solved today.
Although the protection and development of Turkish in schools is the
responsibility of every teacher, this is actually the duty of Turkish Language and
Literature teachers. Therefore, native language education courses are the base for
other courses and have an important role in getting many important acquisitions
that bring success in life. Considering the importance of native language education,
it is important to well educate the teachers who will teach these courses.
On the other hand, in order a teacher to perform the teaching job successfully,
he/she has to know how to use his/ her knowledge and acquire the skills that help
his/her perform necessary actions peacefully.
Keywords: Turkish teacher training, pre-service Turkish teacher, pedagogical
formation, school experience, teaching practice, professional competence

INTRODUCTION
One of the most strategic components of a school as a social system
is a teacher (Bursalioglu, 1987). Teachers have an important role in
maintaining qualified work force, building peace in society, helping
1 Doç. Dr. The Faculty of Humanities, Anadolu University, Eskişehir, Türkiye,
hpilanci@anadolu.edu.tr
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individuals’ socialize and preparing them for life, and transferring cultural
values to younger generations (Celikten, Sanal & Yeni, 2005). Therefore,
it is given significant importance to educate teachers almost every society.
In approaches to teacher education, there are generally three dimensions
considered: pedagogical formation, professional education, and world
knowledge. Prospective teachers are needed to be educated in a way to
acquire competence and skills in these three dimensions.
The first school opened in Turkey in 1848 order to educate teachers was
“Darulmuallimin”. Later, various educational institutions carried out the
duty of teacher education (Inan & Bayrak, 2015). Today, teachers who will
be recruited in middle schools are educated in four-year education faculties
that were formed by combining education institutions and high schools
that educate teachers in 1982. Teachers who will work in primary schools
have been educated in class teacher education departments of education
faculties since 1992-1993.
So far, in order to meet the increasing need for teachers, various
applications has been at the agenda and alternative programs in teacher
education have been applied. The Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education is one of these alternatives, which allows individuals who are
graduated from faculties different from education faculties to work as
teachers, too. The Program of Pedagogical Formation Education is for the
students who are at the faculties different from education faculties and
who want to be teachers after graduation. Up to now, this program has
been going through some changes almost every year including admission
requirements, the number of admitted students, students’ class levels,
classes offered, and whether the classes will be face- to face or online.
Given the recent regulations, the duration of the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education is at least two academic terms (yok.gov.tr). In the first
term, the mandatory classes determined by YOK (The Higher education) are
Introduction to Education, Teaching Principles and Methods, Classroom
Management, Methods in Special Education, Education Technologies and
Material Design, Teaching Practicum and the electives are Action Research
in Education, Program Development in Education, History of Education,
Education Sociology, Developmental Psychology, Ethics of Teaching
Profession, Life-long Learning, Individualized Learning, Counseling,
Technology Use in Education, Educational Philosophy, History of Education
in Turkey, Education System in Turkey and School Management, Character
and Value Education, Special Education, Computer-based Education. In
the second term, the Teaching Practicum course which consists of 2 hours
theory and 6 hours hands-on practice.
The Teaching Practicum course offered in the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education is an education and learning process, where teacher
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candidates transfer the knowledge that they gain into real classroom teaching,
get feedback from their teachers and peers, and have a chance to develop
themselves in light of the feedback they get during their university education
(Tepeli & Caner, 2014).
Native language courses have an important role in developing personality,
and improving mental and spiritual state. Besides, courses on native language
are the ones that form personality (Ozdemir, 1983). Considering the
significance of the courses related to native language, it is of vital importance
to educate teachers who will teach these courses in a way to enable them
to have concrete knowledge and skills and to transfer knowledge to their
students as a skill. Today, in the schools in Turkey, majority of the teachers
teaching Turkish Language and Literature are the graduates of the Science and
Literature faculties or Literature faculties, and they start to work as teachers
by getting Pedagogical Formation Education. It can be seen that Turkish
language and literature education has been given importance in every period
in the history of Turkish education. On the other hand, it is also emphasized
that goals determined in the teaching of Turkish language and literature have
not been achieved due to the some failures and in deficiencies. In scientific
papers and conferences, that there are deficiencies and problems in teacher
education in terms of theory education and practical applications has been
discussed (Kavcar, 2002; Inan & Bayrak, 2015; Arslan, 1996; Duman, 1993;
Can, 2001; MEB, 91; MEB, 92; MEB, 96).
One of the most effective ways to evaluate an education program is to
consider to the ideas and suggestions of the individuals benefitting from that
specific program. Teachers’ beliefs help us to understand the strategies that
they use to overcome the difficulties they meet in their professional lives,
their happiness, how they construct the learning environment and how
effective they are in their students’ success and motivation (OECD, 2009).
The current study deals with the thoughts of prospective Turkish Language
and Literature teachers being educated in the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education on their readiness to be teachers. The effectiveness of
the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education on prospective teachers’
combining Turkish Language and Literature knowledge and professional
knowledge, and the problems that prospective teachers experience in the
Teacher Practicum course were studied.
The scarcity of the scientific studies conducted on the Program of
Pedagogical Formation Education and that the former studies are interested in
prospective teachers regardless of their area of study necessitates conducting
the current study to address the current situation from the perspective of
prospective teachers who are supposed to teach native language courses.
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The Aims and Focus of the Research
The present study is a case study conducted to reveal the thoughts of the
teacher candidates graduated from Science/Science Literature Faculties,
Turkish Language and Literature Departments on the pedagogical
formation that they get from various universities. In the study, it is aimed at
providing answers for the following questions:
1. Can the graduates of Turkish Language and Literature combine
Turkish Language and Literature area knowledge and the courses in
the formation program?
2. How do the teaching practicum courses contribute for the graduates
of Science and Literature Faculty?

Method
The current study was designed as a qualitative case study, which enables
to investigate a case or phenomenon in depth (Yildirim & Simsek, 2011).
Data were collected through interviews.
Data Collection Tools and Data Collection Procedure
Interviewing technique was determined as the most appropriate data
collection tool to be used in answering the research questions. Interviewing
technique has been accepted as a powerful technique in revealing
individuals’ thoughts, complaints, feelings and beliefs Yildirim & Simsek,
2011; Akbiyik & Kalkan Ay, 2014). In the current study, data were collected
through structured interviews.
Interviews were collected through an interview form. The interview
form was designed to reveal the thoughts of prospective teachers who
were graduated from the Department of Turkish Language and Literature
of various universities and who attended the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education on Formation Programs. Interview forms were
based on literature review. After eliminating some items, two main aspect
were determined to be investigated: a) how the graduates of Department
of Turkish Language and Literature combine professional knowledge
and content knowledge, b) the contribution of Teaching practicum for
prospective teachers. A faculty member who is teaching at an Education
Faculty checked the interview questions. The interview questions revised
considering the feedback were piloted. After piloting, the final version of
the interview questions was formed.
During data collection, each participant was interviewed for
approximately 30 minutes. 16 prospective teachers were interviewed. After
the interviews, enough data was obtained. Interviews lasted 560 minutes in
total were recorded by using a voice recorder and printed out for analysis.
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The data collected were analyzed by using a descriptive analysis. Data
obtained were organized, interpreted by taking direct quotation from the
interviews and presented. The study was finalized after the last version of
the study was presented to three prospective teachers for their views.

Research Group
Research group was determined by using maximum variations sampling
method, which allows in-depth studying of cases, which can provide rich
information (Yildirim & Simsek, 2011). The interviews were conducted
between the year 2011 and 2016 with the prospective participants (who
attended the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education) after their
education before they started teaching.

Results
The results of the study were presented by giving examples.

Can the graduates of Turkish Language and Literature combine
Turkish Language and Literature area knowledge and the courses
in the formation program?
The courses offered in the departments of Turkish Language and
Literature include; New Turkish Language, Old Turkish Language, New
Turkish Literature, Old Turkish Literature, Old Turkish Folk Literature, New
Turkish Folk Literature and Linguistics. The courses offered in Formation
Programs include; Introduction to Education, Teaching Principles
and Methods, Measurement and Evaluation in Education, Education
Psychology, Classroom Management, Methods in Special Education,
Education Technologies and Material Design, Teaching Practicum. In
this part, how the prospective teachers relate their Turkish Language and
Literature content knowledge to professional knowledge is investigated.

Turkish Language and Literature (TLL) 1:
I am very happy that I have attended the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education. I am happy that I had the certificate. However, the
certificate that I get does not contribute me in terms of teaching profession
and knowledge because what I learned in the Department of Turkish
Language and Literature and in the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education was completely different from each other.

TLL 2:
I couldn’t make any connections between the courses I took in the
Department of Turkish Language and Literature and the courses in the
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education. The purposes of these two
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programs were completely different from each other. The Pedagogical
Formation Education must be taken seriously and planned well. Everything
was just a formality. In the school that I was for application, I asked whether
measurement and evaluation we learned in the program is being used in
schools or not. I learned that it is not.
TLL 3:
The courses I took in the Department of Turkish Language and Literature
and the courses in the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education were
completely different from each other. In class, I couldn’t teach my students what
I had learned in the Department of Turkish Language and Literature because
the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education failed to teach me how
to teach Turkish Language and Literature. For instance, I want to teach folk
stories. The information I learned in the Department of Turkish Language and
Literature is too broad. So, I don’t know how much I should teach.
TLL 4:
To be honest, I attended the courses at the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education little. The class hours was not appropriate, it was late
in the evening. I couldn’t give up attending, as this was a chance for me. I
only attended one or two classes. I think there is nothing in similar between
the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education and the Department
of Turkish Language and Literature. These are not estimated when these
programs were planned. In the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education, they don’t tell us things like “a Turkish should be like this”, “you
need to teach verbs to this age group like this”. There are only some words
related to education added to my vocabulary knowledge, that’s it.
TLL 5:
In the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education, there were
students from various programs. This was really bad. There had to be
different classes for the students of different departments. In the Program of
Pedagogical Formation Education, We couldn’t learn how to teach Turkish
and how to teach literature. Whereas, what I needed was to learn these
because I am not going to teach mathematics. I am going to teach literature.
The Program of Pedagogical Formation Education did not teach me this.
I still do not know how to teach Turkish. I will learn this by the help of
my own intuition and following my own instincts. Probably, I will imitate
my teachers in the Department of Turkish Language and Literature. The
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education was a waste of time for us.
TLL 6:
In the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education, we learned
many topics from how organization of a class should be to what should
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be the color of a classroom but we didn’t get any information on teaching
Turkish Language and Literature. I couldn’t relate what I had learned in the
Department of Turkish Language and Literature to what I had learned in
the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education. The only connection I
made was only there is a teacher and a class.
TLL 7:
The courses I took in the Department of Turkish Language and Literature
and the courses in the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education were
unrelated. When we look at the courses offered in the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education, the titles of the courses was logical, but when we look
at the contents, the courses was inefficient. We were in the same class with the
graduates of the School of Physical Education, the Department of Mathematics,
and the Department of Literature. Therefore, the examples given were far
way from being related to Turkish Language and Literature. The attitudes
and behaviors of the graduates of the School of Physical Education and the
Department of Literature will completely be different from each other when
they start to work. When the gradate of the School of Physical Education will
teach outside and in sport halls, I will teach in classrooms.
TLL 8:
In the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education, I didn’t get any
education on Turkish Language and Literature. They teach theoretical
knowledge such as how to teach, how to behave students, how to motivate
students, how can you keep them at the same level but no practice on these.
I attended Application for practice but I didn’t do any application.
TLL 9:
There isn’t even any association between the courses I took in the
Department of Turkish Language and Literature and the courses in the
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education. I only witnessed that the
concept of structuralism that we learned in the Linguistics class was also
mentioned in education. That’s it. I am sorry to tell that the only thing
that I did was to get the certificate showing that I attended the Program of
Pedagogical Formation Education.
TLL 10:
The courses I took in the Department of Turkish Language and Literature
and the courses in the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education were
completely different. The only difference might be that both are verbal. The
class size was really big and there was not any opportunity to ask questions.
TLL 11:
There was a huge difference between the courses I took in the
Department of Turkish Language and Literature and the courses in the
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Program of Pedagogical Formation Education. To be hones, I couldn’t see
any connections. It was not only I, who couldn’t, but the others as well.
The courses in the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education were
based on application but there was only information not practice. All the
information provided has to be applied in class setting. I believe that most
of us won’t be successful in the first year of our teaching.
TLL 12:
There is not any similarity in the courses I took in the Department of
Turkish Language and Literature and in the courses in the Program of
Pedagogical Formation Education but big differences. The courses in the
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education are related to education
and teaching, and the courses in the Department of Turkish Language and
Literature are on the content area. I couldn’t combine both.
TLL 13:
The only commonality between the courses in the Department of Turkish
Language and Literature and the courses of the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education is to learn to use the language appropriately and
properly. The differences were many.
TLL 14:
In the Department of Turkish Language and Literature, I learned
information on content area. The courses of the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education contained information that an educator should know
such as on teaching methodology, materials and tools. Therefore, they were
completely different. I didn’t take any courses or topics that I can combine
them.
TLL 15:
There was almost no similarity between the courses in the Department
of Turkish Language and Literature and the courses of the Program of
Pedagogical Formation Education as the courses I took in the Program of
Pedagogical Formation Education were on teaching profession.
TLL 16:
I couldn’t make any connections between the courses I took in the
Department of Turkish Language and Literature and the courses in the
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education. The courses I took in the
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education was not comprehensive but
I still believe that they will be beneficial during my teaching profession,
although the benefit will be very little.
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How do the teaching practicum courses contribute for the
graduates of Science and Literature Faculty?
Teaching Practicum, in the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education, is an important step of pre-service studies. The purpose of
Teaching Practicum is to create a context for prospective teachers to
enable them to transfer what they acquire theoretically and to give them
a possibility for application. By doing so, prospective teachers will have a
chance to fill the possible gap between theory and practice (Tepeli & Caner,
2014). In this section, prospective Turkish language and Literature teachers’
thoughts on applications were given.
TLL 1:
I could only teach two hours. I taught “Texts in Republican Period”. I
thought that I was very successful. On the other hand, the duration of the
practice in the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education is very short.
I had to practice at least a year to develop myself.
TLL 2:
I taught 5 hours in the practicum. I taught “Folk Literature”. I learned
many things on teaching in practicum. I couldn’t be that effective if it was
a lecture. Practicum classes changed many of the assumptions on teaching
in my mind. I learned what teaching is and it requires effort. On the other
hand, application hours should have been longer.”
TLL3:
I did 10 hours teaching practicum. I taught “Folk Stories, Karagoz and
Hacivat”. Practicum courses have certainly some benefits but not many. I
think there wouldn’t be any difference if I didn’t take Pedagogical Formation
Education. When it comes to the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education overall, instead of attending the program for ten years, I could
be a better teacher if I learn while working as a teacher.
TLL 4:
I taught one hour “National Literature Period Story Telling”. When I
went for teaching practicum, I saw that the courses I attended in the
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education and the courses I attended in
the Department of Turkish Language and Literature were different. I only
took lecture type courses. If you ask me whether Pedagogical Formation
Education prepared me for teaching profession, my answer will be no. But
if you ask me if I am ready to be a teacher, my answer is yes. I am not afraid
because we had teachers many years. We will do something.
TLL 5:
In practicum, I taught for eight hours “Verbs, Karargoz- Hacivat,
meddahlık (eulogy show in ottoman culture), orta oyunu (light comedy)
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and Texts from the 18th of March”. I think I was successful. However, the
duration of the practice was very short. Besides, the Practicum courses need
to be checked by the teachers in the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education. We didn’t see any checks. They didn’t ask for my opinion.
They don’t know what type of teacher I am… They did not give me any
feedback…
TLL 6:
I taught one hour in the practicum. I taught “Literary Texts Developing
around an Event”. I think I was successful. However, the duration of the
application is very short. How can we apply what we have learned within a
limited time? There were students who even couldn’t read on the 10th grade.
They could hardly say the phrase “Taassuk-i Talat”. It is Farsi but there are
students who can hardly read in Turkish. The teacher asks questions from
the book and there are even students who can’t find the pages. I saw these
realities in the practice”
TLL 7:
In the practicum, I taught “National Literature Period Story Telling” for
two hours. There were not any contexts where I could see my weaknesses
and strengths. In the practicum course, while I was teaching, the counseling
teacher was chatting with the students. The practicum courses need to be of
high quality and carried out in way to encourage the interns. The candidate
teachers need to do the internship in different schools and classes.
TLL 8:
In the school that I went for practice, neither I could observe a class nor
I could teach because my advisory was teaching the last grade. When I went
for the application, syllabus was completed and the exams were over. While
the students were answering tests, we sat aside in the classroom.
TLL 9:
In the practicum I only taught one class and it was on “Hacivat and
Karagoz, and Orta oyunu (light comedy)”. The application needs to be in
the form of internship. If we teach 4-5 weeks, we can both get rid of our
anxiety and gain experience. But, It didn’t happen.
TLL 10:
I only taught once in the practicum. I taught “Literature in the Period of
the Independence War”. In the practicum, I couldn’t find the opportunity to
use neither the Turkish Language and Literature content knowledge nor the
information I gained in the Pedagogical Formation Education. I realized
that I taught what I learned in the Department of Turkish Language and
Literature in the same way my teachers did. I was not that good. I was angry
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with myself, as I was nervous in front of the students. If I could have taught
several times, it would have been very useful for me. The practicum has
to be different. The teachers in the Department of Pedagogical Formation
Education need to monitor us, I have friends who were graded even they
didn’t go for the practice. The grades are just formality. I had a dream of
becoming a teacher before. Now, in this case, what can I give to a student?
TLL 11:
In the practicum, I only taught one hour and it was on “Hacivat and
Karagoz, and Orta oyunu (light comedy)”. I was ready in terms of knowledge
but I was nervous. I was not comfortable enough and the students might
see this. I could only taught one hour and this was not enough. If I could
have taught during the whole semester, I would have been better. I have
friend who didn’t do any practice. The first year of our teaching will be
difficult and this will be an unlucky situation for our students. The students
will fall through. The first year of our teaching will be a fiasco. We will have
to compensate our inefficiencies on our own.”
TLL 12:
In the practicum, I taught, “Karagoz and Hacivat, adverbs, argumentative
expressing and explanatory expressing” for four hours. I did not use any of the
teaching techniques I had learned in the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education. Although I got Pedagogical Formation Education, I couldn’t put
what I had learned in to practice as I didn’t get any education on teaching
Turkish Language and Literature. I think I was successful while teaching but
I was tongue-tied, my voice was low. In order to make the students listen to
me, I tried to get on well with the students. I thought “I will only teach one
hour and then I will leave, therefore, I need to get on well with the students.”
As if there was an agreement between the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education, the application school, and the teacher like “everybody do their
own business and we will solve everything among us”.
TLL 13:
In practicum, I taught adverbs and orta oyunu (light comedy) for three
hours just because I insisted on teaching. In the practicum, I couldn’t say,
“Let’s brainstorm friends”. We learned conditioning but I couldn’t apply
it, too. I taught traditionally, I just gave the information. There had to be
someone who guided me in order to apply what I had learned. I wish I
could have applied all I the techniques I had learned. For example, while
teaching about Tasavvuf, I want to teach my students to “Mevlevihane”
Everything was completely wrong from the beginning. It was a fiasco. I
don’t even know how successful or unsuccessful I was in the practicum.
I couldn’t see myself in the classroom environment. There are students
who don’t even come to the Pedagogical Formation Education. I am sure
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that my students will fall through a crack because I will learn how to teach
together with them. It is certain that I couldn’t learn this in the Program of
Pedagogical Education. It will be like a trail and error.
TLL 14:
I did practice for one hour in a primary school. I taught “the Beauties of
Turkey”. It was really difficult for me to teach this for students at primary
school level as I had learned the topics in the Department of Turkish
Language and Education comprehensively. I think my performance was
average. I don’t think this application will be helpful form me in the future.
TLL 15:
In practicum, I had a class on two reading passages titled as “Misirci
Kucuk Kiz” (The Little Girl Selling Corn) and “Anadolu” (Anatolia),
punctuation rules and spelling rules. Although my area is Turkish Language
and Literature, I did practicum in a primary school. This was irrelevant.
I taught in my own way and I didn’t think about the new techniques I
had learned, as I don’t know how to use these techniques in my field of
teaching. I was successful and effective in class management and presenting
the knowledge. The only problem was that the duration of the practicum
courses was very short.
TLL 16:
In practicum, one class I taught “Works that Continues National
Pleasure and Understanding”. I was nervous, as I had no experience.
Practicum courses need to given more importance. Overall, the Program
of Pedagogical Formation Education needs to be comprehensive and the
practicum courses need to be more. There needs to be more opportunities
to put theory into practice.

Discussion and Conclusions
In Turkey, in 1982, that the institutions educating teacher became the
part of universities brought both some positive developments as well as
many problems. University context enabled teacher education to gain a
scientific character. However, the problems including the quality of the
students preferring teacher education institutions, the inefficiency of the
programs and teachers, the quality of teaching practicum have still been
discussed today (Guclu & Guclu, 1996).
In the present study, it was aimed to reveal the thoughts of the Turkish
Language and Literature teacher candidates who were graduated from the
Faculties of Literature or Science/Literature and who took the Pedagogical
Formation Education on their readiness for teaching. It was concluded that
all of the16 prospective teachers, whose thoughts were asked between 2011
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and 2016, found their education inefficient.
For the teacher candidates, the Program of Pedagogical Formation
Education fails in making the connection between teaching professional
knowledge and Turkish Language and Literature content knowledge. The
teacher candidates cannot learn how to, when to use theoretical knowledge
on their study of field and how much they will use this knowledge. Therefore,
the teacher candidates do not see themselves as efficient at the beginning in
the Teaching Practicum courses. The majority of the candidates who found
an opportunity to gain experience in the Practicum courses state that their
worries became less and they started to see teaching practicum as a course
that contributes to their professional development.
The attitudes and classroom behaviors of Counseling teachers in
the Practicum schools and the teachers in the Departments of Turkish
Language and Literature are much more effective on the teacher candidates
than the theoretical knowledge that I learned in the Program of Pedagogical
Formation Education. Teacher candidates state that the practicum courses
are useful but the duration allocated for application is short. The duration
of the practical application that the teacher candidates do varies. There
are also teacher candidates who do not do practice. Practicum courses
are mostly not observed by the responsible in the Program Pedagogical
Formation Education. This situation causes teacher candidates feel alone
and see the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education as unserious.
Despite all these negatives, teacher candidates attach a lot of importance to
the experience that they get in the practicum courses.
Listening, speaking, reading and writing that individual need
throughout their lives are the skills that are developed in the courses
on native languages. The personal and societal contribution of a native
language is not discussible. However, qualified teacher training for native
language education in Turkey has not been fully considered although it
is of vital importance. The data collected indicates that current Program
of Pedagogical Formation Education was regarded as “unserious, fiasco,
formality and completely wrong”. The teacher candidates are aware that
they “will be bewildered” in the first year of their teaching and their “first
students will fall through the cracks, and be unlucky”.

Suggestions
Based on the data gathered in the present study, it can be suggested that
the courses offered in the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education
needs to be considered again, the courses that combines theory and practice
together need to be offered; the courses that are related to teaching of Turkish
Language and Literature need to be included in the program; by increasing
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the theoretical and practical hours teaching practicum courses, the courses
need to be restructured in a way to enable candidate teachers to gain more
experience; the teacher candidates need to be provided opportunities to do
the practices in different schools and classes; the practicum courses that the
teacher candidates attend need to be monitored by the authorities of the
Program of Pedagogical Formation Education.
The current Program of Pedagogical Formation Education fails in
educating teachers who are going to teach Turkish Language and Literature.
Therefore, it is important to reveal the thoughts of teacher candidates on
various dimensions of the Program of Pedagogical Formation Education
and that the scientific studies on this issue need to be increased in order to
take the attention of the authorities.
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